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o()1n'stitutio:n" axd by-laws

OK THK

While these pages were going through the press, we have had our attention directed to a

sketch of Mr. Wilder in the " London Gardeners' Chronicle," accompanied with a hfe-like

portrait. The editor introduces the sketch in the following words

:

« We are glad to have the opportunity of laying before our readers the portrait of one of the

most distinguished of transatlantic horticulturists, and one who, by his zeal, industry and deter-

mination, has not onlv conferred lasting benefits on his native country, but has by his careful

experiments in hybridization and fruit culture laid the horticulturists of all nations under

hea^-y obligations to him. The name and reputation of Marshall P. Wilder is as highly esteemed

in Great Britain as they are in America."

Art. II.—Its object shall be tbe advancement of the Science of

Pomology.

Art. hi.—It shall consist of Delegates appointed by Horticultmal,

Agricultural, and kindred Societies in the United States and British

America; and of such other persons as take an interest in the welfare

of the Association, and are desirous of promoting its aims.

Art. IV.—The meetings shall be held biennially, at such time and

place as may be designated by the Society ; and special meetings may

be convened at any time on the call of the President.

Art. V.—The officers shall consist of a President, one Vice-Presi-

dent from every State, Territory, and Province, a Treasurer, and a

Secretary; and shall be elected by ballot, or otherwise, at every biennial

meeting.
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C'OTsTSTITTJTIOlSr.

Article I.—The name of tliis Association shall he the AMERirAN

POMOLOGICAL SoCIETY.

Art. II.—Its object shall be the advancement of the Science of

Pomology.

Art. III.—It shall consist of Delegates appointed by Horticultural,

Agricultural, and kindred Societies in the United States and British

America; and of such other persons as take an interest in the welfare

of the Association, and are desirous of promoting its aims.

Art. IV.—The meetings shall be held biennially, at such time and

place as may be designated by the Society ; and special meetings may

be convened at any time on the call of the President.

Art. Y.—The officers shall consist of a President, one Vice-Presi-

dent from every State, Territory, and Province, a Treasurer, and a

Secretary; and shall be elected by ballot, or otherwise, at every biennial

meeting.
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1.—The President shall have a general superintendence of the affairs

of the Society during its vacation
;
give due public notice of the time and

place of meeting; preside at its deliberations; deliver an Address on

some subject relating to Pomology, at every Ijiennial meeting; and

appoint all committees, unless otherwise directed.

2.—In case of the death, sickness, or inability of the President, his

official duties shall devolve on one of the Vice-Presidents, according

to the order in which they stand on the minutes.

3.—The Treasurer shall receive all moneys belonging to the Society,

and pay over the same on the written orders of the President.

4.—The Secretary shall, with the assistance of a reporter appointed

by him, keep a record of the transactions of the Society for publication.

5.—There shall be an Executive Committee, consisting of five

members, together with the President and Vice-Presidents, ex-officio,

five of whom shall constitute a (piorum, who shall manage the affairs

of the Society during its vacation.

6.—State Fruit Committees, consisting of five members each, for

every State, Territory, and Province, and a General Chairman overall,

shall be appointed biennially; it shall be the duty of the several State

Fruit Committees to forward to the General Chairman, one month

before every biennial meeting. State Pomological Reports, to be con-

densed by him for publication.

7.—A Standing Committee on Native Frnits, consisting of seven

meml)ers, .shall bo appointed by the President, immediately after his

election. It shall be the duty of this Committee to report annually on

Native Fruits; and also to examine, and, before the close of the session,

report on all new seedling varieties that may be exhibited ; and to

make an ml interim report on those that were exhibited in an unripe

condition at the meeting of the Society, but had subsequently attained

a state of maturity; and on such other seedlings as may have been

submitted to their inspection during the Society's vacation.
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8.—A Standing Committee on Foreign Fruits, consisting of seven

members, sliall be appointed, wliose duties shall be similar to those of

the Committee in By-Law seven.

0.—A Standing Committee on Synonj^ms, consisting of seven

members, shall be appointed biennially.

10.—Vacancies occurrinix in Committees shall be filled bv the

Chairman of each, and in case of his death, or inability to serve, his

place shall be supplied by the President of the Society.

11.—The members of this Society shall pay two dollars biennially;

and ten dollars paid at one time shall constitute one life-membership.

12.

—

Order of Business:

1.—Credentials of Delegates presented.

2.—Address of the President.

3.—Election of Officers.

4.—Reports of State Fruit Committees,

5.—New Business.

13.—The Constitution and By-Laws may be altered or amended, at

any regular biennial meeting, by a vote of two-thirds of the members

present.
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'CIKCULAR.

The Ibllowino; Circular was issued bv the officers of the

American Pomological Society, calling its Eighth Session, at

Philadelphia, according to the vote taken at tlie previous

meeting

:

The Eighth Session of this Institution will be held in the city of

Philadelphia, commencing on the 11th of September, 18G0, at 10 o'cloclc

A. M., and Avill be continued for several days.

This Society, the first National Institution for the promotion of

Pomological Science, was organized in the year 1848. Its sessions

have brought together the most distinguished cultivators of our country

;

its transactions have embodied their various researches and ripest expe-

rience, and its Catalogue of Fruits has become the acknowledged standard

of American Pomology.

Its example has created a general taste for this science, inspired

pomologists with greater zeal, and called into existence many kindred

associations. Its progress has been remarkable and gratifyino", but it

still has a great woi'k to perform. Its General Catalogue should, from

time to time, be enlarged and perfected, and local catalogues formed,

embracing the fruits adapted to each State and Territory of the Union.

The last of these suggestions was made by the Chairman of the General

Fruit Committee, at the seventh session of the Society, in the year 1858.

This has been carefully considered, and is deemed worthy of special

attention. It is, therefore, earnestly recommended that each State

Pomological, Horticultural, or Agricultural Society, charge its Fruit

Committee with the duty of collecting information, and presenting the

same, with descriptive list of Fruits adapted to their location.

The importance of this suhject, and the increasing value of the fruit

?,
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crop of the United States, call for a prompt and corcliuj „o^_..

this request, for a careful preparation of said list, and for a full and

able representation, at the approacliing session, from all parts of the

country.

The various State Committees of this Society are expected to submit

accurate and full reports of the condition and progress of fruit culture

within their limits, tog-ether with definite answers to each of the following

questions. These reports, it is desirable should be forwarded to the

Chairman of the General Fruit Committee, Hon. Samuel Walker,

Roxbury, Mass., if possible, as early as the fii-st of September, or to

Thomas W. Field, Esq., Secretary, Brooklyn, New-York.

What six, twelve and twenty varieties of the Apple are best adapted

to an orchard of one hundred trees, for family use, and how many of

each sort should it contain ? What varieties, and how many of each,

are best for an orchard of one thousand trees, designed to bear fruit for

the market?

What six and twelve varieties of the Pear are best, for family use,

on the Pear stock 1 What variety on the Quince stock ? What varieties,

and how many of each of these, are best adapted to a Pear orchard of

one hundred, or of one thousand trees?

What are the six and twelve best \'arieties of the Peach ? What are

the best varieties, and how many of each, are best adapted to a Peach

orchard of one hundred, or of one thousand trees ?

Answers to these questions should be made from reliable experience,

and with reference to the proximity or remoteness of the market.

Held, as this Convention will be, in a city easily accessible from all

parts of the country, it is anticipated that the coming session Avill be

one of the most useful the Society has ever held. Societies, therefore, in

every State and Territory of the Union, and the Provinces of British

America, are requested to send such number of delegates as they

may choose to elect. Fruit growers, Nurserymen, and all others

interested in the art of Pomology, are invited to be present, to become

members, and to take part in the deliberations of the Convention.

In order to increase as much as possible the interest of the occasion,

members and delegates are requested to forward, for exhibition, as large

collections of fi-uit as practicable, including specimens of all the rare and

valuable varieties grown in their respective districts, and esteemed

worthy of notice ; also, papers descriptive of their mode of culti\ation

;

of diseases and insects injurious to vegetation ; of remedies for the same,

and to communicate whatever may aid in promoting the objects of the
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meetiDg. Each contributor is requested to make out a complete list of

Ills contributions, and present the same with his fruits, that a report of

all the varieties entered may be submitted to the meeting as soon as

practicable after its organization.

Societies Avill please transmit to the Secretary, at an early day, a list

of the delegates they have appointed.

Gentlemen desirous of becomino- members can remit the admission

fee to Thomas P. James, Esq., Treasurer, Philadelphia, who will furnish

them with the transactions of the Society. Life Membership, twenty

dollars; Biennial, two dollars.

Packages of fruits may be addressed to Thomas P. James, €30

Market Street, Philadelphia.

MARSHALL P. WILDER, President,

Thomas W. Field, Secretary, Boston, Mass.

Brooklyn, Nev)- York.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Official -A.l3stract oftlie Froceedings and. Discvissioias of tlie Eiglitli

Session, lield. in Pliiladelpliia, Sept. 11, 12, and 13, aSGO.

• At eleven o'clock A. M., on the llth of September, the

President, Hon. Maeshall P. "VYildee, of Boston, took the

chair, and announced the first business to be the rece23tion of

the credentials of delegates from other societies. The follow-

ing were presented and read by the Secretary :

Georgia State Agricultural Society.— Hon. Mark A.

Cooper, Richard Peters.

Georgia Pom^logical Society.— P. J. Berckmans, Wm.
]N". AVhite.

Aiken Vine Groioing anrlHorticultiiTal Association.^ Ga.

—

Wm. Schley, H. W. Pavenal, P. J. Berckmans.

MassacJmsetts Horticultural Society.— Joseph Breck, M.

P. Wilder, Samuel Walker, Josiah Stickney, C. M. Hovey, A.

D. Williams, Cheever a!s^ewhall, Eben Wight, W. R. Austin,

G. W. Pratt, C. O. Whitmore, J. F. C. Hyde, W. C. Strong,

D. T. Carter, W. H. Spooner, Jr., Augustus Parker, Eli2jhalet

Stone, Parker Barnes, F. L. Winship, Azel Bowditch, Lewis

Davenport, John Gorden, Francis Dana, J. S. Cabot, E. S.

Rand, E. M. Richards. A. D. Weld, I. H. Billings, J. S.
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Sleeper, P. B. Hovey, E. S. Rand, -Ir., C. II. B. Breek, Thad-

dens Clapp.

Fruit Groivers' Society of Weste?'7i New- York,.— AV. P.

Townsend, Joseph Harris, Charles Downing, Joseph Frost, S.

IT. Ainswortli.

American Institute., N. Y.—Thomas W. Field, W. S.

Carpenter.

Chester County Horticultural Society^ Pa.— Alexander

Marshall, Amos H. Darlington, Richard B. Taylor, John

Marshall, Joseph Kilt, Jonathan C. Baldwin, James II. Bnll.

Progressive Gardners' Society., Philadelphia.— James

Eadie, Dr. Geo. Pepper Norris, AVm. Grassie. C. H. Miller,

R. Robinson Scott.

Hartford County Horticultural Society, Conn.— Col. D.

S. Dewey, Hon. A. W. Briggs, Dr. G. W. Russell, T. C. Austin,

P. D. Stillman, E. A. Whitnev.

Horticultural Society of Morrisania.— Prof. Wm. Hop-

kins, A. S. Fuller.

Farmers'' did) of Bidgefeld., ]^. Y.— Wm. House, F. A.

Rockwell.

Richmond Horticultural Society., Ind.—Benjamin Strat-

tan, Walter G. Stevens.

AgricultiiTol Society of Montgomery County., Pa.—A. W.
Corson, Elhvood Thomas, II. C. Hoover, Jones Detwiler, Wm.
FI. Ilolsteiu, Peter C. Evans.

Michigan State AgHcultural Society.— T. T. Lyon.

State Agj'ictdtural Society of North Carolina.—Walter

I J. Steele.

Alleghany County Agricultural Society., Pa.— Rev. J.

Knox, W. S. Bissell.

New-Haven Pomological Society.— Oliver F. Winchester,

Xath. A. Bacon, Elizur E. Clarke, Silas I. Baldwin.

Worcester County Hortiultiiral Society., Mass.—Jonathan

Grout.

Maury County Horticidtural Society,Teiin.— M. S. Frier-

son, James II. AVilkes.

Fruit Growers' Society of Eastern Pennsyl/oo/nia— John

Rutter. Thomas M. llarvev. Dr. J. K. Eshleman. S ivr^'n--.
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Josiali lloopes, Edward Jessiip, Charles Dingee, Peter Craus,

E. J. Evans, David Fell, Jr., J. B. Garber, C. II. Lefevre,

Elv PaiTV, Mercer AVlietston, J. Zimmerman, Daniel Eno-le.

The following gentlemen were appointed a committee to

prepare and report business for the Convention :—AVarder, of

Ohio ; Loomis, of Indiana ; Barry, of New-York ; Knox, of

Pennsylvania ; and Ilovey, of Massachusetts.

A committee was also appointed to nominate officers ; and

the Society adjourned until 3 o'clock P. M.

AFTERNOOX SESSION.

At the time appointed the Society assembled, when the

President delivered his Address.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the Society^ and Friends ofAmericanPomology

:

By our Constitution, mj official position requires me, at

the opening of this session, to address you on the art or science

of Pomology; on the interests, progress, and jjresent condition

of our Association.

In the performance of this duty, I am happy to meet you

in this city of brotherly love ; the birthj^lace of that Decla-

ration which giive us an independent national existence ; of

that constitution, also, which embodies the wisdom of our

venerable fathers, and is the charter by which wo hold the

inheritance we seek to improve, enjoy, and transmit. Here,

too, by a former inhabitant of Philadelpliia," a few years

later, was first exhibited the application to vessels of that

invisible agent which now propels thousands of steamers

through our navigable waters, which has wrought such won-

ders in all the useful arts of life, and is progressing upon a

stupendous scale of develoj^ment. Here was organized the

first society for the promotion of American Agriculture.

Here, also, originated the first association for the advancement

of American Horticulture, having for one of its leading objects

the introduction and cultivation of new and choice varieties

of fruit.

Most of the venerable men who were the authors of these

institutions, the founders of these civil and social compacts,

* .loliii Fitcli. ill 17HS. To liis stcninhoat PorReverance.
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Lave fuliilled their earthly mission ; but the enterprises which

they inaugurated continue, diffusing through the land and the

world the blessings of progressive art, of rural life, of social

order, of civil libertv. These lathers have fallen in the m-eat

battle of life ; and since our last biennial session, others, more

intimately associated with ns in our favorite ^Dursuits, have

passed away never to return. Two of the founders of the

Society, who have occupied official positions from its formation,

will meet with us no more.

DKCE^fiiEr) OFFICER,!^.

Andrew H. Ernst, of Cincinnati, Ohio, one of the Vice-

Presidents of this Society, died at his residence in that city,

February 13tli, 1860, aged sixty-four years. He was a gen-

tleman of foreign birth, but thorouo;hlv nationalized ; beino-

a great admirer of American character, and a firm supporter

of American institutions. He was a pioneer and champion

of our cause in the north-west section of our countrv ; a o;en-

tleraan favorably known and highly appreciated by all who
knew him, for his Pomological knowledge, for his character-

istic modesty, for suavity of manner, and for his eminent

Christian virtues.

We have also to mourn the death of Benjamin V. French,

of Dorchester, Massachusetts, a member of the Executive

Committee, who died April 10th, 18G0, aged sixty-eight years.

Mr. French was ardently devoted to the cause of terra culture,

in its most comprehensive sense, and has for many years held

important official positions in the Agricultural and Horticul-

tural societies of his State and country. Few men have been

more interested in the cultivation of the soil, and few have

been so strongly attached to rural life and rural happiness.

Even to the close of life these were his most cherished objects.

In reflecting on the usefulness and example of our departed

friends, on their labors and contributions to the x-ause of

Pomology, their honorable lives and peaceful deaths, we shall

ever retain a high appreciation of their worth. We cheerfully

accord to their memorv our gratitude for their valuable

services, and enroll their names among the benefactors of man-

4
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kind. We mourn the loss of these worthy associates, but our

Institution still lives, and other friends survive to cooperate

with us in advancing the cause so dear to our hearts.

EIGHXH SESSIOlSr.

This is the eighth session and twelfth year of our Association.

Much has been accomplished since its organization, but how
wonderful the improvement in every branch of husbandry,

and in all that concerns the progress of society since the

formation, in tliis city, of the iirst association for tlie promo-

tion of rural art, just three-quarters of a century ago ! It is

profitable to look back occasionally, and see what has been

achieved in the past.

Most sincerely do I congratulate you upon the general

interest now awakened in fruit culture—on the zeal, enterprise,

and industry of cultivators in the acquisition and production

of new" and choice varieties— on the multiplication of local

associations and publications, all laboring w'ith us for the

promotion of Pomology.

In this presence, and on this occasion, I have no specula-

tions or doubtful theories to promulgate. We have had already

enough, and perhaps too many, of these for our own benefit,

or others. AVhat we especially need, are the results of the

ripe and united experience of the best cultivators, guided by

the deductions of science. Some of the recommendations in

former addresses I desire to reenforce, for it is " line upon line,

and precept upon precept," tliat makes a deep and lasting im-

pression. New topics, as they arise, are entitled to respectful

consideration, and the discussion of them will undoubtedly

elicit important information. .

REVISION" OE C^T^IjOGrXJE.

It has been our custom on former occasions to enlarge and

revise our General Catalogue, by a discussion and vote on

each variety. Great advantages have already resulted to the

country and the world, from the Catalogue of this Society,

which classifies our fruits, registers those suited to general

cultivation, those adapted to particular localities, those which
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promise well, and those that are pronounced unworthy of

cultivation.

It will he rememhered that at the last biennial session, the

Chairman of the General Fruit Committee reconniiended the

appointment of local committees in each State and Territory,

charged with the duty of producing and submitting to a

special committee, a list of tlie fruits cultivated in their re-

spective localities.

From these local catalogues, endjodying the ripest experi-

ence of the best cultivators in all parts of the country, it will

be easy for the Society, at its next session, to transfer fruits to

the corresponding department of the Society's General Cata-

lomie.

I therefore respectfully recommend,

F'hst, That no revision of tliat portion of our Catalogue

embracing fruits for General Cultivation, be attemi)ted at this

meeting.

Secondly^ That local committees be appointed, each of

which shall be charged with the duty of preparing a catalogue

of tlie fruits in its own locality, on the same general plan as

the Society's Catalogue.

Thirdly, That a special committee be appointed at this

time, to whom these vai-ious local committees shall make their

report during the year 1861.

Fourthly, That the special committee be charged with the

duty of compiling, from these local catalogues, and from the

present Catalogue of our Society, full lists of all the fruits

therein named, properly classified and arranged, with due

regard to nomenclature and terminology, and shall submit

the same at the next biennial session, for its consideration and

action. This labor, well performed, will redound to the honor

of American Pomology.

These recommendations are not intended to preclude a

discussion of the merits or demerits of any variety now on our

Catalogue. On the contrary, they call for a full and free

expression of opinions in respect to any dei:)artment of the

same, as this may aid the labors of the several committees.

Neither are they intended to preclude the addition of varie-

ties to the list v^^ixoki promise well.
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If this Association had rendered no other service excejDt to

give to the world its present Catalogue of frnits, it would have

fulfilled an important mission ; but it has done more, it has

encouraged and originated many kindred associations, has

brought together experienced cultivators, and made them

teachers of each other.

By this action and reaction of mind on mind, many of the

first principles of judicious cultivation are now fully settled

and well understood. Among these are the following, to

which I will now only briefly allude, as they have been more

fully considered in former addresses :

CULTURE OK TREES.

1. The healthful development of fruit trees, as of other liv-

ing substances, dejDcnds on the regular ]-eception of a certain

quantity of appropriate food. This food, whether derived

from the earth, air, water, or other natural elements, is con-

veyed through the medium of the atmosj^here and the soil.

While we have only an indirect and imperfect control of the

atmosphere and other meteorological agents, the Great Arbiter

of nature has committed the soil directly to our care and

treatment.

2. To this I mav add the general sentiment in favor of

thorough and perfect drainage, beneficial to all cultivators,

but indispensable to the fruit-grower.

3. Xot less uniform is the experience of the salutary

effects of a proper preparation of the soil for fruit trees, both

in the nursery and in the orchard.

These principles are settled in the minds of all intelligent

fruit-growers; but they need to be often promulgated and en-

forced. It should be eqiudly well understood that success

depends upon the adaptation of the habits of the tree to the

constituents of the soil, the location, and aspect, or exposure.

A disregard of this principle, and the fickleness of seasons,

are among the most common causes of failure, not only among

inexperienced cultivators, but among professed Pomologists.

More attention should be given not only to the location,

but especially to the as]'»ect of trees. A common error is to dis-
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reo;anl tlie time of ripeuing. ^Ye plant our early fruits in the

warmest and most genial locations. These should he assign-

ed to our latest varieties. For instance, we, at the Xorth, have

too often placed our late iiill and winter pears, like Easter

Beurre, or Beurre d' Aremherg, in northern aspects and ex-

posed positions, where they are liable to injury by the gales

and frosts of autumn ; whereas we should have given them

a southern aspect, and our most fertile soils, to bring them

to perfection. The most favorable locations are not so indis-

pensable to our sunnner frnits, which mature early under the

more direct rays of the sun, and in a much higher temper-

ature.

This rule may require modification, and even reversion, to

adapt it to the south or southwest portion of our country.

And here I cannot refrain from exjDressing the earnest hope

that our local catalogues may be framed with a wise reference

to this principle, and that the day may not be distant when

the Society's Catalogue shall designate the particular locality,

aspect, and soil, adapted to each variety of fruit.

But however important these considerations may be, the

subsequent cultivation of trees must receive a passing notice,

even at the risk of repeating some opinions of myself and

others, which are already before the public.

The sentiments contained in the communication of Mr. J.

J. Thomas, at our last session, against the growth of any other

crop in orchards, especially against relying upon small circles

dug around trees in grass ground, as a method of culture, de-

serves to be held in perpetual remembrance. Equally injurious,

in my own opinion, is the habit of deep digging or jjloughing

among fruit trees, thereby cutting off the roots, and destroying

the fibrous feeders, which frequently extend beyond the sweep

of the branches. However necessary the practice may be of

cutting off roots in old orchards, in the process of renovation,

it should be carefully avoided in grounds properly prepared,

and where the trees are in a healthy or bearing condition.

From experiment and observation, I am persuaded that work-

ing the soil among fruit trees, to the depth of more than tliree

or four inches, should be carefully avoided. The surface should
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only be worked with a lioe, or scarifier, fur the purpose of

stirring the soil, and keeping out the weeds. Thns we avail

ourselves of the advantages of what, in farming, is called flat-

culture, at present so popular. For the same reason, manure

should not be dug in to any considerable depth, and some of

our wisest cultivators now recommend its application on the

surface. So favorably impressed with this practice is the

Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, that it has ordered a

series of experiments with cereal grains and other products,

in the application of manures on the surface, as compared with

specified depths beneath it.

The practice of surface manuring is no novelty of our day.

An eminent cultivator of fruits, nearly two hundred years ago,

said, "Manures should be applied to fruit trees in the autumn,

upon the surface, that tlie rains, sno%v, and frosts may convey

the elements of fertility to the roots;" and "-that, by this

method, one load will do more good than two used in the

common way of trenching in to the depth of one foot."

Other distinguished cultivators and scientific gentlemen rec-

ommend the same practice. Hence we are of opinion that

our orchards and gardens should be manured in the autumn,

and on the surface, so that the manures may be thoroughly

decomposed, made soluble during the fall and winter, and

suitable for the nourishment of the tree early in the spring.

In the history of this art, as of most others, it is wonderful

how human opinions change. What were once considered as

fundamental, are now rejected as unphilosopliical or injurious
;

and those once rejected, are now adopted as wise maxims.

The doctrine has prevailed from the time of Columella and

Varro, that manures should not be exposed to the air, but

should be incorporated with the soil as soon as laid out
;

whereas, we have now the oiDinion of cultivators and chemists

in favor of exposure to the air and other external agents of de-

composition, and that it is not a source of nutrition to the plant

until it is thoroughly decomposed. This opinion is certainly

corroborated by the practice of skilful gardeners in all past

time, who will never use green manure in the potting or culti-

vation of plants, and only tliat which has become old and fine
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I^EW T^A.TIVE ITTITJIXS.

Changes of opinion liave also taken place in regm-d to the

acquisition of ne^y sorts of fruits. Formerly we looked to

otlier countries ; now we rely more especially on our own

seedlings for the best results. AVhen we reflect uiion the

o-reat number of new varieties which liave, in our time, been

raised from seed, and the progress wliich has tliereby been

made, no apology need be offered fur repeating what has

been said in former addresses in commendation of this branch

of Pomoloii'v. It was mv first, so shall it be my continual and

last advice : '-''Plant the most mature and perfect seed of the

most Jiardy^ vigorous^ and valuable varieties / and^ as a shorter

process^ insuring more certain and Imj)])]) results^ cross^ or

Tiyhridize^ your hest fruits.''^

AVhat wonders this art has already accomplished in the

production of new and improved varieties in the vegetable

kingdom ! How much it has done for the potato, tiie turnip,

and other vegetables,—producing, from a parent stock of in-

ferior grade, numberless varieties of great excellence! How
it has brought forth, from the hard, acrid, and foxy grape of

the woods, the delicious varieties that are now obtaining noto-

riety and extension ; from the bitter almond, the luscious peach

and nectarine ; from the austere button-pear of the forest, the

splendid varieties that command our admiration ; from the

sour crab, the magnificent apples which now constitute the

dessert of our tallies ; from the wild raspberry and blackberry

of the hedge, from the native strawberries of the pasture, those

superb varieties which crown tlie tables at our exhibitions.

We believe it is now admitted that our native varieties are

more hardy, vigorous, productive, and free from disease, than

most foreign sorts. Thus \\& have seedling gooseberries free

from mildew, and pears that never crack. Why can we not

breed out the black Avart from the plum ? It has been sug-

gested, by a gentleman of great knowledge, that, by taking

the common wild plum, the Prunus Americana^ of which

there are several varieties, varying in color, size, and flavor,

we may produce kinds not subject to disease, if judiciously

crossed with our best garden sorts ; or, if bred between them-
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selves, we might perha2)S add new varieties to our species of

cultivated plums, which would be healthy, productive, and

delicious. This sui>:gestiou is certainly worthy of consideration

and experiment.

Let not this recommendation, however, in regard to cross-

fertilization, discourage the sowing of other seeds, because

they have not been artificially impregnatefl by the hand of

man, for they may have been fertilized by the wind or in-

sects conveying the j^ollen of one variety to the style of

another. In this way have been produced most of the supe-

rior sorts of American fruits. How extensive and inviting

is the field here opened even to the most common fruit-grower

who, practising upon this princii^le through a series of years,

can hardly fail to produce some good fruits, although he may
not be acquainted with the higher and more delicate jDrocess

of artificial imj^regnation. But infinitely suj)erior and more

promising is the sphere of enterprise which opens before the

scientific pomologist. It is broad as the earth, free as the air,

rich as the land of promise. In his hands are placed the

means of continual progress, without the numerous uncertain-

ties which must ever attend accidental fertilization. He has

the sure guide of science, which never misleads her votaries,

but elevates them from one degree of excellence to another,

towards absolute perfection. By these processes, new varie-

ties are multiplying with unparalleled rapidity throughout

our country. We rejoice in the intense zeal which has been

awakened in this piu-suit. It augurs well for the future^

whether prompted by the desire either of fortune or of fame.

But the sj^irit of adventure, thus awakened, needs occasionally

a little wholesome discijjline, lest it foster an undue reliance

on immature experience, and tend to quackery, imposition

and fraud.

While we refrain from all j)ersonal refiections, w^e cannot

forbear exhorting all, and especially the oflicers and members

of this Association, to increased vigilance and caution in the

recommendation of novelties, until they have been thoroughly

tested liy competent judges. As it is human to err, so it is
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natural to be partial to one's own offspring and friends; and this

partiality often sways the judgment of honest and good men.

Eut a more common and serious difficulty under which

we labor, is the pronmlgation of seedlings by individuals and

associations that have not the information requisite to form an

intelligent, and therefore reliable, judgment. Another evil

which increases with the mania for what is new and rare, is the

exposure for sale, by flaming advertisement and speculating

agents, of old varieties under new and specious names ; vari-

eties which, like Jonah's Gourd, were known in their day and

place, but have long been consigned to oblivion.

As in the past, so in the present and in the future, let it be

our pur]30se and practice to reject those that are worthless, to

withhold our approbation from those that are doubtful, and to

encourage the multiplication of those only which are of de-

cided and acknowledged worth. Thus shall we elevate the

standard of judgment, and fulfil tlie mission providentially

assigned us. We might enlarge on this and other topics, but

the brief period which it is proper for me to occupy in this

opening address, restricts me to one or two other considerations.

I woidd here again recommend a more careful study of

affinities between the stock and the graft. Whatever be the

opinions in regard to the manner and degree of influence

which the scion has upon the stock, or the reverse, the fact of

that influence is undeniable. For example, we have seen

certain varieties of the pear, as the Cross, Collins, and others,

which would not readily assimilate with the stock, however

vigorous. We have, in many instances, seen healthful trees

sicken and eventually die, by the insertion of these uncon-

genial grafts. So great was the want of congeniality, that we
have seen the stocks throw out successive crops of suckers, and

although these were frequently removed, yet the scion would
refuse to receive and elaborate the sap in sufiicient quantity to

nourish it, and the trees would finally die. In such instances,

the only way to restore the health of the stock, is to remove;

the graft for a scion of its own (.)r some other ap2:»ropriate sort.

5
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As I have formerly directed your {ittentioii to tliis topic,

I liave only space to embody a few general rules to guide

practice.

In deciding upon affinity between the tree and graft, con-

sider

—

Firsts The character of the woods to be united, as whetlier

of fine or coarse texture, of slender or ffross growth.

Second^ The wood-buds, whether abundant or sparse, plum]?

or lean, round or jDointed.

Thiixl^ The seasons of maturity, whether early, medium,

or late.

These suggestions will suffice to indicate the direction of

thouglit, and the kind of investigation to be pursued. A
better knowledge of the subject will, no doubt, hereafter be

attained, and will reveal some of the inexplicable mysteries

which now attend this branch of fruit culture.

Let me for a moment call your attention to the cultivation

of the graj^e. Tliis is now assuming so much importance in

our country, that it seems entitled to special attention at this

time. Its progress is indeed marvellous. Until within a few

years, it was supposed that Providence had assigned grape-

culture and the manufacture of wine, to coimtries in the south

of Europe, and that the soil and climate of America were not

at all adapted to their production. Still later, the theory was

promulgated, which has not as yet yielded in full to a more

enlightened judgment, that no good grape could flourish on

our eastern slope. Now it is known to succeed in almost

every aspect where soil and cultivation are suitable, and it is

believed that no country on earth is better adapted to the

extensive cultivation of the grape than the United States of

America. This branch of fruit-culture is yet in its incipient

state, but it has progressed so far as to authorize the belief

tliat the grape can be grown with success in almost every

State and Territory of the Union.

AVith the progress already made in raising new sorts, it is

only a question of time when we shall have varieties adapted
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to almost every locality. Tlioiisands of cultivators, scattered

over our extended country, are eacli of them raising new

varieties from seed, in the expectation of success. While

some of them may be valuable, many must, of necessity, be

failures, haviui; been orio-inated from natural and accidental

impregnation, without any settled or philosophical plan. The

laws of reproduction in this department are the same as in

other branches of the veo;etablo kingdom. For instance, in

northern latitudes the great object should be to produce good

kinds which ripen early, and are perfectly hardy. To pro-

cure these from tlio limited number of our native grapes,

we must resort to the art of hybridization, taking for the

parents those sorts which contain the characteristics we desire

to combine. This work has already l)een commenced in

good earnest, and is progressing rapidly in the hands of many
practitionei-s. Illustrations have occurred under our own

observation, proving the immediate and happy results from

the crossing of native with foreign grapes. A gentleman in

my own vicinity has taken, as the mother parent, the Vitis

Laljruma^ a common native grape, and crossed these vines

with the pollen of the Black Hamburgh, and the White Chas-

selas grapes. Of forty-five seedlings, thirty-seven have borne

fruit. All progeny of these have proved perfectly hardy, and

have stood without protection for several winters, where the

Isabella and Diana have been much injured. Of the seed-

lings produced from impregnation of the Black Hamburgh,

most of them inherit, in a good degree, the color and charac-

teristics of the male parent ; while those fertilized with the

White Chasselas, all were of a reddish color, intermediate

between the natural colors of the parents. Thus we see the

positive and powerful effect of the art of hybridization in the

hands of scientific cultivators, who can, in a measure, control

the process of reproduction, and render it subservient to their

purpose.

But, to prevent discouragement and sustain perseverance,

it should be remembered that, in conformity with the ex-

perience of Van Mons, Knight, and other pioneers, a seed-
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ling does not attain to perfection at once. To arrive at its

culminating point of excellence, it must often be fruited for

several years. Others maintain that a number of manipu-

lations are requisite to bring a new variety to perfection.

Some varieties attain this much earlier tlian others, and the

same varietv reaches it earlier or later in different localities.

Hence an originator should not reject a seedling of some ap-

parent good qualities simply because it may have some defect

;

for this may result from local or external influences. He
should, therefore, cause it to be transferred for trial to a dif-

ferent soil and climate. Even grapes of acknowledged excel-

lence are improved by this change. The Concord and Diana

of Massachusetts, valuable as they are at home, acquire a

superiority in the south and southwest unknown in their

original locality, even rivalling the Catawbas and Isabellas

of those sections.

It seems to be a general law of nature, illustrated in our

forests and fields, that some trees and grains will flourish in

nearly all localities and latitudes, while others are particu-

larly restricted to certain districts. By this arrangement an

All-wise Providence diffuses blessings over our country and

clime. Each has its appropriate share in the general munifi-

cence o^ the Creator, together with luxuries peculiarly its

own. The grape is common and almost universal ; but the

varieties of this fruit are mutable and local, capable of endless

adaptation by human skill. Hence this field for the culture

of the grape, upon the borders of which we have scarcely enter-

ed, is, to the intelligent cultivator, full of promise and reward.

While it was formerly supposed that the j^eculiar, and, to

many, the disagreeable, aroma of our common grapes dis-

qualified them for the production of choice fruits and wines,

it has been proved, we think, beyond a reasonable doubt,

that the characteristic designated, by way of contempt, as the

fox or pole-cat flavor, will hereafter constitute one of the chief

excellences of our new varieties, when, bv the art of hvbrid-

ization and civilization, this flavor shall have been modified

and changed, by alliance with other grapes f»f excellence that
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are destitute of this quality. This flavor, thus improved,

seems destined to form a distinctive characteristic of an im-

portant class of American grapes, even to give them a marked

superiority over such varieties as the Black Hamburgh, Sweet-

water, and such other foreign sorts as are destitute of any

especial aroma, and consist mainly of sugar and water. It

may yet make our seedlings rivals of the Muscats, the Fron-

tignacs, and other highly flavored foreign grapes of the Old

World. Multitudes of seedlings, deriving their origin from

our native vines in various stages of civilization, and with a

special view to this result, are now on probation in various

parts of our country. From these must necessarily arise, in

coming time, many sorts of superior quality.

What if the desire for new varieties has become a mania

!

What if it produce, here and there, personal sacriflces and

disappointments ! What if, from want of skill, or from ad-

verse causes, many inferior or even worthless varieties are

produced ! The result is certain. The time fast approaches

when the ultimate good will be realized, and when America

will become the great grape-growing and wine-producing

country of the world.

I admit, in respect to all our fruits, that, as the number of

varieties increases more judicious and severe discrimination

in the selection of very valuable, and in the rejection of com-

paratively inferior varieties, will be demanded. This is the

lesson which past progress teaches us. What would the

gardener of flfty years ago have said, if he had been told that

his favorite Bon Chretiens, Muscats and Blanquets, were soon

to be thrown into the shade forever ? He would have shown

as much incredulity as some of our modern amateurs do when

we talk of future progress. The Duchesse d'Angouleme, the

Beurre d'Anjou, Doyenne Boussock, Beurre Superfin, Bartlett,

and Seckel, had not revealed to him the vast extent of improve-

ment in fruits which was to be made. What was true in

this respect flfty years ago, is equally applicable to present

varieties. The impossible has no place in the history of pro-

gressive science, whether relating to natural arts, or tc»

mechanical industry.
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coisrcLXJSio^sr.

But, gentlemen, I have occupied my share of your time

and attention, yet I must beg your indulgence in a few con-

cludino; remarks.

We have spoken here, and on former occasions, of the ad-

vancement which has been made in Pomoloii-v in our ao;e and

country. This is to be ascribed in part to the great scheme

of Providence whicli lias develoj^ed such stupendous results

in the march of civilization and all the arts of life. Human
pursuits are allied by affinities so intimate, that a remarkable

discovery or improvement in one advances them all. jSTever

before has the public mind been so j^rofoundly moved, nor

the energies of mankind so concentrated upon efforts to

relieve toil, to perfect skill, to reward labor, and to multiply

the comforts and blessings of life.

Truly, w^e live in an age of transition and wonder! The

invention of to-day supercedes tliat of yesterday, and in its

turn is to be sujiplanted by that of to-morrow. No enterprise,

however bold, adventurous, or vast, wliether the construction

of a railroad from tlie Atlantic to the Pacific ; the laying of

the mystic wire in old ocean's bed, or threading it through

Behring's Straits and winding it around the globe, is too great

for the capital, energy, or intelligence of the j)resent gener-

ation.

How wonderful the scale of development in modern

society ! The old wheel and hand-loom of our mothers have

passed away, and given place to the busy hum and clatter of

our princely manufactories ; the needle of the weary house-wife,

plied by day and night for clothing her family, has been ex-

changed for the ingenious sewing-machine, turning off its

ready-made garments, and performing the labor of months in

a day ; the old printing-press of our Franklin, working off by

the sweat of the brow only a few hundred newsjiapers per

day, has yielded to the steam-press of our time, throwing off"

its twenty thousand impression per hour ; the brusli of the

artist patiently filling up his outline, touch by touch, through

toilsome days, to the pencils of liglit in the hand of the king
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of day, picturing at a flash the image of yourself, and of all

around you ; the coaster, creeping cautiously along the shore,

dependent on wind and tide, to thousands of steamboats

which now dash over our lakes, riv^ers and oceans, despite of

current or tempest ; the old stage-coach, making only fifty

miles per day, to our despatch and lightning trains, running

iifty miles per hour ; the horse-express and carrier-pigeon,

hailed as wonders in their time, to the electric telegraph,

which, cpiick as thought, speaks w^ith a tongue of lire the

languages of earth.

Discoveries, inventions, and improvements equally remark-

able, characterize all the arts of husbandry. Witness in place

of the forked stick of the ancients, or the wooden plow of

our boyhood, the improved iron plow of every model, and

adapted to all kinds of soil and situation ; and still more mar-

vellous, the steam plow, moving as a thing of life across the

broad prairie, turning up its numerous furrows at once, and

leaving behind it a wake like that of a majestic ship. Wit-

ness also, instead of the rude hook, the sickle, or the scythe of

the farmer, slowly and tediously gathering his crojjs, our

mighty mowing and reaping machine, cutting down its ten to

twenty acres per day.

The great industrial pursuit which this Society seeks to

promote, furnishes testimony of progress not a whit behind the

most favored of the arts.

Behold the improved methods of cultivation ; the vast

number of nurseries and orchards, springing up everywhere,

as by enchantment ; the novel process of rej)roduction,

multiplying plants in endless profusion, and as by the stroke

of a magician's wand. AVitness the interminable lists of

varieties now in cultivation, increasing with each revolving

year ; the restless and anxious desire to obtain everything

new and promising, from whatever country or sea-girt isle

it comes ; the refined taste for choice fruits rapidly ex-

tending through every gradation of society ; the standard

of Pomology, like the star of empire rising in the east, mov-

ing still onward to the west, an<l exciting the attention and

astonishment of mankind.
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But this progress results from no supernatural power. It

is rather an illustration of human cajDability, acting in con-

formity with natural laws, and in harmony with the benev-

olent designs of the Great Husbandman for the amelioration

of society, and the display of his infinite wisdom and love,

"sought out of those who take pleasure therein." It exhibits

the conquest of mind over matter, the dominion of man over

nature, improving, adorning, and elevating her to the highest

and noblest purposes of her creation.

Inspired with these sentiments, let us take encouragement,

and press on in the career of improvement, ever remembering

that study and experience make the man ; and that for the

highest attainment and the greatest success, we must depend

upon the culture of the mind as well as of the soil.

" Survey the globe through every zone,

From Lima to Japan,

In lineaments of light 'tis shown

That Culture makes the luan.

All that man has, had, hopes, can have,

Past, promised, or possessed,

Are fruits which Culturk gives, or gave,

At industry's behest."
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TEEASUREE'S EEPOET

The Treasurer presented the following Report, which was

ordered published with the proceedings :

Statement of tlie Xi-easurer of tlie A-mericaii fomological
Society for the teriii. 1858—1860.

EECEIPTS.

Balance in hand, per statement of ac-

count in 1858, $258 94

Sep., 1860, from two members, life con-

tributions, 40 00

Sep., 1860, from members, term sub-

scribers, 316 00

From sale of copy of proceedings, 1 00

1615 94
EXPENDITUEES.

Cash paid asfoUoivs

:

Nov. 16, 1858, C. E. Wilbur, for report-

ing transactions, by order

of the President, | 50 00
" " Post-Office stamjjs, 12 43
" " Freight on jDroceedings

from Boston to New-York 2 88

Mar. 7, 1859, Geo, 0. Bennett, for print-

ing transactions, press-work, 2:)aper,

(fee, by order of the President, 331 54

Mar. 12, 1859, Brocket & Mills, for

binding transactions, boxes, express

charges, &c., by order of the President 21 45

$418 30

Leaving in the Treasury the sum of $197 64

Philadelphia, Sept. 11, 1860.

TIIOS. P. JAMES, Treasurer.
6
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EEPORT OF BUSIT^ESS COMMITTEE.

The Business Committee, tliroiigli tlieir Chairman, presented

the following Report, whicli was adopted :

The Business Committee beg leave to make the followino-

recommendations :

That the lionrs of meeting are, for the Morning Session,

from 9 A. M, until 2 p. m., and that the Evening Session com-

mence at 3 2 p. M., and continue until the Society shall see fit

to adjourn.

That the order of business be as follows, each day :

Tuesday^ P. M.—1, Report of JSTominating Committee
;

2, Elections.

Wednesday^ A. M.— Discussions on list that Promise

"Well. P. JI.—1, Report of Committee on Synonyms ; 2,

Repoi't on ISTative Fruits ; 3, Report on Foreign Fruits ; 4,

Report on Rejected Fruits.

Thursday^ A. 31.—Discussions continued. P. M.— 1,

Report of General Fruit Committee ; 2, Discussions.

The discussions we recommend be held in tlie following

order, commencing with the list recommended as Promising

Well, as before reconnnended : Ap23les, Small Fruits, Grapes,

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cherries.
^

If time permit, Ave also recommend the discussion of the

following subjects :

Pear CuUure—Ground Work, Planting, Pruning, Thin-

ning, Gathering, Repairing, and Diseases.

CuUure of SinaU Fruits—Strawberries, Raspberries,

Gooseberries and Currants.

Graj)es— Out-Door Culture— Ground Work, Planting,

Pruning, Training.

We also recommend that the Society appoint a committee

of Pomoloa-ist^, from ditferent sections of the Continent, who
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shall bo requested to meet ad interim, and make up a revised

list for General Cultivation in the several natural regions or

subdivisions of the countrv, as su<i:i»:este(l bv our excellent

Chairman of the General Fruit Committee, at the last session.

The Committee also desire that it be indicated in our next

report, that the Society do not wish it understood that all

varieties in the list heretofore recommended for General Cul-

tivation will certainl}' succeed in every situation over our

extended country.

AYc also j)ropose that the consideration of the Rejected

List be left until the reception of the report of the appropriate

committee.

In vievv^ of the brief space allotted to our meeting, wo

further recommend becoming brevity in remarks made during

the discussions. That each speaker be allow^ed to occupy the

floor for ten minutes only ; and that, except for explanation,

or by leave, no member shall speak a second time upon any

point under discussion.

mo. A. WxiRDER, Chairman.

The !N'ominating Committee reported a list of officers.

The RejDort w^as accepted, and after amendment, adopted by

the Society,
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DISCUSSIONS.

SECOND DAY—MORNING SESSION.

Accordino; to the recommendation of the President and

of tlie Business Committee, the Society agreed not to revise

the list of fruits recommended for General Culture, at this

session, and proceeded at once bj, general consent, with

APPLES RECOMMENDED AS PROMISING WELL.

Passed without discussion.

Several gentlemen inquired if the Bunkum was the same

variety.

AYaedek, of Ohio—It is the same, and is called Bunkum
in North Carolina and Winter Queen in Vii-ginia.

Passed without comment.

Warder, of Ohio—I think it might as well be stricken

from the list.

RuTTEK, of Pa.—I view it as one of the finest of apples.

It liears very well. Have one hundred and twenty-five in

bearing. The fruit sells higher tlian almost any other sort.

They are large and keep well. Had them fine in April last.
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Not equal in quality to some others, but does well in Eastern

Pennsylvania.

Baldwin, of Pa.—I agree with Mr. Eutter in regard to

its bearing qualities. It is a desirable sort—just such as we

want.

Bateham, of Ohio—The Fornwalder is highly esteemed

as a market variety in Central Ohio. Fruit large, handsome,

and good, when ri2)e.

G^ENESEE CHIEF.

Warder—^I think it should be taken from the list Prom-

ising "Well. It comes at a season w^hen we have many
other and better sorts. It is a large, coarse apple, w^ell enough

for cookino' but with little flavor besides its acidity.

Barry, of IST. Y.—If we reject this I think we should

reject many others that are now on the list. It is one of the

largest apples we have, and wdien ripe is of very superior

quality. It is not only a line looking fruit, but a good eating

apple.

Harrison, of Pa.—^AYith me it is one of the best of fifteen

or twenty varieties which I have grown. Too good for cooking.

JEEFRIES.

Hooker, of N. Y.—Fruited it this season for the first

time. It seems to be one of the finest of apples.

EsHLEMAN, of Pa.—It is well adapted to Eastern Penn-

sylvania ; bearing well when most other sorts fail. A very

delicious, medium sized aj^ple.

Lyo^t, of Mich.—^Yery fine, fair sized apple in my State.

RuTTER, of Pa.—It originated in Pennsylvania, and is

one of our finest fruits, ri2:>ening in September. It was

brought into notice bv the Horticultural Society at West
Chester.

liljS^GJ- OF TOINIFICITvrS COTJISTTY.

PfiEsroENT—Can any gentleman say aught against this

apple. I think it worthy of all commendation.

Lyon, of Mich.—It is coming very much into cultivation.

Its greatest fault is in its size, being too large for market.
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BiiTEHxiM—Reports from Ohio are not as favorable. It

ripens too early to be profitable with us, and is disposed to

speck.

President— Does not this disposition arise from an

nnrl rained soil ?

Bateham—It is the same in all soils, but succeeds better

in the northern part of the State.

Warder—I can conhrm what Mr. Bateham has said.

Have seen it in all soils. We cannot yet form an opinion,

but our imp?'essions are unfavorable. It ripens too early

—

prematurely—and is prone to rot. TJiis sentiment seems to

be general in Ohio, and we must draw our own conclusions.

Passed without discussion.

SIVEOICE-HOTJSE.

Baldwin, of Pa.—This we consider the best apple in

Eastern Pennsylvania, both for cooking and the table. It

has no superior.

WHITE TVIISTTER, PE^R.TvIA.IlSr.

Passed without remark.

'wi:n"xer, sweet p>AR,A.r>isE.

Rutter, of Pa.—I cannot conceive how this apple got

on the list as Promising Well. Have had it fruiting for the

last fifteen or eighteen years, and do not think it M'orthy of

cultivation. It is small, rather handsome, bnt I think inferior

to many others that have originated in Pennsylvania. How it

succeeds in other sections I cannot say. I move it be stricken

from the list of varieties Promising AYell.

Taylor, of Ya.—I object to the motion, for it is one of

the best sweet apples we have in Virginia.

Bateham, of Ohio—I think the gentlemen are talking

about two different apples. Mr. Putter does not describe the

Winter Sweet Paradise of Ohio, wdiicli is an excellent sweet

apple, above medium size.
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RuTTER, of Pa.—Think I cannot be mistaken, as tlie

apple of which I speak originated in or near Paradise, Lan-

caster county. The Pennsylvania Sweet Paradise is a rather

iiat apple, with a blush on one side,

Barry, of X. Y.—I saw the Winter Sweet in AYashington.

It was very large, and I thought it the best sweet apple I had

ever seen. In Columbus, Ohio, I have also frequently seen

it, and thought it one of the most delicate sweet apples for

tlie dessert tliat I had ever tasted. It is far superior to the

Tolman Sweet, or any of our popular sweet apples. I can

say nothing about its success in Western ]^ew-York, but

I know that in the South and in Ohio it is considered of the

first quality.

Saul, of ISI". Y.—Have known this apple some twenty

years. Mr. Putter has described its shape and appearance

very well. At Xewburgh it has always been fair, handsome,

and productive, and, as one member remarked, one of the

best sweet apples of the season.

EsHLEMAx, ol Pa.—There are two Sweet Paradise apples,

both originating in this State, There can be no ditficulty in

distinguishing them, for one is a summer apple, and j)assed

at this time, and the other is a winter apple.

Baldwik, of Pa.—It is a very shy bearer on my place, and

I believe that to l^e the general character of the fruit.

President—This apple was placed upon the list Prom-

ising Well, six vears ago, at the meetino; of the Pomolos-ical

Society in Boston, on a motion of a gentleman of the State

of Maine, who gave it a high recommendation as an apple

suited to that region. I think it w^as placed upon the list

rather as an act of courtesy to the State. I have not heard

of it in any other section of the country.

[This completed the list already recommended as Promis-

ing Well, and the proposal of new candidates for this position

came next in order.'I
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PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO LIST PROMISING WELL.

SXJINIIMER. SWEET I»A.nA.r)ISE.

Lyon, of Mich.—The Summer Sweet Paradise I think

should be added to the list. Have cultivated it for several

years. It is a large, yellow, and a very fine sweet apple.

HooKEK, of X. Y.—I hope no gentleman will introduce

a fruit which he does not think will prove worthy of general

cultivation.

Bateham.—I would like to know whether the Summer
Sweet Paradise and the Autumn Paradise are the same apjile.

Prince, of ]^. T.—These two names are given to the same

fruit.

Scott, of ]S^. J.—The names are too similar if the fruit is

different.

President presented specimens of the fruit.

Saul, of l!^. Y.—I know the apple and pronounce it first rate.

Adopted as Promising Well.

BElSr DA.VIS.

Warder, of Ohio—Recommend the Ben Davis. Do not

wish to say much about it, but believe it is a variety that

will yet make a noise in the world. If any gentleman is

acquainted with it, I hope lie will present the facts.

Berckmans, of Ga.—It promises to be a fine keei:>ing

apple in our section, where good keeping apjDles are not

plenty. As a grower it is good ; rather acid, of medium

size, and of fair, though not of first quality. Have had it in

fruit four years. It is best known in Todd county, Kentucky,

where it was introduced by Mr. Downer.

Warder, of Ohio—I move this apple be added to the list

of varieties Promising Well.

Barry, of IST. Y.—AYhen a fruit as little known as this, is

presented, I, like many others, feel embarrassed in regard to

placing it on the list. My impression is, that where an apple

is known only to one or two, it would be well to hear a

description of its qualities, to be placed on record, to be read

by all interested ; but not to add the almost unknown variety
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to the list Promising Well. It should be well known in several

districts of the country before being entitled to this honor.

President—These are my views, and they are conformable

to our previous practice.

AVarder, of Ohio—I have a list of apples in ray possession,

wliich is of considerable lenci;th. It embraces the names of

those I consider worthy of being placed upon the list of Prom-

ising Well. If we wait until these ai3ples struggle out of

their native woods, they will never be jDlaced on that list.

We have instances enough to show the truth of my assertion.

Take the Cooper apple, for instance, wliich cannot live out of

its naturally limited kingdom. TJiere is an instance of an

aj^ple which for hfty years has been cultivated upon, and is

absolutely necessary to every house garden on the Muskingum
river, and being scarcely ever found away from that river.

This Society did me the honor to place on the Promising AVell

list the Buckingham, which, apparently, was not known to

any other member. In consequence of that kind action I

have been led to gather many specimens of valuable fruits

throughout the South and West, in anticipation of their

underffoino- the same formula. I would have certain fruits

which promise well placed on tlieir appropriate lists, in order

to give them, not only a local reputation, but a certain degree

of notoriety. If this course is considered to run counter to

the rules of the Society, I will fold up my list.

The Chair—There is certainly no objection to adding to

the list tlie names of those fruits which appear to be well

vouched for by gentlemen having a sufficient knowledge of

them, such as Mr. AVarder has already communicated to us,

relative to certain varieties ap]:)licable to his own region. I

understood Mr. Barry's intimation to be, that in cases where

the variety was somewhat less known, the opinions of gentle-

men relative to it should be recorded, but the name of the

variety not to be placed on the list of Promising Well, except

in exceptional cases.

Warder—As Mr. Berckmans is better acquainted with

this apple than myself, and does not highly recommend it. I

ask leave to witlidraw the motion.
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CuikiMiNGS, of ]^. T.—As ^ye have had no description of

the apple under consideration, I would like to hear some of

its characteristics.

Bercicmans, of Ga.
—

^The Ben Davis is an apple very well

known in Kentucky, from which State it originally came. I

have had it in cultivation for four vears, and the fruit is not

yet ripe. From different sources I have collected information

in regard to it, and all who have tried the apple recommend

it as very good for a winter keeping apple. The size is

medium, rather fiat, has a red cheek, and is striped. Its

(quality is fair— not of the first order. It is a fine grower.

TR-ES. EWIiSTG^.

Warder, of Ohio—-I introduce specimens of the Pres.

Ewing, another Kentucky apple. It is globular, yellow, nearly

covered with stripes
;
juicy, and keeps well. Some of the

apples I present I have never seen upon the tree.

FALL "WII^E.

Warder, of Ohio—I ofter, to be placed on the list of

Promising Well, at the option of the Society, Fall Wine. Mr.

Downing has had this variety for thirty years, and yet it is

on no list in our transactions. It is first a rate, good bearer,

fine grower, and a very fine apple in Se23tember for cooking,

the table, the market, or anywhere.

Downing, of IN". Y.—A pleasant, good apple for amateurs.

Barry, of IST. Y.—A fine apple.

Lyon, of Mich.—Inclined to speck in Michigan, and is

uneven in size.

LooMis, of Ind.—We consider it one of the finest apples

of its season, a regular bearer, and good for all purposes for

which apples may be used.

Added to the list as Promising Well.

Warder, of Ohio—I move to add the Cannon Pearmain.

It is an excellent keeper ; will withstand the roughest treat-

ment. It may be kept without any difiiculty until March, and
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is good until May. One of oiir very best south-west keeping

apples ; not of the highest quality, but better than anj'thing

I have seen from Boston to Virginia in the spring season of

the year.

Taylok, of Va.—With us it is a good apple and a heavy

bearer, but is not fit to use until April, and then is good until

harvest. It orisjinated in Viro-inia.

LooMis, of Ind.—It is cultivated to a great extent along

the Ohio river, and is considered valuable as a long keeper,

Bateiiam, of Ohio—I have seen it in Ohio good in the

spring, though not superior.

Added to the list.

EARLY JOE.

Wakder, of Ohio—I propose now to add to the list a

variety with which many here are doubtless familiar— the

Early Joe,

Lyon, of Mich.—The only fault with it in Michigan is

that it is inclined to over-bear, and is sometimes specked.

Added to the list Promising Well.

FATHER, A^BRAHA-lVr.

Wardek, of Ohio—I propose the Father Abraham.

RoBY, of Va,—It is a rather shy, but regular bearer. Keeps

well, and has a rich, spicy flavor. Season, late winter. IS^ot

fit to eat before January, and lasting generally until March.

Of rather small size. A fine grower.

Stewart, of 111.—It has been grown in Illinois for many
years, and plenty of them can be seen in the spring through-

out the centre of the State. Too small for a mark(^t apple,

and of indifterent flavor.

Not added to the list.

WILLO"W- TAVI&.

Warder, of Ohio—I propose the Willow Twig, known
also as the Willow, or James River. A large sized apple, one

of our best market fruits. Thousands of dollars have been

brought back for years and years, by those who have taken this
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article, in large quantities, down the Mississippi. It is known

all alono; the banks of the Ohio, thonffh I believe of southern

oriofin— from Yiro-inia— of fair size. The tree looks like a

wilding, and is a good bearer, though not pretty.

BissELL, of Pa.—It has been kept in our neighborhood

(Pittsburgh) for two years. Fair, but not high-flavored apple,

and a great bearer.

Stewart, of 111.—It is considered by market dealers as our

most valuable fruit of the apple species. It will keep twelve

months. Hangs on the tree until late in the season ; bears a

uniform crop, and when properly jiacked will keep all winter

without loss. . It is salable to the last of June and about the

beginning of July.

Adopted as Promising Well.

Waedee, of Ohio—I introduce the Limber Twig; an ugly

customer, veiy unjDrepossessing in appearance, but everything

said in regard to the AYillow Twig,—its keeping qualities, etc.,

—may be said of this fruit. Like it, it may be called a spring

apple.

Steele, of j^. C.—The Limber Twig has not the flavor of

some other apples, but it is an excellent keeper, hardy and

productive, will grow at a level of thirty degrees above tide-

water.

KoBY, of Ya.—The Limber Twig is considered one of our

best winter apples for keeping, and a regular bearer. If kept

too dry it becomes spongy.

Berckmans, of Ga.—It is one of the greatest winter apples

we have. I have frequently found it in the markets of

Charleston and Augusta. I have seen it sound in the months

of April and May, which is pretty good evidence that it is a

good keeping apple.

Taylor, of Ya.—I have had it in Yirginia, and know that

it grows very well in Illinois. The great objection to it is its

property of getting spongy during the winter months. You
will not find it pluraj) and sound in the sj^ring. If you store

it away on the floor of a room, or like place, it will dry up and
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wither. It requires to be laid on the ground for preservation.

KoBY, of \a.—We keep it in sand, iji wliicli material it is

well preserved. Tlie tree bears well.

Added to the list Promisino; Well.

bojnttljm:.

Steele, of N. C.—I present an apple— a seedling; of one

of the central counties of North Carolina, and first named by

the gentleman who raised it. Magnum Bonum. The free is

hardj, a good grower, and productive. There is no better

apple this season of the year.

RoBY, of Yd.—It is one of our best winter apples.

Bercoians, of Ga.—In Georgia it is not a winter apple.

Steele, of IST. C.—It is a September apple with me.

RoBY, of Ya.—AVith me it is an early winter apple.

Recommended as Promising Well.

Steele, of N. C.—I present an apple said to have origi-

nated in the county of Stansill, and hence I have given it this

name. Some of them are almost entirely green, with a slight

blush, while in others the cheek is bright. The tree is a very

beautiful grower, and a very early bearer, and w^ortliy to be

placed upon the list. There is an enlargement of the fruit

spur ; more so than in any apyjle I know of. It is yellowish in

flesh, of very good quality—indeed, is a capital apple. With us

in season in the month of January. It is well tested, and the

earliest bearer I know of.

Berckmans—I have this apple in fruit now. It is a very

early bearer, endures any amount of heat, and remains sound.

Recommended as Promisino; Well.

Warder—I present for the consideration of the meeting

an apple known in many places at the West as tlie New-York
Pippin. The tree is a thrifty grower, the apple large and

conical, handsomely striped with fine bright red, and a good

keeper. In some places it is called the Kentucky Streak, and
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along the Ohio, particularly (»n the Kentucky side, as the

Carolina Red Streak.

Stewakt, of 111.— I concur in all Dr. Warder has said in

regard to the New-York Pi])pin. We have cultivated it in

our section of the country under the name of tlie Red Pijipin.

I have met it all through Missouri, under the name of the

Victoria Red, and I find it one of the best growers in the

nursery and orchards, one of the hardiest trees, and one

of the most profitable and salable apples. It is cultivated

largely and finds first-rate sales.

Byrajni, of Ky.—The history of that apple, I think, is in this

wise. It M^as introduced into Kentucky from Philadelphia by

one of the Aliens, who saw it in the markets of this city, and

was so well pleased with it that he introduced it as I have

stated, under the name of the ]^ew-York Pippin, the same

name by which it was known here.

Lyon—I received by way of Indiana and Kentucky, some

years since, what aj^j^eared to be a very good apple—the one

under consideration—though I have another superior to this.

Noble, of Pa.—I never saw any specimen of this apple. I

merely wish to ask whether this was, a few years ago, the

Ben. Davis. It is so stated in some of the periodicals of that

time.

Wardek—It is not the same. A horticultural body, though

quite a subordinate one to this, met at Bloomington, Illinois,

last winter, and after proper consideration, thej^ agreed to call

it the Carolina Red. I move that that name be given to it

now.

Barry—In the case of an important apple like this, I

would inquire whether it would not be better to refer it

to the Committee on Synonyms, in order that they may between

this and the next session investio;ate its historv and find out

its real name.

The nomenclatm-e of the apple was referred to said Com-

mittee.

ROIVTE BEAUTY.

Bateham—I would like to hear something about tliat
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famous apple, the Rome Beauty. It is exceedingly popular

in our portion of Ohio and in the adjoining States.

Barry—I think the Rome Beauty is very handsome and

productive. Even in Ohio, it is said to be an apple of third

or not more than second quality.

Berckmans—It is an apple of second quality only. Cul-

tivated in our section on account of its beauty. It is an

August apple in Georgia.

WHITE flFFIISr.

Warder—The White Pippin is worthy of notice by this

meeting. Would like to hear the opinions of gentlemen in

regard to it.

Bateham—I was required by the Fruit Committee of Ohio

to present the names of twelve winter apples, and I had to

put the White Pippin at the head of the list. I do not expect

to find a better winter apple than this. It is so good that I

could not recommend half a dozen varieties without including

it. We hare been greatly puzzled in Ohio to know where it

came from. It is supposed that it was brought from Eastern

Pennsylvania or New Jersey. It much resembles the New-

town Pippin, and is every way profitable.

Scott, of N. J.—^There is an apple in our nurseries which

answers the description given by Mr, Bateham,

QuiNX, of N. J.—I think it is the same as the French

Pippin.

Reed, of N. J,—The French Pipj^in is cultivated very

extensively in New Jersey,

Downing—The White Pippin is a very fine apple, but

distinct from the French Pippin.

Added to the list as Promising Well.

m:exico ^i^fle.

Tro^vbridge, of Conn.—I introduce the Mexico Apple. It

is a very superior, rich apple ; ripe in SejDtember. Exceedingly

popular in Conneticut.

Downing—It is a good, pleasant apple. In our classifica-

tion, I call it very good.
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Tkowbeidge—In Conneticut, around Brookfield, there is

no apple liked so well. It is an early September apple, and

the nurseries there cultivate it and have it in their catalogues

as one of the finest apples.

Not added to the list.

PRYOR'S RED.

Wakdek—I introduce the Prjor's Eed.

Taylor ^— It originated in Virginia, and is cultivated

througliout the South. Has a tender skin, liable to a little

rupture in the keeping, used to mid-winter and spring.

Bateham—That apple I liave seen very often in southern

and south-eastern Ohio, and have been much pleased with it.

But a serious complaint brought against it is the blight of the

tree. It seems to be particular in regard to location, as it is

liable to become diseased on being planted in uncongenial soil.

Along the Ohio it does very finely. But I would not recom-

mend it to my friends or customers for general planting.

Taylok, of Va.—It is one of the hardest trees to propagate,

many attempts at the process being unsuccessful.

ItOBv—In southern A^ii'ginia it is considered of very fine

flavor, though a tardy bearer, and a poor one after it com-

mences.

Wakdee—A tree six vears old and bearing a bushel, I do

not call a tardy bearer. These objections have been made
and may be made still, but it is so well known, so long estab-

lished in and out of Virginia, that I think we might safely put

it on the list of Promising Well. It is one of the institutions

of the Ohio Valley.

Baery^Iu some places it bears a very high reputation,

and in those places will f-till be cultivated, whether included

in this list or not. I think it as much entitled to a place on

the list as Promising Well, as some others we have placed

there.

Byeajni, of Ky.—Twenty years ago that apple was one of

the most popular apples in the Western country, but for the

last few years it has become so blighted that nurserymen have

generally ceased to grow it. It is an excellent apple, but
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blights very much in Kentucky from the rusting of the leaf.

Fuller, of N. Y.—It is much valued South and West, and

I move it be added to tlie list that Promises Well.

Stewart—For the last fifteen years it has been considered

a valuable variety, not liable to be blighted by any disease.

Added to the list Promisinir AVell.

AVXNTER, QUF-EN.

Warder—I am very sorry 1 cannot find a specimen of

what is known through the South-west, Kentucky, Indiana,

Illinois, and Missouri, as the Winter Que^n, Kentucky Queen,

Frankford Queen ; and is also known in Southern Ohio as the

Fall Queen and Queen. It much resembles the Buckingham,

thougli diftei-ently colored, being of a deep red, a portion in-

clining to yellow, without any specs, but instead a very fine

bloom. It has been called the Horse Apple, in limited local-

ities. I propose to name it Winter Queen.

Byram—It is considered in Kentucky one of our best

apples.

Stewart, of 111.—Cannot say much in favor of its quality.

I^ot recommended.

sxR,or>E's Biitiyci^r&HA-iAX.

KuTTER—I wish to call attention to a fine apple from

Chester County, Pennsylvania, Strode's Birmingham. We
think it superior to the Porter. It is a fine bearer and a good

market fruit. It has more acid than the Porter.

Downing—I have this apple in full bearing. It is about

two-thirds the size of the Porter, but not half as good.

EsHLEMAN—We think we know something about apples

in Chester County, and when the Porter and Strode's Birming-

ham are in competition, the committees of exhibitions find very

little dilficulty in awarding the premium to the latter.

Not recommended.

OHIO FIPFI^V.

Warder—I introduce an apple which commemorates a

departed friend. It is known by several names— the Ernst

8
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Pippin, the Ohio Pippin, and the Shannon Pippin of Arkan-

sas. I know of no other synonyms. The apple originated in

Dayton, Ohio ; is of harge size, somewhat round in form, of a

pale yellow color
;
good for cooking, fine for eating, and in

season in December.

Bateham—I know little about it, but esteem it a good a^jple.

]^ot recommended.

BAKER, APPLK.

Rockwell, of Conn.—I preseiit the Baker apple for consid-

eration. It originated on the farm of Dr. Baker. He had

in his possession the original tree from wliich this variety has

been disseminated by grafting, &c. The trees are very pro-

lific bearers. I consider it the best apple we have in our

nurseries. In season from October to Februarv, althouo:h

they generally keep until March and April. As a cooking

apple there is no superior.

President—As a cooking apple I entertain a favorable

opinion of this variety.

LAit&E sxRiPEr) i>EA.R:MAi]sr OE ice:nttjcicy.

Wakdee—Tliere is an apple called the Large Striped

Pearmain of Iventuekv. It is thouo-ht to have orio-inated in

Virginia, but of this I am not certain. It does well in the

Kentucky region, and I think should l)e recommended as

Promisino; Well.

Byram, of Ky.—It is one of the best growers we have in

the nursery. Tlie fruit is good and large, according to our

classification. It is especially good as a late keeping apple,

or what some call a spring fruit.

Not recommended.

KILA-fWORTH.

EsHLEMAN, of Pa.—-I liavc been familiar with the Klap-

worth for over twenty years, and have fruited it for more tlian

twelve, and like it much. It is in use from the middle of

August to the last of September.

Nc)t adopted.
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Lyon—I present for consideration the Keswick Codling.

Warder—It is a very old variety, well known, and it is

very strange that it has not previously been before the Society.

Wo have this fruit in our latitude, very fine for cooking.

Downing—It is only a good cooking apple.

Saul—It is one of the best cooking apples.

Bateiia>[—We want an apple at this season of the year

just like this. It is one of the best cooking apples, and I

wonder that it is not in every household C(jllection. The apple

is of a light yellowish color.

Recommended as Promising Well.

[Mr. Bateman said that this, as well as othere recommended

as Promising Well, being old apples, reminded him of the

necessity of a change of the heading of the list ; and he sug-

gested that instead of " JVew Varieties that Promise Well,"

the " 'New " should be stricken out, which was agreed to.]

Warder—I recommend the Rawle's Janette as Promising

Well.

Bateman—-It does well in Central Ohio, on good land, but

north of that section it is diminutive.

EsHLEisLiN—I i^lanted trees eight yeare ago. They are now
failing, and the fruit is small.

Stewart—It succeeds well at tlie West, and is popular,

the specimens being large and line.

RoBY, of Va.—It is one of the best apples, and is a good

bearer. It blooms two weeks after most other varieties, and

always gives a crop.

Bercesians—Its quality is second rate, but it is a never

failing bearer.

Taylor, of Ta.—For rich soils it is proved to be valuable,

but in stiif soils and dry places it is of but very little account.

BuisT, of Pa.—I have grown this apple, and think it very

inferior for the jSTorth. In the South it succeeds better.

Steele—I have known this apple since I was a boy. It is

cultivated over the valley of tlie Ohio, and in Carolina.
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Those who think it a very small apple are macli mistaken

about it, for 1 liave seen specimens grow to a very large size
;

but I am not one of those individuals who believe that every

big apple must be of good quality. It is a pretty good apple

as raised in certain sections of Nortli Carolina.

l^OBLE, of Pa.—I liave fruited this apple for the last four

or live years, and think Avell of it. The trees seem rough, but

the apple keeps well with me.

Not adopted as Promising Well.

HovEY, of jMass.—I present the Hawthornden. It is an

apple well adapted to general cultivation.

Barry—I think well of it.

Lyon—Does well in Micliigan.

Downing—Good for cooking, but not a good eating fruit.

BuiST—A beautiful yellow apple, good for market, good

for cooking, and for eating.

Griscom—It has done well in New Jersey.

Lyon—I was surprised to see it, two years ago, placed

upon the rejected list. It is an oblong, yellow colored apple,

with a red cheek, produces abundantly, a good market apple

and a good cooking apple.

HovEY—Objections have been made to apples not bearing

for ten years. Now the Hawthornden will bear in two or three

years. Gentlemen owning gardens may have the Hawthornden

in them on account of its small size. AVJien a foot liigli it will

bear several apples, and we can have it in our garden the size

of a currant bush. It is one of the best and handsomest

apples, and appears to me to have all the qualities necessary

for general cultivation.

Hooker—I hope that apple will never get on the list that

Promise Well. There is no richness about it—made of mere

water. Nobodv wants to eat it. It is a sure bearer and

productive.

Kewhall—I cultivated the apple for a numbei- of years.

It is a great bearer and very beautiful, I never could get any

of my family to eat it, though it sometimes sells pretty well.
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A\^ARDER—I have liardly heard of an apple about which so

much commendation has been said, as of the Hawthorn-

den.

R.:':ed—This is such an ohl apple, that I think the designa-

tion of it as •' Promising AVell for Cooking," would not be inap-

propriate. The only objection I have to cultivating it in ]S^ew

Jersey is. that the Maiden's Blush is a very superior apple,

and so much like this one that few peojjle could tell the dif-

ference.

Bateham—I arose a few minutes ago to substitute the

Maiden's Blush, in place of this variety.

Barry—Both are worthy of cultivation. The Maiden's

Blush is not as early for cooking by several weeks.

!Not recommended.

jSI^A.ir)E]VS BLUSH.

Barry—I present the Maiden's Blush. This and the

Hawthornden are much alike, yet there is a very great differ-

ence in the growth, habits and bearing of the trees. The

Hawthornden is very prolific, and a montli or even six weeks

before the Maiden's Blush. I think they are both eminently

worthy of cultivation. I know tliey are extensively cultivated

in many parts of the country.

Warder—Everything said of the Hathornden applies to

the Maiden's Blush. The only objection to the former is that

the lattei- is better. It seems strange that the bearing season

of the Maiden's Blush with my friend from Rochester should

diifer so much from mv own. What he has stated in reo-ard

to that point is the reverse with us. The Hawthornden, with

us, does not make its appearance until the end of September,

while the other specimen may be seen about the first of that

month.

RoBY—One of our favorite apples—it grows well.

Recommended as Promising AYell.

STJIMZSIER, SAVEET RUSSET.

Parsoks, of N". Y,—I would like to call the attention of the

members to the Summer Sweet Russet. I know not that it
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has ever been before the Society. It is with ns the most deli-

cate and delicious sweet summer apple we have.

jVIOOKE'S ST^^ISEXIlvrGi-.

Warder—I will introduce to the notice of the members

the Moore's Sweeting, specimens of which I hold in my hand.

It has been called the Red Sweet Pippin, but in the proceed-

ings of the London Horticultural Societv it is named the

Moore's Sweeting.

LooMis, of Ind.—It is one of our l)est sweet apples, though

a little too dry.

Reid—A very good apple,

RIDGfE 3?ir>3?I]Sr.

ScoTT—I name the Ridge Pippin of ISTew Jersey, an old

variety.

Parry, of N. J.—I have cultivated it for twenty years,

and I think it a good apple, and very valuable for market. It

always sells well.

CoRSOK, of Pa.—I have had it for forty years, and find it

to be a good bearer. It is now in full fruit, while other trees

are bare. It keeps well. I have kept it till the first of

August.

miisrcELY.

Scott, of ±^ . J.—I propose the Princely.

I^OBLE—It is a very good apple, rather sweetish, and excel-

lent for the table.

Griscom—It is a fine flavored, beautiful apple.

S"WEEX BEEIj-ELO"WEPI.

Warder—I will name the Sweet Bell-Flower of Ohio,

Green Sweeting of Indianapolis, Hague Pippin of Indiana,

and Hall's Red of Yirginia, as worthy of cultivation.

DYER, A.r>FEE.

Saul—I propose the Dyer or Pomme Royal. It was first

introduced to our by Society Mr. Foote, of Williamstown,
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Mass., and is one of the best of apples. It is of fair size, and

as reo-ards quality there is none that can excel it.

CoiT, of Conn.—An excellent apple.

Bakry—Good.

Warder—I have never seen it. Is it red or white? We
have a Pomme Royal, but not like this.

President—It is a yellow apple—a good fair apple, with

a good reputation.

Saul—Had received the Pomme Royal as the Tompkins

apple.

Recommended as Promising Well.

Trowbridge—^I propose a Connecticut apple, the Summer

Queen. It always bears very freely. I have seen it bear when

others have failed.

Parsons—I have also seen it bear very well.

QuiNN—I concur with the last two speakers.

Warder—In Ohio, we say it outgrows its own roots. It is

good for cooking.

RoBY—We consider it one of our best summer apples.

Recommended as Promising Well.

^V^TJ&H'S CRAB.

RoBY—I recommend Wauo-h's Crab. It makes better cider

than any other, and in the spring is a good eating apple. It

may be allowed to hang on the trees a month even after frost,

witliout injury.

SECOND DAY— EVENING SESSION.

LIST OF SMALL FRUITS THAT PROMISE WELL.
The Currant.

President—We have on our list the Versaillaise, the

Cherry, and the Pertile de Pallua.

CHER,ItY CUR.IiA.nSrT.

Lyon—I think the Cherry Currant is too acid, and not

more productive than others to which it is far inferior in
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quality. This was, I believe, the opinion of many gentlemen

at the last meetino; of this Society, and it is still mine.

Peesident— Eight years ago I discarded this cnrrant

on account of its poor quality ; but as so much was said in its

praise, I commenced its culture again, but still considered it

worthless. It is large, but very poor, and I am sorry to see it

so much cultivated. It looks like progress backward. It has

a taking name, which has given it great j)opularity.

AYarder—I am happy to say that our expectations of its

being a bad bearer have been disappointed. I^^ear Cincin-

nati. Ohio, it has borne abundantly. As to its quality I say

nothin£>'.

Hopkins, of 1^. J.—I have grown the Cherry Currant for

three or four years. Found it exceedingly productive, and

the quality fair—equal to Red Dutch. Would be sorry to

see it stricken from the list.

Lawton—Don't like its flavor. Think it inferior to Red
Dutch.

HovEY—I concur with the President in his opinion of the

Cherry Currant. Cultivated it ten or twelve years, and

abandoned it ; but being a nurseryman, and there being con-

siderable demand for it, had to commence its propagation

again. Its quality is very poor, and it is uniit for the table.

It may be of better cpiality in other places. It has a large

berry, but only a few on a bunch, and does not produce more

than half as much as Red Dutch or Victoria. The shoots

are laro-e, but tender, and break easily.

Downing—Too sour for the table ; may do well for market.

Hooker—The Cherry Currant has improved much in my
estimation within the past three years. In growing small

fruits for market, I find that size is a great object. This cur-

rant is large, vigorous, and productive, and I think should not

be stricken from the list.

Tlie Cherry Currant was allowed to remain on the list

" Promisino; Well."

Both were passed without discussion.
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FERTILE r)' -A.3SrGERS.

HovEY—I move we add Fertile d' Angers to the list.

President—It is as good as the Yersaillaise, and I think

better.

Added to the list.

BltOI^ZE CXJR.R.A.TsTT.

Haekis—Has any gentleman liad any experience with a

new currant, called the Bronze Currant?

Fuller—I have had it several years, and do not like it.

GLORIE X)E SABLOK-S.

Peesident—Has any gentleman information in regard to

the new striped currant, Glorie de Sablons ?

HovEY—It is a sour currant, and I cannot recommend it

for cultivation. It is about the size of the Champagne.

I]VCFEniA,L R.ED.

President—Who can give any information about the

Imperial Red ?

Strong—I have cultivated it, and it is not as large as I

expected to find it. It is altogether too small, and I cannot

recommend it.

"WHITE a-OTsTDOXJIN".

]^E^vnALL—I recommend the White Gondouin as the best

white currant we have.

President—I have had this currant for several years, and

am much pleased with it.

Pierce—^It succeeds well with me, and this season was the

best currant I had.

Saunders—I hope the White and the Red Gondouin will

not be confounded, and these recommendations be applied

to the latter, which is a poor bearer, and produces jDoor fruit,

with a thick skin.

White Gondouin placed on the list " Promising Well."

IjVtPERI^L J^XJINTE, OR IIMFERIA-L YELLOAV.

Added to the list, without discussion.

9
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^A_TTR,ACTOR.

Scott—I would like some information in regard to the

Attractor, which is to be found in some of the catalogues.

Barky—It is a feeble-growing, cut-leaved variety of the

White Grape.

l^RIIN'CE .V1L,BER.T.

President—I would like Mr. Barrv to srive us the benefit

of his experience with the Prince Albert.

Barry—^It is a good late currant, later than the Victoria.

It bears well when the plants attain a little age. [In answer

to a question whether the Red Gondouin and the Prince Al-

bert were not identical, Mr. B. said :] They are quite distinct

— the Prince Albert being remarkable for its u^^right growth

and peculiar foliage. I think very little of the Red Gondouin.

HovEY—I received a -verv sour currant under the name

of Red Gondouin, from one source, but from another source

I received a currant of fair quality, somewhat resembling the

Cherry.

Frost, of xS^. Y.—Had found the Red Gondouin and Long-

Bunched, of Holland, or Long-Bunched Dutch, the same.

L^ H^VTIA^E.

President—^There is another varietv, known as La Hative,

I have it in fine condition, and like it much.

Barry—In our experience witli currants, and after testing

manv varieties, we have found no Red Currant as large as

the Cherry ; next to it comes the Victoria. The Prince Albert

we prefer to the Fertile d' Angers. The Cherry is only remark-

able on account of its size. Many pick it as soon as it becomes

red, thinking it must be ripe, but it should be allowed to remain

on the bushes until it becomes of a brown or mahogany color.

It is not a shy bearer, unless pruned too much. It should get

considerable age before being subjected to severe pruning.

The Versaillaise is one of the best. But the new Red Cur-

rants are too much alike, and few of them are better, or even

as good, as the old Red Dutch.
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Strawberries.

A"IC0:MTK!SSE IIIOItCICAItT.

ITarkison—I move to add tlie Yicomtesse Hercicart to the

list recommended as Promising Well. Have tried it for

three 3'ears. It is very satisfactory in size, f|uality, and ])ro-

ductiveness.

Sauxdeks—I have fruited it for four years. It is one of

om* best strawberries— certainly better than any other foreign

variety.

Rutter—I have fruited it two years. It is of good flavor,

superior to Albany, but not superior to Hovey.

EsHLEMAX—All persons who have eaten it at my place

have praised it highly.

RuTTEK—It is equal to the Hooker Seedling.

EsHLEMAx—I think it is more productive. It is equal to

"Walker's Seedling for productiveness, and I 23refer it to that

variety.

Fuller—I think it good, though not very productive.

HovEY—I recollect our decision last session was almost

unanimous that no foreign fruits should be recommended. I

think much of some, but I will not recommend them. This

I And is not a profitable fruit. I hope it will not l>e recom-

mended for general cultivation.

H^iRRisox—There seems to be a difference between the

English and Continental strawberries. I find that the French

and Belgian are w^ell adapted to this country, though they all

need high culture. The highest culture that can be given to

strawberries is the most profitable.

HovEY—The Belgian cultivators have taken up our Ameri-

can strawberries to breed from, and we may expect desirable

results.

President—It possesses good qualities as an eating fruit,

but must be grown in hills and receive good culture, or it is

worthless.

Motion to add to the list withdrawn.

Miller, of Pa.—^The Triomphe de Grand I have fruited
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for several years, and there is none wliicli I like better for

beantv, qnality, and prodnctiveness.

Hopkins—Have had this variety in fruit the past two

years, and most cordially indorse what has been said by Mr,

Miller as to its beauty, flavor, and productiveness.

Barry—I consider this one of the finest strawberries in

cultivation, whether native or foreign. I was not aware that

this Society had expressed an opinion adverse to recommend-

ing foreign strawberries. I think no such a thing has been

nor should be done. AYhen we find a good strawberry, no

matter whetlier of foreign or native origin, we should recom-

mend it. This Triomphe de Gand has been tested all over

the country, and everywhere the experience has been that it

is a large berry, excellent in flavor, standing the sun well in

snmmer, and enduring the cold of our winter without injury.

It is also qidte productive. This was recommended last year

as Promising Well, as may be seen on page 76 of last report,

though by some error it was not added to the list as published

in the pamphlet.

HovEY—[Mr. H. read from last report, remarks of Messrs.

Prince, AValker, and Manice, condemning foreign strawberries

as unproductive. Mr. H. then said :] I do not wish to be

understood as sayino; that this Society ever intimated that it

would not recommend this or any other variety of foreign

strawberries.

Barry—I understood from the tenor of Mr. Hovey's re-

marks, that he considered the sentiment of this Society against

the introduction of foreign varieties of strawberries, and this

I wish to correct.

Houghton, of Pa.—I saw the Triomphe de Gand this

summer, at Jenkinstown, on the grounds of Mr. Satterthwait,

an extensive grower for market. He informed me that the

Wilson sold at eighteen cents a quart, and Triomphe de Gand

for thirty-eight cents. He considers it an excellent market

fruit.

Knox, of Pa.—I have fruited the Triomphe de Gand for

three years. Out of one hundred varieties I have under

cultivation, I regard it as the very best of them all. I have
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fifty acres in strawberries, and would be veiy glad if the

whole were changed to Triomphe de Gands. It seems to me
there is scarcely an excellence it has not. The plant is hardy

and very vigorous, as much so as the Wilson. I think the

healthiest and most vigorous plants I ever knew on my place

are of this variety. The fruit is laro;e and luscious, briiiht

and glossy, attracts attention, and brings the highest i3rice—

•

from twenty-five to fifty cents per quart. I am not able to

supply the demand. From my place at Pittsburgh they have

been carried to Cincinnati, M-here they profess to know some-

thing about strawberry culture, and they sent back for more

at fifty cents per quart. I think the question should not be

what mode of culture is necessary, but what kind will 2My
hest. That mode of culture required for the Triomphe de Gand,

and for other foreign varieties, is that which pays better with

us than any other. The only mode of culture adopted in

Pittsburgh, is in hills. We place them in rows, tw^o and a half

feet apart one way and twelve inches the other. It forms

quite a number of stools, and bears remarkably well.

Fuller—I have several hundred varieties of strawberries,

the Triomphe de Gand being one of the best, and I would

favor its being placed on the list for general cultivation.

Satterthwait, of Pa.—I cultivate strawberries for market,

and have means of knowing which kinds are the most profit-

able. I am not prej^ared to say that it is the best market

berry, but I consider it next to the best. I consider Wilson^s

Albany to be the most profitable, by far, the only objection to

it being that it will not stand the heat so well as the Triomphe

de Gand,

HouGHTOx—I wish to say tliat Mr. Satterthwait is one of

the best practical growers of fruit and vegetables for market

I have ever seen or known. In the culture of the strawberry,

he has a method which far exceeds all others. He o-row^s the

Triomphe de Gand in rows thirty inches apart. He runs the

cultivator all summer, and in the fall covers them with long

manure, and does it with great economy of labor.

LOIS"&"WOItTII'S EXTRA. RED.

Warder—I name Longworth's Extra Eed. It is produc-
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tive and very handsome ; somewhat sour ; of sufficient good

flavor, and a very flne market fruit.

Miller—I liave cultivated Extra Red for live years. It

has invariably been one of the finest and most productive of

strawberries. Exceedingly fine for preserving.

Bateham—^It is a hardy, vigorous plant, very productive,

but sour, requiring a good deal of sugar. Prefer the flavor to

Wilson's Albany.

LADY'S Fnsrn;.

Miller—I introduce the Lady's Pine.

Harrison—It is too small, though fine and delicate in

flavor.

Enox—Its smallness is my main objection to it.

Fuller—It is delicious, but too small.

Bateham—I recommend the Jenny Lind as worthy of gen-

eral introduction.

Frost—This is the best early strawberry we have in culti-

vation.

QuiNN—It is earl}'^, good, and productive.

EsiiLEMAN—I have known the Jenny Lind for years, but

have discarded it.

IVNOX—It is a very early berry, and a good bearer.

HovEY—It seems to me to be the Old Virginia Scarlet, or

Early Scarlet, im])roved. It is about double the size of Early

Scarlet, of a good color and flavor, and productive.

President—It is very popular in New-England.

Recommended as Promisino- Well.

SCOTT'S SE:Er)Li:isr&.

EsHLEMAN—I propose the Scott's Seedling, or Lady's Fin-

ger, which I consider identical ; a beautiful berry, a good

bearer, very salable in the market, and excellent for pre-

servino;.

Scott—The Lady's Finger has been decided, the present

season, by those who have cultivated both varieties, to be dif-

ferent from Scott's Seedlino;. The Lady's Finger is of good

I
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quality, but Scott's Seedling- is deficient in tiavor and sub-

stance.

Harrison—^The Lady's Finger originated in Burlington

County, Xew-Jersey. Its color is desirable, and its peculiar

lirmness fits it for carriao-e almost anv distance.

EsiiLEMAN—I allude to the Scott's Seedling of Massachu-

setts, a very long berry, sometimes a little flattened.

Parry—The Scott's Seedling is entirely different from the

Lady's Finger.

HovEY—I do not know the Lady's Finger, but the Scott's

Seedling is a genuine seedling of Massachusetts, raised by

Mr. Scott, a o-ardener near Boston. It was first called Scott's

Strawberry, and was eagerly bouglit by the dealers for market,

where I first saw it. Being pleased with its appearance, I went

to the beds of Mr. S. to see them in bearing. If I cultivated
CD

but two strawberries, Scott's Seedling should be one of them.

It has one peculiaritv which raises it above its fellows— a

peculiar mixture of orange and straw^berry flavor. It stands

carriage well, and has but one fault— it does not retain that

delicious aroma in which it aljounds when picked from the

bed. AYlien kept in shops or drawers it becomes flat.

President—I would like to ask whether it has not gone

out of cultivation in Massachusetts, in consequence of its being

a poor bearer ?

HovEY—Xo, sir. The Scott is considered a fair bearer.

Parker, of Mass.—It is a poor bearer, and I gave up its

cultivation on this account.

Satterthwait—I cultivated the Scott's Seedlino; of Mas-

sachusetts for a few years, but found it was not a good market

berry.

Strong—My impression is that this berry has been lost

sight of on account of its inferior qualities. It is very light,

and almost invariably hollow, and is considered in Boston

unworthy of cultivation.

Hooker—AVe cultivated the Scott strawberrv for some
years, and introduced it into our plantations, for market,

where it was tried for two years, when we found it worthless.

AVe have latterly cultivated but a few specimens.
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Bateiiam—It is of no avail upon clay lands. It may do

better on sandy lands.

President—I suggest that tlie discussion be left open,

without taking a vote. Carried.

Knox—I introduce the Brighton Pine. It is of excellent

flavor, an abundant and steady bearer, never failing.

Ward—It is a poor bearer, and only of medium size.

Strong—In general it is regarded as a poor bearer, though,

if we have dry weather, it does pretty well.

Knox—I recommend the Moyamensing. It is of dark

color, excellent flavor, and productive. Much valued for

preserving.

Ward—In the neighborhood of ]^ew-York it has failed,

and seems illy adapted to that latitude. This variety has spe-

cific relations to certain soils and latitudes, and here and in

ISTew-York it is comparatively worthless. In ]^ew-Jersey and

some other places they are rather good. This fact will explain

the apparent contradictions touching the character of straw-

berries.

Satterthwait—I rejected it some years ago, as an unprofit-

able berry.

Raspberries!.

HovEY—I move that the Allen be rejected, as I think no

one will want to cultivate bushes instead of fruit.

Scott—At the last meeting a vote was taken, and it was

decided to let this matter rest for two years, at the end of

which time the experience of cultivators couk^be heard in

regard to it.

Satterthwait—The idea of some in this section in regard

to this raspberry is erroneous, which is that its blossoms are

pistillate, and that it will not perfect its fruit without having

its blossoms impregnated by some other variety. This is a
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new idea, and before we leave the question I would like to

have something more said in regard tt* it.

Parry—It has frequently borne abundant and luscious

fruit, and at other times appeared to be entirely deficient.

AA^hen planted in connection with our common red raspberry,

cultivated extensively in N. J. for the Philadelphia market, tliey

botli bear admirably from near the ground to the top of the

stem. In other places, where I have planted the true Allen

Kaspberry by itself, it has failed. In other places where I

have sold plants, I have noticed the same thing— that where

the Allen was planted alone it was unproductive, but when

planted near other varieties it bore well. I have come to the

conclusion, also, from examination of the flowers, that there

is a deficiency in the stamens,

QuixN—My experience has been the same as that of Mr,

Hovey, The Allen gives a large quantity of wood, and little

fruit.

Dowxixc—Have fruited the Allen three years. The first

two years obtained plenty of suckers, l)ut no fruit. This year

cut away the suckers and obtained plenty of fruit, but of poor

quality, no better than common red.

Placed on the Rejected list.

Warder—I introduce the Kirtland. It is not as anq^le a

grower as some, but is the earliest berry we have.

Lawtox—Bears abundantly, but needs care and protec-

tion. It throws up a large number of suckers, but that may
be owing to my neglect.

Warder—-The great ditficulty is to get suckers enough to

supply the demand.

PURPLE C^TsTE.

AVaeder—I ask for information in regard to the Purple

Cane.

Dowxjxci—-The Purple Cane and the American Ped Cane

I think are alike. I consider it the farmer"'s raspberry. Thirty

or forty years ago it was extensively cultivated around New-
York,

10
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Scott—The Purple Cane is the Ritbus occidetitalis.

Satteetiiwait—^It is the only raspberrj I have fonnd to

stand the test. I never found auj other to pay, as a market

fruit, but the old Purple Cane. It is uniformly an abundant

bearer.

Reid—^Its manner is to propagate by tlie points of the

shoots. This berry used to be cultivated extensively for the

New-York market.

Lewis—This belongs to the class of tliimhle hemes, which

is a distinct species.

HOPtlSTET.

Haerison—I suo;o-est the Hornet. I have known it for

three years, and it bears enormous crops. It is of a tine

quality, and, for a raspberry, will pay well. It sells in the

market at from tliirty-seven to fifty cents per quart, when

others are selling at twenty-five. It attains a very large size,

and is worthy of our attention.

Peid—I have the Hornet on my place, and think much
of it. I find it to bear very well.

Paeky—It bears abundantly, and I found it to succeed

very well, but I do not think it very hardy. It is well worthy

of cultivation.

Mitchell—I liave always found it to do well, and I concur

in what the other gentlemen say as to quality.

President—Ordered it from France, but received Kne-

vett's Giant. I am glad to hear so favorable a rej)ort.

Pecommended as Promisino; Well,

BELLE DE EOnSTXElVAY.

FuLLEE—I think well of the Belle de Fontenay,

Baery—It is worthy of cultivation, and especially desira-

ble for amateurs. It bears a large crop at the ordinary season,

and, by a little management, a good crop can be obtained in

the autumn. The way to do this, is to suppress tlie summer

crop and remove the slioots.

Houghton—I have taken great interest in this fruit. It is

perfectly hardy, and shows a disposition to fruit constantly
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and very late. Some have said tliat the Belle de Foiitenav
I. ft/

aud Marvel of Four Seasons are identical.

[Several gentlemen said that they had received the same

variety from Europe, under both names.]

Peesidext—The Belle de Fttntenav has a silverv lejif, and
ft,' ,, !

the fruit is very laro-e. If rjo-htlv manao-ed, I think it will be

exceedino-ly valuable for the South.

Houghton— It should be described in our report, so that

it may be reconized.

Barky—It has a short, stiff cane, with thick foliage, silvery

on the under side, and quite erect.

KJNOx—I call attention to the Improved American Black

Cap.

Scott—I would remark in regard to this berry, said to

be improved by Mr. Doolittle, that, since the last meeting,

I have given particular attention to the question whether it

has been improved by any hybridization, and I have found

that the Improved Black Cap is nothing but the common
Black Cap.

Hooker—I propagated it for market purposes, and it is

different from the wild raspberry, and is a seedling of a far

larger size, better flavored, and more delicate. It is j)rized

above all the raspberries of the season. I esteem it higlily for

its valuable cooking properties.

Trowbridge—Ben. Hodge, of Buffalo, tells me that he has

taken two thousand quarts from one acre of ground— that is

to say, thirty to fifty cj^uarts per day for about six weeks. Xo
other raspberry in the market brought as high a price.

Bajbry—Whatever improvement it has undergone has

been by cultivation. I would call it the Improved Black

Cap. Mr. Doolittle does not claim to have raised it from seed.

Kxox—^It is popular with the people of Philadelphia.

With us it is called the Improved Black Cap. My opinion is

that whatever improvement it has received is by cultivation.

Hooker—Mr. Doolittle does not assert that he raised the

seedling, but that he procured it from a locality where it
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was thought to be very superior. Tlie origin of it is well

known, though who raised the seedling I cannot designate.

Tick—Mr. Doolittle states distinctly that the original

plants M'ere obtained from the fields, and not from seed, and

that he has improved tliem by a superior system of raising

young plants from the ends of the shoots. His theory he has

fully explained,

HovEY—In relation to this raspberry, if it is superior to

the wild raspberry taken out of the woods, I hope it may be

entitled to a distinct name, and that it will not be called the

Black Cap, becanse persons would then go to the woods and

get the common plant, as they did the Dorchester Blackberry.

In that case, the people insisted that they could go to the

woods and get a blackberry as good as they could from the

dealers. Two years ago we assembled, and gave it the dig-

nified name it has since borne. I would advocate some kind

of distinct name, either the Doolittle Black Cap, or any-

thing else.

It was decided to name it the Doolittle Raspberry, and to

recommend it for culture.

Blackberries.

Hooker—I propose IS'ewman's Thornless.

Miller—It has few thorns, and fewer berries.

Saul—I concur with Mr. Miller.

Warder—^That is my experience.

&R,^FE BLACKBERRY.

Harrison—I propose the Grape Blackberry. It has very-

strong canes, and large fruit.

3PA.R.SLEY-LEA^'EI) BEA^ClvBEItltY.

Lawton—This is a trailing variety, the shoots growing

sometimes twenty feet in length. It is very hardy, and pro-

ductive. It has done well the three past years.

President—I have this variety, but the lono; shoots de-

scribed are objectionable.
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Freeman—Tlie flavor is not as good as the New-Roehelle,

and it fruits two weeks later.

AVESXER,]N" AVILX) 13I^ACIvI3ERR,IES.

Warder—We have white, yellow, and ])ink hlackberries

growing wild in Kentucky and Illinois. We do not suppose

tlieni to be a distinct species, but only a departure troin the

blackberry. ]Mr, Orange, of Illinois, lias three distinct varie-

ties— the Albion, White Crystal, and one not named. They

are large and line, and I like them better tlian the Xew-
Rochelle or Dorchester.

Pierce, of D. C.—^I understand they grow in Bath County.

With me they have proved w^orthless. 1 have found them on

the tops of mountains near Coudersi:)ort, Pa. They are con-

sidered there very fine when growing in the M'oods, but in

gardens they are worthless.

WxVRDER—Mr. Orange has not found any difficulty in prop-

agating these blackberries, and considers them very valuable.

THIRD DAY—MORNING SESSION.

]VXOUlS'TA.Il>^ SEEr)LI]NrG!-.

Lyon—^The foreign gooseberries may not be worthy of

special consideration, being so universally destroj'ed by mil-

dew, but the Mountain Seedlino- is worth v of cultivation. In

size, it is considerably larger than Houghton's Seedling, and

of good flavor.

Prince—It originated with the Shakers, at Lebanon, in

this State.

Recommended as Promisino- Well.

X»0"VVN"I1S'G'S SEEr)I^IlSr».

Lyon—I introduce for discussion Downinfj's Seedlino-.

Reid—I have seen it, and consider it the best American
variety I have met with. It is larc^er than the Ilouo^hton,

and I am cultivatins: it with other seedlings.

Recommended as Promising AVell.
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Orapes.

T.-^YLOn, OK " TiXJj^LiTX."

Miller, of Pa.—I wish to correct an erroneous impression,

as I have been cliarged with chang-ino; the name of this grape,

received from Judge Bullitt, of Kentucky. Dr. Taylor, of

Cleveland, thinks it has been confounded with the Cuyahoga.

The Taylor or Bullitt grape deserves a place on the list Prom-

ising Well.

PiDER, of Bethlehem, Pa.—I move that this grape be called

the Taylor.

Byeam—I have taken some interest in the cultivation

of this grape, in certain States, and find that it stands the

climate remarkably well. It is excellent, and has proved one

of the most beautiful vines I know of It ripens about two

weeks before Isabella.

Puttee—I have seen it growing in Xorthampton County,

Pa., on wood fifteen feet long, this season. Its foliage beau-

tiful, and its leaves smooth.

EsHLEMAN—There are specimens here, which a number of

members have tasted. They have every appearance of being

ripe, and yet are quite indifferent.

Puttee—I had this grape from Kentucky last week ; very

tine tasted. I think, wdth due deference to the opinions of my
friends, the flavor is fine, and equal to any out-door grape. I

have never tasted better, excepting the Delaware. As for its

growth, there is no question about it. Among some eighty or

ninety kinds, it is the best grower among those that Promise

Well.

Pecommended as Promising Well.

The name of the grape referred to the Committee on Syno-

nyms.

Peince—I propose the Raabe grape. As far. as ray own

experience goes, I have found it a perfectly rustic American

grape, the sweetest, perhaps, of the American varieties. The

cluster is small, the flavor very good, and early in ripening.

I consider it quite an acquisition— one well suited to the cli-
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mate, and will probably grow very v.'ell in Massaclnisetts and

Kew-IIampshire. Tlie fruit is excellent. I would like to hear

from Pennsylvania on the subject.

Scott—My ideas agree with those of Mr. Prince, as to its

sweetness ; and I know that it is a rustic grape, and that the

leaves are strong. Its foliage is unlike our native grapes. It

is free from mildew.

Mitchell, of Pa.—I have cultivated this grape for several

vears. The bunches and the berries are small, ])ut it contains

a very large seed. It bears enormous crops. It is altogether

desirable, I think, for special culture. It has a rich juice. It

has been cultivated, not only in Philadelphia, but in tha neigh-

borhood, for the last eight or ten years, and was formerly

thought to be a seedling of the Catawba. It is second only

to the Delaware.

Ruttee—^It is about the size of the Delaware, sweeter, but

does not possess its vinous flavor. It endures abuse well.

Recommended as Promising "Well.

Prixce—It is large, oval, less pulp than Isabella, about

the same sweetness and color, and two wrecks earlier. Iden-

tical with the Catawissa or Bloom grape.

Mitchell, of Pa.—^The Creveling grape is cultivated in

my place. It is now very nearly rij^e.

Eshlemak—In order to prevent confusion, I will mention

some of the svnonvms of that varietv. I think it will prove

identical with the Catawissa and Columbia Bloom.

Pkixce—The Columbia is the name of a grape which was

described in publications on the grape many years ago. It

originated in the District of Columbia.

Goodwin, of Kingston, Pa.—^I exhibited the graj^e here,

and know somethino- about its historv. It has been cultivated

some twenty-five years in the neighborhood of Columbia Co.,

Pa., from which place it derives one of its names. The name
of the grape there was originally Creveling, from the family

who originated it. It has been cultivated for a long time, and

has, to some extent, run out the Isabella, on account of its
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early ripening. It ripens as early as the l^Tortliern Muscadine,

and many think it snparior to Isabella. It hangs well on the

buncli, and makes good wine without sugar.

[On motion, it was resolved that, with our present informa-

tion on this subject, it is not advisable to recommend any

varieties as Promising Well the present session. The Taylor

Bullitt grape and the Riiabe were, therefore, stricken oiF.]

Mitchell—^This grape derives its name from a township

in Berks County, where it is supposed to have originated. It

is perfectly hardy, and there can be no doubt of its truly native

character, as the leaves indicate this. Tlie grape being a white

one, with a Malaga appearance, is rather remarkable. It is

late, however, and does not get fully ripe until about the lirst

of October.

ScoTT—I call attention to the Clara, one of Mr. Raabe's

seedlino's, raised about the same time as the Raabe, I would

like information from those who have fruited it. The color is

a light amber.

Dr. Grant, of IST. Y.—I have cultivated it a number of

years, and fruited it twice. The leaf shows its foreign char-

acter. It seems perfectly hardy, having endured the coldest

weather without injury, even where the Isabella has suifered.

Its quality is good, though not remarkably productive, and

ripens about the same time as the Catawba. It is a good

grower, and the foliage is>as exempt from mildew as most

other varieties.

Mitchell—Mr. Raabe has the Clara growing in his yard,

in Phihidelphia, and invites the entire Convention to go and

look at it. It has borne very iarge grapes— the result of no

special culture. Last year, l)ore a very heavy crop. The vine

that I have is a young one, and, so far as mildew is concerned,

it is not aifected more than any other variety.

Lyon—Several years ago I had a small jilant of this vari-

ety, which I planted with rather unusual care, among a num-

ber of varieties, and carc^fully covered it. For two years I was
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unable to got niucli growth. It suffered some from mildew,

while oth(u-s were uiiatfected, and I finally lost it. It bore no

fruit.

Miller—I have had the Clara grape for four years. It

fruited in 1858 and 1859. Last winter it was partly winter-

killed, not having any protection. This summer it mildewed,

I think in consequence of having been partially killed by

winter. Any plant injured by the winter does not stand the

same chance of escaping in the fall of the year.

To-ivA.i-iOasr.

Hareison—I would like to gain some information in reg-ard

to the To-Kalon.

Strong—^I find it somewhat liable to mildew. I do not

know that my experience with this variety will entitle me to

say much. My impression, however, is that it is better than

the Isabella, and mildews about the same.

Hooker—It is very liable to rot and mildew. The vine is

hardy, and a vigorous grower, and when obtained in perfec-

tion, it is a very superior grape, large and handsome. The
wood, though exposed all winter, is as hardy, even to the ends

of the shoots, as the Diana. I would not recommend it. It

ripens at the same time as the Isabella. The color is not so

dark.

Prince—I have a vine, and it is perfectly hardy. I am
satisfied that if this grape has enough open exposure and free

air, it will not mildew.

Lyon—I fruited the To-Kalon this year. When I left

home, about the first of September, it was considerably col-

ored. The Isabella was about half colored ; not so much as

this one. With me it has not mildewed, though I have seen

certain premonitory symptoms. It is a very strong grower.

Grant—Four years since I proposed the To-Kalon for the

list Promising Well. That was the last of a succession of

remarkably favorable years for the growth of the vine. The
three preceding seasons it had given much satisfaction. The
bunch is very large. Its productiveness is equal to any grape
I have grown. It has ripened with me every year, and always

11
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a week or so earlier than the Isahelhi, It is liable to rot and

mildew.

CLiisrToisr.

HooKEE—^I introduce the Clinton. It is not a new grape,

having been fruited for many years. It is very productive,

hardy, and makes a very good wine. It is of a dark purple

color ; in very compact bunches ; not very sweet, but has a

vinous flavor ; a remarkably good keeper, and when put up

in boxes improves in flavor. Beginning to ripen before the

Isabella, it retains its fruit on the vine until frost. It is en-

tirely hardy, the foliage looking very much like that of a wild

vine.

Prince—The Clinton is one of the most important grapes

we have in the country now, but its cultivation is nmch neg-

lected. It is very much disseminated through the State of

I»few-York, and it is the most productive native grape I have

seen. It is very juicy, and good wine can be made from it,

though not sweet enough. As a productive, hardy vineyard

grape, I consider it without an equal.

Miller—There is not a grape in behalf of which I find more

pleasure in speaking than of this. I have grown it for four

years, and it has not known such a thing as mildew or rot.

As for the wine, it is very good, though sharp. I have used

no sugar in making it. TJie grapes, when perfectly ripe, are

quite good. Tlie description given by our friend Downing, in

the revision of tlie Fruit Book, " when j^erfectly ripe, very

good," I think just tlie thino;.

Parry—This grape has succeeded with me better than any

other. I consider our location unfavorable to the culture of

the grape, in general, as many others spoken well of in other

places do not succeed with me. When the time for the grape

to ripen arrives, the leaf ftills off. This variety retains its

leaves to the end, and seems admirably adapted for cultiva-

tion with us.

EsiiLEMAN—I cultivate a ffood manv varieties, but nothing:

gives as good a crop of fruit as the Clinton. I think this is

the grape we should cultivate.
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Grant—I have cultivated the Clinton for many years. I

supposed no one attempted its dissemination earlier than I

did. At that time we were in want of a grape that would

reach a more northern latitude than the Isabella. Of late

years I have only propagated a few for those who wish to

make a complete collection. It is a grape which will grow

for many years, with but little care. I have seen it this year

more completely stricken down with the mildew than any

grape which has come under my observation. It colors very

early in the season, but docs not ripen or become eatable until

after touched with the frost, when it becomes palatable.

PKEsroEXT—One of the most vigorous frost vines I ever

saw ; but I have seen this grape rot a little.

Hooker—The present season my large vine of the Clinton

has mildewed. It is the only instance of that variety mildew-

ing I know of. I was much surprised at the fact, but consider

it an exceptional case.

IIouGHTOx—I have the Clinton grape, and would coniirm

the remark made, that it sometimes mildews. I do not con-

sider it of any value, except for its enormous growth, which

causes a fine shade, suitable for arbors.

Rider—I have about two hundred vines of this variety.

It has mildewed under the leaves, and we have a very poor

crop, rotten and defective. When ripe it makes very good

wine.

Quixx—I have had it for four years, but not once mil-

dewed, even when the Catawba and Isabella were entirely

covered.

LooMis, of Indiana—AYe have had a valuable crop of it in

our State, said to be perfectly ripe. It bears well, better than

any other variety.
i^j^Tiio:s^.

Strong—^I introduce the Marion. It answers the descrip-

tion of the Ohio Marion. The size nearly up to the Isabella
;

color, black ; and the fruit presenting quite a fair bunch
;
per-

fectlv free of rot or anv indications of disease.

Prince—I would remark that the first Marion was sent

out by Mr. Long-worth ; tlie second bj" Mr. Shepherd, of Ma-

rion. I ask the gentlemen which of these varieties this is?
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Strong—I received my variety from Dr. Grant.

Grant—Mr. Strong; has, • undoubtedly, the one dissemi-

nated by Mr. Longwortli. That disseminated by Mr. Shep-

herd is better known as the York Madeira. I have received

cuttings from Mr. Shepherd, tliat Iiave proved identical with

the York Madeira, or Schuylkill Madeira. It is a much less

vigorous grower, and does not ripen as early. The Marion is

of the Clinton family, blackens early, but is not fit to eat

until touched by frost. Its berries and bunches often attain

great size.

Prince—-I would like some gentleman to specify the dis-

tinguishing traits of the Marion and Logan. Mr. Shepherd

sent out two varieties, the Marion and the Marion Port. It

is the latter which is identical witli Marion Port. Dr. Grant

has confused the two. Furthermore, the Schuylkill Madeira

is distinct from both. It is the Alexander.

Grant—The leaf of the Logan is not more than half as

large as the leaf of the Marion, and it bears much earlier. A
characteristic never wanting in the Marion, is its strength of

vine, and the large red tendrils peculiar to this variety, by

which it clings to a tree or any other support with remarka-

ble tenacity.

Mitchell—I introduce the Pauline, and would like to hear

how it succeeds.

Schley—I have not progressed far enough in its culture

to give any definite or reliable information to the meeting. I

have been favorably impressed witli it, and think it an ad-

mirable grape and a good bearei-, full flavored and delicious
;

will make an excellent wine. It is of a purple hue, very

much the color of the "Warren ; a prolific grower, and ripens

in the nionth of August in North Carolina.

Miller—I have had the fruit growing for two years. It

is perfectly free from mildew, and hardy.

Berckmans—The Pauline has been cultivated by some

persons for ujDwards of fifty years as a wine grajDe. It ripens

the last of September. It has, M'ith us, mildewed, when the
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leaf has crumpled up. It is not a good grower the first or

second year. After that it grows well. The size of the bunch

is ten inches, very compact, and of a pale lilac color. Yerj

sweet, and we consider it one of the best we have. There is

another grape which ouglit not to be confounded with the

Pauline, called the Long Bunch.

^lle:n^'s hybrid.

Grant—I introduce the Allen's Hybrid. My experience

in its cultivation is not extensive. I have known it for three

years. It is now ripe, and, but for a mistake, I would have

some of them on exhibition ; most beautiful in appearance
;

more completely transparent and lucid than any I have grown

in the open air ; much of the Chasselas in character, with a

portion of wine added.

Steoxg—Have not fruited it, but it seems to me to be one

of the best of grapes.

President—I have great respect for the opinions of the

gentlemen who have spoken, but we have understood, in Mas-

sachusetts, that this grape was rather late in ripening. I con-

cur in what has been said in relation to the excellence of the

fruit. It resembles the Chasselas, and has, what I particu-

larly like, a little smack of the native aroma—just enough to

make it piquant. I think it a very superior grape. Mr. Allen

informs me he has the Isabella and other varieties, which

have been injured by frost, when this has not been touched.

It is a most vigorous grower, and is now ripe.

ROIDO-ERS' HYBR-IDS.

Prince—I would like a report of the success with Kodgers'

Seedlings.

Grant—My information is not very extensive, having had

but two years' observation. I entertain strong hopes in regard

to them, based chiefly upon one year's growth. Among them

are varieties which approach the Black Hamburgh, but are

much earlier— earlier than the Isabella. IS^umber 5, which

is on exhibition, I remember as one of the best. I give my
opinion from the grapes grown at Salem. I saw them on the

vines there, in the open ground.
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President—I have never seen Mr. Rodgers' vines, and

it is not my custom, occupying an official position as I

do, through your kindness, to give my name to fruits, or

even endorse them, unless well satisfied with their properties.

Mr. Rodgers is a very modest young gentleman, occupying

the Secretary's birtli in an office in Salem, and has devoted a

portion of his time to tlie art of fruit culture. I confess I was

surprised when he sent me his grapes, and wrote that he him-

self had produced them from seed. From those gentlemen

who have received samples of tliese grapes, I would like to

liear. I will only state tliat I was much pleased with the

good quality of many of them. The vines are grown two feet

apart, being run up to a height of twenty feet along the ter-

race. Some of them I thought cpiite equal in size and quality

to the Diana, hut with a larger berry and larger bunches.

Those crossed with Black Hamburgh were quite as handsome

as bundles of Black Ilamburghs. Being grown under

these circumstances so well and handsomely, 1 have been

induced to believe that they might be grown as large as the

Black Hamburgh. I would state that I have been favored

with an examination of them, and have written to Mr. R. that

I believed he had commenced a new era in the cultivation of

the grape.

Miller—Mr. Rodgers was kind enough to send me twenty-

seven varieties of his seedlings. jS^umber 1, which resembles

the Sweetwater, was nn^ tavorite, and I tliink the best of the

lot. Numbers 1, 15, and 11>, are the only ones that I can

highly recommend. The others were not fully ripe. Some

of them I think may bo well adapted to Soutliern growth.

The President— I think we ougiit to be very cautious

indeed in recommendino; new varieties. I mention Mr. Rod-

gers' grapes as being very fine, without having received any

extra cultivation. At the Horticultural Society of Salem

one kind received a premium, as being better than the Con-

cord, and therefore I arose to state what I have stated, and

not to say anything which might particularly interfere with

the growth of these grapes. I know that Number 1 is a

splendid bunch, so is 33, l)ut I desire to refrain from com-

mending anytliing until fully satisfied with its excellence.
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Prince—I make no comment upon these grapes. I asked

merely to have tliem brought forM-ard. I obtained from Mr.

Rodo-ars twelve varieties. Several of these are verv late.

Mr. Rodgers seems willing to elicit information from others,

and the suggestion made that some of them are suited only

to Southern States, may be of use.

MiLLEE—I never opened a box of grapes the appearance

of which astonished me so much as these, on account of their

enormous size, some being even laro-er than the Ilamburo-h.

Campbell— The growth is more vigorous than Black

Hamburgh. I have understood that they mildew in Mr.

Kodgers' garden, and that is the case in Southern Ohio.

Steoxg—I found mildew on Mr. Eodgers' grapes more

than (jn any others, but I am nut sure it was a fair test, as

they were more exj^osed.

Lyox—There has been a grape before the community for

a long time, called tlie Emily. There is much confusion re-

specting it. I have received vines under that name which are

worthless. I would like to know something of the character-

istics of the true variety.

Mlller—I obtained what I suj^posed to be the Emily from

head-quarters, but it proved to be worthless— not even tit to

graft upon.

Mitchell—^In justice to Mr. Raabe, it should be stated

that there is a true Emily grape, of most excellent quality.

I have grown it, but Ibund it did not ripen its wood well,

although it is an excellent grape, of a copper color, and a good

bearer.

Peixce—The Emily grape was first sent out by Mr. Tlaabe

as the Amalie.

m:^^ssachusetxs avuixe.

Rutter—The Massachusetts AVhite has obtained a good

deal of notorietv at the East. It would be well for o-entlemen

to give members present their opinion of its character.

Steoxg—The least said about this grape, and the less it is

cultivated, the better, as it is entirely worthless.
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This opinion was Mly endorsed by the President, Messrs.

Reid, Eutter, and others.

isroR,TO]sr's viRG-iisri^.

Pkince—I introduce l^orton's Viro-inia. I received it

several years ago from Dr. Norton, of Richinond, Ya. It was

then said to be a hybrid between Meunier, of France, and

some native grapes. It appears now that this Virginia

grape is found wikl in various sections of that State. A grape

sent from Cohimbia, S. C, by James G. Guignard, and whicli

he stated he found wihl some thirty years ago, is very much

like this JSTorton, only a great improvement on it. I saw by

statements last year, that vines of it are found in different

parts of the South. It is a black grape, exceedingly hardy,

will stand the winters of Massachusetts, and will succeed

in vineyard culture. There is a gentleman at Shrewsbury,

who last winter made 17,000 gallons of wine, who iias this

grape in culture, sent to him by myself, with twenty other

wine varieties, suitable and hardy enough to succeed there in

vineyard culture.

Houghton—I have seen and tasted this grape at Dr.

Grant's, and like the flavor. I have not yet fruited it, but it

is an excellent grower. Dr. Grant says it is a little inclined

to rot.

Reid—I would like some information from Dr. Grant in

regard to this variety. I think it lias a hard pulp.

Geant—It iias a pulj) about like Catawba, and requires

nearly as long a season to ripen. In a week or two, if the

weather is favorable, it will be ripe, and then is exceedingly

rich and of liigli flavor.

Hakrison—I have fruited the Anna several years. I

think it improves with the age of the vine. The pulp, when
beginning to ripen, is quite hard, but by hanging on the vine

until well ripened, it becomes tender. It has a good deal of

the Chasselas flavor, I liave from flfteen to twenty varieties

bearing, and this, with the excej)tion of the Delaware, pleases

more tastes than any other. It makes a good growth com-
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mencing to ripen before the Catawba, but often is not fully

ripe until after that variety.

OlSTTARIO.

President—I would like to hear from those who have seen

and tasted the Ontario.

Pbikce—I think it will prove to be the Union Village.

Miller—I received it from Mr. Reid, of Canada West,

and it is said to have originated on or near his place at Port

Dalhousie, on the bank of Lake Ontario. When rij^e it is

perfectly luscious. The berries are enormously large, of the

size of the Black Hamburgh, and the bunches w^ill weigh from

one to one and a half pounds. The leaf is not j)ubescent like

Union Tillage. It is a purely native grape.

Bakry—I saw a grape, said to be the Ontario, at Eoches-

ter, which had a very thick skin, and which I thouglit worth-

less. Others have expressed the opinion that it is a foreign

grape.

Miller—It is a native grape. There can be no doubt on

this point. It is what I call a buttery grape, and I think

grapes should be divided into classes, as buttery, watery, and

fleshy.

Prince—I think the Ontario is a native.

Reid—I think there can be no doubt of this. I have

grown only a few bunches. They are of the same color as the

Isabella, but less oval.

Salter, of ]^. Y.—Two years ago I obtained Ontario

vines and fruited one the first season. It is certainly a

native, and I think a very good grape. The skin is about as

tough as Isabella, and the pulp is about the same. It is a

very strong grower.

Tick—I saw this grape at Mr. Salter's. It resembles the

Isabella very much, though larger. The skin is quite as tough,

and in pulp and flavor it is much the same.

Salter—I think it is a little sweeter than the Isabella.

12
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Pears.

REVISION OF THE LIST OF VAKIETIES KECOMMENDED AS PROIHSING

WELL, AT THE LAST SESSION.

Reid—I consider it a good summer pear.

^LPH^, BEIiG^E:N", BEURRE D' ^LBRET and BEXJItltE
a-R.IS B' HIVER, ]SrOXJVEAU.

Called in succession and passed without comment.

BEURRE HARBY.

Baery—One of the best pears standing on the list Prom-

ising Well, and but for the rule we have adopted, not to add

to the list for General Cultivation at this session, worthy of

promotion.

President—I entirely concur in the opinion of Mr. Barry.

Reid—-I agree with both the gentlemen.

CoiT—It is a long time coming into bearing, but I think

well of the quality of the fruit.

Field—The Beurre Sterkmans is sometimes grown for

Beurre Hardy. I have received it from Eurojje as such.

BEURRE IvE^STNES.

President—A very excellent pear.

BEXJR.RE EAT^T&EXjIER,.

Field—Did not think as well of this jiear as formerly.

President—-Think as well of the fruit as ever, but it is a

very shy bearer on the pear root.

Saul—Had it out three years in specimen rows, and now

bearing from twenty to thirty specimens.

AVard—Have four or five trees three years ^^lanted, and

all now bearing. They are on the quince root.

CoiT—Flowers well with me, but most of the blossoms

drop off.

President—That is its habit.

BoYNTON—I have twelve trees which last year w^ere a jDer-

fect bouquet of flowers, but obtained no fruit.
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Field—^The Beurre ]^antais is almost entirely destitute of

flavor— nothing but sugar and water, and very insipid. It is

a great bearer. Never saw such a crop as my trees have, and

perhaps they overbear.

Reid—I consider it fair in quality, but not high flavored.

I judge only from a few specimens.

Barey—It is a very sweet pear ; large, long, and fine.

Pkesident—It makes with me a very fine pyramid, being

a handsome, straight grower. It bears well, and the fruit is

of fair quality.

Reid—I have had it in bearing some years. It is tine in

flavor, not very handsome in appearance. Somewhat like

Dix.

Haeeisok—It originated in Germantown, Pa., on the

grounds of Mr. Chancellor. The original tree is dead.

EsHLEMAN—I have fruited it for several years. It is of

excellent quality.

Baxtee—It is a large, tine pear, and grows well on the

quince.

CHARLES A^AlSr HOOGHITE^Sr-

Peesident—A vigorous grower, of medium cjuality.

COLLIlSrS.

Saul—It will kill any tree you put it on.'

Peesident—It has killed trees with me, no matter how
vio-orous thev were before.

Field—On account of this difiiculty I move it be stricken

off the list.

Stricken oft'.

COIVIXE DE EEA-TsTDIiE.

Passed without discussion.

COlSrSEILEIER. DE LA^ COXJR.

ScoTT—Is this the same as Marechal de la Coui-?
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President—I am not able to answer the question. It is

a good pear.

co:iv[r'Tii;ssE d'^lost.

President—^Yinous and good.

DELICES D'H^RIDElSrJPODSrT DE BELGIQTJE.

Barry—^This is one of those pears that will never rank

high ; of fair quality.

r)ix.

Field—I never knew a good Dix to be brouglit to the ISTew-

York market from within the distance of a hundred miles.

Scott—There are some fine specimens on exhibition, grown

in this section, but it often rusts and cracks.

ROTTSELETT D'ESPEREN.

Passed without discussion.

STEHLITsTG-.

EsHLEMAN—It succeeds admirably with me.

Bergen—A beautiful tree, a good bearer, and an excellent

market fruit. In quality not quite as good as Bartlett.

President-—Beautiful tree, and very fine pear. Of good

repute about Boston as a market pear.

Lyon—Beautiful pear. For market we have no superior.

Many prefer it to Bartlett.

Barry—Very good and handsome.

THEODOR.E ^V^^jST IVXOJNTS.

President—A very handsome, fine pear.

IDXJCHESSE DE BERRI D'ETE.

Passed without comment.

ElVtlLE D'HEYST.

President—It is a straggling tree, looking almost like a

wild tree. A pear of some merit.
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FOlSTDA-lNrTE DU C0:MICE.

CoiT—It is very slow in bearing.

E.E1D—It is an early bearer with me. It varies somewhat

in quality, and is a great bearer.

iro:N"r)^:N^TE r>E istoel.

Baert—-A poor pear, handsome, but never ripens.

Stricken off.

IIElS"Ii:EL.

Reid—I consider it one of the very finest orchard pears.

HOSEjVrSHENCIi.

EsiiLEiiAX—On the original tree the pears have been re-

markably fine, Mr. Garber informs me. I know it is one of

the best pears taken into Lancaster market. Twenty miles

west of the city it does not succeed.

LooMis—It does well in Indiana.

MiTcmsLL—It is very fine.

EuTTER—I have received fine specimens from Columbia,

Lancaster county, which is the native place of the tree. It is

remarkably fine. It has the synonym of Watermelon.

HULL.

Barry—A good pear.

[Saul and others agreed with Mr. B.]

J^^LOXJSIE X)E EOISTTEjSTA.Y "V^EjSTDEE.

Barry—An immense bearer of good quality ; nearly first

rate. I^eeds severe pruning.

Saul—A good peai', a prodigious bearer, and one that

pays the grower well.

EsmLEiiAN—I cannot succeed with it.

Scott—Some persons have the old Jalousie for this variety,

which is a much inferior pear, and ripening earlier.

EsKLEiiAN—I think I have the old Jalousie.
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ICIR-TLAlSrX).

Pkesident—A good pear, fine for market.

EsHLEMAN—It is clisposed to rot at the core.

President—AVe all rot there at last. It should be gathered

early.

LODGE, OF FENN".

ScoTT—It bears early ; a little below medium size, russet,

and is of good quality.

President—Fair size with us, a good bearer, and of excel-

lent quality.

E,eid—One of the finest pears of its season. As good as

Cabot.

Steele— I indorse all that has been said of its good

qualities.

ISriLES.

Passed without discussion.

OXT.

President—Yery fine quality, but too small.

Eshleman—A fine grower, fruit small, but flavor inimitable.

Reid—Excellent in quality, but its small size detracts from

its value.

Mitchell—The Philadelphia originated near this city, has

a good local reputation, and is a good pear. It has the syno-

nym of the Latch.

Baldwin—It is one of the best pears I am growing.

Passed without remarks.

PIXJS IX.

President—As I introduced the Pope, it may be well

that I should say something of his character. It is a large

pear, very handsome and productive, but not of high quality.

Passed without discussion.
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V^:V ASSE^TE, OR V^:N^ A-SSCHE.

Barry—A fine, large, beautiful pear, melting and sweet,

yellow skin with a red cheek. One of the laro-est and hand-

somest pears we have.

Saul—A sweet, delicious pear, but I have never seen it

large.

President—It is not usuallv large with me, but I Iiave it

large this year.

Bergen—I agree with Mr. Barry in regard to the quality

of this pear, but with me it has no color.

Barry—^It almost invariably has a red cheek, as grown in

our ueio-hborhood.

WA^LIvER,.

President—^This j)ear is well known, I believe. It is of

large size, green, and has some good qualities.

Saul—A good pear, and a great bearer.

President—I concur in that opinion.

INTRODUCTION OF PE^iltS NOT ON ANY LIST.

[The consideration of the list already recommended as

Promising AVell being comjjleted, the President announced

that any additions to the list would be in order. The intro-

duction of new varieties to the notice of the meetin£r would

also be proper.]

Mitchell—I call the attention of the Society to a pear

that has no place on any of our lists-—-the Washington. It

has the best local reputation of any pear I know of, and is the

only one, in fact, that is brought regularly and in quantities

to the Philadelphia market— tlie most beautiful pear that

grows. I move it be placed on the list that Promise Well.

Adopted,
BEXJR,R,E r>E :m:ois"tger,ois".

Field—The trees of this variety are perfectly hardy, and

strong and rapid growers. It is sometimes grown as the

Frederic of Wurtembure:.
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Whiting—Cultivated it a long time, before the Bartlett,

and consider it worthless.

Saul—As the assertion has been made that this fruit is

known as the Frederic of Wurtemburg, I will state that it is

the same as the New Frederic of Wurteniburg^ and not the

old one.

Reid—Had it in bearing several years. Like it well. It

is a good market pear.

Added to the list Promising Well.

DOYElvriSrE R.oiBiisr.

CoiT—^I introduce the Doyenne Robin. It is large, round,

and of a green color.

Ives—I have known it for four or iive vears. It is of o-ood

size, and promises to be a fine market fruit.

Barky—It appears to be a good pear, but not handsome.

The tree appears to be sickly on our grounds.

Pkesident—I have had it in cultivation ten or fifteen

years, and I consider the tree quite unliealthy.

^VIJSriDSOE,, OR. SUIvdlVEER, BELL.

Beegen—I Avould inquire if the Summer Bell has been

rejected. I think it ought not to be. IN^ext to the Bartlett, it

is the most profitable pear that can be grown.

Baeky—It is grown extensively, and sold in our markets,

principally for shipping, as it is readily bought up for the

Canada and other markets. It can be shi23ped as easily as

apples.

Peesident—It is a favorite market pear, but unworthy of

cultivation. Those who sell tliem may do well enough, but

those who eat them will be disappointed.

Beegen—Gentlemen differ in taste. It is an astrinfjent

pear, and some like it. I think it is occuj^ying an i)npro]3er

position on the rejected list,

Steele—Tlie remarks of Mr. Bergen lead me to make

one inquiry. Do I understand the American Pomological

Society to be organized for the purpose of catering to the bad

taste of people who know nothing on the sulvject, or to recom-
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mend fruits because of their good quality? I wish to "bo

informed on this point.

Ekid—As an eating pear, it is worthless ; as a stewing or

cooking pear, it is valuable. Ko one who knows the pear

will buy it for eating.

Bergex—We don't eat many of these pears in Xew-York,

They are imj^roved by house-ripening, and shipped from New-

York to the Boston market, where there are good judges of

pears.

President—It is no doubt as Mr. Bergen has stated ; but,

as we are endeavoring to establisli a standard of Pomology

for the United States, it is doubtful whether we ought to

admit that pear anywhere.

Scott—I now jjresent the Xew Bartram to the notice o±

the meeting.

Mitchell—I have tasted this pear, and it is excellent. It

is well known to Dr. Brinckle. The doctor has hunted up its

history from the Bartram family. It is so much superior to

the Old Bartram, that that pear should be stricken from the

list and this inserted in its place. Unless this is done, I think

confusion will be the result.

President—The Committee on Xative Fruits have had

this pear under consideration, and will report upon it.

FOZS-DA^^i^XE DE IMILLOT, OR, SEIlR.XJPlIEIt.

EsHLEMAx—^This pear is about the size of ^Yldte Doyenne^

and somewhat like it.

President—In Massachusetts, where we have had it many
years, we have abandoned its culture.

bo:n^:n"e de zees.

Field—I propose this pear. It is very large, handsome,

light yellow, and good.

Steele—I never saw a tree that was not diseased. It will

not live in Xorth Carolina.

Ives—I have a tree of this kind six years old, perfectly

13
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health V. and the wood clean. I have been watching; it for the

canker, but have not discovered it. I have obtained no frnit

as yet. It is with me a healthy grower, bnt I would like to

see it produce fruit.

Scott—I have seen the Bonne de Zees in several sections

of the country. I do not think the disease on tlie bark usually

extends to the wood so as to produce much injury. ]^or is

the cracking universal. At present I know of a tree bearing

a full crop of average-sized fruit, without a diseased specimen

among them, and the tree appears perfectly healthy.

QuiNN—I have fruited this ]3ear, and have noticed the

cracking of the bark, while the fruit was good.

Bakry—The tree with me is a moderate growei', erect and

handsome. The bark cracks, but does not seem to injure the

tree. Fruit good, but not of first quality.

President—With me it cracks almost as bad as Yan Mon's

Leon le Clerc, and sometimes dies. I ask whether it is desi-

rable to introduce into our lists a tree of this character.

Reid—Xever saw it crack so as to injure the tree. I think

it best adapted to the quince stock.

Field—Did any one ever know of a tree dying by this

crackino; ?

President^—-Yes, one died with me from this cause.

Baxter—I proj)ose the Uwchlau, found in Chester County,

Pa., near a fence, among a lot of stones, not far from the forks

of Brandywine Creek. It is one of the very best pears. I

liope to see it occupy a place on the list that Promise AYell.

Barry—It is a good pear, of medium size.

Field—An excellent pear. I saw it at Mr. Barry's.

Putter—One of our best pears.

Placed on the list that Promise Well.

SELLECIC.

Scott—I jDroposed the Selleck at a previous meeting of

the Society, l)ut nothing has been done with it. The IS^ative

Fruit Committee has reported upon it, but it has never been

[)ut upon any list.
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Bkrgex—I obtained it from Mr. Downino- some years ao-o.

It is a very poor grower upon the pear stock ; indeed, I Lave

notliino; that m-ows so badlv.

Lyon—It is a very fiiu' ^rower in Michigan, and very

promising.

Scott—It is a beautiful yellow, and melting, like the Bart-

lett. I believe it to be a seedlins; of that variety.

X)ES :Nro]srjS'ES.

IIarkisox—The Des IS^onnes is a good pear, ripens well

on or off the tree, and bears abundantly. Fruit of medium
size, and always fair.

Waedee—Thouo-h not a Western fruit, we Western men
claim to have first discovered its merits. It continues to

maintain a very high reputation M'ith us.

Field—The pears on the same tree vary very much, some

being excellent and others insipid. Its great fault is a lack

of juice.

Presidext—With us it is h'vAi flavored and an abundant

bearer.

Saul—A very good pear.

HouGHTOx—Some good judges prize this pear very highly.

I have it fruiting, and think it a good and beautiful pear.

IIoopes—I introduce the Omer Pacha, I think hio;hlv of it.

It ripens just before autumn, and is very delicious.

Reid—I had it ten years before it bore fruit, but it now

bears well. Ripens before Bartlett, and does not keep long.

Resembles Beurre Hardy very much, but they ripen three

weeks apart.

Field—It resembles very much the Beurre Hardv.

Entered on list as promising well, and referred to Com-

mittee on Synonyms.

STEV'E:S^S' GrE:N"ESEE.

Ltox—I move that Stevens' Genesee be removed from Re-

jected List. It is very hio;hly esteemed at the West. It did
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not succeed in certain localities, and for that reason was re-

jected.

[Mr. Field hero read an extract from p. 52 of the Proceed-

ings of 1858, showing that this pear was striclcen from the list

recommended as Promising AYell, but was not placed on the

Rejected List.]

LooMis—It is a very fine pear, and I think it should be

replaced on the list Promising Well.

Scott—It was removed from this list on account of its

crackino; and rottino; at the core.

Putter—Had seen it in many sections, and considered it

one of our finest pears, although it does sometimes crack.

Corr—I think there must be a spurious kind in cultivation,

as I formerly heard favorable accounts of it. Have been

much deceived in its cultivation.

Beegen^—It does well with me, but the leaves become

blighted. This does not materiallv affect the fruit.

G-OLDElSr BEXJRRE OF BILBOA.

Barry—Does the Golden Beurre of I>ilboa maintain its

reputation ?

LooMis—It is a very fine fruit.

Field—The tree is exceedingly unhealthy, and I am not

much pleased with the fruit.

Warder—It does well at the West, particularly on the

quince stock.

Bergen—With me it barely lives on the pear stock, and

dies on the quince, and should be stricken off the list.

Barry—It is a very fair second rate pear, but the tree has

an unhealthy appearance, both on cpiince and pear.

President—Altliougli a second rate pear, it is beautiful in

appearance, and juicy, and takes prizes at our shows. Those

who visit Boston at our large shows will find it among every

collection of twenty-five to which the premium is awarded.

Lyon—I propose that we close this discussion and take up

the cultivation of pears 0]i the quince.

Agreed to.
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Pears ou Quince !!$tock.

Ives—I wi^^li to know tlio opinion of the gentlemen pres-

ent, in regard to the Flemish Beauty. AYith me it is one of

the finest o-rowers.

Field—One of the very best for the quince—nothing bet-

ter.

Barry—It does veiy well on quince, when established, but

its propagation is very uncertain. Of one hundred budded,

jDerliaps not more tlian a dozen will take.

LooMis—With me it lias not done well on quince stocks,

but better than Tyson or Seckel.

Bergex—AVith me, after it has once taken, it does well.

Beid—I have found no ditficulty in budding it, and by

double workino' vou can o-et excellent trees.

Quixx—AVith me it is the strongest grower that can be

put upon the quince.

PREsroEXT—I would like to know how the Howell succeeds

on the quince.

Barry—It does well.

[The President's experience agreed with Mr. Barry's.]

Baxter—I would like gentlemen to try the "Washington

on the quince root. I have never known it to be cultivated

as a dwarf.

Field—I move we strike from the list the Sold at Labour-

eur. It is not worthy of cultivation. I know of two hun-

dred varieties that are better than this.

Barry—I consider it a good pear.

Presidext—I think it is not expedient to strike it off.

TYSOIiV.

President—Does the Tyson do well on the quince ?
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Messrs. Loomis, of Indiana ; Baxter, of Penn. ; Lyon, of

Michigan
;
Quinn, of Xew Jersey ; and Barry, of Xew-York,

answered in the aflirmatiye.

BLOOIDGrOOX).

BoYNTON—The Bloodgoud does well on the quince.

Quinn—I succeed with the Bloodgood.

Lyon—It does well in Michigan.

Bakry'—It starts very well, but I do not think these gen-

tlemen will find it to succeed a great wdiile.

r)OYEi<ri\E r)'ETE.

TtEiD—Does the Doyenne d' Ete do well on the quince.

Ly'on—It has done well with nie for four years. It ^rows

well, hut does not make a yery strong groyvth, and is quite

productive.

Field—Succeeds well on the quince.

Barky"—I do not consider it one of the best e^rowers on

the quince ; about middling.

President—That is my experience.

HooPES—^The Brandyw^ine does well on quince.

Frost—It succeeds with me.

iviisr&SESsiiS^a-.

Frost—-The Kingsessing grows w^ell on tlie quince.

OSB^IN'D'S STJJklAIER,.

Smith—Osband's Summer succeeds on quince.

Fkost—After it gets started it does well.

Saul—First rate on quince.

Bakry'—Yery good.

DUCHESSE DE BERItl D'ETE.

QuiNN—This pear grows well on quince.

Barry—I consider it rather uncertain on the quince.

Field—There is also a class of pears do not take readily

when budded on the quince, or make l)ut a slow growth
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at first, but aftenvarcls do as well as any one can desire.

Of tills class are Flemish Beauty and Seckel.

Bakry—Urban iste and Easter Benrre are also of this class.

THIRD DAY—EVENING SESSION.

DISEASES OF THE GRAPE, AND CULTURE.

Harvey— Onr grapes are nearly an entire failure on

drained and undrained ground, in borders and in tiie natural

soil. The disease I allude to causes a dry scab on one side

of the grape. The leaves first show the same scabby appear-

ance.

Fuller—About thirty years ago several Italians started

vineyards in Southern Illinois. But their grapes were worth-

less, although the vines grew. I first thought it was caused

by the heavy subsoil in that place, but after experience con-

vinced me that this was not the cause, for the grapes scabbed

the same on mellow, drained ground. I experimented by using

sulphur, and succeeded well— perfectly, I might say, while I

tried it— but in other seasons it may fail. I put the sulphur

in water and then svringed the vines.

Ives—I tried sulphur in Salem, but it did no good.

Scott— Sulphur is of no benefit unless applied in such

condition and under such circumstances as to give off the

fumes of sulphur, which, combining with the atmosphere, form

an acid. Unless this is the case, sulphur will neither iDrevent

nor cure mildew.

Fuller—All that I can say is, that it did succeed with me
for two seasons, when all other preventives failed.

Schley—I think slope and exposure very important in the

culture of the grape, as well as a thorough drainage of the soil.

I have observed that a few days' exposure to a damp atmos-

phere will produce mildew and blight. If the vine can exhale

moisture, it will flourish ; if not, it will blight.

Cornelius—I have had six years' experience in the culture

of the grape indoors. My house is one hundred and twenty

feet long, with well drained border. The first three years did
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pretty well, but I liad some mildew, and for some years after

that did not get a pound of grapes. I opened the house in

the mornins: and closed it at four o'clock in the afternoon.

The year before last, covered tlie bottom of the house with

leaves, thinkine: this mio-ht arrest the mildew, but without

eifect. I then grew desperate, obtained fifty pounds of

sulphur and placed it on the floor, closed the house and

fastened up every crack, kept it very hot, watered freely on

the floor once or twice a day, and the fruit ripened beautifully,

and the vines were in good condition. They were the Black

Hamburgh, White Muscat, and the Muscat of Alexandria.

I think currents of air of dift'erent temperatures, passing

through the house, check the flow of sap and cause disease.

Saundees—I have been giving the mildew some attention,

and am satisfied that currents of cold air passing through a

house causes mildew. For several years past I have kept all

the lower sash closed to prevent this, and ventilate entirely

from the top. The mildew, 1 think, is generally caused by

aridity. It may be tliought strange by some that di'yness

should cause mildew, as we always associate it vcitli damp-

ness. I think, however, there can be no mistake on this point.

We see now the same disease on the gooseberi'y and the haw-

thorn, and the few past weeks of dry weather has brought it

out. The lowering of the night temperature in the house

hastens tlie maturity of the grapes. I have proved this many

times. I mean not a lowering c»f a few degrees, but of twenty-

five or thirty. For grapes in the open air, I can only suggest

shelter.

[At the suggestion of John A. AVarder, of Ohio, Mr.

Saunders was requested to prepare a paper on Grape Culture

showing his system of management, to be published in the

next volume of transactions.]

QuiNN—Our vines become spotted from the middle of

June to the first of July. The young shoots become spotted,

the leaves turn yellow and curl up. The growth of fruit is

stopped, and it finally becomes brown and drops ofif. I know

of no cure or preventive.
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Grant—1 believe, with Mr. Saunders, in tlie importance of

shelter for grapes. I have seen vines on trellises, after a cold

storm, much more liable to mildew than when protected by a

tree. The remedy in Mr. Quinn's case is sulphur. It was
tried with success in France, when, in 18-17, this disease made
its appearance.

QuiNN—AVe have applied sul^^hur every iriorning without

arresting the disease.

Grant—Three sulphui-ings are supposed to be necessary

to cure this disease. The fumes of sulphur are necessary, and

they have a transient action. The fumes are produced by
combustion. Sulphur is sometimes applied suspended in

water, for the convenience of applying.

GROUND WORK.

Field—I propose the subject of ground work be no^v taken

up. I am satisfied that deep cultivation, deep trenching of

the ground, and liberal manuring, is the only way in which

vines can be made to produce graj)es for a great length of

time.

Grant—The first requisite is draining, and next the en-

richment of the soil to a considerable clejDth, giving a uniform

manuring at least eighteen inches or two feet deep. I am not

aware that there is anything peculiar in my system. The

ordinary soil would be scarcely the one for the cultivation of

grapes. Drift soil has sometimes fertility for five feet in

depth, but this soil is very rare. Deep working and mixing

composted manure below, is very effectual indeed. My com-

post is manure, with about 35 per cent, of muck. If you

bury fresh manure in large quantities, and the roots come in

contact with it, they will be destroyed. I keep my soil in

good order by a small addition of manure once in every three

years. The expenditure would vary on soils according to

circumstances.

Field—I suppose fresh dung of animals is unfit for vines,

unless when mixed with compost. I believe that manure

should be a long time in compost. It should be left for six

14
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or seven months, and occasionally turned. The roots of plants

are always injured by the application of large qnantities of

fresh manure. The manure that is used for food of plants

must have age.

EsiiLEiMAN—How can the under soil be kept rich ?

Grant—A little manure applied to the surface every year

or two will keep the ground in good condition. That applied

to the surface may be strong.

LuiTWEiLER, of !N^. Y.—I never use manure except as a

compost, and then apply it on the surface. ]^o plant can take

up or receive a particle of manure in a raw state. It must be

decomposed and in a liquid form, to be available.

President—The question has been long discussed as to

what depth manure should be turned under, or whether it is

not best to place it on the surface. I trust before long we

shall have the matter settled. I have come to tlie conclusion

that manure is useless until it is decomposed. A plant

cannot receive food except in a soluble state. AVhen manure

is placed on the surface, it acts as a nmlch, as well as a

manure, and it is gradually washed down by the rain in just

the condition needed bv the roots.
ft/

PREPARING C4R0CNI) FOR THE PEAR CULTURE.

Warder—xVs in our place the soil is largely composed of

the detritus of rocks, and is very rich, we do not feel the

importance of manuring as horticulturists do at the East,

An analysis of our soil shows an abundant supply of all the

materials that are necessary to suj^ply the w^ants of most

plants, and the pear among the rest. In preparing a piece of

ground, we care not so much for foreign substances, as for the

thorough preparation of the soil. The main question M'ith us,

where labor is scarce and dear, is, how this can be accomplished

in the cheapest manner. In selecting a site for an orchard,

we liave reference to tliis, and avoid places with stumps and

stones, where the labor must be mainly performed by hand.

On the prairie we use horses or oxen. The double Michigan

plow is the very best imj^lement in our possession, by which
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we can thorouo-lily prepare the soil. If we have' stiff clay

we use three yoke of oxen. The double Michigan plow is

familiar to all cultivdtors. It is two plows to one beam. The

first lifts a part of the soil, and the other follows and finishes

and revei-ses it. For a good preparation of the soil, we run

it fifteen inches deep, and generally at this depth find nothing

that we are afraid to have on top of the ground. For other

soils, where we do not wish the subsoil on top, or when we

wish to make it deeper, we use the lifting sul)soil plow. It

loosens the subsoil, lifts it out of its place, and lets it fall

back. We thus have a thorough stirring of the soil twenty

or twenty-five inches in depth. I am often asked how large

to dig holes for trees. I inipiire how nnmy acres are to be

planted. If ten acres is the repl}', then I tell them to dig the

holes ten acres in size.

Field—More preparation than this is necessary on the

arid soils of Long Island. In preparing land for pear trees,

I put on the surface three inches of solid manure, and plow it

under. Then put on three inches more, and spade this under

from twenty to thirty inches deep. I am not sure that more

than twenty is of any service. Four years ago I set men at

trenching, and when I came to inspect their work, found they

had dug down three feet and six inches. The trees planted

on this deeply trenched soil grew but little for a long time, but

now they are the most healthy trees I have, the leaves being

clean, lustrous and healthy, while on the other ground they

became spotted and have dropped. This plan may be con-

sidered very laborious and expensive, but it seems necessary

for the soil on which I am located.

BoYNTON, of X. Y.—I am 1)ut an infant in the business of

raising pears, having had but five years' experience. I com-

menced on a piece of ground that had never been plowed.

Took out the maple trees and stumps, and planted pear trees in

the holes. Duo- around the trees and filled the holes with the

top soil. I never saw trees grow finer. The next season, dug

drains from three to three and a half feet deep, and found

clay hard enough to make brick, and plowed the whole surtace.

My ol)ject is to get tlie water, when it falls upon the ground,
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into the soil and ont of it as qnick as possible. Tlie ])ear

tree requires no more water than it can obtain by capillary

attraction. In rain water there is ammonia, and \ve want

to get this ammonia from the water. In passing throngh the

earth, the water imparts ammonia to the soil and the tree.

Air also passes down with the water, and thns the tree is

nourished without stirring the soil. The ammonia and air

are thns carried as far, and wherever the water peneti'ates. I

do not believe in plowing after trees get established and send

out their roots. I luive known good orchards destroyed by

this course. The principal manure I use, and what I consider

altogether the most valuable, is the phosphates. The beauty

and remarkably hiffh color of mv fruit demonstrates the value

of this manure for the pear.

Field—In planting trees on the quince stock, great diffi-

culty has been found when the budding has been done too

high on the stock. In such cases, to get all the quince below

ground, we have to thrust tlie tree down to an unnatural

depth, and then a new layer of roots has to be formed above

the old ones, and near the surface, and the lower ones often

become diseased and die, and the tree shows disease. I find

such trees can be restored by taking them up and cutting off

the lower strata of roots.

President—1 was among the earliest cultivators of the pear

on the quince root in this country. Many trees that first

came from Europe had shanks of quince eighteen inches in

length. I had never heard of 23lanting the wdiole of this quince

stock below tlie surface, but commenced the practice, and I

am pretty well convinced that if the soil is well drained, no

evil will result from this deep planting, but that tliere may be

several courses of healthy roots. In taking up trees that have

been long planted, I find them in this condition, unless they

have stood in a cold, uncongenial soil. Some thirty years

ago I purchased large pear trees of Mad. Parmentier, of

Brooklyn, and lately had occasion to take up one uf them,

and the roots were as sound as when first planted. It must

be about forty years old, and had never rooted from the pear

stock. Louise Bonne de Jersey seldom roots from tlie pear
;
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Beiirre d' Aiijou (l<.)os not readily give out pear roots. The

Bartlett, vrith mo, never d(^es well until it has formed pear

roots.

AVardek—At what age of the tree does pear above the

quince throw out roots most freelj ?

Pkesidext—If a dwarf pear tree ever throws out pear

roots, it is when the tree is young.

Saunders—A few years ago I tried some experiments at

rooting pear cuttings of diiferent varieties, and the Bartlett

was tlie only one that rooted freelv,

TEUNING.

[The subject of pruning was introduced by Mr. Loomis,

of Indiana. He was in favor of heading trees low.]

Waedee—I agree with Mr. Loomis. I like the plan of

pruning trees dotmi instead of vj}. This is particularly ad-

vantageous in the western country. I branch my trees at the

ground in preference to any other place. When pruned in

this way the trees get to work quicker and bear fruit earlier.

The sap has not so far to travel for nothing. I call this my
method, not because I claim any originality, but because I

have adopted it and urged its adoption upon others.

Here the discussion closed.
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CLOSKsTG PEOOEEDIJN'GS.

The President aniiouuced that in consequence of sickness,

the Chairman of the General Fruit Committee, Hon. Samuel

Walker, was unable to attend the present meeting. He also,

in a few brief remarks, expressed liis thanks to the Treasurer

and other officers of the Society, for the faithful manner in

which they had performed tlieir duties, acknowledging special

indebtedness to the Local Committee for the very complete

arrangements for the accommodation of the present meeting.

On motion of Col. Steele, of N. C, the following resolu-

tion was unanimously adopted.

liesolmd, That our thanks are due, and are hereby tendered

to Thomas P. James, Esq., of Philadelphia, for tlie very ele-

gant entertainment with which he has honored the Society.

On motion of Dr. Warder,

EesoJved^ That the thanks of the American Pomologi-

cal Society are tendered to J. P. James, J. C. Mitcliell, and

William Saunders, the Committee of Arrangements for the

present meeting of this Society, for the excellent accommo-

dation and polite attention which we have enjoyed.

]\Ir. I'ariy, Chairman of Special Committee on Eevision of

Catalogue, offered the following resolutions, which were unani-

mously adopted :

Besolved^ That, in conformity with tlie recommendations

of the President in liis Annual Address, and of the General

Chairman of the Fruit Committee, Samuel Walker, Esq., at

the last meeting of the Society, held in the city of Xew-York,

a Local Committee of Jive be appointed, in eacli State and

Territory, which shall be charged with the duty of preparing
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a catrtloo-ne of the fruits in its own locality, on the same ijen-

eral plan as the Society's Catalogue, due regard being had to

soil, exposure, and other circumstances affecting the tree and

fruit. That the Chairman of such Local Committees shall be

the Chairman of the State Committee, with power to appoint

his associates.

Resolved^ That a Special Committee be appointed by the

Chair, at this time, to whom the various Local Committees

shall make their reports during the year 1861. And that such

Special Committee be charged with the duty of compiling,

from these Local Catalogues, prepared by Local Committees,

and from the present Catalogue of onr Society, full lists of all

the fruits therein named, properly classified and arranged, with

due regard to nomenclature and terminology, and shall sub-

mit the same at the next biennial session, for its consideration

and action.

The President announced the several committees, which

will be found in their appropriate place, with the list of

officers, tfec.

On motion, which was unanimously adopted, the President,

the Hon. Marsliall P. Wilder, of Boston, was added to the

Special Committee for the revision of the Society's Fruit

Catalogue.

After considerable consultation and a friendl}^ discussion

in regard to the j)lace of holding the next session of the

Society, Boston was designated, with an understanding that

the meeting for 1864, should be held West or South.
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EEPOETS OF COMMITTEES.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FRUITS EXHIBITED.

The Committee appointed to examine the fruit exhibited

on the tables of the Society, beg leave to report, that, on

entering upon the discharge of the duties committed to them,

they have been much embarrassed by the magnitude of the

work to be done, in view of the very limited time for its per-

formance. To eifect a thorough examination and report of

the very large quantity of fruit present would require days,

whilst the Committee are actually confined to hours. Under

the circumstances, all that they can attempt is a list of con-

tributors and their contributions, with a few very brief remarks,

omittino; much that Avould have had iust claims on their atten-

tion if they had had more time.

They commence by naming the general collection of Messrs.

EllwANGER & Barky, of Rochester, I^. Y., consisting of 233

kinds of pears, 80 of apples, and 50 of plums. Of these, the

pears are worthy of sj)ecial notice, from tlie uniformly supe-

rior excellence of the specimens. We can simply name a

very limited number of the most attractive, viz. : Doyenne

Boussouck, Beurre Gris d' Tliver, Belle Lucrative, Beurre

Hardy, Flemish Beauty, Beurre Bosc, and Columbia.

J. T. Lyon, of Michigan, 20 varieties of pears, and 120 of

apples, the latter remarkably well grown and beautiful.

Tlie President of tlie Society, M. P. Wilder, of Boston,

130 varieties of pears ; very good specimens of Styre.

W:\r. Reid, of Elizabeth, IST. J., 20 varieties of pears.
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Dr. BoYNTOx, of Syracuse, N. Y., 53 varieties of pears,

uniformly good. Deserving special notice, are Bartlett, "Beurre

d'Anianlis, Doyenne Blanc, Louise Bonne de Jersey, and

Dacliesse d' Ano-ouleme.

HovEY & Co., of Boston, 25 varieties of pears.

Isaac Baxter, of PJiiladelpliia, 30 varieties of jiears.

Professor Mapes, of Newark, 26 specimens of pears, uni-

formly line, the Duchesse d' Angouleme and Louise Bonne de

Jersey particularly so.

Franklin DxVVis, of Virginia, 75 kinds of apples.

AVm. Parry, of J^ew-Jersey, 22 kinds of pears, and several

of quinces.

J. H. Stewart, of Illinois, 30 varieties of apples, many
specimens of great beauty and excellence.

H. R. RoBY, of Virginia, 22 specimens of j)ears, and 25

of apples.

Harris & Hucker, of Pennsylvania, 13 varieties of pears.

Rev. Dr. G. D. Ide, of Springfield, Mass., 21 kinds of

pears, remarkably fine.

H. Iv. Buss, of Springfield Mass., 5 varieties of pears.

H. Lewis, of Greensburgh, Ind., 30 varieties of apples,

many of tliera new to the Committee, some of which are said

to be fine.

The Richmond Horticultural Society presented a fine

collection of apples, of which many are fine specimens.

J. Buchanan, of New-York, a small but fine collection of

pears.

H. C. Truman and G. H. Baker, of South Pass, 111., sev-

eral varieties of apples.

Danx AV. Coit, of Norwich, Conn., a plate of peaches

from orchard house, and 14 varieties of pears.

Wm. Saunders, of Germantown, Pa., dwarf j)ear trees

in pots.

Chas. Davis, of Phillipsburgh, N. J., presented Delaware,

Clara, Concord, Hartford Prolific, and Clinton.

J. L. Darlington, of West Chester, Pa., Delaware, Re-

becca, Isabella, and Garrigues.

15
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Geo. AV. Cajsipbell, of Delaware, Delaware and Logan.

A. AY. Hakrisox, of Philadelphia, Diana, Anna, To Kalon,

and Louisa.

A. Fkost & Co.. of Rochester, X. Y., Eebecca.

Jas. E. Hecker, of Chittenham, Pa., Concord.

Wm. Perry & Sox, of Bridgeport, Conn., Delaware, Diana,

Eisenbnrgh, and Concord.

D. L. Dewey, of Hartford, Conn., Hartford Prolific.

Peter Crans, of Mount Airv. Pa.. Maxatawnev.

H. C. Freeman, of Eavenswood, Pa., iiue Delaware and

Pebecca.

Chas. Dowxing, of ISTewburgh, X., Y., fine Delaware.

A variety of seedlings were shown from different parts of

the country.

In conclusion, the Committee would express their regret

that their report is of necessity so brief and imperfect. It is

not improbable tliat some collections may have escaped their

notice altogether, in part from having come in late, and in

part from the want of a complete list of entries for their gov-

ernment.
DAX*L AV. COIT, Chairman.
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REPORT OF NATIVE FRUrr COMMITTEE

ON FRUITS PRESENTED FOE THEIR EXAMINATION DURING THE

MEETING AT PHILADELPHIA.

Philadelphia, Sept. 12, 1860.

The Committee on Native Fruits appointed bj the Ameri-

can Pomoloo-ical Society, after a verv careful and minute

inspection, beg most respectfully to report the following notes

and commendations, expressing that they have, by mucli

labor, collated the specimens from tlie gross, not doubting but

that some may have been overlooked, by tlio fault of deposi-

tors not bringing the articles before your Committee. Our
acquisitions in apples and pears this season are attractive.

The grapes appear, in many instances, to be repetitions of the

Isabella, though tiiere are some others with very distinctive

marks of foreign cliaracter.

^VIPFT^ES.

Autumn Seek-no-Further.

Autumn Seel'-no-FurtJier^ from AV. H. Loomis—A fine

fruit, above medium size
;
greenish white, splashed with car-

mine. Very good.
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Green Sweet.

Seager.
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Green Sweety of Indiana, by AY. II. Looniis—Looks well
;

good size. Rapresented to be superior tor baking.

Seager, from Clias. P. Davis, of PJiillipsburg, N. J.—Large

size ; red striped. Good.

Hen-wood Seedling.

HeniDOod Seedling^ from the Richmond Ilorticnltural So-

ciety of Indiana—Above medium size, and succeeds the Ortley

in season, and resembles it. Ripe in January and February.

Seedling^ from W. R. Staples, of Providence, R. I.—Small

;

sweet, but apparently of little value.

Fenley—From the Horticultural Society of Louisville, Ivy.

—Size large ; oblate, irregular
;
yellowish white ; flesh yel-

low. Quality very good. '-Cooks from July to September."

In good eating order during September.

Hague P'lpp'ui^ from the Richmond Horticultural Society

of Indiana—Large; handsome; form conical ; deeply striped

with red. Ripe in Januarv and Februarv.
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Buckingham, of Southern Illinois.

Buckingham^ from Col. Bainl)ridge, of Soiitli Pass, 111.

—

Very large ; oblate, conical ; deeply shaded with crimson,

large grayish dots. Believed to be the Meigs, Jackson Rod,

and Buuconib of the South, and also called Winter Queen in

Virginia and Kentucky.

Daddy^ from the Richmond Horticultural Society of Indi-

ana—Large, handsome, but over ripe for judgment.

Indiana Favorite., from the same Society—Medium size
;

handsome. Said to be a fine table apple in tlanuary.

Bradley's No. 1, from T. T. Lyon, of Plyuiouth, Mich.—

Medium size. Ripe in September. Good,

Cathead of Virginia—Red, striped ; above medium size.

Good.
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Leiois, from X. Lewis, of Greeiisburg, Indiana—Medinm
size ; oblong ; yellow, splashed with carmine ; flesh yellow

and rich.

Stansllli from AV. L. Steele, of JSTorth Carolina—Above
medinm size ; oblate

;
greenish yellow, striped with red, and

bluslied ; flesh yellow ; snb-acid. Promising.

Bonum—Under medinm size ; bright red. Very good.

Magnum—Same as Carter of Alabama.

Brandyioine—Yery handsome ; above medinm. A win-

ter frnit.

Honey Sweet—Snpposed to be Wetherilfs White Sweet.

JVyack Pippin—Large ; tender ; fair qnality. Supposed

to be Summer Pippin.

Carter (Va.), by LL Roby— Size medium; yellowish;

tender, juicy, and pleasant.

Itobe?'son''s White^ from the same—Medium to large
;
yel-

lowish white ; crisp, juicy, sub-acid, Ratiier ricii.

Tibhetfs Seedling^ from T. T. Lyon, of Michigan—Large
;

whitish ; conical, regular ; sub-acid. Pleasant.

GRAPES.

Creveling^ BJoomsfn/rg^ or Catawissa., by Mi-. Goodwin, of

Kingston, Pa.—Ripe in early September. A good, early, blue

grape, with a peculiar red on the stem when separated from

the fruit.

ChlchisaiL\ from Mr. Merrick, of Quincy, 111.—Found w-ild

on the blufl's of the Mississippi. Color blue-black ; large size,

and medium bunch. Ripe end of August.

Maxataivney—Appears well ; white, inclining to amber
;

round, oval. Not ripe.

Seedling^ from Ontario County, N, Y.—Color black, and

similar to the Clinton.

Seedling^ from John L. Arthurs, of Pittsburgh, Pa., by Mr.
Bissell—Evidently of foreign parentage. Grizzly color; round

fruit ; fine flavor ; small bunch, and similar to Rose Chasselas.

Gregory—A black grape. ISTot ripe.

Seedling^ black, by B. Strattou, of Richmond, Ind.—Bunch
and berry large. Quality good.
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Grai^e^ ISTos. 3, 4, 5, 6, and T, by Chas. P. Davis, Jr., of

Phillipsbiirg, ]SI. J.—May all be the Delaware, grown under

a different state of cultivation.

Seedling^ trom A. M. Spangler, of Philadelphia—Purplish

red ; bunch medinni size, and compact ; berry niedimn,

slightly oval, with little pnljD ; flavor vinous and good.

Clapp's Favorite.

Clapp's Favorite^ from the same—Yery large ; similar to

Bartlett in form, but less musky in flavor ; vinous, melting,

buttery, and juicy ; fine texture. Ranks best.
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Bartram.

Bartram^ from Charles Ilarmer, of Philadelpliia— Me-
dimn size

;
pale yellow ; obovate

;
jnicy, melting, fine texture.

Quality best. Ripe in Sej)tember. We presume tliat this is

not the pear sent out some years ago by Col. Carr under that

name, and recommend that this be called the Bartram pear.

Seedling^ from Jacob Senneff, of Philadelj^hia— Large,

handsome, but slightly astringent.

Seedling^ Iso. 1, from Mr. "Woodbridge, of Michigan

—

Good, but small.

Seedling^ l^o. 2, from the same—Rather small, but worthy

of further trial.

Seedling^ Xo. 3, from the same—Xot ripe.

Seedling^ ]^o. 4, from the same—]!^ot large. For cooking

only.

Seedling SecTcel—Good.

Pear from Lawrence Young, of Louisville—Supposed to

be the Fondante de Milan.

16
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Dorchester Beauty.

DorcJiester Beauty^ from S. Clapp, of Dorchester, Mass.

Fruit handsome, but rather poor.

FEA.CHES.

Duljoscq^ by Mr. Harrison—Similar to the Ohlmixon Free.

Very large ; flesh greenish white. Very good.

Grand Admircible., from Lawrence Young, of Louisville,

Ky,—^Very large ; skin yellowish white, tinged with pink

;

flesh white. A cling ; red at the stone. Yery good.

Ydlow Seedling^ i'rom John Boyd—Large and promising.

Free.
I»LXJ]VIS.

Koldeii Kamp^ a seedling, by Mr. P. Kaabe, of Philadel-

phia— Beautiful red ; oval shape ; free, dry, but not quite

ripe. Represented to have resisted the attacks of the curculio.

Bower Gage—Oblong ; rich yellow. Kot ripe enough for

judgment.
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We have the jileasure to subjoin outlines, by an artist, of

several of the prominent fruits described, and beg to submit

ourselves,

Yery respectfully,

R. BUIST,

CHAS. DOWNING,
CIIAS. M. IIOVEY,
JXO. A. WAEDER.

REPORT OF HON. SAMUEL WALKER, CHAIRMAN OF
GENERxVL FRUIT COMMITTEE.

It will be remembered by some of the members of this

Society who are now present, that upon the evening previous

to the meeting of this Society held at Rochester, four years

ago, and again at the meeting held two years ago, at ]^ew-

York City, I suggested the idea that it was necessary that this

Society should, in order to carry forward its mission.,

1st. Revise its past doings
;

2d. Define its ijrescnt position ; and

3d. Mark out some definite plan of action for \\\q future.

The first and second suggestions, if they are deemed

worthy of consideration by this Society, will be acted upon

and wisely disposed of during the present session.

The third suggestion, " a definite plan of action for the

future," is a matter worthy of serious reflection and delibera-

tion ; and as it is a fact that we cannot accomplish anything

without first making a beginning, I trust that the members of

this Society will pardon me if I submit one subject for their

consideration.

To commence at the beginning and lay a broad founda-

tion for our futwe action, it appears to me that this Society

must publish, on its own responsibility (to meet the wants of

the public), a concise history of its jDast transactions, together

with a General Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits, embracing all
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the varieties of the apple, pear, and other fruits known to have

been cultivated in the United States ; designating the worth-

less^ and classifying the other ^arieties as oi first, second, or

third (quality
;
giving also the size and shape of the fruit,

with the period of ripening, etc., &c. To this General Cata-

logue should be added a local one (prepared for each and

every State in the TTnion), containing a list of the best varie-

ties of all the kinds of fruit which succeed well, both for the

use of the family and for the market. The local list of fruits

should be furnished by the Committees of the several States,

together with an outline of all the fruits they recommend for

cultivation in their respective States, with such other informa-

tion as they may deem important. These Local Catalogues

should be forwarded to the Committee which may have the

charge of preparing the General Catalogue, on or before the

1st day of September, ISOl.

I am aware that to prepare and arrange a work of this

kind for the press, is a very responsible undertaking. It

should be written up by a master-mind, under the direction

and supervision of the most experienced cultivators in the

countrv. Tlie person selected to write up this Catalogue

should be paid for his labor ; and I feel sure that all the mem-

bers of the State Committees who may act in this matter, and

faithfully j^erform their duties, will receive an ample remu-

neration for their labor, in the hearty thanks which will be

rendered to them by every appreciative lover of fruits in their

country.

I present this crude outline of a plan for the publication,

under the auspices of the American Pomological Society, of

a General and Local Catalogues of the Fruits of the United

States, believing that a step in this direction would be a right

one, much in advance of any previously taken, and go far to

rectify the present difficulty under which fruit growers labor

in the selection of desirable varieties of fruits for their varied

localities. Permit me to submit to your kind attention an

illustration of the present state of things. Upon an exami-

nation of a report made by the State Committee of Ohio to

the American Pomological Society, at its session of 1858, I
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found that six of the twenty varieties of apples wbicli the

State Committee recommend for family use, and for the mar-

ket, are entirely new varieties, or, at least, so to me ; and, fur-

ther, that not one of the said six varieties was to be found in

the 8th section of Dowmmfs Fruits and Fruit Trees of
America. In view of these facts, I fully realiz the trnth of

the remarks of the Ohio State Committee, when they state

that "it is impossible for any Committee to make a selection

of fruits that should succeed uniformlv well in anv consider-

able portion of this State, with its diversified soil and climate."

Now, if it is an impossibility to iind fruits which shall suc-

ceed uniformly well in any considerable portion of only one

of the States, how can we, delegates from almost every State

in the Union, be expected to make a selection of twenty

varieties of apples, or any other kind of fruit, that shall be

the best adapted for cultivation in every State of the Union ?

It cannot be done by this Society ; but if each and every

State Fruit Committee should make a list of such varieties of

fruits as succeed best in their respective localities, and the lists

so made should be supported by the delegates of the State

whose Committee report it, as also by such other delegates as

may be acquainted with said fruits, then I believe it would

be the duty of the American Pomological Society to confirm

and establish such a list of fruits, and place it in their Cata-

logue for cultivation in the State whose Fruit Committee

recommend it. Such information as would by these means
be given to the public, would enable all persons, however more
or less acquainted w^ith fruits, to purchase such fruit trees,

both at home or abroad, as are most sure to succeed in the

locations in which they might wish to plant them
; and, with

such knowledge, the veriest novice could not fail to have as

good an assortment of fruits as were to be found in his section

of the couutrv, at the little cost of consultino- and followino-

the directions of the American Pomological Society's local

list, as laid down in their Catalogue, a knowledge of which

has been purchased by the jjioneers of Pomology in this coun-

try, and by many of the members of this Society now present,

at no less expense than their entire life-lease of time, with its

added vexations and disappointments.
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The statement made by the State Committee of Ohio, I

suppose, may be received as a fair expression of the experience

of the fruit cultivators of the South and West, and other sec-

tions of our country. If so, I think it confirms the opinion I

have expressed in regard to tlie desirableness of having local

lists of fruits. But we have present with us delegates from

the South and West, who can speak for their respective States.

I humbly submit the whole subject for the consideration

and action of this Society.

SAM'L WALKER.
RoxBURY, Sept. 8th, ISGO.
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STATE REPORTS

REPORT FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT.

Samuel Walker, Esq., Cliairman of the Fruit Committee of

tJie American Pomological Society:

Dear Sir—I beg leave to liand you herewith sncli reports

from the friends of Poraolofjv in oiu- State, as it has been in

my jDOwer to bring together in the very limited time at my
command, not understanding until ten days previous to the

meeting of the Society in Philadel^jhia, that tliis work was

expected of me.

With reference to any general report for this vicinity from

myself, touching tlie subject in question, I would say tliat Mr.

Starr, of Xew-Londou, has met the demand in his communi-

cation so fully and lucidly, that it really leaves nothing further

to be desired. I will, therefore, confine my remarks to a single

topic, which will have novelty to recommend it, if no higher

claim to reo-ard.
CD

In my report to your Society at their meeting two years

ago, reference was made to the cultivation of stone fruits in

pots under glass, as rendered almost indispensable to those

who would have such fruits in perfection and with certainty.

It was also stated that I was engaged in experiments in this

direction, on which I might have occasion to report at a future

day. Since the period referred to, this subject has attracted

much attention in various parts of the country, encouraged

as i^ersons doubtless have been, by the success which has

attended earlier exj^eriments in England. Little, however,
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has as jct been heard of any very marked snccess with ns,

owing, it may be, to a snfficient time not having elapsed since

the subject was iirst broached, to bring yonng trees from the

nursery into a condition of abundant fruitfubiess.

Thomas Rivers, a nurseryman of extensive practice and

experience, residing at Sawbridgewortii, England (well known

to our nurserymen), first introduced to the public this new

method of growing fruits (I say that he was the first to intro-

duce it as a svstem, with instructions to carrv it out exten-

sively). He published in 1852 an unpretending work of a few

sheets, which he called " The Orehurd House, or tlie Cultiva-

tion of Fruit Trees in pots^ This work fell into my hands

some three or four years later ; it was clear, practical, com-

mending itself to my judgment, and I was led to j)ut it in

practice by having potted some twenty or more trees ; but

having then no special arrangement for their proper treatment,

they were neglected, became diseased, and were finally aban-

doned. A year later, however, I took the mater in hand more

thoroughly, and ordered a hundred fourteen-inch pots made

expressly for the purjDOse, the bottom being pierced with large

holes for the emission of roots ; into these pots the trees were

placed, consisting principally of peaches, with but few necta-

rines, plums and apricots. The results of the first year or

two (having had disadvantages to contend with), I pass over,

remarking only that for the two years preceding the present,

the trees were well conducted for their health, form, and future

usefulness, and gave, a part of them, a tolerable return of

fruit.

Having had occasion the past year to erect a forcing house

specially for Muscat grapes, I concluded to extend the plan so

as to embrace under the same roof a division for a peach house

also. The plan adopted was substantially one of the largest

class of span-roofed houses recommended by Rivers in the

last edition of his '-'•Orclmrd IlouseP Tlie dimensions of my
house are seventy-eight feet in length, by twenty-five feet in

width, standing north and south. I have only occasion to

speak here of the section appropriated to the stone fruits,

which is thirty-five feet in length, by twenty-five feet in width,
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a glass partition dividiiu;- it iVoiii tbo grapery. The entire

honse is heated by Hitching's apparatus, the peach division

with two rows of fonr inch pijic, and the grapery with four

rows of the same ; one Loiler furnishing heat for the whole

house, thouirh bv means of valves each division mav be

worked independently of the other.

I now proceed, as was proposed, to show the result of the

fruits grown in this house ; it has been stated that the trees

were in fourteen-inch pots, and three years set out. They

were, besides, judiciously cut back, to give a compact, well

formed head. Eivers' instructions in this important particular

havino; been followed from vear to vear, every tree havino;

abundance of fruit buds. The fire was lighted the middle of

Februar}^, and the trees were brought from their winter quar-

ters and placed in position—about sixty i]i number. Of tliese,

forty-five were the large trees spoken of, and tliese would have

been sufficient—just about the proper quantity to remain per-

manentlv—-but havino; some smaller trees, but one year set out

in boxes, these, to the extent of fifteen, were placed between

the pots f )r a time. AYh^ju the house became rather crowded

with foliage, they were removed, to give a more free circula-

tion of air. The trees blossomed uniformly and profusely in

April, and soon after set their fruit in much greater quan-

tity than was necessary ; the thinning process was commenced

early. l)ut was not concluded until the stoning was supposed to

be over, and all fears from dropping was at an end. This remark

as to the setting of the fruit, applies more particularly to the

peaches and nectarines. The plums did not set quite so well,

but yet ripened a fine crop, which remained for weeks ripe on

the trees, and were most delicious in flavor. The apricots

(three trees only in number), blossomed and set their fruit

well, but nearly tiie whole dropped ; they require even more

air than the other fruits.

The peach trees have maintained perfect health, the foliage

fresh and vigorous, and they have ripened a large crop of

fruit, averaging on the older trees about fifty, and on the

smaller about a dozen specimens ; the nectarines rijDcned from

eightv to a hundred. Thev have been in eatino^ about six

IT
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weeks, and in the o-reatest abundauce ; for fifteen or twenty

days, a peck to a lialf a bushel might have been picked any

day. AVith a somewhat different arrangement in bringing the

trees at intervals into the forcing; house, the season mio-ht be

prolonged to three months, or a month longer than tlie present

season.

As to the size and flavor of the fruit, it has sur2:»assed my
best expectations. The Grosse Mignonne, Barrington, George

lY, and Early Crawford, have given rather the largest speci-

mens, many having reached nine to nine and a half inches

in circumference, and the size verv uniform on the same tree.

A portion of the peaches were removed to the open grounds

about the middle of June, to see if they would be improved

in rpiality, but the flavor generally of those ripened entirely

within the house, left little to be desired. It should be remark-

ed, however, that the house (with large ventilation), was left,

after May, open night and day.

In Mr. Itivers' work referred to, there is no suggestion

made of any use of the '• orcliard house," beyond tiiat of

getting a single crop of stone fruit from it in tlie coui'se of the

season ; and to tliose who would confine themselves to a cold

house, this is all that could be accomplished. ISTow I propose

a modification of the plan, by which all the advantages of the

'•* orchard house," for stone fruits, sliall be preserved, while a

full crop of grapes may be obtained from the same house the

same year. For this, however, the aid of forcing power will

be necessary. I should proceed in the beginning just as it has

been stated I have done the present season, by starting the

potted trees in February by fire heat ; early in June I should

remove all into the open air, and convert the iiouse forthwith

into a retarding house for grapes, filling it with potted vines

which had been prepared for the purpose. This growing of

grapes in pots is another experiment which lias hardly been

entered upon as yet, but is destined to very useful results, not

to be acomjjlislied by vines in borders. It is not generally

known tliat more grapes can be grown under a given amount

of glass, from vines in pots two years old, than from vines in

the border of twice that age, or in tiieir best bearing condition.
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In the house already described, thirty-five feet by twenty-five,

but twenty-four vines in the border would find proper room,

and these, when fully grown, would not (taking one year with

anothei") give over twenty pounds of grapes to the vine, or five

hundred pounds for the entire house ; while in pots, three

times the number of vines would be equally well acconmio-

dated, giving, on an average, ten pounds eacli, or seven hun-

dred and fifty pounds. This is quite within Mr. Bright's esti-

mate, who says, in his recent work on the grape, that he can

now dotihle the quantity of grapes in pots that can be grown

in the same space in borders ; and I have myself, at this

moment. Black Hamburgh vines in fourteen-incli pots, with

twelve to fourteen pounds of fruit on them, averaging a pound

and a half to the bunch, ripe on the vines for two months past.

But to go back : I have supposed my house filled with vines

and pots in Juno, in the autumn as required, the fire would

be lighted until the grapes were ripe, say in JN^ovember. ISTow

is perceived tlie advantage of this mode of culture. The pots

being under perfect control, may be removed to any dry, airy

room, where, if there is the means of regulating properly the

tenq)erature, the fruit may remain in good condition on the

vines through the winter ; for myself, in this particular I am
well prepared, having extensive front rooms specially con-

structed for the complete control of the temperature so fiir as

the prolonged preservation of the fruit is required.

One of the most important considerations in connection

with the growing of stone fruits in pots under glass, is the

entire protection afforded them from the attack of insects, and

from diseases which render tlieir cultivation in the open air

precarious, if not impracticable. Xo atmospheric changes

aflPect them, neither are they subject to yellows, or the curl of

the leaf, and the constant course of svrinjring, which forms an

indispensable part of their treatment, protects against the

attacks of curculios, as well as of aphis, fretters, thrips, and

worst of all, red spider.

I am, dear sir, your very obedient serv't,

DANIEL W. COIT,

Chairman of the State Fruit Cominitee.

XoRwicH. Conn., Sept. 10th, ISHO.
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REPORT OF CHARLES DICKERMAN, OF NEW HAVEN.

Daniel W. Coit, Esq., Chah-'n rf State Fruit Committee :

Dear Sir—By request of Mr. X. A. Bacon, I herewith

give my opinion in resjDect to which are the best varieties of

fruit cultivated in this city and vicinity. My experience, after

ten years- extensive cultivation of varieties, convinces me that

no reliable opinion can be formed from only two or three

years' trial of any variety. Many varieties which in some

seasons are excellent, are in others almost worthless, and vice

versa. Several years' trial, therefore, and a knowledge of its

quality in different seasons, is essential to determine the value

of any variety.

AVith these remarks, I proceed to give my opinion as to

the best varieties of fruit cultivated in this vicinity.

The Circular of the Society propounds the following ques-

tions, viz

:

JTirst—What six, twelve, and twenty varieties of the apple

are best adapted to an orchard of one hundred trees for family

use, and how many of each sort should it contain ? What

varieties, and how many of each are best for an oi-cliard of

one thousand trees, to bear fruit for the market i

Second—What six and twelve varieties of the pear are

best for the family use, on the pear stock? What varieties on

the quince stock? AVhat varieties, and how many of each of

these, are best adapted to a pear orchard of one hundred or

one thousand trees ?

In answer to the Urst question, I would say, that the best

six apples, in my opinion, are Sweet Bough, Williams Early,

Gravenstein, Porter, Hubbardston's Nonsuch, Baldwin.

For the best twelve varieties I would name, Eai'ly Harvest,

Sweet Bough, Red Astrachan, Williams Early, Pi-imate, Fall

Pippin, Porter, Hubbardston's i^onsuch, Gravenstein, Bald-

win, Rhode Island Greening, Roxbury Rnssot.

For the best twenty, I name in addition to the above

twelve, the following eight varieties, viz : Early Juneating,

Cogswell Pearmain, Fameuse, King of Tompkins County,
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Swaar, Danver's Winter Sweet, Peck's Pleasant, Tolmaii's

Sweeting.

J^o "family" wonM probably "use"" the product of "one

hundred trees," but an orchard of the following varieties

niiii'ht be planted of one hundred trees, distributed as follows,

and give through the entire year all that any family would

need, and also, in most seasons, furnish a good quantity for

the market, especially of the early varieties, which here com-

mand a ready sale and good prices :

—

Early Juneating, 3 ; Sweet Bough, 2 ; Early Harvest, 2
;

Red Astrachan, 2 ; Williams Early, 3 ; Primate, 3 ; Fall

Pippin, 3 ; Gravenstein, 10 ; Porter, 8 ; Cogswell Pearmain,

5 ; Fameuse, 3 ; King of Tompkins County, 3 ; Roxbury Rus-

set, 7 ; Hubbardston's Xonsuch, 10 ; Baldwin, 15 ; Rhode

Island Greening, 5 ; Danver's AVinter Sweet, 3 ; Swaar, 3
;

Peck's Pleasant, 5 ; Tolraan's Sweeting, 5.

To the second question it is difficult to give an answer,

without doing injustice to some good varieties. In the more

than two hundred varieties of pears now under cultivation in

my garden. I liave so many that are valuable, that it is hard

to select six, or even twelve, and sav that thev are the hesf. It

is, therefore, with some hestation that I name, as the best six

pears for family use, on the pear stock, the following

:

Rostiezer, Bartlett, Belle Lucrative or Louise Bonne de

.Jersey, Buffnm. Lawrence, Buerre Langelier or Yicar of

Winkfield.

And for the best tewlve varieties for family use. Doyenne

d' Ete, Rostiezer, Bartlett, Flemish Beauty, Belle Lucrative,

Louise Bonne de Jersey, Buft'um, Buerre d' Anjou, Seckel,

Lawrence, Beurre Langelier, Vicar of Winkheld.

For the best six on quince, I name Beurre d' Amaulis, Belle

Lucrative, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Urbaniste, Duchesse d'

Angouleme, Glout Morceau.

And for the best twelve varieties on quince, Beurre Giffart,

Beurre d' Amaulis, Belle Lucrative, Beurre Su2)erfin, Louise

Bonne de Jersey, Duchesse d' Angouleme, Urbaniste, Buerre

d' Anjou, Doyenne Boussock, Glout Morceau, Vicar of Wink-

held, Beurre Langelier.
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For an orchard of one hundred trees of the above varie-

ties on the pear stock, I shouhl phmt, Doyenne d' Ete, 2 ;

Eostiezer, 4 ; Bartlett, 8 ; Flemish Beauty, 5 ; Belle Lucra-

tive, 8 ; Louise Bonne de Jersey, 10 ; Buffani, 15 ; Seckel, 5
;

Lawrence, 25 : Benrre Langelier, 6 ; Yicar of Winhfield, 6
;

Beurre d' Anjou, 6.

But in an orcluird of one hundred trees I would, in place

of a part of some of the early varieties, substitute a few trees

of the Dearborn's Seedling, Otto, and Tyson ; and for a part

of some of the autumn varieties, would substitute Doyenne

Boussouck, How^ell St. Ghislain, Onondaga, St. Michael Arch-

angel, and perhaps Beurre Clairgeau, which is one of the largest

and most beautiful of pears, but has not yet been fully proved

in this locality. For late varieties, Beurre Gris de Hiver

Nouveau, Lewis, Easter Buerre, Beurre Diel, and Winter Xelis,

might be substituted for a part of some of those named in the

above list. Three years ago we classed Beurre Diel and

Winter jN^elis with the veiy h'sf, but we have been sadly dis-

appointed in them the past two or three seasons—the former

has cracked badlv, and the latter has o;iven l)ut little ffood

fruit. We are unwilling to give up varieties which have been

so excellent, and we hope that difierent seasons may hereafter

place them in their former rank, but at present we are uncer-

tain where they are to stand. AVe have in this city many
new varieties of pears which promise well, but are not

sufficiently tested to be classed at present. The cultivation

of pears is extending year by year in this vicinity, and in no

other part of the country has the improvement iu this respect

been more manifest.

As respects other varieties of fruit, I would say briefly, in

regard to each, as follows :

3?JL,U]MS.

We find the best for this locality to be Green Gage, Mc-

Laughlin, Jefferson, Washington, Coe's Golden Droj), Smith's

Orleans, Yellow Gage, Lombard ; and for verj' late varieties,

Heine Claude de Bavay and St. Martin's Quetsche. Prince's

Imperial Gage, wdiich formerly did well here, now i-ots so

badly as not to bo worth cultivation.
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AVliicli formerly produced large crops of delicions fruit,

now, as a general thing, either fail altogether, or after one

or two poor crops, and their cultivation is almost entirely

abandoned bv fruit growers.

CHERRIES,

Which fc»r several years ])revious to this had done poorly,

have this year given us a fine crop. We iind the best to be

May Didve, Black Tartariau, Coe's Transparent, Xapoleon

Bigarreau, Holland Bigarreau, Black Eagle, Gov. Wood, and

Downer's Late Bed.

:n^^tia-e grapes.

The best for our locality we find to be Isabella, Diana, Dela-

Avare, Rebecca, and Concord. Some other native varieties are

under cultivation, but they have not been sufficiently tested.

After many years' trial, we find that the Catawba ripens its

fruit here so seldom, as to be hardlv worth cultivation. The

Hartford Prolific, which some of our cultivators have tried to

think well of, is rather too " foxy " to rank high with us, and

its fruit falls so badly from the stem as to make it of but

little value. Its early maturity is about all that we can say

in its favor,

RASP33ERRIES.

We find the Francouia, Brinckle's Orange, Fastolft' and

Knevett's Giant to be the best ; but all require protection in

winter.

STRAAVBERRIES.

After many years thorough trial we class as the best,

Hovey, Jersey, AVilson's Albany, Jenny Lind, Scott's Seed-

ling, McAvoy's Superior, AYalker's, and Monroe Scarlet. The

Jenny Lind is with us the earliest variety. The Wilson's

Albany is the most productive. The Walker is the highest

flavored. The Monroe Scarlet, although only of medium
size, is a great bearer, and its fruit, amongst the first to ripen,

continues until the verv last. We entirelv discard all the
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English varieties, after a full trial, as not wortli cultivation in

our soil. "We do not think much of the Peabocly ; it blossoms

abundantly, but sets poorly, and produces but little good fruit.

GOOSKBEK-RIES.

The Houghton is the only variety that can be depended on

for a crop. Some of the foreign varieties sometimes, with

high cultivation, give good crops, but generally they mildew.

The Red and AVhite Dutch, and the Cherry are the most

approved varieties. The last is esjDecially esteemed for its

large fruit and abundant crop.

CHAELES DICKERMAK.

REPORT FROM T. S. GOLD, WEST CORNWALL, ON FRUIT
CULTURE.

AVithin the last few years increasing attention has been

bestowed on fruit culture in this section of the State, but the

total produce of our orchards has been much less than for-

merly. During the winter c)f 1835-6, we were visited by a

terrible ice storm, crushing the trees both in the forest and in

the orchard. Trees in exposed situations never recovered,

and acres of timber died. Since that time there have been

some seasons of comparative plenty, but none till the present

that gave us tlie abundance of former times
;
quality has been

as much affected as cpianity, and this is really the only year

for a lono- time that has p-iven us cherries witliout knots and

worms, and apples and pears without knots, spots, and cracks,

tender and full of juice. We have the old Pearmain, the

richest of apples, fair and good, while for many years it has

been useless from cracks and spots. Such a fruitful year

cannot but have a salutary effect in stimulating cultivators to

more extensive plantings, and better care of their trees.
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The partial failure for so many years lias been variously

attribnted to the seasons, the running out of old varieties, the

ravao-es of insects, and the exhaustion of the soil ; tliis last has

been the most consolatarv one to careless cultivators, and most

fatal to all improvement. The present season proves tliat this

is one of the least of the influences that has aftected the fruit,

new land, or that highly manured, has proved little better

than that which has been reduced by cropping. If there has

been a lack of plant food, whence come the supplies this year to

nonrish both vigorous growth of wood and a full crop of fruit ?

The scanty supply of water for the last year, allowing of

the most perfect drainage of the subsoil, has, in our opinion,

been more eftectual than any other single circumstance.

Seasonable showers and mild rains have supported vegetation

while the subsoil has been continually dry— it has not been

saturated during two years ; wells and springs which rarely

ever tailed before, have been dry. Generally, the improve-

ment has been most striking in just those soils which would

be most beneiitted by draining. Solitary trees in moist pas-

tures and meadows are loaded with fair fruit. The freedom

from insects, and the moderate character of the season, has

also been favorable. The cherry harvest has been extended

from the last of June till near the first of September, and

even now (September 5th) there are a few sound cherries

hanging on the old pie cherry, and on another variety.

Tlie borers have ruined many young orchards planted

within the last fifteen years, and it is only by continual vigi-

lance that they can be controlled. They have pretty much
finished the quince bushes in this section ; this year they have

appeared in diminished numbers. The canker worm we
never have, nor the rose-bug, to do any mischief to fruit, and

this year the apple-tree worm, or catterpillar, was scarcely

seen. The fruit is mostly sound ; some years almost every

apple will be wormy. Young trees have made a fine growth

of healthy foliage and wood ; some years half the leaves have

spotted and fallen from the trees before the first of September.

18
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PEA.R.S.

There have been some spots on the leaves, Liit generally

the trees have been healthy, and the frnit fair. In Salisbnry

there are several orchards of both standard and dwarf trees,

just coming into bearing, amounting to several thousand trees
;

these are in the highest degree promising.

CHEIililES.

Many of the old trees died a few years since, from cracking

of the trunk and branches, and some of the young trees suf-

ferred from the same difficulty. This year they are healtliy,

and bore most abundantly, and as we had no heavy rains,

the fruit ripened perfectly and without cracking or decay.

P'LUMS.

Tlie black knot again threatens the })luiji trees. 1 treat

the curculio with offensive drenches, and secure good crops.

rE^CIIES.

From the severity c»f the winter there ai'e none, Ijut the

trees are growing well.

I3LA.CIi;BER,K,IES.

I have tried for three years, on a small scale, the Lawton,

Dorchester, and ]^ewman's Thornless, blackberries. They

have stood between dwarf pears, that have the third year

borne well, and had the same culture, and we have had scarcely

a dozen berries, and these inferior in size and quality to those

growing abundantly in our fields. I shall ujjroot the whole,

for I prize them as did a friend, who, giving away some plants,

said he should charge for them just what they were worth

—

^
' nothing."

When we have before seen the effects of heavy rains upon

fruit trees standing in a tenacious subsoil, we have felt the

need of drainage to their most successful culture, but this

season has so far confirmed us in this opinion, that we advance

it with confidence, as the one great necessity in successful

fruit culture. While we enjoy the fruits of the present year,
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it sliould be with the confident hope that with proper care we

may secure a contiTinnnce of fVniftnl gardens and orchards.

T. S. GOLD.

REPORT OF WM. U. STARR, OF NEW LONDON.

D. ^y. CoiT, Esq.

:

Dear Sir—Allow nie to express my sincere regret that pro-

longed absence and pressing engagements have occupied my
entire time and attention, since receiving your kind note of

invitation to send you a report of my own observation and

experience, during the past two years, in matters of Pomology.

ISTevertheless, even in the midst of ui"gent claims upon my
time from other important engagements, I cannot resist the

inclination to snatch an hour frcim my prearranged business,

for a brief response to your suggestion,—too brief and liasty,

T fear, to l)e of much practical value to others.

In regard to this standard fruit, 1 am happy to notice an

increased interest in its culture, in this part of the country.

Many farmers, whose ancestors possessed large orchards of

very iudiiferent fruit, and wiiich have gradually "died out,"

from age and neglect, are planting out trees of the improved

varieties, now generally cultivated, with strong hopes of future

success. Yet the apple, in our vicinity, lias many enemies to

encounter, some of which are quite destructive. The " borer""

in some localities is a diligent worker of mischief to the tree,

while the caterpillar delights to prey upon the leaves, and the

rose-bug and apple worm upon the young fruit. The rose-bug

is really becoming an intolerable pest, and not only the apple,

but the cherry, the grape, and some other fruits, are, in some

cases, almost entirely destroyed by its depredations. The

present season is one of the most productiv^e, as regards the

apple crop, that has been experienced in this locality for sev-

eral years. The varieties mostly cultivated are the Roxbury
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Kiisset, the Golden Sweet, Fall Pipijin, Cheseborongli Russet,

Ehode Island Greening, and Baldwin, but nearly all the most

valuable varieties are now being introduced in planting out

young orchards.

The culture of this admirable fruit is beo-innino- to enm-oss
*r> o «^

a considerable degree of attention, and amateurs and others

are becoming quite interested in its propagation. Much
prejudice here, as elsewhere, prevails against pear culture

on the quince stock, and many condemn in toto the entire

practice. But I regard such wholesale denunciation entirely

without just cause, or even projDer investigation. My own

experience fully confirms my previously expressed opinion,

that with a proper selection of varities, and good cultivation,

the pear on the cjuince stock may be grown, highly satisfactorily

to the proj^agator, and profitably in a pecuniary point of view.

Most of those who have failed of success in "dwarf pear"

culture, have failed from one, or perhaps all of the following

causes combined, viz. : an improper selection of the varieties

adapted to culture on the quince, planting out stunted or

diseased trees, and in neglecting their cultivation after being

planted. The very extensive list of varieties of pears now

cultivated, presents but comparatively few that are valu-

able for dwarf culture, unless judiciously dovMe worked.

Perhaps a single dozen out of a hundred varieties, are as many

as can be grown with success, when budded directly on the

cpiince stock. And in regard to this fact, several years of

experiment and experience have only served to conlirm me

in my opinion. The Bartlett, by some so highly recommended

on the quince stock, can only be grown with entire success

when double worked. For this purpose the Glout Morceau

is the best variety that 1 have ever seen. Many other kinds

require thus to be worked on a variety that has an aifinity for

the quince stock, and will form a perfect connection therewith
;

otherwise, a partial or entire failure is the result. On the

contrary, the Flemish Beauty, the Seckel, and the Lawrence,

considered heretofore by many pomologists, as very indiflerent
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growers on the quince stock, liave grown thriftily, and 2:>roduced

good crops on my grounds, even without double working.

Indeed, the Flemish Beauty is one of the best vai'ieties that I

cultivate on the quince, producing annually heavy crops of

very fine fruit. The Lawrence also ]3romises exceedingly well

on the quince stock.

One serious fault with some of our nurserymen in budding

the pear on the quince, is huddmg too high. The bud should

always be inserted as near the ground as possible, leaving but

little of the quince stock above the surface, which, in trans-

planting, should be entirely covered to the depth of an inch

or two at least, with the surrounding soil. This practice I

find very essential, and if it is desirable to encourage the tree

to throw out roots from the 23ear stock, and thus form a stand-

ard tree on its own roots, a still greater depth should be given

it in planting.

In all cases, or at least as a general rule, severe heading

back, and frequent "pinching" during the summer growth, is

indispensable to success in growing the pear as a clMarf. To

this we might add thinning the fruit duriyig the early stages

of its grovdh. To do this, requires a little ne7''iie on the part of

the enthusiastic amateur, who deliglits to behold the rich

promise of the generous, luscious clusters of the golden har-

vest, but it is nevertheless very essential, not only to the per-

fection of the fruit, ])ut also to the future liealth and vigor of

the tree. Young trees of many varieties, such as the Duchesse

d' Angouleme, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Yicar of Winkfield,

and several others, are strongly inclined to overbear, which

should be corrected by thinning the fruit early.

With all the prerequisites named, I find clean open culture

very important in securing successful results in growing dwarf

pears. AVithout it, one cannot expect to succeed. A careful

loosening of the earth in the spring, avoiding injury to the

roots of the trees, and frequent stirring of the soil during the

summer, will keep the earth mellow, moist and free from grass

and weeds, so injurious to the growing fruit.

Before concluding my remarks on pears, I beg leave to

call attention to one of our early pears, the Muskingum. Mr.
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Elliott classes it in his list as " imwortlij' of cultivation,'' l)nt

he must bo entirely mistaken in the pear, or unacquainted

with its real merits. "With us, it ranks next to tlie Bartlett

in productiveness and flavor, and is at least three weeks

earlier. I am surprised that its excellence has not elicited

for it a higher and more extensive reputation. 1 trust it may

be brouirht before the Pomoloo-ical Convention at its next

session.

The Madeleine with us proves to be almost worthless, from

its tendency to rot before maturing on the tree, and also almost

immediately afterwards in specimens that escape this premature

decay. I trust this may be a local habit, but it is general in

this vicinity. The liostiezer is one of our best and most j^ro-

ductive early pears, coming into bearing early and possessing

fair keeping qualities, and at the same time delicious and

hif>:hlv flavored.

Amongst our winter j^ears, the Lawrence and Winter

'Nells hold higli rank. The former promises to be the very

best, when we take into consideration its productiveness, fine

ai^pearance, easy and perfect ripening, excellence of flavor

and delicious juiciness and aroma. It seems to combine the

bcautv and the flavor of the White Doyenne with the keeping

qualities of the Columbia or the Vicar of Winkiield.

PEA.C1-IES.

The insatiate '' borer '' is a formidable enemy to the peach

throughout this portion of the State, My practice is to exam-

ine my trees every season in the spring, and apply about four

quarts of lime, around the roots of each tree. My trees grow

fine, and I have not had a case of the "yellows" in my
orchard. Last year the peach crop in our county was an

entire failure ; the present will be a very productive season in

our locality for this delicious fruit.

I am perfectly convinced of the utility of the cutting in

or heading Imck system in peach culture. Li this way instead

of the long, lank, unsightly lec/s to the tree, we may obtain as

fine a globular or s])herical form as could be desired, filled

with 1)i'aring wood tVnni the ])r('vi(ii]s year's growth, and ])re-
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seiitiug 11 beautiful mass of dark, g-reeii foliage, interspersed

at the ripening season with golden or crimson Llusliing fruit.

A few gardens in this city and vicinity contain trees that

occasionally bear lieavy crops of this fruit, but they are excep-

tions to the general rule. Tliat rascally little Turk, the cur-

culio, is an untiring enemy to the plum, and generally either

escapes the vigilance of our gardeners, or goes "scott free"

—

our tarmers, as a general thing, having entirely abandoned

the field, and given the enemy the full possession. But very

few, indeed, now think of propagating the plum.

My own experience has been quite limited, having but few

trees, and those scarcely yet in bearing. The present year has

been one of complete failure, witli a single exception. Two
or three years since, I tried the experiment of planting out

three trees of the AVashington variety, in my hen yard. This

season one of them set fruit for the first time ; and wliile every

other tree on my premises has dropped every plum, tliis pro-

duced a fair crop of splendid fruit.

CHERIilES.
1

The past season has been unusually productive in cherries.

The rose-bug before alluded to, is the worst enemy we have

to encounter (unless we except the beautiful little cedar bird,

which comes in flocks to enjoy the rich luxury of their rejjast).

These we rather imwillinglv tolerated, until most of our fruit

was gone. But the ravages of the rose-bug are not confined

to the fruit alone ; the foliage of tlie tree frequently suffers

severely, and, as yet, we have no remedy for the evil.

During the past two years I have introduced and cidtivated,

to some extent, several varieties of the newer hardy grapes

which have had their several claims presented before the public.

The Concord sustains, generally, the reputation it has gained,

as an early, prolific, and hardy variety. It is nearly two

weeks earlier than the Isabella, with rather more aroma, and
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fully equal to it in (juality. The Hartford Prolific is another

fine, hardy grape. This variety ripens about ten days in ad-

vance of the Isabella, but not as evenly as the latter. It is a

fine, largo grape, with shouldered bunches, and will, I think,

prove a valuable acquisition for our northern climate. The

Sage grape, so splendidly delineated and glowingly described

by some interested sellers of the young vines, proves to be a

miserable foxy grape, not third rate in quality. I consider it

entirely unworthy of cultivation, when so many better varieties

may be so easily obtained. The Perkins, I tliiidv, will prove a

valuable varietv. The berries are large and handsome, and

the clusters of very good size. AYith me it promises well.

The Catawba is too well known to require naming. It rarely

ripens perfectly in this vicinity, although some seasons I have

obtained very fine specimens. The mildew, here, often affects

it, and with its general good qualities, we can scarcely recom-

mend it for culture as far north as ]^ew-England. The Re-

becca is a fine, delicious, light colored grape, and will be a

valuable addition to our collection of hardy grapes. The

Delaware, however, will doubtless take the lead as one of our

very best, and most highly flavored and delicious hardy

grapes. Thus far it has proved every way worthy the very

liio-h encomiums it has received from Dr. Grant and other

distinguished pomologists.

I have, during the past two years, tried various experi-

ments in girdling, or ringing the vine, Avitli marked results.

Last year I used annealed wire, and with a pair of common

pliers very closely twisted the metallic ligatures around the

branches, a few inches below the clusters on which I desired

to try the effect. This was on the hardy varieties. The result

was favorable, in increasing the size, and hastening the time

of ripening the fruit. The present season my manager

selected a few of the bearino; branches of the Black Hamburgh

under glass, and the C'atawba and Isabella on the open trellis,

and girdled them deeply, cutting entirely through the bark

and sap wood, and removing a section of the same, from half

to three-quarters of an incli in length. The result was, a

remarkable increase in the size of the berries and clusters, and
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very much hastening the time of clianging the color and

ripening the fruit. The Black Ilambiirghs were about one-

third larger, and ripened about ten days earlier than clusters

on the same vine, both above and below the girdled lateral

containing the fruit. On the hardy grapes the effect was

still more apparent. The grapes, both Catawba and Isabella,

are now (Sept. 7th) as large as the Black Hamburgh, and

nearly perfectly colored, with a beautiful bloom, while those

on the same branches ungirdled, have not yet commenced to

change their color. Another season I hope to institute a

systematic series of experiments, the result of which, should

my life be spared, I hope to have the pleasure of communi-

cating at some future time.

In foreign varieties of grapes under glass, my experience

is somewhat limited. I have a cold grapery about ninety-

feet in length, and sixteen feet wide, with six-feet u2-)right

posts, ai]d span roof, which, with the front and ends, is glass.

As it fronts the south-east, the back side is doubled-ceiled and

filled between with tan-bark. Underneath and near the middle

of the vinery, is a covered cistern, sufficient in size to contain

abouty sixty hogsheads of water, which is sujDplied from the

roof. The border is about thirty feet wide, and sufficiently

underdrained. In tliis I liave about sixty vines, of about

twenty varieties, but mostly Black Hamburghs. These vines

were planted in 1857. Last year I had a fine crop of grapes,

some of which were of superior excellence. This season I

have cut liberally from tlie White Frontignac, Early White

Malvasia, Red Chasselas and Black Hamburgh, and the vines

are still hanging in rich clusters of fine colored, well ripened

fruit, while the later varieties are coming forward very finely.

I have had but litte trouble from the mildew, a slight aj^plication

ofsulphur sprinkled over the surface of the inside border always

checking it when any appeared. Although regarded by some

of my neighbors as a sort of Quixotic enterprise when I com-

menced it, it has proved a complete success, and there are

now several others erected in the neighborhood, all, as far as I

can learn, proving satisfactory to the proprietors. The entire

cost of my house, including borders, cistern, vines, j^lanting,

19
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and every outlay, was less than one tliousand dollars ; and,

judging from the past, the vines, when established and in full

bearing, will produce at least six hundred pounds of frnit

annually, with a very small outlay for labor, c*cc.

I have also a green-honse sixty feet long and twenty-two

feet wide, with a half span and half lean-to roof, fourteen

feet high in the centre. This is fitted with the usual heating

apparatus, cistern, platlbi*m, flower stands, coal and furnace-

room, &c., etc., and has an outside border of nearly thirty

feet in width in front, furnished with vines, now in bearing

and well stocked with noble fruit. The building is protected

on the north side with a double ceiled partition filled in, is

neatly and substantially built, and well painted inside and

outside. The entire cost of the whole M'as only eight hundred

dollars. This, in addition to the fioral and plant departments,

is capable of affording, under ordinary circumstances, when

established, three hundred pounds of grapes per annum. The

present (first year's) yield of grapes is higldy satisfactory, and

the promise for the future full of encouragement. I am in-

tending, also, to erect an orchard house this fall, for the pur-

pose of propagating grapes, peaches, plums, figs, (fee, in pots.

To these 1 have given considerable attention, and the result

of my operations has been that of most others in this vicinity.

TJie New-Rochelle, or Lawton, Blackberry is still, with us,

king of its kind. In size, productiveness, and flavor (when

fully ripened), it has no superior and scarcely an equal. It is

as easily cultivated as Indian corn, and with me has always

been perfectly hardy.

Of these I have a number of the so-called ever-hearing

varieties on my grounds. The most valuable of these is the

Catawissa. It is a very vigorous and strong grower, producing

a good crop from the old wood, and a successive crop from

the new canes. My beds now present a beautiful appearance.

The fine stocky canes of the present season's growth, are liter-
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allv bent to tlie eai'tli under the weii>;lit of their heavy clusters

of rich, luscious, purple berries, and at tlie same time bearing

flowers and unripe fruit. I have also Bayley's Perpetual, a

fine, productive variety ; also Allen's, Antwerp and the Queen

of Fontenav. The above are all very excellent and deservedly

popular sorts, and all perfectly hardy in my grounds. Laving

stood the test of the two j^ast severe winters, without any pro-

tection, and without the loss of scarcely a bud. This is cer-

tainly a hio-ji recommendation. I cannot forbear referrino; to

Bi'inckle's Orange, as also a first-rate fruit, a profuse bearer,

and thus far hardy with me.

Among the many lately introduced varieties of strawber-

ries, I have cultivated to some extent Peabody's Ilautbois,

the Hooker, and AVillson's Albany Seedling. Peabody's Haut-

bois is a fine berry, of noble size, and excellent flavor, but is

rather a sparse bearer. The Ilooker is a good bearer, a fine

looking, large sized fruit, with a pleasant flavor, and w^orthy

the hio;h name it has attained in the community. Willson's

Albany Seedling, as far as bearing qualities are concerned,

stands without a rival. The plant is strong and handsome,

of an upright habit, with moderately tall footstalks, supporting-

immense clusters of beautiful dark crimson berries. AVitli

myself, and also others in the vicinity, this berry has proved

fully its great bearing qualities ; firm, large sized, and rich,

beautiful colur. In fiavor it is tart, with a very little astrin-

gency, which it loses in part if allowed to become fully

ripened before picking. It is not in quality quite equal to the

unqualified praise bestowed upon it by its friends, and much
less does it deserve the wholesale denunciation with which its

enemies have assailed it. I have every reason to believe

that, for a inarJ^et berry, Willson's Albany Seedlino; Avill find

but few conqDctitors for some years to come. From my
knowledge of the productiveness of this variety, I would not

hesitate to undertake to raise two bushels to the square rod,

or more than three hundred hiishels to tlie acre.
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CXJR.R,A.T<rTS.

The Red Dutch is ahnost universally cultivated, or rather

permitted to groio^ in every garden ; but the Victoria and the

Cherry are beginning to the take place of it in many places.

The Victoria is a beautiful currant, large, long bunched, and

of a o-ood flavor. The Cherry is a noble fruit, of the very

largest size, and exceedingly productive. It is very juicy,

rather more tart than the Red Dutch, and considered one of the

best wine making varieties. Its splendid, deep red clusters of

cherry-like fruit, half buried in its rich, dark green foliage,

are peculiary attractive.

The La Versallaise and Fertile de Pallua are French varie-

ties ; large, fine fruit, very productive and pleasant flavored.

These have just been introduced, and promise to be a valuable

acquisition in that department of small fruits.

Within two years past there has been much interest elicited

in regard to the culture of the Cranberry. Many liave pre-

pared small plots of ground (some marshy, and others moist

upland soil), and planted out the vines. In most cases these

are doing well. The varieties generally cultivated, are the

Cherry for swamps, and the Cape Cod Bell fur moist upland.

In about three years from planting out the vine, a fair crop is

obtained, and cultivated cranberry meadows now promise to

be highly remunerative to the cultivator. I have succeeded

in raising the plants on dry, gravelly soil, and hope to see

fruit on them another season.

In regard to the progress and condition of fruit crdture in

this part of the country, I am liappy to know that there is an

increasing interest felt, and some progress has been made

during the past two years. Some of our farmers who have

entirely neglected the culture of fruit during the past twenty

years, are beginning to plant out new orchards, and to stock

their gardens with choice varieties of pears, cherries and small
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fruits. The culture of the gra})e is eliciting attentiou. The

most popular and best varieties are inquired after, and many
are taking a new interest in the subject. Yineries for the

cultivation of the foreign varieties are being erected, and tlie

success which has attended the few already established, has

encouraged many of the more cautious and timid lovers of

good fruit to venture the experiment. Wo have many ama-

teurs whose feelings are stronglv enlisted in the subject of0*.- t)

fruit growing, and are becoming enthusiastic in their j)omo-

logical experiments. Kew seedlings are being produced, and

varieties comparatively unknown have been brought before

the public, and, (_)n the whole I rejoice that jprofjress is heing

made^ as far as my knowledge extends, throughout the entire

county. For this, in a great measure, we are indebted to onr

Annual County and State Exhibitions, which during tlie past

few years have been so well sustained in this department,

while the Biennial American Congress of Fruit Growers, and

its Reports, have cause to come in for a share of the praise

for results attributable in part, at least, to the zeal and activity

of its members.

The question proposed in regard to the best six, twelve

and twenty varieties of the apple, pear and peach, for an

orchard of one hundred, and one thousand trees, were answered

in my comnnmication to jSTath. A. Bacon, Esq., and published

in the proceedings of the American Poraological Society, at

its last session. In regard to the varieties of the various fruits

there enumerated, and the number of trees each, I have exam-

ined the list now before me, and am not aware tliat my past

two vears' experience has modified mv views. AVith one or

two exceptions in the list of pears, the catalogue then given

may be considered as my choice still. In this list I would

substitute in the "best six varieties on the pear stock," the

Rostiezer for the Madeleine. And in tlie l)cst twelve varieties

onnthe pear stock, make the same substitution, as the Madeleine

with us proves almost valueless, from its tendency to rot on

the tree, and its rapid decay after being gathered ; while the

Eostiezer is as productive, nearly as early, of a higher flavor,

and is comparatively a good keeper for an early pear.
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With all its imperfections, I submit this very hastily written

commmiication, to be used as in your judgment may be

proper. If a single new idea has been suggested, or a single

fact mentioned, that may be of interest to tlie public, or en-

couraging to any individual engaged, or about to engage, in

frnit cultin-e, I am more than rewarded for my hurried effort.

I remain, very truly and resiDcctfully yours,

ivM. II. STAEK.
I^Ew London, Conn., Sept. Tth, ISGO.

REPORT OF JOHX I. HOWE, OF BIRMINGHAM.

D. ^y. CoiT, Esq.

:

Dear Sir—Your letter of August 81st did not come to

hand till to-day ; consequently I have time but for a very

brief and pai'tial statement of the results of my experience

and observations in matters relatino; to Pomoloo-y durinc: the

last and present seasons. And this I can only attempt in a

very desultory way.

Peabodys^ planted last fall in good garden soil, well culti-

vated, and runners removed, yielded ^aery ahundantly this

season. Fruit beautiful and excellent, of the very best quality

in all respects.

Willso7i's—One dozen plants, set in the spring of 1S59,

well cultivated, and allowed to run, multiplied very much,

and fruited abundantly. Plants very vigorous ; fruit large

and handsome, but exceedino-ly sour, and lackinc; richness of

flavor.

Allen's (" Allen's Hardy ")—Tried two seasons, and found

so unproductive that I have eradicated the plants. Few of

the blossoms set fruit, or not more than two or three seeds.

Generally, in 1859, this fruit proved of inferior quality
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with nie, especially late varieties. This season, so far as

proved, it is fine.

In the spring of 1859 I had a quantity of oyster-shell lime

slaked with strong brine, of wliich I applied to standard trees,

eight or ten years old, about a peck, and to dwarf trees from

four to six quarts to each tree, spread over the ground and

mixed with the soil about as far around as the roots were sup-

posed to extend. The ground had been manured and well

cultivated from vear to veai-, and most of the trees had done

well, and had begrm to bear fruit. A portion of them, how-

ever, seemed to lack vigor, as manifested by the leaves being

small or of a pn.le color, knotted, &c. Tliere is a decided

imjjrovement in these respects this season. The leaves are

larger, and of a darker, more healthy color and appearance.

The fruit is also generally finer than ever before.

NOTES ON VARIETIES,

JSfaddelne (standard)—Late in coming into bearing. A
standard tree which has stood in my ground at least twelve

yeare, yielded a moderate crop this season—the first of its

bearino-. Fruit good.

Bloodgood (standard)— Slow grower, and tardy bearer.

Fruit this season very good.

Dearl)orn''s Seedling (standard)—I^ine years planted ; has

made good growth ; fruited earl}^ Fruit good, and this season,

with a moderate crop, the fruit has been more than double the

usual size
;
quality in proportion to size.

-Bartlett—Fine this season in size and quality.

Tyson (standard)—Slow grower and tardy bearer. Fruit

very beautiful, and of the richest sweetness ; rots badly at

the core.

Doyenne Boussock (quince)—Beai's early
;
growth mod-

erate ; tree remarkablv healthv. Fruit fine size ; meltintr in

the highest degree, exceedingly delicate, excellent.

Stevens' Genesee (standard)— Fine growtli ; very early

bearer. Fruit, for several seasons before the present, had
cracked badly, been wormy, and fallen early from the tree,

ripening prematurely. This season the fruit is free from these
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defects, hangs well on the tree, is fail- and sound. Xot yet

ripe (Sept. 5). A^eiy good.

Andrews (standard)—Yery early bearer. Fruit fair
;

lias

not generally proved good ; has not ripened well oif the tree.

Some specimens ripe on the tree have proved very good.

Beurrc. Bosc (standard)—Trees have made fine growth,

very healthy, and bear early. Fruit uniformly fair and fine.

Belle Lucrative (standard)—Tree thrifty ;
early and pro-

fuse bearer. When the crop is heavy, much of tlie fruit has

proved inferior, small, and badly ripened. AVith me, hith-

erto, this pear has retained its deep green color when fully

ripe. This season it is larger and of more uniform size, and

appears much more promising than ever before. Quality of

the best.

Seckel (standard)—Trees thrifty, and of fine growth. Fruit

for five or six seasons has been badly mildewed, very wormy,

small, and poor. This season the crop is full, fruit fair, and

much larger than ever before.

Flemish Beauty (standard)— Trees have made a fine,

handsome growth ; have been several years in bearing. Fruit

has generally been blackened with mildew, cracked and

fallen off" before maturity, sometimes before it was iialf grown.

This season one tree has a moderate crop, and the fruit is bet-

ter and is maturing, but with some mildew. I hope for

better results as the trees advance in age.

Jalousie de Fontenay Vandec (standard)— Tree thrifty.

Fruit abundant, fair and handsome, melting and juicy, but

destitute of flavor.

Beurrc St. Nicholas., Duchesse d' Orleans (quince)—Tree

of very slow growth. Fruit large and fine looking, but desti-

tute of flavor ; worthless.

Beurrc Did (quince)—Trees of irregular, healthy growth
;

bear early. Fruit large, and uniforndy good.

Glo^U Morceau (quince)— Five fine, large dwarf trees,

about twelve years from the bud. Heretofore, though the

trees have grown well, the foliage has had an unhealthy ap-

pearance ; leaves small, knotty, and ill shaped. This season

the foliage is as fine and healthy as could be desired. They
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have fruited several years, but up to this season the fruit has

been inferior in size, very rough and knotty, and very few

specimens have ripened. Last season they bore a considera-

ble crop, and the fruit in drawers shrivelled and moulded

—

was worthless. This season there is a small crop, and the

specimens have attained a fine size and are quite fair and

smooth, and will doubtless ripen well. I look for better results

when the trees have more age.

Beurrc (P Anjov. (quince)— Trees slow in starting, but

after three or four years commenced growing, and make very

fine specimens of dwarf trees. Fruit large and fine, ripeniug

perfectly ; of first rate quality.

Beurrc (V Aremherg—A standard tree, twelve years

planted, has grown well, and fruited several seasons. iN^one

of the fruit has ever attained full size, or matured to be of any

use. This and the Glout Morceau require the trees to be of

mature age before they will produce good fruit.

Winter JVelis—Six or seven trees have proved poor grow-

ers ; have fruited several seasons, and produced comparatively

very few specimens, of fair average size and quality. Gener-

ally the fruit has been diminutive in size, and much of it

worthless. I do not consider it worth cultivating in my
ground, on account of its unproductiveness and the imperfect

development of its fruit.

Easter Beurrc (quince)—Tree a poor, irregular, and sickly

grower, and a shy bearer. Fruit has ripened by l^ew Year's,

and, when well ripened, very good.

Golden Beurrc of B'dhoa (quince)—One tree, ten years

from the bud, has made a most healthy and vigorous growth
;

a beautiful specimen of the dwarf peai* ti'ee, fifteen to eighteen

feet high ; blossomed this season for the first time, and set

fruit well. Fruit fair and handsome ; not rij^e.

Beurrc. Langelier (standard)—Tree i-emarkably liealthv

and thrifty ; ten or twelve years old ; has blossomed profusely

several seasons, and produced a few specimens of fruit, which

have been uniformly fair. Ripened well, and proved of a

peculiar and excellent quality.

Vicar of Winlfeld (quince)—The tree has grown luxuri-

20
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antlj, but produced no good fruit, though my trees have been

several years in bearing.

Lawrence (standard)— Tree remarkably healtliy and

thrifty ; bears early and abundant]}'. This and the Beurre

Lanffelier hold their foliao-e later in the fall than any others

in my collection. Fruit always fair, and of excellent quality.

I consider this the most valuable late pear with which I am
acquainted.

Louise Bonne ch Jerscij (quince)—Tree of rather irregular

and uncertain o-rowth. In my o-round it has o-rown well : bears

abundantly every year. Fruit fine and handsome ; always

ripens well. Xo other good pear is so easily produced. On
this account, and considering its good qualities as a dessert and

cooking p3ar, it is one of the most valuable varieties.

White Doyennt (quince)—This has been in bearing with

me five or six years, and lias ahvays been rendered worthless

by mildew and cracking, until the present season. This sea-

son I have one tree bearing a full crop, wdiich is but slightly

affected with mildew, and as yet has scarcely shown any ten-

dency to crack.

Tea Pear—-Graft on a standard tree ; bears well every

year. Fruit fair, very melting, and of a very pleasant flavor.

Beurre. Clairgeau—Graft set in 1858, bore fruit in 1859,

and is this season loaded with fruit. Fruit large and beautiful.

I have tasted several specimens, but never one that Avas eatable.

Columbia (standard)—Tree a thrifty, rapid grower; an

early and abundant bearer. Fruit large, smooth, and fine
;

some specimens have proved pretty good, but generally it has

been deficient of flavor ; rather poor.

The improvements I have noted, in both trees and fruit

(and I might add further), should be considered in relation to

the application of Ihne., which I have described. Other trees

in this neighborhood, in similar soil and under the best culti-

vation, have not sliown similar improvement, which might

have been expected if, in my case, it had been the effect of a

favorable season only. My soil is a warm, light loam, deficient

in clay, and probably in lime, with a porous subsoil, through

which water passes freely.
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I send the above as I liave hastily written it. If I had

more time, I have no donbt I shouhl liave stricken out much
of it. As it is, the facts are ti'ue^ and some of them may
possibly be of some value, for comparison or otherwise.

Yours, very respectfully,

JOH^ T. HOAVE.
BiRMixGiiA]\i, Sept. 4, 1860.

REPORT FOR THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS.

BY EBEN WIGHT, CHAIRMAN, DEDHAIVI.

The season of ISGO has been unprecedented in fruit culture.

The youngest person now living may not see its like in the

productiveness of the apple. The prices for summer apples

have, as a matter of course, ranged very low, and autumn

apples will probably prove alike in prices. The winter varie-

ties for shipping may give a better return.

The abundance of pears this season has served to reduce

the price, except for some of the earliest old varieties, which

were ushered into market ahead of the Bartlett. In past

years, the Bartlett has sold for from four to six dollars per

bushel for o-ood fruit, while this season it has been abundant

at from one dollar and fifty cents to three dollars per bushel.

Perhaps one reason is, that nearly all pear growers have set

out a large pro2:>ortion of Bartletts, that variety having here-

tofore 23roved cpiite remunerative. One grower in the vicinity

of Boston has raised nearly two hundred bushels of Bartletts.

Both apples and pears have been less affected by insects

than usual, and, as a general thing, the fruit is remarkably

fair. Even the Porter apple, wliieh in past years has been so

subject to this trouble as to induce some of the growers to

abandon its culture, is this vear fair and handsome.

fEA-R-S.

The Conmiittee availed themselves of the kindness of Hon.

Marshall P. Wilder, and made their usual annual visit to his
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grounds, where there are already phanted twenty-five hundred

standard pear trees. Col. Wilder has made the pear a specialty,

and we here found gathered together some three or four hun-

dred varieties, giving us an oj^portunity to judge of the char-

acteristics of many kinds. The older sorts were heavily loaded

with fruit, while many of the new varieties of recent introduc-

tion afforded specimens for examination.

Col. Wilder is probably as well "posted " in pear culture

as any person in tlie State ; and as he freely placed his col-

lection at our disposal, and, in addition, gave his valuable

experience as to quality of fruit, growth, hardiness, &c., of

the trees, it aided the Committee much in making up their

report.

We shall name some of the most desirable out of the

many, from which opinion an idea may be drawn with refer-

ence to their adaptation to Massachnsetts :

Beurrc d'' Anjou—This is still the great favorite of Col.

W. The trees of this varietv, of which he has several hun-

dred, were sufficiently j^rolific, bearing all the owner could

desire— the fruit remarkable for its uniformity of size and

perfection. Season, November.

Pius IX-—Handsome, large, and productive. Tree vig-

orous and hardy. A good market pear, but not of the highest

flavor. Ripe in November.

Beurrc Superjin—This superior pear was bending under

the weight of fruit ; of uniform size, and here, as elsewhere,

a deserved favorite. Eipe in October and November.

Doyenne Botissach—A good market pear, always large

and fair, but requires to be picked early from the tree ; a uni-

versal favorite, commanding a high price, from its size and

beauty when it commences coloring. Kipe in September.

ZTrbaniste—This superior old sort succeeds here remarka-

bly on the quince ; a great bearer, and one of the very best.

Kipe in October and November.

Vicar of WlnJrfield—Col. Wilder still retains his good

opinion of this variety ; and, though not of the best quality,

it is always fair. The tree is an abundant bearer, and, since

the art of ripening is better understood, the fruit commands

a good price. Ripe in December.
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JVouveau Polteau—One of the most beautiful and A'igor-

ous trees, always fruitful, and, when gathered early, of fair

quality. Ripe in ISTovember.

Beurre de Koning—A new^, large pear, of good promise,

ripening in October.

RteouT de Rome—Handsome and prolific, though some-

what coarse ; will prove desirable as a September fruit.

Paradise d'' Automne—This variety has borne enormous

crops this year. A fine russet pear, resembling in appearance

the Beurre Bosc. It is a desirable market fruit.

Ahhott—A very handsome pear, of excellent quality. Col.

W. esteems it as one of his favorite sorts, either for the table

or general sale. Kipe in October.

Sujpreme de Quineper—One of the best and handsomest

early pears
;
yellow, with a red cheek. Ripens last of August.

A vigorous and beautiful tree.

Lawrence—This kind retains its good character as a winter

fruit, and has scarcely a superior. The tree is uniformly hardy

and prolific, and the fruit handsome, sweet, and rich.

Comte de Paris—Tree vigorous, and, though the fruit is not

large, it is a desirable variety, ripening in October.

Doyen. Dillen—A winter variety, of large size, and, on

well drained land, an excellent variety. Ripens in December.

Beurre Bosc—An old sort, but dnilv o-rowino; in esteem

It is one of the most desirable fruits for market, ripening in

October and Xovember.

Gedeon Paridant—Proves to be Due d' Aumale, a russet

pear, and a great bearer. The fruit is of medium size, but

of excellent quality, and good for tlie market in September \
and October.

Brandyvyine—One of our best summer pears, and extra

fine when picked early. The tree is a free, upright grower.

Ripens early in Septeuiber, and is becoming a general favorite.

Beurre Hardy—Maintains its superior character.

Bu^um—Scarce too much can be said in praise of this

variety, when we take into account its j^roductiveness and the

beautV of the tree. Col. AY. has a larc-e number of trees of

the Bufl:am, showing how well he thinks of it. His trees have
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been planted out some fifteen years, and are now giving him

from three te five barrels from eacli tree,

Brialmont—One of Dr. Yan Mons' seedlings, resembling

in habit of tree and the character of the fruit tlie Urbaniste,

forming a fine pyramid. Ripe in October. Quality very

good.

Lieutenant Poitevm—A new, very large pear, resembling

Duchesse d' Angouleme in external appearance, but keeps till

mid-winter. Col. Wilder thiiiks it will not prove to be a des-

sert pear.

Beurrc Woronson—A fair yellow pear, of medium size.

Eipe in October. A great bearer, and of fair quality.

Your Committee miglit enlai'ge their notice of pears, but

will close this part of their report by naming some of com-

paratively modern A-arieties, which succeed well in this

locality, viz. : Merriam, Sheldon, Onoudaga, Ivingsessing,

Howell, Shepherd, and Dana's seedlings, which are generally

esteemed highly. The trees are vigorous, and well adapted

to our climate. Mr. Clapp, of Dorchester, has this year shown

several seedlino-s which have attracted the attention of the

public. Among the most conspicuous of Mr. CLapp's seed-

lings, may be mentioned the one resembling the Bartlett.

All the seedlings aforementioned seem well adapted to

this climate, especially around Boston.

APPLES.

AYe have little to add to our report made at the last session,

1S58, confining ourselves to the-list wliich we reported for Gen-

eral Cultivation. The Red Astraclian and Williams are our

best early market a]:)ples. For autumn varieties, the Graven-

stein, Washington, and Hubbardston for the market are equally

remunerative ; the Gravenstein giving the best return to the

farmer of any variet}^ cultivated. Tiie Baldwin is the great

favorite here, either for consum2)tion or for exportation.

Amono; the new varieties which have been brou2:ht to notice

within a few years, are the Washington (originating in Wash-

ino:ton Countv, !N, Y., and known as the Washino'ton Straw-

berry), one of the most ]>eautifn] ap])les, of large size, striped
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and splashed with red on a yellow ground, and so strongly

resembling the Gravenstein as to be mistaken for that variety

by those not well acquainted with fruits. It innnediately fol-

lows the Gravenstein, and forms an adjunct between that and

the Hnbbardston, thus giving us a completion of the choicest

varieties for the antumn.

The Tompkins County King seems to succeed well here,

and, from its large size and the uniformity of the fruit, added

to its beauty, it promises to become a general favorite.

The Ladies' Sweeting uniformly bears large crops, and,

when not overburdened, the fruit is fair an<l quite acceptable.

Another sweet variety of decided merit may be mentioned

as a winter fruit, viz. : John Sweet, originating in !New-Hamp-

shire. This fruit is not likely to drop from the tree, a fault

common to Tiamsdell's AVinter Sweet.

The Polish, spoken of in a former report, is one of the

most desirable as a table apple, being of the size of the Fa-

meuse ; and this, too, seems most admirably adapted to this

latitude.

Grape culture in Massachusetts, as elsewhere, is excit-

ing great interest, but, owing to the early frosts in this lati-

tude, the great object is to obtain such varieties as will ripen

early.

The season this year has been peculiaj-ly unfavorable for

the grape. The only variety which has ripened fully before

the frost, is the Hartford Prolific.

The Concord, Diana, and Delaware, are still esteemed

amono^ our best.

Of the new varieties may be mentioned Allen's Hybrid,

which, notwithstanding the severe frosts, has ripened fully in

open culture. This grape, in color and general appearance,

resembles the AVhite Chasselas, and by many is esteemed equal

in quality to that variety.

We are indebted to another Salem o-entleman for his zeal-

ous efforts in the production of several new grapes, raised from

crosses of a native vine Avith the Black Hamburc; and White
Chasselas. Some of these promise well, and some of them
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have received premiums from the Essex (Salem) Horticultural

Societv.

The Massachusetts White the Committee feel it a duty to

condemn as unworthy of culture.

THE CXJR-RA.1SIT.

This fruit is becoming an article of considerable account,

some individuals having raised and marketed nearly a thou-

sand bushels. Hitherto, the growth for market has been con-

confined to the AVhite and Ecd Dutcli, but we now have La

Versaillaise, Fertile d' Angers, and the Cherry, of much larger

size. The latter is of inferior quality. The two former have

received premiums Irom the Massachusetts Horticidtural So-

ciety the past two years.

Hovey's Seedling is the greatest market variety, and has

l)een grown in wonderful perfection by some parties. Jenny

Lind is considered one of the best to grow with the Hovey,

and of itself is most desirable, as our earliest variety.

These arc older varieties than the following, but the Hovey
and Jenny Lind are the only two which are dejjended on for

large crops :

Za Constance—A French variety, shoAvn for tlie first time

by the Messrs. Hovey. The fruit is large, of a regular form,

and well colored ; high flavor, and a good bearer.

Wbnchrfid— This is an English variety, grown by the

Messrs. Hovey ; of large size, coxcomb shape, and thought to

be productive.

Bronte de St. Julleii—-Also iuiported and grown by Messrs.

Hovey ; of a peculiar flavor, and thought to be a great bearer.

La Belle de Boodelaise—Another Frencli variety, grown

in the grounds of the Messrs. Hovey ; of an exceedingly

strong Hautbois flavor, and, to such as are fond of this flavor,

it would prove desirable.

Multitudes of other varieties are grown, but our space will

only allow us to mention one, which is fast increasing in pub-

lic favor, viz. :

Walker''s Seedling—A desirable variety for the amateur.
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i»EA.ci-iES, 3?lxj:ms, -a_:?ni:) cherries.

Of these fruits we have little to add to our ftH-mer report.

Peaches have done well with us the j)ast season. The Cool-

edge, Early and Late Crawford, liave proved most abundant

for this section ; and what few of Morris AVhites have been

grown, were this year larger and fairer than in former years.

I^OTE.—By the kindness of the Secretary we liave been

permitted to revise our report, bringing it u]3 to the 1 5th of

October.

REPORT OF APPLES AND PEARS

EECOaiMENDED FOR CULTIVATION IN RHODE ISLAND.

^£»I»LES EOR, EAIVIILY USE.

Six varieties for an orchard of one hundred trees :

Early Harvest, 10 Baldwin, 25

AVilliams' Favorite, 10 Rhode Island Greenino-, 25

Porter, 15 Roxbury Russet, 15

Twelve varieties for an orcliard of one hundred trees :

Early Harvest, 4 Rhode Island Greening,. . 20

Early Sweet Bough, 4 Peck's Pleasant, 5

Williams' Favorite, 6 Baldwin, 20

Porter, 10 Hubbardston Konsuch, 10

Gravenstein, 4 Sheppard's Sweet, 3

Beauty of Kent, 4 Roxbury Russet, 10

Twenty varieties for an orcliard of one hundred trees :

Early Harvest, 3 Fall Pippin, 4

Golden Sweet, 2 Hubbardston ]S"onsuch, 4

Red Astrachan, 2 Peck's Pleasant, 4

AVilliams' Favorite, 3 Yellow Belle Fleur, 3

Early Sweet Bough, 2 Tollman's Sweeting, 2

Porter, 6 Rhode Island Greening,. . . 20

Pomme Royale, 2 Baldwin, 20

21
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Dartmoutli Sweet, 3 Sheppard's Sweet, 4

Beauty of Kent, 2 Northern Spy, , 3

Gravenstein, 3 Roxbury Russet, 8

.A.PPLES FOR. THE ]VrA.R.ICET.

For an orchard of one thousand trees :

Early Harvest, 20 Yellow Belle Fleur, 20

Early Sweet Bough, 15 Golden Russet, 15

Summer Greening, 5 Mother, 5

Red Astrachan, 10 Peck's Pleasant, 25

Summer Rose, 5 King of Tompkins County, 10

Golden Sweet, 10 Tollman's Sweeting, 15

Williams' Favorite, 30 Rhode Island Greening,. .250

Porter, 30 Ladies' Sweeting, 5

Dartmouth Sweet, 10 Baldwin, 250

Gravenstein, 25 Jonathan, — 5

Drap d' Or, 5 Danver's Winter Sweet,. . 10

Pomme Royal, 10 Swaar, ._ 5

Beauty of Kent, 10 Wine Apple (winter), 15

Lyscom, 10 Fenner Sweet, 5

Fallowater, 5 Northern Spy, ., 10

Fall Pippin, 20 Sheppard's Sweet, 10

Hubbardston Nonsuch, 40 Roxbury Russet,... 80

Ramsdell's Sweeting, 5

I>EA.IiS—QTJITsTCE STOCK!.

Six varieties for an orchard of one hundred trees :

Buerre Giffiird, — 15 Beurre Diel, 10

Louise Bonne de Jersey,. . 35 Urbaniste, 10

Duchesse d' Angouleme, 20 Glout Morceau, 10

Twelve varieties for an orchard of one hundred trees :

Beurre Giftard, 10 Urbaniste, 5

Doyenne d' Ete, 5 Louise Bonne de Jersey, . . 20

Rostiezer, 5 Duchesse d' Angouleme, 10

Beurre d' Amaulis, 5 Beurre Diel, 10

Belle Lucrative, 10 Glout Morceau, 6

Beurre d' Anjou, 10 Easter Beurre, 4
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X»EA.R,S—PE^R, STOCIi.

Six varieties for an orchard of one hundred trees :

Dearborn's Seedling, 10 Pratt, 20

Beurre Giifard, 10 Fondante d' Automne, 15

Barlett, 30 Lawrence, .15

Twelve varieties for an orchard of one hundred trees :

Bloodgood, 5 Pratt, 15

Beurre Giffixrd, 5 Flemish Beauty, 10

Dearborn's Seedling, 5 Seekel, 5

Doyenne Boussack, 5 BufFum, 5

Bartlett, 20 Lawrence, — 10

Fondante d' Automne, 10 Easter Beurre, 5

For an orchard of one thousand trees :

Bloodgood, 5 Capsheaf, 25

Beurre Giffard, 10 Urbaniste, 15

Dearborn's Seedling, 5 Buerre Bosc, 30

Doyenne Boussack, 20 Beurre d' Anjou, — 15

Bartlett, 300 Beurre Clairgeau, 30

Beurre Superfin, 5 Jalousie de Fontenay Ven-

Beurre d' Amaulis, . 10 dee, 10

Fondante d' Automne, 20 ]^aj)oleon, 5

St. Ghislain, 5 Ananas d' Ete, 5

Abbott, - 5 Duchesse d' Angouleme, . . 30

Paradise d' Automne, 5 Winter Nelis, 15

Louise Bonne de Jersey,. . 50 Lawrence, 50

Flemish Beauty, 40 Glout Morceau, 10

Pratt, 100 Beurre Langelier, . . _ 5

Bleecker's Meadow, 60 Beurre d' Aremberg, 10

Seckel, 20 Yicar of Winkfield, 10

AYilbur, 30 Easter Beurre, .- 5

Buffum, 40

PespectfuUy submitted,

JOS. H. BOWEN,
Ch 'n Fridt Com. R. I. Ilort. Society.

North Providence, Sept. 5th, 1860.
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REPORT OF THE FRUIT COMMITTEE OF MAINE.

The present season is the first to give promise of the final

recovery of fruit trees in this State from the nearly fatal effects

of the cold and changeable winter of 1856 and 1857. So dis-

astrous were the effects of that season, that it is estimated

that full nine-tenths of all newly planted orchards were killed

outright, or rendered mere cumberers of the ground. It is

the opinion of many of our leading pomologists, that the

proper method of growing fruit trees for this climate, espec-

ially apples, is to transplant to the orchard wdien of large

nursery size, and graft afterward in the tops. The Baldwin,

and many other apples which are tender w^hen budded in the

nursery rows at the ground, are hardy if grafted in the tops

of large trees.

APPLES.

The varieties of apples which have proved most hardy,

are Hamsdeirs Sweet, Red Astrachan, Sweet Bough, Early

Harvest, Rhode Island Greening, Black Oxford, Cogsw^elFs

Pearmain, Ril)stone Pippin, and otliers of local origin and

cultivation.

FEA.RS.

But a limited number of pears succeed well. Among the

best may be included the Flemish Beauty, when grown on the

pear stock ; the Beurre d' Amaulis and Vicar of AVinkfield on

pear or quince ; the Louise Bonne de Jersey and Beurre Diel

on the quince. It is, however, important to have the roots of

the quince w^ell covered and protected with snow, as many

trees have been entirely killed at the roots, while the tops have

stood uninjured, and scions from them set in other trees have

grown satisfactorily.

Urbaniste—Yerv hardv and irood.

Epine Dumas—Yei-y productive.

Fulton—One of the best.

Beurre Clairgeau, on pear stock—Promises well.

Beurre d'Anjou—Tender.

Bartlett—Too tender to be recommended.
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Doyenne Bonssack—Promises well.

Ducliesse d' Angouleme—Not quite hardy, and shy bearer.

Glout Morceau—Not quite hardy.

Beurre d' Aremberg^IIardy, but of slow growth.

Winter Nelis—Promises well.

Onondaga, D^uirborn's Seedling, Lawrence, White Doy-

enne, Luzette of Bevay, and some others, pi'omise well.

The following, and many other sorts not speciiied, are

tender : Rostiezer, Beurre Giffard, Figue, Seckel, Madeleine,

and Triomphe de Jodoigne.

Plums do well in many localities. Among the best, named

in order, are Imperial Gage, McLaughlin, Green Gage, Wash-

ington, Lombard, Reine Claude of Bevay, and Coe's Golden

Drop.
^

CHERItlES.

The Duke and Morello cherries do well, but the Heart and

Bigarreau varieties are not sufficiently hardy, except in shel-

tered locations.

C3-R^r»ES.

The zeal exhibited in grape culture in otlier States, is here

necessarily confined to such varieties as ripen early. With

this view, the Concord has been considerably planted, and is

very hardy and productive, but, we fear, will not ripen its

fruit every season, as a variety should to be generally culti-

vated. It is now, September 8th, beginning to color in our

grounds.

The Hartford Prolific has many good qualities, the princi-

pal of which is its earliness. It is now fully colored on young

vines, and old plants will, no doubt, ripen their fruit from the

1st to the 10th of September. It promises to be very pro-

ductive.

The Diana, though one of the best in quality, does not bear

ill treatment, and has been many years in being only partially

introduced. It is but little earlier than the Isabella, but de-

serves a place in well protected gardens, especially in cities.
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TJie Delaware is a variety of much promise, sufficiently

early and hardy to be generally planted, as soon as the price

and supply will permit. We received ripe fruit of this va-

riety, grown in Rochester, ]^. Y., the last of August.

The Clinton, a grape of only second quality, is now colored,

and will soon be ripe. It can be recommended only for its

earliness and hardiness.

The Rebecca has not been fruited to much extent, but

promises well.

Many other sorts on trial will be reported upon in due

time.

Much attention is also paid to the culture of foreign sorts

under glass, which are grown with the greatest success in dif-

ferent parts of the State, without fire heat.

&OOSEBER,ItIES.

Houghton's Seedling continues to be very productive, and

free from mildew. All the foreign sorts fail, with rare ex-

ce]3tions.

The best two are the White Grape and Knight's Large

Red. La Yersaillaise and Fertile de Pallua are fine sorts.

STR.^W^J3ERR,Iir;s.

Of twenty-five sorts fruited by us the past season, Willson's

Albany proved to be the most productive, and is being exten-

sively planted for market. It bears abundantly on ycmng

plants, but a serious objection to it is its acidity.

Triomphe de Gaud is quite productive, and of excellent

flavor. It promises to be one of the best.

A variety grown about here, erroneously called the " British

Queen," is a very rank grower, and exceedingly productive

on dry soils. The berry is very large, flat, pale scarlet, as

acid as Willson's, and does not keejj well. It is a valuable

variety for private gardens.

Crimson Cone and Brighton Pine are very unproductive.

Jenny Lind as early as the Early Scarlet, but not as pro-

ductive. The latter is one of the best.
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Boston Pine succeeds well in moist, strong soils, and is of

the Unest quality.

Victoria produces a few berries of extra large size, and of

excellent quality.

Peabody, with high culture, in hills, is gaining favor.

Belle of Bordelaise, very mild or sweet, is esteemed by

some, and disliked by others.

Monroe Scarlet produces an abundance of berries of me-

dium size, and deserves general trial.

Scott's Seedling, Globose Scarlet, Marylandica, Scarlet

Magnate, Hooker, Charles' Favorite, Jessie Beid, and Prolific

Hautbois, do not exhibit qualities of especial merit at present.

BLA-CIvBERRIES.

]^ew-Bochelle, or Lawton, bears abundantly. Pruit of

large size, but seldom sweet as the Dorchester. Both require

protection in winter.

Brinckle's Orange—^Yery fine. Best.

Franconia esteemed as a market sort, and Yice-President

French for its rich flavor.

The American Black Cap is very productive, and does not

require winter protection.

The successful and extensive culture of fruit has been

retarded by attempts to grow all the varieties that flourish in

States of warmer latitudes. A judicious selection of sorts,

the product of a climate similar or colder than our own, will

be productive of results highly encouraging and satisfactory.

JOHJS^ W. ADAMS, Chairman.

PoETLAiSTD, Maine, Sept. 8, 1860.
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REPORT FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT.

BY E. C. WORCESTER, TIIETFOKD.

The science of Pomology is yet in its infancy in Vermont.

There are many individuals in various parts of the State who

have given much attention to the subject, and who, by reading

and observation, and by their own experience in the culture

of various kinds of fruit, have acquired an amount of knowl-

edge which, if it were readily accessible, would be of great

value to others who are commencing, or are about to com-

mence, the planting of fruit gardens and orchards. But, as

yet, very little of this knowledge is put into a form in which

others can readily avail themselves of it, and, as a conse-

quence, those who are commencing fruit culture, and wish to

learn what it is best to plant, must seek I'or information, where

alone they can readil}^ find it, in books and periodicals pub-

lished in, and especially adapted to, other States with a milder

climate and often a very different soil, or i'rom nurserymen

wiiose knowledge of their peculiar wants is often quite as

limited as their own.

The result not unfrequently is, that a large proportion of

trees are set wliich are not at all adapted to the situation to

which they are transplanted. Many die the first winter, others

struggle through a few years of sickly existence, a tew, jjerhaps

none, give satisfactory results ; the young, and, at first, enthu-

siastic cultivator, becomes disheartened, and concludes that in

such a cold region as Vermont it is of no use to try to raise

good fruit.

Even in Vermont itself, small as is the area of the State,

so great is the diversity of soil and climate, in the south and

the north, in the west and in the east, on the hills and in the

valleys, that tlie experience even of Vermont cultivators needs

to be received cautiouslv, and scrutinized carefullv, before it

is accepted as a guide to those living in other, perhaps not

remote, parts of the State.

I am not yet 25re2:>ared to answer the questions proposed to
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the ^'a^•ious State Coinniittees, as to the best varieties of aj)ples,

pears, &c., for orchards of one hundred or one thousand trees,

for family and for the market, with the number of each kind.

All that will be attempted in this report, is to furnish some

data for the settlement of the preliminary question, "What

varieties of fruit can be successfully cultivated in the different

sections of the State ?

In the Chamj)lain Valley, the season, modified by the lake,

is several weeks longer between spring and fall frosts than in

corresj^onding latitudes on the Connecticut Eiver. In the

vicinity of Burlington, the season is probably quite as long,

and, in many respects, as favorable for the jDerfection of many
varieties of fruit, as in Eastern Massachusetts. From this

region. Prof. J. Torrey, of Burlington, writes :

KEPOKT FROM PROF. TORREY, OF ICURLINGTOX.

I am happy to give 3'ou all the information in my jDower

with regard to the fruits which have been most successfully

cultivated, and have given most satisfaction, in this quarter,

which, as it does not amount to a great deal, can soon be com-

municated.

I can speak confidently of Early Harvest, Early Sweet
Bough, Gravenstein, Fameuse, Porter, Teignmouth, Ilub-

bardston Xonsuch, Jonathan, Minister, E"orthern Spy, Ehode
Island Greening, Ribston Pippin, Spitzenburgh. These I know
all do well with us. Neither Danver's Winter Sweet nor the

Baldwin arrive at the perfection of the same fruits in Massa-
chusetts. The Ladies' Winter Sw^eet is also a failure, so far

as I have had opportunity of judging. Several other apples

grow to great perfection here in Burlington, which have not

come so particularly under my notice, such as the IN'ortliern

Sweet, the Landou Apple, from Grand Isle, the Fall Sweeting,

from Montpelier. The last I regard as a very fine apple. It

grows in my garden, bears every other year, but I am uncer-

tain about its true name.
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Among pears, the Flemish Beauty STicceeds admirably,

stands our climate, so far as I can see, perfecth\ Dearborn's

Seedling and Seckel also succeed Yery well. Beurre Bosc

produces magnificent fruit, but its branches are apt to be

winter-killed. Beurre Diel ditto. The fruit with us lasts till

late in the winter, and is then very fine indeed. Fine speci-

mens of the Winter ]N^elis have been raised. Mr. Doolittle

has for many years raised tlie Easter Beurre in perfection.

The Fondante d'Automne succeeds very well. The White

Doyenne, or Yirgalieu, was almost the only good pear known

here when I first came into the town. It is not so common

now as it formerly was, the old trees having died out, but still it

grows well, and the fruit never cracks. The Bartlett grows to

a very gi-eat size, and is a common fruit in all the best gardens.

I have raised good Catillacs, but the wood is injured every

winter. The other winter cooking pears have not as yet suc-

ceeded well here. I speak only of what has come directly

under my own notice.

Plums of all sorts flourish in our soil and climate. If we

could get rid of the curculio, they would be, the best kinds

even, among our most easily raised fruits. Any kind of plum

will grow here, and ripen its fruit admirably, if the curculio

would permit.
CHERniES.

Cherries do not do well. The trees grow well and large,

but, for some reason or other, aside from the birds, the better

kinds of cherries fail of o-ivino- satisfaction.

OfRAFES.

About grapes. Dr. "Wheeler would give you the best informa-

tion. AVe raise bushels upon bushels of Isabellas, which seldom

fail of ripening well, and are kept with us in drawers or boxes

till March, The Lyman is rather apt to mildew. The Catawba

ripens before a wall or screen very well, in many gardens.
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The Diana ripens anywhere, and is becoming with ns a com-

mon grape. With respect to the Concord, opinions differ. I

am fond of it, though I think it, for us, inferior to the Isabella.

It ripens surely and well. The Xorthern Muscadine is a bet-

ter grape with nie than I thought it would prove. With me

it is a rich, tender, amber colored grape. The Miller's Bur-

gundy has always done very well in this climate. If the

bunches were thinned out, I think it would prove much better

than it does generally here. The fruit is so closely packed in

the bunches as to be almost four sided. I can give you no

account, from my own observation, of the Delaware, Hartford

Prolific, Kebecca, &c., only that they were terribly cut down

by the late frost of tliis sju-ing. So was the Diana, w^hile the

Isabella suflfered but little. I had almost forgotten to mention

tliat the White Sweet Water is, and has long been, a very

common grape with us, ripening its fruit well, and producing

very large sized bunches ; but it is lacking in flavor, which is

its greatest fault. It is one of our most beautiful table grapes,

•

str,a_^wbefir.ie:s.

The strawberries which have succeeded best with me, are

Hovey's Seedling and Boston Pine ; but I have never gone

much into the culture of this fruit, as the soil in my garden

does not seem to agree with the vines.

33XuA-CIvBEririIES.

The blackberry is killed in my garden by the winter, or so

injured as to be good for little.

The Knevitt's Giant and Yellow Antwerp raspberries suc-

ceed well in mv o^arden. The latter I have alwavs had since

I had a o-arden, thirtv years, and have never altered the stock.

This is about all the information I can give you from my
own knowledge or experience. If it shall prove of any use

to vou, I shall be glad. J. Torrey.
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KEPOET FKO]M JOIIX WIIEELEE, D. D., OF BUELINGTOK.

Yoa ask the result of mj experience. It is so little, per-

sonally, as to be of little wortb.

Rhode Island Greening, Red Streak, Antumn Pippin,

Porter, Fameuse, Porame Gris, Gravenstein, Scarlet ISTonpa-

reil, Ribston Pippin, Sweet Bongh, JSTorthern Spy, and Bald-

win, Lave all done very well in my garden, and are all hardy.

The Hubbardston ISTonsuch has proved with me inferior. All

my sweet apples—Winter Sweet, Danver's Sweet, Golden

Sweet, Red and Green Sweet-—^ disappoint me, except the

Ponnd Sweet. In this latitude, tJiat is su])erior.

The Delaware has not been cultivated long enough in tliis

town to make our opinions of value. Two years I was disap-

pointed in getting it, and, for tlie first time, have clusters this

year. It exhibits* no signs of mildew. The Diana I have

raised six or eight years. In ordinary seasons it maintains its

fruit well, always better than the Isabella. It does not mil-

dew, and is a rank and ra])id grower. The grapes keep

remarkably in the winter, better than any other grape, and

the wine, with six or eight ounces of sugar to the gallon, is

equal, if not superior, to the Catawba.

cxTRR^:isrTS.

The White Grape is by far the best and most productive

white currant here. The Clierry Currant is this year far more

beautiful than the common red, and, if well ripened, is pre-

ferred for the table. Ivnight's Seedliug is better than the

common red. The Champagne is very excellent with us,

J, Wheelee,
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REPORT FROM EZRA MEECII, ESQ., OF SIIELBURNE, NEAR BUR-

LINGTON,

AVith apples I have had little experience, beyond the old

standard varieties known to all. Yet I have quite a variety

of the nevr kinds on young trees, that seem to do well. The
Porter does well, bearing regularly. Tlie Swaar bears abun-

dantly, and I esteem it one of the best winter varieties.

Pears I have given more attention to. With me tliey are

more safe to rely upon for a crop of fruit than the apple.

Some of my trees have not failed of producing a crop for ten

years, witli one exception (last year), and then some varieties

bore fair crops.

TJie following varieties have proved sure bearers with me,

viz. : Yirgalieu, Bartlett, Seckel, Bloodgood, Dearborn's Seed-

ling (great bearer). Doyenne d' Ete, and Flemish Beauty.

The last variety I consider one of the best for this northern

climate.

Grapes I can say but little about, as all I have are young

vines, though I have seen enough of the Concord to satisfy

me that it is one of fhe grapes (if not the grajpe) for common
cultivation— of good quality, and sure to get ri23e. Delaware

and Rebecca I have been unfortunate with, having purchased

three Delawares before I got one to live. Eebecca died at the

end of three years.

Of plums we have an abundant crop this year, which is

an uncommon occurrence, having had them all destroyed by

the curculio for the last five or six years. The Lombard seems

the most hardy and prolific that I have out of twenty or thirty

lands, though not of first equality.

STRA-WBEItFlIES.

Strawberries succeed well. AVillson's Albanv and Scott's
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Seedling bearing good crops, but not equal to Ilovey's Seed-

ling in quality.

Eas]3beiTies give sure and abundant crops. I have culti-

vated Franconia, Fastollf, Brinckle's Orange, and Red and

White Antwerp. We lay them down during w^inter.

Ezra Meech,

REPORT FROM HON. ANDREW TRACY, OF WOODSTOCK.

APPLES.

I have tried but a small number of apple trees, and of

those have found that the Baldwin and Rhode Island Greening

are too tender for my grounds. After repeated trials, I have

not been able to make either variety live. The Holland Pip-

pin, Fameuse, Gravenstein, Ilubbardston Nonsuch, Spitzen-

burgh, Kewtowni Pippin, Northern S]3y, Dexter, and an apple

known here as Wyman Pippin, have done well. The Spitzen-

burgh, Newtown Pippin, and Northern Spy, have proved

indiiferent bearers. TJie othei-s are now" loaded with fruit. I

have also a Swaar that is doing tolerably well, but is not as

thrifty as the others.

I have tried a larger variety of plums, but the trees have

proved short lived. Those grafted into the branches of the

Canada have produced the hardiest and the best bearers. I

think the Jefferson has proved the hardiest, the freest from

black knot, and has been less bitten by the curculio than any

variety I have raised. It has not, however, proved so profuse

a bearer as some other varieties. Coe's Golden Drop, Iluling's

Superb, Green Gage, Lombard, St. Catharine, and Imperial

Gage, have borne good crops with me, and I have trees now

of each of the varieties, except Green Gage, tliat have fine

crops on them, and some so large as to require support.

Duane's Purple, Heine Claude de Bavay, Washington,

Bleecker's Gage, Royal Hative, Lawrence's Favorite, Colum-

bia, and several others, have borne very sparingly with me.
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Smith's Orleans has done pretty well, bnt Early Oj'leans has

proved tender, and not a good bearer.

Pears do not do well with me. The best tree I have is a

Flemish Beauty. I have some small Jacksons, or Hendersons,

that appear to be doing well, and seem perfectly hardy. I

attribute it to the small o-rowth of new wood each season. It

makes much less than any other I have. The Bartlett, Lonise

Bonne de Jersey, Duchesse d' Angouleme, Seckel, Benrre

Diel, Glout Morceau, Lawrence, Winter ISTelis, Benrre d'

Aremberg, Yicar of Winkfield, Dix, St. Nicholas, and almost

all others that I have tried grow rapidly, but kill more or less

every winter.

GOOSKBEItlilES.

Mv Ilouii'liton's Seedlino- o-ooseberries have done exceed-

ingly well when I have let them alone, but when I have inter-

fered, and attempted to train them, they have failed, or not

done well. I reo-ard it as the best of the gooseberries. It

never mildews with me, and bears profusely, and I regard the

flavor as superior to any other. The Mountain Seedling is

doing well with me, and I regard it as very desirable. Its

berries are much larger than the Houghton's, but not, in my
view, as line flavored.

Of out-door grapes, the Delaware has proved decidedly

the best, both in quality and in other respects. It has ripened

perfectly the last two seasons with me, and is the only grape

that has done so. The Diana and Isabella have ripened a few

bunches only, and that, too, while standing in a more favora-

ble situation than the Delaware. The Delaware grows well,

and bears a good croj) with me. The Rebecca has fruited with

me this season for the first time, and hence I am unable to

speak of either its quality or time of ripening. I have never

seen any mildew on either the Delaware or Rebecca.

A. Tkacy.
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KEPORT FROM E. C. TRACY, OF WINDSOR.

Our river lands are not good for apples and pears, and we

liave not yet found out how to meet the difficulty, if it is pos-

sible to overcome it at all. This year, liowever, the apple

crop, on such trees as have an}^ vitality, is splendid, both in

amount and in size and beauty of specimens. I do not think

the like has been seen here for thirty years.

The apjDles that seem to commend tliemselves most to gen-

eral favor, as adapted to our locality, are the Early Harvest,

Summer Harvey (the most common of the two, and probably

iuirdier and more productive, but not quite so early, nor of so

good (piality ), Eed Astrachan, Sweet Bough, Williams' .Favor-

ite, Shropshire Tine (called so here), Hightoj^ Sweeting, Grav-

enstein, Porter, Fall Pippin, Fameuse, (Pomme de Neige,

Snow Apple) (this year beautiful and abundant, but apt to be

more spotted and otherwise inferior to the Burlington crop).

Pumpkin Sweet, Jewett's Red, Baldwin, Rhode Island Green-

ing, Roxbury Russet, Spitzenburgh, and Blue Pearmain.

The Baldwin is rather tender, and fails in many localities.

The Greenings and Russets require better culture than most

are willing to give them. The Early Joe and N'orton's Melon

prove to be hardy with me, productive, and very excellent—
slow growers, but of decided and high promise for us. The

Primate is greatly superior to either Early Harvest or Sum-

mer Flarvey (ripening about the same time), but I fear not

liardy—^my trees, from Syracuse, IST. Y., are all about gone.

Northern Spy is hardy, and promises well. JSTorthern Sweet

is hardy, a great and constant bearer, and of excellent

quality.

FEARS.

Of pears I have little to say. ^Ye have little success with

them. With the exception of some not very good kinds, the

Flemish Beauty has the most votes for hardiness and pro-

ductiveness.
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DPLXJIMS.

As to plum?, ^ve are troubled greatly by black wart and

curculio, and often by spring trosts after the buds begin to

swell. Crop this year superabundant, and of splendid size,

Lombard, the most reliable kind, and when well grown, of

good quality. Green Gage, Imperial Gage, McLaughlin,

Bleecker's Gage, Damson, and other kinds, often do well, but

our trees are apt to be short-lived. The practice is to graft

them upon the Canada stock. AVhether some other stock

would be better, is a point that deserves attention.

OR.A.VES.

My calendar this year begins thus :

Aug. 1-ith—Early Black July, shows color.

" 21st—Rebecca begins to ripen.

" 21th—Scattered berries of Hartford Prolific changed

color.

Aug. 2Tt]i—Delaware and Hutchinson show color. This

is all thus tar, except the Lyman, McNiel, and Coon, M'hicli

are a little earlier than the Hutchinson. Xo color yet on

Concord, Diana, Early Isabella, &c.

No particle of mildew has ever shown itself on my
Delaware vines, althongli some of them have been exposed

decidedly to such a calamity. This year it gives the best

crop of any kind, having sutfered less from the severe frosts

after the shoots had started in May. I call it decidedly pro-

ductive, although Biartford Prolific, Concord, and some other

kinds will surpass it in icelgld of fruit. I have left it without

the least protection, not even thrown down, but standing as

in summer. It was killed back considerably, but gave a good
crop tiie next season. The same is true of the Concord. The
Delaware, 1 think, rather the more hardy of the two, and both

decidely more so than Isabella, wliich always dies to the

ground nearly, sometimes root and branch, if not protected.

I would say of these two kinds, that they ought to be thrown

down and have some slight covering. How it is with Hart-

ford Prolific, Diana, and Northern Muscadine, I cannot say,

28
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except that a vine of the first was accidentally left exposed

through one winter, without apparent damage.

Tlie Rebecca gains favor with me. This year it leads in

ripening. It is the sweetest grape I have, and prolific ; a

rather slow grower, and probably not so hardy as Delaware.

I have not ventured it out.

The Hartford Prolific ripens unevenly with me, and does

not strike me as equal to the Concord, though beginning to

ripen earlier.

Tiie ^Northern Muscadine shows that our Fox grape is sus-

ceptible of decided improvement. Early Amber is of like

character, possibly better. Both hardy, and for our climate

valuable till we can get a good supply of better, although still

foxy and falling from the vine a good deal when ripe.

SZMALL iriiTL^IXS

As to the other fruits, my experience is of no value.

Brinckle's Orange (best for ever34:)ody), Franconia, and Ivnev-

ett's Giant among the raspberries, have been tried and do

well. The gooseberry, except Houghton, not much grown.

Most who try the English kinds throw them away on account

of mildew.

I very much regret I am not able to "write with more care

and consideration, and with the fruits of more inquiry among

my neighbors. E. C. Tkacy.

My own personal observation has been confined mainly

to Orange and Caledonia counties, in Western Vermont. The

difficulty of raising fruit trees on the river lands, spoken of

by Mr. Tracy, of Windsor, increases as Ave go Korth, and in

some of the upper river towns, and in the valleys of some of

the smaller streams, it is almost impossible to raise a fruit tree

of any kind, with the single exception of the crab apple, which

flourishes finely where other apples will not grow at all.

Even on the hill lands, which are nmch better adapted to

fruit culture, the old orchards of native fruits, which, though

carelessly set and afterwards left pretty much to themselves,

were for a long time very thrifty and bore abundant crops of
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fruit, are now fast dying out, and young orchards set in the

same careless manner, and afterwards neglected, died out still

more rapidly.

But when suitable care is exercised in tlio selection of

varieties, and in obtaining healthy, well grown trees, and

proper pains are taken in preparing the ground and setting,

and afterwards in cultivatino- the trees, healthy and vigorous

orchards mav vet be found.

APPLES.

The Baldwin is cj^uite too tender for this region. Hub-
barston Nonsuch and Rhode Island Greening, are both rather

tender, but in favorable locations often do finely.

Primate, one of the best, if not the best, of early apples,

must, I fear, be classed with the rather tender, half hardy

varieties.

Among the varieties which are best adapted to orchard

culture, are Early Harvest, Sweet Bough, Bed Astrachan,

William's Favorite, Summer Bose (not much cultivated),

Gravenstein, Porter, Fall Pippin, Fameuse, Yellow Bellflower,

Dexter, Holland Pippin, Blue Pearmain, Pound Sweet, Sweet

Pearmain, and Danver's Winter Sweet. The last mentioned

variety is hardy and productive, but the fruit is by no means

equal in quality to that raised further south. Jewetfs Bed,

though on tlie Society's rejected list, is highly esteemed by
many who have tried it in this vicinity. In the northern towns,

the Blue Pearmain is one of the most profitable orchard trees.

But few in this part of the State have attempted the culti-

vation of the pear, and thus far the attempts which have been

made have not, for the most part, been very successful. The

Flemish Beauty lias done better than any other variety of

established reputation. My own observation leads me to hope

that Buerre d'Anjou, and some other varieties, will, on a fair

trial, prove equally hardy. There are native pear trees scat-

tered here and there over this reoion, which are vioforous and

productive. A pear known in this vicinity as the Jackson
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pear, proves hardy, and the fruit is of fair quality. This little

encourages the hope of more and better things in the future.

The choicer varieties of cherry are too tender for us. Such

trees as live will not bear fruit.

"With peaches we can do nothing.

Plum trees are short-lived, but if we could avoid the cur-

culio, they would amply repay cultivation. The curculio for

some reason, has not been so troublesome this year as formerly,

and many trees which have received no special attention, are

now loaded with line fruit. In some sections the black knot

is very troublesome. All the varieties on tlie Society's list for

o-eneral cultivation have been tried and found to do well,

except Coe's Golden Drop, which ripens too late for us.

Grapes do better on the river lands than on the hills. The

report of Mr. Tracy, of Windsor, may be taken as a fair report

for this whole region, with a reasonable allowance for some-

what shorter seasons as we go north. At present the Delaware

promises to be the grape for us. Tlie Eebecca has been less

tried, and its merits cannot yet be determined. The Concord

and Diana are steadily gaining in favor, and in favorable

situations, even on the hills, will both mature their fruit per-

fectly. Early Black July, does well wherever it has been

tried. Hartford Prolific and many other varieties are being

tested. Tlie demand for grape vines is steadily and rapidly

increasing.

I have never seen a particle of mildew on a Delaware vine

in Vermont, nor have I been able, after much inquiry, to hear

of a vine which has shown a sign of this disease.

Of currants, I can do little more than to give the result of
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my own experience. I have thirty varieties on trial, most of

which I procured four and live years ago. I have set bushes of

each variety, of tlie same age, and as nearly as possible of the

same size and vigor of growth, in the same plat of ground,

giving them as nearly as possible the same culture. Many
persons have seen the bushes when full of fruit, and the

opinion in regard to the relative merit of different varieties

has been almost uniform.

Tlie Caucasian has uniformly borne fruit of the largest

average size. The crop for four years lias been uniformly very

large, and the Iruit, when fully matured, of excellent quality.

Yersaillaise, Fertile de Pallua, and Microcarpe, are much
alike ; all more productive than the Cherry, and fully eqnal

to that variety in average size and quality of fruit.

The Cherry Currant is large, but the bundles are short,

and the avt-rage crop of fruit is smaller than that of many
other varieties.

Gondouin Red gives uniformly a large crop of large fruit.

This variety retains both leaves and fruit longer than any

other, and when fully matured, Avhich witli me is not till the

early part of September, it is equal in quality to any of the

above mentioned varieties. Earlier i]i the season, and for a

long time after the fruit looks ripe, it is very sour and unpal-

atable. The llative is a smaller and less productive variety

of the best quality. Yict(->ria and Knight's Large Ked give

very long bunches of large fruit, if highly cultivated. Vic-

toria sometimes gives enormous crops, Ijut lias not, with me,

proved uniform in tliis respect. Large Red Dutch produces

uniformly large cro}>s of fair sized fruit, and for early use is

perhaps the best red currant. Red Grape, Long Bunch Red
Grape, and Wilniot's Red Grape, are good and productive

varieties, much alike. Champagne is a flesh colored variety,

of good size and quality, and of fair productiveness.

Of white currants Gondouin White and White Grape are

the best varieties I have tested ; both produce large crops of

large and excellent fruit.

Of black and brown currants I have several varieties, but

am not yet decided as to their comparative merits.
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RASPBERRIES.

Of raspberries, Fraiiconia, Knevett's Giant and Brinckle's

Orange are most cultivated in this vicinity. All these, as

also FastoUf, Tliunderer, Red and AVhite Antwerp, and other

varieties do finely on hill lands. On tlie river lands they do

not succeed so well. Franconia was cultivated seven years,

and Fastollf six years, in my garden, without any winter pro-

tection, and endured the winter perfectly till the last trial,

when most of the canes were killed to the ground. AVhat

was remarkable was that the winter in wdiich they were killed

was decidedly the mildest of the seven. Of fifteen varieties

thoroughly tested, I consider Fastollf, Franconia, True Red

Antwerp, Knevett's Giant, Thunderer, and Brinckle\s Orange,

best.

STR^^"WBERRIES.

Of strawberries tried in this region, Hovey's Seedling,

Walker's Seedling, Jenny's Seedling, and Early Virginia, are

most highly est.^emed for light and warm soils. In these situ-

ations Walker's Seedling is by numy esteemed best of all. On

moist and and heavy lands. Burr's New Pine, Moyamensing,

McAvoy's Superior, Longworth's Prolific, and sometimes

Hovey's Seedling, have done better than most of the first

mentioned varieties.

In my own garden, \Vhich is quite moist and heavy,

Moyamensing has never, and Burr's jS'ew Pine has seldom

failed to yield a large crop of fine fruit, but in a six years'

trial I have never been able to get a good crop from AYalker's

or Jenny's Seedlings, and only three times in eight years has

Hovey's Seedling given a large crop. Willson's Seedling

proved enormously productive this year, (my first trial of it).

But the fniit nearly all ripened at once, while the Burr's New-

Pine ga\e fine fruit nearly four weeks.

E. C. AVORCESTER, Chairman.
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REPORT FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA.

FRUIT CULTURE AT THE SOUTH.

It affords me great pleasure to report that a taste for the

cultivation and consumption of the finer varieties of fruit is

rapidly spreading among us, and that the planting of orchards

and vinevards has now become a marked feature in tlie agri-

cultural industry of the South. Kor is this to be wondered

at, when it is remembered that we have vast tracts of very

cheap land, partially exhausted in the cultivation of cotton and

other " staples," but perfectly adapted to the production of the

best fruits ; that rnanv of the best fruits attain here a size and

perfection uncommon elsewhere in the older States of the

Union ; that we are so favored by climate that we can supply

large quantities of fruit to all the Northern markets, from

siv to eight weeks in advanca of the Middle States : and that

the prices which early Southern fruits have heretofore com-

manded, and will command for years to come, ofifer the very

strongest inducement to pjersons of moderate means and few

working " hands " to engage in an occupation which is at once

pleasant and renumerative. Our own people, too, are begin-

ning to learn the value of an abundant supply of fruit as a diet^

durino- our lono; and debilitatino- summers, and to reo;ard as

a necessity what was formerly looked upon as a mere luxury^

which should be cautiously used, and might, perhaps, be

profitably dispensed with altogether. Fi'om the present very

hopeful and encouraging asjDect of Southern Pomology, then,

we may very reasonably look lor the most important results

in the future, and anticipate a degree of activity and success

w^hich nmst greatly redound to the prosperity and happiness

of our country. For we cannot but reo-ard tlie 2:enei-al culture

and dissemination of fine truit as among the greatest of earthly

enjoyments and blessings.

The most marked and gratifying advance during the past

two years, has been made in the culture of the grape and wine-

making. It having been satisfactorily ascertained by practi-
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cal experiment, that our climate, and nearly all onr soils, from

the verv maro;in of the Atlantic to the mountain summits of

the interior, are perfectly adapted to growth of the grape, and

the production of pure, sound and liealtliful wine. Indeed,

the degree of success which has thus far attended grape cul-

ture among us, may be ranked among the most cheering

" signs of the times ; " for if it progresses in accordance with

present indications, we shall, in a few years, be able to

displace the vilely adulterated "whines" of commerce, at

home, and, perhaps, export our pure native wines to less

favored States and countries at a distance. The whines thus

far made in the South, entirely from the j^ure juice of the

grape, vary in ciiaracter and quality, according to the kind of

grape used, different modes of manufacture, &c., but may

generally be ranked under that class represented by the

" Hocks," " Clarets," and other ^- light " acid wines of Europe.

This character may, however, be modified to suit the popular

taste for sweeter and heavier-bodied wines, by the addition of

a slight quantity of grape sugar or pure grape brandy, or

alcohol, h('fo)'6 fermeiitatmi^ or by the desiccation of the

grape juice to the proper degree of saccharine development.

But heretofore our principal vintners have confined themselves

to the manufacture of i)erfectly 'pure wines^ which are light

and wholesome, and which seem to possess sufficient alcoholic

strength to keep for any reasonable time, in moderately cool

cellars, or other places not liable to extreme lluctuations of

temperature.

It would, perhaps, be premature to attempt an extended

description of our modes of cultivating the grape and making

wine, as we are yet comparatively only beginners ; but when

I mention that there are gentlemen among us, each culti-

vating from twenty to one hundred and thirty acres, and

that there is scarcely a neighborhood in Georgia or the

adjoining States, in which vineyards are not already grow-

ing, or about to be planted, our Society will see that we have

abundant reason for encouragement and perseverance in

this "good cause." Associated effort has, also in many cases,

stepped forward to aid and countenance individual enterprise
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and exertion, and we Lave, in various portions of the South,

local Pomological Societies, Yine Growing Associations, "Wine

Making Companies, &c., all laboring zealously for the advance-

ment of this very important interest.

The Urst annual meetino- of the Southekn Yine Geoweks'

Convention, was held at Aiken, S. C, on the 21st and 22d of

August last, and the number and enthusiasm of the delegates

in attendance (representing four or five Southern States), as

"well as the practical and A^ery useful nature of their labors in

Convention, were most gratifying to every one who partici-

pated in its deliberations.

This Convention adjourned to meet again at Aiken, on the

20th of August, 1861, and we trust your honorable body will

then be more fully represented than upon the late occasion.

Invitations are frceh' extended to all sections of the Union to

join us in the advancement of an enterprise of truly national

importance, and in the progress and development of which,

we can all feel a common interest.

At the Convention above alluded to, the following classifi-

cation of table and wine grapes was made, and I present it as

a response to a portion of the inquiries of our Society. It

was offered by a committee of ten, and I append the number

of votes each grape received :

I^or Wine.—Warren (Herbemont's Madeira), 8 ; Pauline,

7 ; Catawba, T ; Lenoir, 6 ; Clinton, 4 ; Jacques (Ohio, or

Segar Box), 4 ; Scuppernong, 4 ; Isabella, 3.

M)r the Table.—Pauline, 9 ; Catawba, 7 ; Diana, 6 ; Delia

Torre (a new Southern seedling, wiiite, of great promise), 6
;

Palmetto (another Southern seedling, also white), 6 ; Warren
(Herbemont's Madeira), 6 ; Pebecca, 5 ; Hartford Prolific (for

its earliness), 5 ; Delaware, 4 ; Brinckle, 4 ; Isabella, 4 ; Concord

4 ; Emily, 3 ; Ontario, 2 ; Scuppernong, 2 ; Bland's Madeira,

2 ; Maxatawney, Clara, Eaabe, Lenoir and Blue Favorite,

each one vote.

Many members of the Committee were not familiar with

the newer varieties, and therefore a full vote could not be

obtained ; but the foregoing may serve as an estimate of the dif-

ferent kinds, so far as they iiave been tested by the Committee.

24
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In general fruit culture, I have nothing of particular im-

portance to note, only the rapid increase juid imjjrovement

alluded to at the beginning of this communication. The
" Pomological Resources of the South " were set forth at some

length in an essay which I had the honor of reading before

this Society, at its last meeting in IsTew-York, and I can but

reiterate the opinions and views therein contained. I beg

leave to oifer, the following as a select list of the fruits named

for a succession, and for general cultivation in Georgia and

the adioinino; States :

Yellow May, Red Astrachan, Early Harvest, Red June,

Julian, Rhodes' Orange, Bachelor, Buncombe, Mangum,
Equinteley, Carolina Greening, Nickajack, Oconee Greening,

Shockley, Stevenson's Winter, Yates—16.

PEARS.

Ananas d' Ete, Doyenne d' Ete, Bartlett, Julienne, Made-

leine, Tyson, Beurre Bosc, Beurre d' Anjou, Beurre Clairgeau,

Beurre Superfiu, Belle Lucrative, Ducliesse d' Angouleme,

Doyenne Boussack, Doyenne "White or Yirgalieu, Howell,

Henkell, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Seckel, Sheldon, Easter

Beurre, Bergamotte d' Esperin, Glout Morceau, Josephine de

Malines, Lawrence, Passe Colmar—25.

PEACHES.

Early Red ISTutraeg, Early Anne, Early Tillotson, Early

York, Amelia, Early Admirable, Honey, George the Fourth,

Canary, Columbia or Pace, Crawford's Early, Chinese Cling,

Georgia Cling, Old Mixon Free, Finley's Superb, Sldnner's

Superb, Stump of the Wo]'ld, Baldwin's Late, Cowan's Late,

Nix's White Late—20.
Eia-s.

Alicante, Brown Turkey, Celestial, Green Ischia, White

Marseilles, Lemon, Large Blue, Madoilna—8.

STIiA.WBER,R.IES.

Early Prolific, Jenny Lind, Black Prince, Longworth's
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Prolific, Peabodj's Hautbois (for poor sandy soils), Willson's

Albany—6.

See list adopted by " Southern Vine Growers' Convention,"

before given.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

D. EEDMOKD.
YiXELAND (near Augusta), Ga., Sept 7th, 1860.

REPORT FROM MISSISSIPPI.

Great difficulty has bean experienced here in the cultiva-

tion of the apple from the North and from Europe, and

thousands of dollars and years of valuable time have been

expended in experimenting with them, with no other results

than complete failures with all the late varieties, except, per-

liaps, two or three, and they are partial failures. The early

apples from the ISTorth are, however, nearly all good, so long

as they have been reasonably well attended to, but are not as

good as those that have originated here, and we now have a

list of some 300 Southern seedlino;s that have been brouirht

into notice, and we are propagating them extensively in our

nurseries, and find them all that can be desired. The best

winter apple we have here is the " Poole," a native of the

southern portion of Alabama. It is large and handsome, of a

deep yellow color, and is ecpial in flavor to the Xewtown

Pij^pin on Long Island. I have also collected several otliers

that have originated, in this State, that I think will prove

quite equal to it. For an orchard of six varieties to bear fruit

for lamily use, I would plant, for one hundred trees

Carolina Red June, . . 10 Camenser, 10

Horse Apple, 10 Shockley, 20

Summer Red, 10 Poole, 40
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For an orchard of One Hundred Trees, in twelve varieties :

May, from Virginia, 5 Camenser, from France, 5

Carolina June, from ]^. C.,- 5 Sweet Russet, from IST. Y., _ 5

John .Hunt, " Ala.,.. 5 Colley, " Miss.,.. 10

Horse Apple, " S. C.,. 5 Cooner, '' Miss., ..10

Summer Ecd, " Tenn.,. 5 Shocklej, " Ga., ...15

Covington, " Miss.,. .5 Poole, " Ala., ..25

For an orchard of Twenty Varieties :

May, 2 Wonder, 4

Carolina June, 1 Camenser, 6

Red Astrachan, 2 Sweet Russet, 4

Sweet Bough, 2 Fall Pippin, .. 4

John Hunt, .4 Bufi; 5

Horse, ..8 Carter, 5

Summer Red, 3 Colley, 5

Covington, 4 Cooner, 5

Summer Pearmain, 4 Poole, 20

Julian, 4 Shockley 10

For an orchard of One Thousand Trees to bear fruit for mar-

ket, would plant altogether, of the earliest and latest kinds

viz

:

May, ripens from 20th May to 10th June, 50

Carolina June, ripens from lOtli June until lOtli July 50

John Hunt, ripens from 1st to 15th July, 50

Covington, rijjeus in August, 50

Summer Red, ripens in July and August, 50

Buff, very large winter, 2nd quality, very popular, 25

Carter, large and line, keeps all winter 50

Colley, large and very prolific, one of the best 25

Cooner, large and very prolific, one of the best, 50

Shockley, medium, very good, and keeps till May 100

Poole, as a winter apple this certaiidy has no sujDerior here

or elsewhere, 500

Too much cannot be said in praise of this fine fruit liere

in tlie South ; nearly all the varieties are larger and better

tlian at the Xorth. AYJiat would yonr people think of Duchess
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d' Augonlemes weighing, on an average, 1 h pounds ? Such can

be seen here at this tinio, in sight of the window where I now

write,—the trees bending beneath its load of enormous fruit,

—and always of the very best quality ; fully equal to your best

Seckels and Belle Lucratives. There are few insects here, as

yet, to trouble the trees or fruit, but rabbits are very de-

structive to the former in winter, and the best protection

is a tight post and rail picket or paling fence, until a hedge

of thorn, osage orange or pyracantha (planted six inches

apart in a straight line) can be grown close enough to exclude

them. But when they cannot be kept out, the trunk (and

lower limbs if dwarfs) should be sheathed with old cloth, corn

stalks, straw and such like, as any kind of comj)osition (that I

have ever tried) that will repel their attacks will seriously

injure the trees. Blight is not very common here, and the

only cases that I have seen of it were doubtless caused by too

deep planting. Very many pears will not throw out roots

from the grafts, and if these are planted deej) they invariably

become unhealthy. I plant standards four inches below the

top roots of the stock, and dwarf just even with the junction

of the stock and graft, and seldom fail to have thrifty, healthy

trees.

For six varieties on pear stocks, for family use, I would

plant

:

Madeleine, Belle Lucrative, Dearborn's Seedling, Beurre

Diel, Bartlett, Winter E"elis.

On quince :

Beurre Giffard, Duchess d'Angouleme, Tyson, Beurre

Diel, Rostiezer, Easter Beurre.

Twelve best varieties for family use, on pear stock :

Madeleine, Belle Lucrative, Bloodgood, Seckel, Dearborn's

Seedling, White Doyenne, Rostiezer, Beurre Diel, Tyson,

Winter Nelis, Bartlett, Doyenne d'Alencon.

Twelve best varieties for family use, on quince stocks :

Beurre Giffard, Seckel, Rostiezer, Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Tyson, Glout Morceau, Bartlett, (with rich culture) Duchesse

d' Angouleme, Belle Lucrative, Burre Diel, AVhite Doyenne,

Easter Beurre.
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For an orchard of One IJiindred Trees on pear stocks :

Madeleine, 5 Wliite Doyenne, 5

Doyenne d' Ete, 5 Seckel, 5

Benrre GifFard, .5 Belle Lucrative, 5

Bloodgood, - 5 Beurre d' Anjon, 5

Dearborn's Seedling, 5 Doyenne d' Alencon, 20

Julienne, 5 Beurre Diel, 10

Golden Beurre, 5 Winter Is"elis, 10

Bartlett, 5

I am now preparing to plant One Thousand Pear Trees on

pear stocks, to bear fruit for the northern market, and your

query came in good time for me to answer. I shall jDlant the

following varieties and proportions :

Madeleine, 100 Flemish Beauty, 50

Doyenne d' Ete,. 50 Seckel, 25

Beurre Giffiird, 100 White Doyenne, 25

Bloodgood, 25 Belle Lucrative, 25

Dearborn's Seedling, . _ 25 Beurre Diel, 100

Enoflish Jai'o-onelle, 25 Dovenne d' Alencon.. 50

Kostiezer, 25 Winter Nelis, 100

Tyson, 25 Beurre d'Anjou, 25

AVashington, 25 Kirtland Beurre, 25

Golden Beurre of Bilboa,. 25 Julienne, 50

Bartlett, 100

The six best varieties of the peach are :

George tlie IV, La Grange, Koyal George, Oldmixon Cling,

Grosse Mignonne, Ray (Freestone).

Tlie latter variety orio-inated in this neio-hborhood, and is

a hybrid between the Indian and some other variety, and is

undoubtedly the best peach grown. For a description of

which see Gardener's Monilihj for June, 1860, page 188.

For twelve varieties I would add :

Morris' Bed Rare-ripe, Yan Zandfs Superb, Oldmixon

Free, Early Tillotson, Belle d' Beaucaise, Crawford's Early.

1^0 twelve varieties of the peach will give a succession of

fruits here live months, during which time we have peaches.
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For an orchard of One Hundred Trees I would plant

:

Early Tillotson, 20 Van Zandfs Superb, .A
Cooledges Favorite, 10 Lagrange, 4

Crawford's Earl v, 10 Columbia, 2

George lY, 5 Ray, 4:

Roval Georo;e, 5 Bermuda Cling, 4.

Grosse Mignonne, •! Heath Cling, .4

Skinner's Superb, 4 II ubbard Cling, 4

Lovejoy Clhig, 4 Burford's October Cling, 4

Do Soto Cling, 4 Bald win's Late, 4

Did I intend to plant an orchard of one thousand trees, I

could pei-haps not do better than to multiply the above by

two.

Fruit culture is rapidly on the increase here, and we
have nearly ever variety in cultivation, both European and

American.

W. II. BITRFORD, M. D.

Cuddy Hunk, Callioun Co., Miss.

REPORT FROM THE STATE OF KENTUCKY.

The Kentucky Horticultural Society, at Louisville, in re-

sponse to the cpiestions 23roposed by the American Pomological

Society, would respectfully submit the following report

:

Question.-—In an orchard of one hundred trees, for family

use, what six, what twelve, and what twenty varieties of

apples, and how many trees of each variety, can be recom-

mended for cultivation in the State of Kentucky?

Ansioer.—First—For one hundred trees the best six varie-

ties for family use, are

Early Harvest, 5 Small Romanite, syn., Cart-

Maiden's Blush, 5 house and Gilpin, 10

Rambo. 10 Wine Sap, 30

Rawle's Janet, 40
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Second.—The best twelve varieties for same purpose :

Early Harvest, 5 Yellow BcUflower, 4

Maiden's Blush, 5 Milam, 15

Carolina Red June, 3 Wine Sap, 15

Am. Summer Pearmain,. . . 3 ISTew-York Pippin, 15

Rambo, 5 Small Pomanite, 10

Pennsylvania Ped Streak, . 5 Pawle's Janet, 25

Third—For one hundred trees, for family use, to include

the followincr kinds and number of each, are recommended

mainly because these varieties have been tried, and have

succeeded so well as to give general satisfaction. ISTumerous

other varieties, many of which are Southern and Western seed-

lings, and some of them of surpassing quality, are cultivated

in different localities, but none of tliem liave been sufficiently

tested throughout Kentucky to be recommended in this list.

The varieties are named in the order of ripening, and will

quite a succession of apples for the whole year :

AVhite Juneating, 2 Yellow Bellllower, 3

Early Harvest, 5 Milam, 2

Carolina Ped June, 3 Kew-York Pippin, 10

Black's Annette, , 2 Wine Sap, 10

Fenley (incorrectly spelt Ped Winter Sweet, 5

Finley or Findley ), 3 Pryor's Ped, 2

Am. Smnmer Pearmain,. . . 3 IS'ewtown Pippin, 5

Maiden's Blush, 5 Pawle's Janet, 20

Fall Queen, 3 Small Pomanite, 5

Pambo, 5 Carolina, 4

Pennsylvania Ped Streak,. 3

Question.—For an orchard of one thousand trees, what

varieties, and how many of each, can be recommended for

market purposes ?

Answer

:

Early Harvest, 100 Pennsylvania Ped Streak, 50

Carolina Pod June, 100 Wine Sap, 100

Maiden's Blusli, 50 New-York Pipi3in, 150

Red Astrachan, 50 Pawle's Janet, 200

Fenley, 50 Carolina, 100

Fall Pippin, 50
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Tlie foregoing list embraces sncli showy and salable

varieties, as will keep a city market supplied according to the

demand, from the beo'innino; of one season to the commence-

ment of the next.

For shipping to Sonthern markets by the boat load, large,

briglit, showy ap}>les, with a firm, dry flesli, have been found

to be the most profitable. Showy kinds are sold readily at

high prices ; while there is less loss by decay arising from the

sudden transit to a warm, moist climate, if the apples are

hard and dry at the time of sliipment, and they soon become,

in the South, tender and juicy, hence hundreds of acres of

land, adjacent to the lower Ohio river, are planted entirely

with the Carolina, or with Rawle's Janet, the crops of which

are sold extensively in the Soutli.

REMAEKS ON SOME OF THE LESS-KNOWN APPLES IN THE FOKE-

GOING LISTS.

Neiv-Yorh Pliypln.—ISTo apple has ever attained, in so

short a period, such universal popularity in the AVest, as the

^New-York Pippin. AVe confess our ignorance of its origin,

further than it was brought from Illinois ; but we observe that

in that State, it has become confused with the Carolina, a

different and altogether distinct variety. Tlie New-York
Pippin is a handsome, showy, large apple, of good quality,

and keeps well, up to April, but is in good condition for the

table in January and February. It is deficient in flavor, but

is mild, hardly sub-acid, tender, crisp and juicy.

Fenley.—-This apple originated in Kentucky, and was first

brought into notice by the gentleman after whose name it has

been called. In South-western Kentucky the Horse aj^ple,

described by Downing, and a greatly inferior variety, has

been erroneously called the Fenley

The Fenley is an apple of superior excellence, in general

appearance somewhat resembling the Early Harvest and the

Maiden's Blush combined, and for eating, it is thought by
.manv to be better to either of these varieties. It beo-ius to

ripen in July, and continues to ripen gradually on the trees

until the first of Septembei".

25
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Question.—What are the best six and twelve varieties of

pears for Kentucky, on the pear stock, and on the quince

stock? What varieties, and how many of each, are best suited

for an orchard of one hundred trees, and for one thousand

trees ?

Answer.—Pears have never been extensively cultivated in

Kentucky as an orchard fruit. The hot sun, and the blasting

and sajp-dnjhuj effects of the prevailing westerly winds, have

greatly discouraged all attempts to cultivate this fruit on a

large scale. Seedling trees, many of tliem of enormous size

and mao-nificent i^rowth, and some of them half a centurv

old, are scattered all over the State, but the fruit is, with a

few exceptions, of very poor cpiality. The tiner varieties have

been introduced and successfully Iruited by nurserymen and

amateurs, but many of the kinds have been blighted even

in the nursery rows. Many persons think that a western pro-

tection, such as would be afforded by a belt of evergreen trees,

a hedge, a close, high fence, or the steep slope of a hill, abso-

lutely essential to save the pear tree from the injury and de-

struction so frequently experienced from the combined action

of the heat of tlie afternoon sun, and the strong, dry west

winds, which prevail during tlie summer and autumn. Low
branching is not a sutMcient protection, as the branches are

more frequently blighted than any other portion of the tree.

In regard to winter pears, nearly every known kind has

been tried, and many have borne fruit very satisfactorily

The fruit, however, matures rapidly, and it requires more prac-

tical skill, and more careful cellar ari-angements to j^reserve

the fruit in this climate, than have been found necessary at

the North. Some few persons, after some years of experience,

have acquired the skill and knowledge necessary to preserve

and ripen in perfection the Yicar of Winkfield, the Easter

Beurre, and other late pears ; but as a people, we have not

attained to such success.

The following kinds have been extensively cultivated, not-

withstanding the difficulties in reference to the blight from

unfavorable exposure, and in every instance each kind has
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sustained its established reputation in regard to growtli and

quality.

ON THE TEAR STOCK.

Madeleine, Bloodgood, Tyson, Bartlett, Seckel (hardy and

prolific), Buifum, Belle Lucrative, White Doyenne (does not

crack), Flemish Beauty (disposed to rot at core).

ON THE QUINCE STOCK.

The following have done well

:

Madeleine, Duchesse d"'Angouleme, Belle Lucrative, Louise

Bonne de Jersey, Tyson, Buftuni, White Doyenne, Bloodgood,

Seckel, and Bartlett, for four or live crops.

So far as tested, the following have been grown with great

success on pear stock, and some of them on the quince stock,

viz : Dearborn's Seedling, Buerre Giftard, Doyenne d' Ete,

St. Ghislain, Osband's Summer, Gary Pear, Steven's Genesee,

Bostiezer, &c.

Question.—What are the best six and twelve varieties ?

What varieties, and how many of each, are best adapted for

an orchard of one hundred trees, and for one thousand trees?

Ansiver.—In deciding upon the best six varieties, a diffi-

culty is presented in regard to whether wdiite or yellow fleshed

kinds, and whether free or cling stone kinds, would be pre-

ferred. A preference in these matters depends entirely upon

individual taste.

The following list of twelve varieties, which are named in

the order of ripening, and wliich embraces a period extending

from July to October, is reconmiended iov an orchard for

family use, of one liundred trees, to bo divided in equal jDro-

portions of each kind. For an orchard of one thousand trees

for market purposes, the earliest kinds sell for the highest

prices, and the late varieties are generally in great demand
for preserving ; hence a larger portion should Ijc of the early

and late kinds., when prices are high, instead of the kinds that

mature durino; the o-lut of the season.
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Early Tillotson, free ; Crawford's Early, free ; New-York
Cling, (Sjn., Pope's Cliug) ; Yan Zandt's Superb, free ; Old

Mixon, free ; Catharine, cling ; Crawford's Late, free ; Co-

lumbia, free ; Grand Admirable, cling ; Freestone Heath
;

Large White Heath, cling ; Smock's Late, free.

In addition to the foregoing, many other varieties of good

quality could be added, and would be desirable in insuring,

by the diversity of kinds, more certainty of a partial crop in

unfavorable seasons. By some persons, the white fleshed

kinds are believed to be hardier than the yellow fleshed.

Hill's Superb Jersey, free ; Druid Hill, free ; Leopold,

cling ; Tippecanoe, cling ; Early Red Rareripe, free ; George

the Eourtli, free ; Royal George, free ; Llobb's Seedling,

cling ; Malta. And many Southern seedlings have been cul-

tivated, and could be cordially recommended, if it were desir-

able to extend the list.

All of which is most respectfully submitted.

THOS. S. KENNEDY, President.

Ormsby Hite, Secretary.

C. C. Caey, S. L. Gaae,

W. M. Allen, Jacob Johnson,

J. W. Walkee, H. S. Duncan,

Noble Butlee, J. A. Mooee,

W. D. Gallaghee, Aethue Petee,

Committee.

Louisville, Ky., 1800.

EXPERIMENTS IN GRAPE CULTURE.

by laweence young, someeville, ky.

I have cultivated a small collection of native grapes for

about twenty-five years. AYithin a few years, having deter-

mined to add the grape to poaches, pears, and other market

fruits, cultivated exclusively for the table, I commenced the

gradual enlargement of the grapery, and the bestowment of
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that careful culture wliicli is necessary to keep up a vigorous

system of leaves until the fruit is fully ripe. In the winter

of 1858 and 1859, I made my first experiment with deep

trenching. During that winter, a strip of ground lying on

the north and west boundaries of the old vineyard, was

trenched to the depth of about two feet four inches, and in the

spring of 1859, the newly trenched addition was set with cut-

tings and plants, and the vacancies in the old vineyard were

filled up with young j)lants, many of the old plants having

died out in fifteen or twenty years' careless cultivation.

During the summer of 1859, the whole vineyard was kept

free from weeds, with the soil always loose upon the surface,

although in the fruit-bearing portion tins loose tilth was very

shallow. Isabella cuttings put out upon trenched ground in

the spring of 1859, made a growth equal to eight or nine feet

in length ; made good fruit buds, which bloomed profusely in

the spring of 1860, afterwards killed by frost on the 28th of

April. A wire-like plant of the Delaware grape, set out in the

spring of 1859, attained a growth of about eight feet, and

produced a crop of fruit in 1860, the present year. But upon

adjacent portions of the old vineyard not trenched, a row of

Delaware, Diana, and Rebecca plants, set out in the spring of

1859, ceased to grow after midsummer, and now, at the end

of two growing seasons, have scarcely attained the vigor and

growth which the same varieties attained in one season last

year uj)on trenched ground.

During the winter of 1859 and 1860, I continued my ex-

periments in trenching, and also made some others calculated

to test the necessity of waiting until the busy season, or, in

other words, until the ground is warm, before setting out cut-

tings. A part of the land trenched last winter was prepared

in October and JNovember, and the balance not until Febru-

ary, after the zero weather of last winter. The lands trenched

before mid-winter was much better pulverized than that

trenched in February. Catawba cuttings planted upon the

early trenched land all grew, save about fourteen per cent.

Many of the Catawba plants, on the 8th of September, have

attained a height exceeding eight feet, with full grown leaves,
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good sound canes, and an abundance of well developed fruit

buds. Many Isabella cuttings, planted at the same time last

spring, liave grown more than thirteen feet. Our Herbe-

mont plant, set out last spring, has grown twenty-two feet, and

measures tlu-ee-quarters of an inch in diameter.

The tillage has not been extraordinary, and was in sub-

stance this : As soon after planting the cuttings as the ground

was dry enough, I broke up the middles between rows seven

feet apart, with a double j^low, following with a harrow. My
design was to communicate and mingle tlie particles of soil,

and to secure a bed of light earth, thi-ough which the roots

could travel easily in search of plant food. After tillage, only

killed the weeds and kept the soil loose on the surftice, in order

to make an experiment in regard to the jDroper time for plant-

ing out cuttings of the grape. I laid oif the ground planted

this year into rows seven feet wide, and caused stakes to be

driven in each row, five feet apart. On the oth of March,

1860, holes were made perpendicularly in the soil on the

north side of each stake with an iron bar one ineli in diam-

eter ; into these holes very choice straight cuttings were intro-

duced, and thrust, on an average, to the depth of twelve inclies,

one eve iust below and one above the surface, the holes after-

ward filled with surface clay, which ran down them like dry

sand.

Thirty days afterwards, on the fourth of April, a hole was

made witli the same l^ar, on the south side of each stake, and

and a choice cuttino; inserted. In mv diarv, under date of

August 20th, the following facts are entered as indicative of

the result :
" On the north side of tlie stakes (thirty-five in

number), in one row counted, thirty Catawba plants were

growing. On the south side of the same stakes, twenty-two

were growing. Of the thirty plants growing oji tlie north

side, three at tlie date of the 20th August had grown over six

feet, while none of the twenty-two on the south side exceeded

five feet in lenfjth."'

At the date of tlie 8th September, a few plants on tbe

north sides of the stakes had attained tlie heio-ht of four-

teen feet, whilst none on the south side exceded twelve feet.
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At this latter date the best Cawtabas were over eight feet in

leno'th.

The average growth of the Catawba plants from cuttings,

from the 15th of July to the 15th of September, has been this

year about one and three-quarter inches per day. The aver-

age growth of Isabella, under the same conditions, has been

about three and one-quarter inches per day.

REPORT FOR OHIO.

Ilox. Samuel Walker, General Chairman^ i&c.

:

Sm— In reply to the inquiries of the American Pomologi-

cal Society, we have the honor to present lists of fruits ada]3ted,

as near as can be, to the Northern, Central, and Southern por-

tions of our State. Of course, these lists were oidy intended

as an apjDroximation to accuracy, but they will assist the cul-

tivator, as a 2;eneral o:uide in his selections.

We have the pleasure to state that fruit culture is largely

on the increase ii\ Ohio, and that all wlio embark in it are

anxious to avail themselves of the knowledge of Pomological

Societies in making selections of the best varieties.

Many persons are turning their attention to the produc-

tion of new varieties from the seed, and some kinds of gi-eat

promise have already been tested. From this cause, and the

constant accessions of new fruits from other States, our lists

for Ohio will doubtless require many alterations hereafter.

The experience of the last few years has convinced us that

the Southern portion of Ohio, especially, is admirably adapted

to the cultivation of the pear on the quince stock, and also on

its own. The crops in recent years have been very fair, and that

of this year enormous. In Southern Ohio we find the Bon
d' Ezees and the Andrews, on the quince, to bear fruit of the

very first quality, and the trees to be hardy and of vigorous

growth. The Onondaga is also one of our most hardy and

productive pears, of '-'- goorV quality.
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In grapes, we liave to add to our list, for loine^ the Dela-

ware and E'orton's Virginia Seedling. Both have been tried

in vineyard culture in this vicinity, and proved to be of hardy

habit, vigorous growth, and, thus far, free from mildew and
rot. The Delaware is a delicious table grape, and makes an

excellent white wine, which may rival, if not surpass, the

Catawba. JX'orton makes a high flavored r^Jwine, resembling

Burgundy. The Lincoln and Concord give promise of

excellence as wine grapes, but have not, as yet, been suffi-

ciently tested. Xeitlier of these varieties are as productive

as the Catawba in good seasons, but mav be in average v^ears.

We have the largest fruit crop in Ohio that we have had
for many years.

Yery resj)ectfully,

E. BUCHAKAN,
J. A. WAEDEK,
M. B. BATEIIAM,
F. E. ELLIOTT,

Cincinnati, Sept. 1, 18H0. Committee.

CENTRAL xVND EASTERN OHIO.

Central Ohio embraces two distinct sections, differing so

widely in their geological character that it is im]3ossible to

name a list of fruits that will be found adapted for both. On
the west we have the great dif limestone district^ the surface

mostly level, and the soil strong loam or claj', not well suited

for peaches and cherries, but excellent for pears and a23ples,

though the latter require to be mainly those of southern and

western origin, especially the winter varieties. On the other

hand, eastward from the Sciota Eiver, we have the shale^ sand-

stone^ and coal district^ with a rolling or hilly surface, and

lighter character of soil, much of it well suited for peaches and

cherries, as well as apples ; and here the apples may be more

of the eastern or northern varieties, especially in hilly locations.
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The following lists of apples and peaches are designed

mainly for this latter (eastern) district. The western section

may be regai'ded as so nearly identical with the district aronnd

Cincinnati, that the lists furnished bv Pomoloo-ists of that

region, in this and former reports, Mall serve well for it.

Best six varieties for fauiily nso :

Benoui, 10 Eambo, 25

Maiden's Blush, 10 Smith's Cider, 20

Belmont, 10 AVhite Pippin, 25

This is quite too meager an assortment for a good family

orchard. Xot less than twenty or thirty varieties are neces-

sary for a complete succession, and for all purposes.

Best twelve varieties :

Early Harvest, 2 Fallawater, 10

Benoni, 6 Rome Beauty, . 10

Maiden's Blush, 6 Smith's Cider, 12

Ohio jS^onpariel, 6 l^ewtown Spitzenburgh, 8

Eambo, 10 Baldwin 8

Tollman's Sweet, G White Pippin, 12

Best twenty varieties for family use and market

:

Early Harvest, 2 Peck's Pleasant, 3

Benoni, 3 Rome Beauty, 10

Early Strawberry, 3 Fallawater, 10

Red Astrachan, . . 3 Smith's Cider, 10

Golden Sweet, 2 ]*^ewtown Spitzenburgh, 3

Maiden's Blush, _ . . 4 Baldwin, 6

Fall Pippin, 2 Yellow Bellflower, 6

Ohio I^onpariel, 4 White Pippin, 10

Belmont, 4 Wine Sap, . 8

Rambo, 4

Tollman's Sweet, 3

For an orchard of one thousand trees, multiply the above

figures by ten ; or, if the market is not good for the sale of

summer and fall fruits, multiply the first column by a less,

and the second by a greater number.

2G
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PEA-CI-IES.

Best six varieties for family use :

Hale's Early, Oldinixon Free,

Gross JVIignonne, Oldmixon Cling,

Crawford's Early, AVard's Late Free.

Best Twelve Varieties for family use and market

:

Hale's Early, 10 Oldmixon Free, 10

Early York, - . 8 Smock Free, 8

Cooledge's Favoiite, 8 Crawford's Late, 12

Yellow Alberge, 8 Oldmixon Cling, 12

Large Early York, 8 Lemon Cling, 8

Crawford's Early, , . . 12 Ward's Late Free, 8

For an orchard of one thousand trees, multiply the figures

by ten ; or add to the list such as Troth's Early, Yellow Rare-

ripe, Jacques Rareripe, Susquehanna, Cook's Seedling, and

Red Cheek Melocoton, then multiply.

I>EARS.

Best six varieties, on pear, for family use :

Madeleine, White Doyenne,

Bartlett, Seckel,

Flemish Beauty, Lawrence.

Best twelve varieties, on pear, for family use, add to the

foregoing : Bloodgood, Belle Lucrative, Buffiim, Louise Bonne

de Jersey, Kirtland, and Doyenne d'Alencon.

Best Six Varieties, on quince :

Doyenne d' Ete, Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Belle Lucrative, Duchesse d' Angouleme,

White Doyenne, Doyenne d' Alencon.

For twelve varieties, add Bartlett, Rostiezer, Kirtland,

Buffum, Beurre Superfin, and Beurre d' Anjou.

Oi pears for marhet^ but few varieties have been fully

tested here as yet, but all the approved kinds " promise well,"

with suitable soil and culture. The following are the best that

have been tested :

On Pear—Madeleine, Doyenne d' Ete, Bloodgood, Bart-

lett, Flemish Beauty, Louise Bonne de Jersey, White Doyenne,

and Seckel.
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0)1 Qicince—Omit Flemish Beauty, and add Belle Lucra-

tive, Duchesse d' Aiigouleme, and Vicar of Winkfield.

I will not attempt to state how many of each variety it

would be advisable to plant for an orchard of one hundred or

one thousand trees, as so much woukl depend on the distance

from market, mode of transporting the fruit, vfcc.

Pear culture has but recently beg-un to receive any general

attention in Central Ohio, but there is reason for the belief

that few sections of the Union -will be found superior to this

for the production of this finest of all fruit. The trees seem

perfectly at home in our strong clayey soils, and suffer less

from blight and insects than is common elsewhere ; while the

fruit ripens finely, and the crop is surer than the apple crop

has been for the past five or six years. We anticipate, there-

fore, that the time is not far distant when good pears will

not be as great a rarity as now in our markets, nor so dear a

luxury that only the " u]3per ten " can afford to buy tliera.

M. B. BATEHAM.
CoLuiMBUs, Ohio.

NORTHERN OHIO.

R. Buchanan, Esq. :

Dear Sir—Previous to yours, informing that service was

expected of me, in aid of forming fruit list for the American

Pomological Society, I had not looked over the queries there

propounded with any care or thought, beyond that of simply

keeping posted as to the progress of individuals and associa-

tions, in matters of pomologj".

The questions there are so broad that I do not think any
answer or list of fruits that I can make out, will be of any

service to the public at large. It appears to me the Society

should have required a list of fruits adapted not only to the

section of country wherein respondents resided, but that soil

should have had precedence of climate. I may be alone in

the matter, but my observation, imperfect and short-lived as
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it may Lave been, has convinced me that soil has more to do

with growing a perfect fruit than climate ; and while the

former only, is requisite to cause growth and perfection, the

latter but hastens or retards maturity, as it is South or North.

I am just as confident that certain elements belonging to the

composition of fruits are requisite in the soil to enable fruit to

arrive at perfection, as that the same is requisite to grow good

wheat, &c. I do not believe that climate alone will cause

a fruit to be of excellent quality at Charleston, S. C, and

valueless at Cleveland. I do not believe perfect Early Har-

vest or NewtoMm Pip])in aji^ples can be grown in soils entirely

deficient in lime, or the phosphates ; but at the same time

there are some sorts, for instance Wine Sap, Gilpin, &c., that

have so little of the same components, that they can be grown

to perfection in any soil or climate, wherever apples are

grown. But all of this will, and in the j^resent age may, be

said to be bosh, yet the incompleteness and unsatisfactory lists

of fruits recommended for general cultivation, show that

finally the whole matter will have to come down to a minute

detail of soil, &c., in order to render lists of any practical value.

The truth of this, I think, is apparent in the frequent re-

quest of fruit planters for lists of kinds to plant, giving at the

same time soil, &c.. as a guide to the persons from whom they

desire such list.

But to the question :

I^iTst—Best six varieties, I name

Early Harvest, 10 E. I. Greening, 25

Garden Eoyal, . . - - - - o Baldwin, . 25

Belmont, 25 Eambo, 10

Second—Best twelve varieties, table use :

Garden Eoyal, 3 Early Harvest, 5

Belmont, 15 E. I. Greening, 15

Baldwin, 17 Eambo, . 10

Eed Canada, 10 Eed Astrachan, 2

Myers' Nonpariel, 5 Sweet Bough, 3

Jersey Sweet, 3 Wine Sap, 10

Third—Best twenty varieties, table use :

Garden Eoyal, 2 Esopus Spitzenburgh, 5
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Belmont, 10 Early Harvest, 3

Baldwin,.. 10 R. I. Greening,.. 10

Red Canada, o Rambo, 10

Myers' JS^onpariel, -1 Red Astraclian, 2

Jersey Sweet, 3 Sweet Bough, 2

Fall Pippin, 3 WineSap, 5

Westfield Seek-no-Furtlier,. 5 Am, Summer Pearmain, 2

Cogswell, - 5 Swaar, 5

Paradise Winter Sweet, 3 Lady Apple, 5

For one hundred trees, for market

:

Tetofsky, 5 Maiden's Blush, ._ 5

Red Astrachan, 5 Baldwin, 20

Early Harvest, 5 R. I. Greening, . . 20

Duchess of Oldenburgh, 5 Rambo, 20

Myers' Konpariel, 5 Wine Saj), 10

For six varieties of pear on pear stocks :

Zoar Beauty, Bartlett, Kirtland, Beurre Bosc, Flemish

Beauty. AVinter Xelis.

For twelve, add

Beurre d' Anjou, Washington, Stevens' Genesee, Ananas

d' Ete, Seckel, and Kouveau Poiteau.

For same questions on quince stocks :

Beurre GifFard, White Doyenne, Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Beurre d' Anjou, Stevens' Genesee, ]Srouveau Poiteau.

Add Urbaniste, Jalousie de Fonteuay Yen dee, Kirtland,

Zoar Beauty, Belle Lucrative, Bon Chretien Fondante.

For a pear orchard of one hundred or one thousand trees,

I would confine myself to Zoar Beauty, Bartlett, Stevens'

Genesee, and Flemish Beauty, on pear stock. And Louise

Bonne de Jersey, Bartlett, Duchesse d' Angouleme, and Beurre

d' Anjou, on quince.

PEACHES.

The best six or twelve peaches to plant are :

Early York, Cooledge's Favorite, Sturtevant, Grosse Mig-

nonne, Large Early York, Oldmixon, Oldmixon Clingstone,
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Ward's Late Free, Yellow Rareripe, Hyslop's Clingstone,

Crawford's Early, Crawford's Late.

For a niaket orcliard of one linndred or one thousand trees

:

Hale's Early, 20 Yellow Rareripe, 20

Crawford's Early, 20 AVard's Late Free, 10

Crawford's Late, 20 Ilyslop's Cling, 10

and in like proportion for one thousand trees.

It is a little singular that not a question is asked about

Cherries or Plums. There are markets, or rather there are

sectioiis of the countrj^, where these fruits are of more value

as a crop than either of the above. Li the market of Cleve-

land this season, the cherry crop must have amounted to over

$20,000, and it is well known that in manj^ of our counties

quite an income is derived from growing and drying plums.

!No questions being asked, however, I suppose you, as well

as myself, feel that you have less labor to perform. Trusting

that you will have a good time at the meeting, and that calm

consideration, with thoughts extending over the whole country,

will prevail in all decisions, I am most truly yours,

F. R. ELLIOTT.
Cleveland, August 20th, 1860.

SOUTHERN OHIO.

R. Buchanan, Esq. :

Dear Sir,—I take pleasure in contributing my mite

towards the Report you are preparing for the American Po-

mological Society. It should be premised that the subject

has been well weighed, and yet the ditiiculties of making

selections continue to rise before me. While the endeavor has

been constantly made to avoid urging the claims of many fa-

vorite fruits that have not yet been sutKciently tested to war-

rant a recommendation of them for general cultivation in this

region of country, which indeed embraces Southern Indiana

and Northern Kentucky, as well as Southern Ohio ; endeavor

has also been made to avoid being carried away by the popu-
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lar current in favor of certain varieties that are now in liio-h

repute, but which will eventually yield their popularity and

give place to others of more sterling merit. The lists sent

herewith, contain only such sorts as have been pretty thorough-

ly tested in our region, and those which have decided merit

for productiveness, hardiness, and quality. The numbers at-

tached to each are intended to approximate only, and must

not be supposed to refer at all to the relative merits of the

variety.

Ajxain allow me to say that it is with o-reat diffidence that

I snbmit to vour decision the following' lists of fruits, in which

I do not expect your entire concurrence, nor that of any

member of the Committee.

For six varieties for one hundred trees, to be planted for

family use.
""

Early Harvest, 5 Yellow Bellflower 25

Summer Rose, or Benoni, 5 Jonathan, 25

Fall Pippins, 15 Cannon Pearmaiii, 25

For twelve varieties for family use :

Early Harvest, 5 Rambo, 5

Red Astrachan, or Red June, 5 Yellow Bellflower, 10

Summer Rose, or Benoni,. . 5 Broadwell, 10

Fall Wine, 5 Jonathan, 15

Ashmore, 5 Rawles' Janet, 15

Maiden's Blush, 5 Cannon Pearmain, 15

For twentv varieties for family use :

EarlV Harvest, 3 American Golden Russet,. . 3

Red June, or Red Astrachan, 3 English Golden Russet, 5

Summer Rose, or Benoni,. . 3 Pomme Grisse, 5

Ashmore, 4 Broad well, 5

Fall Pippin, 5 AVhite Winter Pearmain,. . 5

]\[aiden"s Blush, 5 Wine Saj) or Jonathan, 10

Fall Wine, 3 Rawles' Janet, 8

Yellow Bellflower,. 8 I^^ewtown Pippin, 8

Ortley, 4 Cannon Pearmain, 8

Fall Queen, 5

XoTE.—This is more than enough for six families.
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For one linndred trees to be planted for market :

Yellow Bellflower,* Cannon Peurmain, Wine Sap, English

Golden Russet, Pryor's Red, Gilpin,Rome Beauty, or Smith's;

selecting the one variety in the order named—one hundred of

either. Or, if desired to extend the market season.

Early Harvest, or Benoni, July and August, 20

Maiden's Blush, August and September, 20

Yellow Bellllower, or Fall Queen, October to December, 20

"Wine Sap, January to March, ..20

Cannon Pearmain, March to June, 20

The extended list is preferred, as it supplies the market for

a longer period, but we find that the earliest fruit commands

the highest price, while, on the other hand, it is the most

perishable.

For six varieties on free stocks, for lamily use :

Early Catherine, (Rousselet Hative), Bloodgood or Ju-

lienne, Bartlett, Seckel, Glout Morceau, Passe Colmar.

For twelve varieties, add

—

Early Butler, [of Cincinnati], Golden Beurre, Flemish

Beauty, Onondaga, Beurre Diel, Dix.

For six varieties on Quince :

Doyenne d'Ete, Bloodgood, Tyson, or Andrews, Seckel, or

Kirtland, Louise Bonne, Vicar of AVinkfield.

For twelve varieties, add

—

Des iS^onnes, Onondaga, White Doyeune,f or Buifum,

Autumn Melting, or Lawrence, jS'apoleon, Soldat Laboureur.

For an orchard of pears for market, for one hundred trees,

ten each, for one thousand trees, 100 each, of

Early Butler, [of Cincinnati], Early Catherine, or Made-

leine, Julienne, Bartlett, Golden Beurre, (standard), Buifum,

^Napoleon, or Louise Bonne, (on quince), Beurre Diel, (stand-

ard), Yicar of Winkfield, Glout Morceau.

The above may be on pear or quince, except where noted.

* Note.—The Yello\Y Bellflower always coniinaiuls the higliest price, but

there arc situations where it is not profitable,—being a poor bearer.

t Buftum may be substituted where White Doyenne cracks.
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The Bartlett pear does admirably on the quince in this

region.

PEA-CHES.

For six varieties of peaches :

Large Early York, George IV, Crawford's Early, Oldmixon

Free, Eodman's Eed, Heath Cling.

For twelve varieties, add :

Cooledge's Favorite, Serrate Early York, Columbia, Ward's

Late Free, Grand Admirable, Heath Free, (white).

For one hundred trees for market, ten each :

Serrate Early York, ISTew York R. Ripe, Crawford's Early,

Large Early York, Oldmixon Free, White Heath Free, Rod-

man's Red, Grand Admirable, Heath Cling, Smock's F]'ee.

For one hundred trees for market, one hundred each of

the same.

JOHJST A. WARDER.
AsTOE, North Bend, Ohio.

REPORT FROM MICHIGAN.

Hon. M. p. AYilder, Pi^esident of the American Pomological

Society.

SiK,—Li accordance with your request I submit the follow-

ing lists, in response to the queries contained in your bi-an-

nual circular.

The State of Michigan, so far as its capacity for fruit

growing is concerned, may be considered as sub-divided into

three portions, which may be characterized as follows : 1st.

The South-western, or prairie region, with a climate and soil

akin to those of Indiana and Illinois, subject to the bleak,

dry, piercing winds which during the winter, sweep down
from the Rocky Mountains, and to the heat and aridity which

frequently characterize our Western summers, attributable,

doubtless, to a similar cause. Another peculiarity of this

region is to be found in the soil, which is exceedingly rich in

27
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vegetable matter, based, in many cases, upon a retentive sub-

soil. This, in connection with the peculiar climate, tends to

the production of a rapid growth, continuing late in the sea-

son, so that tlie winter often comes upon it in an unripened

state, and with its tissues so loaded with saj) as to unfit it to

withstand the sudden and intense frosts which not unfre-

quently characterize our winters. For these reasons many of

our eastern varieties of fruit trees are found to lack hardiness,

and resort is being had to varieties which have been proved

capable of standing these severe tests, although in some eases

of only second quality so fiir as the fruit is concerned. Other

varieties, although of sufficient hardiness, are, doubtless, from

a similar cause, found to be unfruitful in this locality.

2nd, The Eastern and central portions, wdiich we call

the timbered region, may be considered as extending from

the North line of Ohio on the South, and embracing those

portions as lar Xorth as the region of Saginaw Bay ; and, in

the vicinitN' of Lake Michigan, extending from the Kalamazoo

river on the South, to Grand Traverse on the Xorth.

This region, although portions of it partake of the peculi-

arities of those adjoining, is more nearly assimilated, in cli-

mate and soil, to the Northern portion of Ohio, and AYestern

and Centi-al New York. This is true to such an extent that

nearly all varieties of fruit that prove successful in those

regions, are found to be equally so here.

3rd. The more Northerly portions of the lower peninsula,

and the whole of the Lake Superior region, maybe considered

as a " Terra Licognito," so far as fruit culture is concerned ; al-

though the small fruits such as whortleberries, blackberries,

raspberries, &c., are very abundant and excellent.

In the accompanying lists reference will only be had to

the first two portions, and, if w^e consider the peculiarities

above described, it will be obvious that the preparation of

lists of fruits adapted to the entire State must be a work of

much difficulty.
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A^PPLES.

The best six varieties of apples for au orchard of one

hundred trees :

Early Harvest, 5 Fall Pippin, 20

Red Astrachan, 5 Rhode Island Greening, 30

Lowell, (known here as the Red Canada, (here called

Mich'n Golden Pippin), . 10 Steele's Red Winter,) 30

Of the above list, Fall Pippins and Rhode Island Green-

ings are open to the charge of nnprodnctivness, in the South-

western portion of the State, where New York Yandevere and

Belmont may be substituted for them.

Best twelve varieties of apples for an orchard of one hun-

dred trees :

Early Harvest, 3 Fall Pippin, 5

Red Astrachan, 3 Yellow Bellflower, 5

Large Yellow Bough, 2 Rode Island Greening, 10

Lowell, 4 Roxbury Russet, 20

Gravenstein, 4 Red Canada, 30

Keswick Codlin, 4 Ladies' Sweeting, 10

Best twenty varieties of apples for an orchard of one hun-

dred trees :

Early Harvest, 3 Belmont, 2

Red Astrachan, 2 Yellow Bellflower, 5

Large Yellow Bough, 2 Roxbury Russet, 10

Early Joe, 2 Rhode Island Greening, 10

Amer'n. Summer Pearmain, 3 Esopus Spitzenberg, 5

Gravenstein, . . 3 Jonathan, 5

Fall Pippin, 2 Swaar, 3

Pomme de I^eige, 1 jS'orthern Spy, 3

]^. Y. Yandevere, 4 Ladies' Sweeting, 7

Hubbardston ISTonsuch, 2 Red Canada, 20

The above lists are constructed so as to give, as far as jjos-

sible, a proper succession of varieties during the year ; and,

as the fruit from this number of trees would far more than

supply the wants of a family, the lists are so arranged as to

furnish the surplus during the winter, when the fruit can be

easiest kept, and most conveniently marketed. It is, however,

the opinion of the writer, that from twenty-tive to thirty varie-
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ties, at the least, would be requisite to fully gratify the varied

wants and tastes of a family of discriminating fruit fanciers.

Best varieties for a market orchard of one thousand trees,

where there is a reliable market near by, and where this is

to be the sole business :

Early Harvest, 25 Hubbardston N^onsuch, ... 50

Red Astrachan,.. 25 !N. Y. Yandevere, 50

Sweet Bough,. . 25 R. I. Greening, 100

Lowell,...' 25 Baldwin, 60

Gravenstein, 50 Jonathan, 50

Fall Pippin, 50 Roxbury Russet, 150

Tollman Sweet, _ 25 Red Canada, 300

Ladies' Sweeting, _ _ 25

Best varieties for a market orchard of one thousand trees,

remote from market, where, from any cause, the marketing of

summer or autumn varieties may be inconvenient

:

Fall Pippin, 50 Rhode Island Greening,. . 200

Hubbardston ISTonsuch, 100 Roxbury Russet, 250

Yandev'e of ^.Y., or West- Red Canada, 400

field Seek-no-further, 100

Many persons at the present day, who wish to connect

orcharding with farming proper, consider it more convenient

and profitable to plant but a single variety. Although

doubting the propriety of hanging our hopes upon the success

of a single variety, it is believed that no other variety will be

found so productive, reliable and profitable as tlie Red Can-

ada.
PEA.rtS.

Pears have been but sparingly planted in this state, hence

our knowledge of the comparative value of different varieties,

as drawn from home experience, is hardly of a satisfactory

character. The lists here given are, consequently, the result,

to a great extent, of the writer's experience, and that of a few

friends, with whom he has been able to confer.

Best six varieties of the pear, for family use, on the pear

stock, fjr an orchard of one hundred trees :

Bloodgood, . 5 Swan's Orange, 15

Bartlett, 20 White Doyenne, . . .25

Belle Lucrative, 10 Winter Nelis, 25
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Best twelve varieties on the pear stock :

Madeleine, 3 Flemish Beauty, 6

Bloodgood, 3 Swan's Orange, 10

Rostiezer, 3 White Doyenne, 20

Sterling, 5 Oswego, 5

Bartlett, 10 Lawrence, 15

Belle Lucrative, 5 Winter Nelis, 15

Best varieties on the quince stock :

Bloodgood, Doyenne d' Ete, Rostiezer, Stevens' Genesee,

Belle liUcrative, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Duchesse d' Angou-

leme, Beurre Diel, Glout Morceau, Vicar of Winkfield, Doy-

enne d 'A lexicon.

Best varieties, and the number of each, for a pear orchard

of one hundred trees—if for family use and market combined :

Madeleine, 5 Flemish .Beauty, 5

Rostiezer, 5 Swan's Orange, 10

Bartlett, 10 Lawrence, .10

Doyenne d' Ete, 2 AVhite Doyenne, .15

Tyson, 3 AVinter ISTelis, 10

Belle Lucrative, 5 Beurre Oswego, 5

Bloodgood, 3 Doyenne d' Alencon, 2

Sterling, 10

If strictly for market :

Madeleine, 5 Flemish Beauty, 10

Bartlett, 15 Swan's Orange, 10

White Doyenne, 15 Vicar of Winkfield. 15

Winter Xelis, . 10 Tyson, 5

Bloodgood, 5 Sterling, 10

AVith tlie low prices that rule in our markets for this fruit,

it is doubtful if the planter w^ould find the cultivation of

dwarfs remunerative, until the tastes of buvers can be culti-

vated to a higher standard. The writer, therefore, does not

recommend to plant them at present, except for amateur or

testing purposes.

Until within five or six years, we have felt sure of a crop

of peaches in this State, as often as each alternate year ; but

more recently, during the succession of severe winters, a large

proportion of the trees have been killed, and many of the re-
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mainder badly injured. At present, as a general rule, we can

hardly reckon with certainty on more than one year's crop in

five, although there are numerous localities scattered about

the couutiy where the crop is comparatively certain
;

gener-

ally, such as are sheltered by high grounds or protected by

water. Among the most noted of these, is the strip of country

lying along the east shore of Lake Michigan, from the south

line of the State, north to the valley of the Grand river, and

perhaps further, and extending back from the lake a distance

of twenty or twenty-five miles. In this tract of county, and

especially near the lake, the crop is said seldom or never to

fail. The loss of the peach crop in this State, is occasionally

the effect of late spring frosts, but is more frequently caused

by the winter killing of the fruit buds.

Best six varieties of peaches :

Serrate Early York, 5 Early Slocum, 10

Cooledge's Favorite, 10 Early Crawford, .25

Barnard's Seedling, 30 Late Crawford, 20

The number of each, in an orchard of one hundred trees,

is appended as an indication of the relative value or produc-

tiveness of each.

Best twelve varieties of peaches :

Serrate Early York, 5 Early Slocum, 10

Cooledge's Favorite, 5 White ImjDerial, 5

Barnard's Seedling, 10 Early Crawford, 15

Large Early York, 5 Late Ked Rareripe,. 5

Jacques Bareripe, 10 Oldmixon Free, 10

Poole's Late Yellow, 10 Crawford's Late. 10

With the present ample railroad facilities for transj^orta-

tion, our Xortheru markets are supplied with peaches in ad-

vance of the season, so that the very early varieties become

less profitable. Under this state of affairs, the following is

believed to be a profitable selection for a market orchard of

one thousand trees of this fruit :

Barnard's Seedling, 300 Crawford's Early, 400

White Imperial, 100 Crawford's Late, 200

Among the apples grown in this State, and which have

proved unworthy of further cultivation, are two varieties rip-
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eningr nearly with early harvest, and believed to have been

introduced here from Western New York. They are known

here by the local names, Harvest Redstreak, and Summer
Swaar. To these may be added Sops-of-Wine, Romanite,

English or Poughkeef)sie Russet, Scolloped Gilliflower, Tewks-

bury Blush and Green Xewtown Pippen.

Plymouth, Mich., September 1st, 1860.

T. T. LYOK,

APPLES FOR CASS COUXTY.

I recommend the following list of apples for this section.

Select list of apples for an orchard of one hundred trees.

For six varieties :

Rambo, 25 Golden Russet, 25

R. I. Greening, 25 Maiden's Blush, 10

Belmont, 10 Summer Rose, 5

For twelve varieties :

Rambo, 20 Westfield Seek-no-further.

.

5

R. I. Greening, 15 Maiden's Blush, 5

Belmont, 10 Gravenstein, 5

Golden Russet, 15 Summer Rose,. 2

^Northern Spy, _ . 10 Early Harvest, 2

Swaar, 10 Summer Rambo, 1

For twenty varieties :

Rambo, 20 Poughkee]3sie Russet 5

R. I. Greening, 10 Ladies' Sweet, 5

Belmont, 6 Gravenstein, 2

Golden Russet, 10 Maiden's Blush, 2

Northern Spy, 8 Lowell, 2

Swaar, 8 Summer Rose, 2

"Westfield Seek-no-Further . 5 Early Harvest, 2

Baldwin, 5 Summer Rambo 2

Jonathan, . . _ 5 Sweet Bouoh, 1

B. HATHAWAY.
Little Pkairie, Ronde Cass Co., Mich.
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MILDEW AIS^D GRAPE CULTURE.

PREPARED BY REQUEST, BY WILLIAM SAUNDERS, GERMANTOWN, PA.

The subject of mildew is one of inucli interest to the fruit

grower. It is indeed one of the most formidable and widely-

spread of all his enemies, and one that it will tax his ingenuity

to counteract, since the causes predisposing to its development

are varied, requiring the closest observation, and most critical

inspection to discover. While it may be difficult to ascertain

its origin in all cases, its effects are but too plainly seen in the

premature dropping of the foliage of the pear and apple

trees, and the spotted appearance of those that are less affected;

the cracking of the fruit, and the blister on tlie foliage of the

peach ; the sun scald, as it is termed, of the grape foliage, and

frequent destruction of the crop ; and the mealy-like coating

that occurs on fruit and foliage of the gooseberry—these are

all results of various forms of fungoid vegetation.

The mildew of the grape is not the least interesting, both

on account of the extended influence of the disease, and the

importance of the crop—few localities being exempt from it,

and few varieties of the fruit being able to withstand its

blighting attacks.

There are two very distinct forms of mildew seen upon the

grape vine. One of these, which I take to be a form of

Erysi/phe^ is mainly confined to the exotic grape, and the other

a form of Oldium^ chiefly found upon the native varieties. I

am not prepared to state that they do not respectively attack
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both the exotic and native grapes, for although I have not

detected the Eryslplte on the native grape, I have seen the

Oid'ium on the foreign sorts when grown nnder glass ; indeed,

it has been quite prevalent in some graperies the past summer.

I have for some time been of opinion that these two forms

of mildew are produced from distinct and opposite causes.

The Eryslplie presents itself as a white powder-like substance

on the upper surface of the foliage of exotic grapes, and may
frequently be observed on the leaves of the common lilac ; the

English Oak and Hawthorn are also subject to it, and the for-

eign gooseberry rarely escapes. This mildew is the result ol

dry air acting upoii the surface of tender vegetable tissue, and

is chiefly confined to jDlants that are indigenous in cool or

moist climates.

Mildew is so generally associated with dampness and ex-

cess of moisture, that at first view it would seem paradoxical

to refer it to aridit}' ; but when we reflect that fungoid attacks

are generally co]isidered as a consequence of a diseased or

decomposing organism, and not its cause, it is evident that

we must look for a cause prior to the appearance of the fungi.

The question then assumes a different aspect, and we ask,

what occasions this disorganism in the grape plant? and I

answer, that it is produced by the plant being subjected to a

drier atmosphere than is consistent with its healthy develop-

ment. This supposition is strengthened by the results of ex-

j)edients for the prevention of mildew on the gooseberry, and

other plants, such as planting in sheltered positions, mulching

with salt hay, and applications of salt to the soil, and also

from the fact that when the atmosphere of a grapery is prop-

erly charged with moisture, the ErysipJie will not be observed
;

but if the lower and upper ventilators are kept open so as to

produce a current of air, when the external atmosphere is dry

and the weather clear, this form of mildew will generally

make its appearance. All attempts that have been made for

the general culture of exotic grapes in tlie open air, in this

climate, have proved abortive through mildew. So far as

heat is concerned, there is sufficient to ripen the majority of

them, but when attacked with mildew, growth partially ceases,

28
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both leaves and fruit become covered with the fungus, and the

growths not reaching maturity, are destroyed by frost, and the

plant thus becomes diseased and worthless.

I hav^e rarely observed tlie Oldium in a grape house. This

form, so far as my knowledge of it extends, makes its appear-

ance only on vines that have been grown in an excessively

humid atmosphere, combined with a high night temperature
;

the shoots being very succulent and immature, if cold or dull

hazy weather succeed a period that has been clear and dry,

the Oldium will usually be found on the leaves. It presents

itself in small patches of a whitisli color, on the underside of

the leaves, and spreads rapidly. The affected leaves are

readily detected after a few clear days, the sun turns these

parts brown, and it then assumes that appearance frequently

termed sun-scald.

In cultivating plants under glass, it is probable that many
failures occur through a mistaken eagerness to keep plants in

an artificial, rather than in a natural condition ; and in no

point is this so apparent as in the management of night tem-

perature, which is generally kept too high, relatively, with that

of the day. The evils resulting from high night temperature

are much greater than is supposed. Plants will grow at

night under these circumstances, but such growth it is better

to avoid. It is only in the presence of light that those chem-

ical changes are in operation, which transforms the gases and

other matters absorbed by plants, into the vegetable product,

and the longitudinal growth that is made during night is at

the expense of that of the day, like tlie drawing out of a

wire which may be lengthened without adding anything to

the material. Plants make no woody fibre in darkness, for

although they may be constantly absorbing carbonic acid and

other nutriment, they can only derive benefit from these, when,

in consequence of the influence of light, they are able to effect

decomposition, and increase their bulk of organic matter.

As a matter of course, plants that are induced to grow in

darkness, are much more sensitive to sudden changes than

those that mature their parts as growth proceeds. To grow

grape vines quickly, swelling them up in a high, moist, night
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temperature in the summer, with the expectation of ripening

them at some particular time in the fall, not only fails in its

object, hut renders the plants peculiarly liable to the attacks

of Oidiuin^ as I have had occasion to observe particularly this

past season, where this mode of treatment was practiced ; and

I tliink that this mildew will not be found in a grape house

where a proper course of treatment, founded upon a knowl-

edge of the principles that govern vegetable growth, is sys-

tematically adopted and carefully carried out.

For tlie last ten years I have been closely observing various

modes of grape culture under glass, with a view to simplify

the treatment, so that every farmer in the country may have

his cold grapery as a certain means of securing a yearly

return of choice fruit. About the time alluded to, I published

my views regarding the origin of the Erysiplie mildew ; that

it resulted from aridity, and the effects of currents of air when

admitted at the lower portion of the house. Few cultivators

now admit bottom air, and for my own part, I have, for sev-

eral years, built graperies quite tight at front, leaving no

means of giving ventilation otherwise than at top ; and

further experience confirms the propriety of this practice.

At the same time I have been liberal in airing at top, and

especially in allowing the ventilators to remain open during

the night. My system of managing a cold grapery may be

briefly described in never alloiolng the Tiouse to he closed

at night, after the vines start into groiath, unless it actually

freezes externally. For several weeks after growth com-

mences, it may occasionally be necessary to shut close during

night to exclude frost, but after the first of May they may be

opened for the season. On the first day of April of the present

year, I o^^ened up all the top ventilators of a cold grapery here,

and they have not been disturbed since ; open the same extent

dav and nio-ht—no chano-e of weather durino- summer ffives

US any anxiety. During the whole summer the soil in the

house is never allowed, to hecome dry on the surface. By
this means there is constantly a supply of moisture presented

for evaporation as the atmospheric heat demands, and that

in a position most available. Several years ago I experimented
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with open vessels of water set in the lionse, but found it did

not give sufficient facility for rapid evaporation ; the damp
soil is the best medium for this purpose.

These conditions, I am convinced, comprise a safe and

simple mode of culture. The presence of moisture, and its

ready conversion into vapor, with the increase of atmospheric

heat, is a safe-guard against any disposition favorable to the

growth of the Eryslplie^ and free night ventilation secures a

thorough development, and early maturity of growth in the

vine, wliich renders the plant proof against the Oidium.

But it may be asked, how does the fruit ripen under sucli

treatment? I have already remarked that I secure an early

and thorougli maturity of growth, and, as a matter of course,

the fruit ripens witii the wood. Kipe fruit cannot be gathered

from unripened wood, and when the ripening of the wood is

secured, the ripening of the fruit will be simultaneous. These

are rules witliout exceptions.

If those who practise shutting up their graperies close at

night and opening again in the morning, will observe, they

will find that after shutting up in the afternoon the thermom-

eter will suddenly show a rise of several degrees, and this at

a j)eriod of the day when the air ought to be gradually cool-

ing. On the otlier hand, after opening the ventilators in the

morning, a sudden _/«// will be noticed, and this at a time

when the temperature ought gradually to increase with sun-

light. It might be no presumption to assert, that tliese

numerous and sudden changes are more injurious tlian ben-

eficial. I have repeatedly proved that maturity is hastened

when growth is arrested in tlie absence of light.

The mildew so destructive to some varieties and species

of native grapes, I suppose to be a form of Oldlum^ and its

appearance will generally be observed after cold rains, or

heavy night dews, succeeded by dull days. It presents itself

in small patclies on the under side of the leaves, spreading

rapidly during dull Meather, but appears to be arrested when

the atmosphere is clear—the tissue of the leaf seems to be

affected and vitality destroyed. AYliere the fungus is present

they become more or less covered with brown spots, and
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assume that appearance usually termed sim-seald, as pre-

viously observed. It is hardly necessary to remark that the

foliage would not be injured by sun, were it not previously

debilitated by mildew.

As already mentioned, it appears that some varieties of

native grapes are more liable to mildew than others, and it

may be found that our most reliable grapes for cultivation

will be improved seedlings of the species most exempt from

mildew. I have found that even in their native habitats, the

Yitis Labrusca is more liable to mildew than either the Yitis

JEstivalis, or the Yitis Cordifolia, and in their improved de-

scendants, the same peculiarities exist. Thus the Isabella,

Catawba, and Diana, supj^osed varieties of the Labrusca, or

fox grape, are more subject to mildew than the Clinton and

other varieties of the summer and winter grapes of the States,

I do not know of anything connected w^ith grape culture, so

important at the j)resent time, as a proper classification of the

varieties of our cultivated grapes, so that under proper guid-

ance, attention could be directed to the origination of improved

varieties, and by careful study and observation, a race of

truly hardy grapes would in time be secured.

It may not be out of place here to remark, that the term

" hardy " is generally considered as referring to the ability of

the plant to withstand the colds of winter, but this does not

convey the whole meanino; of the term as here used. I believe

that there are few, either of native or foreign grapes, that are

not sufficiently hardy to withstand our winters, provided

nothing interferes witli their growth during summer ; but it,

from mildew or any otlier cause, the plants receive a check

during the summer and fail to thoroui>:hly mature their

growth, they are not in a condition to withstand the winter,

so that hardiness in summer is really of the most importance.

Towards the end of June of the present year, my Catawba

and Diana grapes were attacked by a fungus, which spread

itself over the berries and the fruit stalks ; and in some cases

the whole bunch was infected, the berries rotted, and dropped

from the vine ; in others, the disease was arrested before en-

compassing the whole, and some of the berries escaped. This
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was an Oidium^ and it may be remarked tliat this form of

mildew is much more immediately disastrous in its effects

than the ErysijyJi?. I have seen plants so completely covered

with the last that it could he skinned off, both from foliage

and fruit, without materially injuring their vitality ; but the

Oidium does its work more certainly, and penetrates at once

into the tissue of the plant, causing the leaves to drop and

the fruit to rot.

Various recommendations have been brought forward and

urged, in order to prevent these fungoid attacks. Planting on

shallow soil has been a frequent one, under the supposition

that mildew arose from excessive moisture at the roots. Any
person who will direct their attention to this point, will find

that even on the dryest soil the Oidium will prove destructive

;

and, although it would be unwise to affirm that no condition

of soil would enable plants to be exempt, since it is quite

probable that some special application might be found to

impart a vigor capable of protecting them, yet we are not in

possession of any facts tending toward that conclusion.

Equally erroneous is the opinion that close summer prun-

ing and pinching the young growths, will prevent fungoid

attacks. Experienced cultivators are almost unanimous in

the opinion that close sunnner pruning is, of all things, the

most mischievous, and the 023inion is in perfect accordance

with practical experience and the teachings of science. Theory

never propounded a truer maxim than that the amount

of fruit that a vine is capable of maturing dejjends upon the

quantity of healthy foliage which it possesses, and the time

of ripening the crop will be hastened when the foliage is

abundant, and retarded when it is deficient. Continued

observation convinces us of the truth of the above, and many
cultivators, even of the foreign grape under glass, are aban-

doning the close stopping system, and are pleased with the

results.

But there is another reason why we should endeavor to

retain as much foliage as possible, even were it not otherwise

the best practice to do so. It has often been observed, and

the fact has frequently been brought forward as a reason
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against summer pruning, that vanes allowed to clamber unre-

strained over trees and bushes, will retain a vigorous healthy

foliage, and ripen fruit ; while branches from the same root,

trained alongside on an open trellis, would be completely

destroyed. I do not for a moment suppose that these facts

argue adverse to a proper system of pruning, yet it affords a

lesson wdiich, under the circumstances, is instructive. Similar

conclusions have been drawn from isolated cases of nefj-lio-ent

culture, where vines have been allowed to grow during the

whole summer unmolested, and have ripened a good crop of

fruit, compared with plants that have been carefully tended,

laterals kept in check, and luxuriant growths carefully pruned,

but withall have failed to mature their fruit. !Now, the

reason for tliis success, where success was not to be ex-

pected, is easily explained : simply the shelter of the foliage

from the causes predisposing to mildew ; in the Urst case by

the trees, and in the other, by the massive foliage. AVhen

vines are deprived of their lateral growths, and thinned of

their shoots during summer, the maturity of wood and fruit

depends upon the continued healthy action of, comparatively,

a few leaves ; and if, by mildew or any other cause, these

leaves are destroyed, growth is at once arrested ; but where

there is a mass of foliage, the outside leaves may suffer, but

they protect others below, which remain healthy, and enable

the plant to attain maturity. This teaches us an imj)ortant

lesson, and one, more than any other, calculated to be useful.

It teaches us that by a proper degree of protection, our grape

vines may escape mildew ; and it teaches us tliat any system

of close summer pruning will increase the risk of failure in

seasons when mildew is abundant, on vines not otherwise

protected.

All kinds of mildew can be arrested by applications of

sulphur, but for extensive culture we must endeavor to dis-

cover preventive rather than curative measures ; and I know
of none so likely to prove successful as j^roper shelter. Ex-

amples of the efficiency of protection could be multiplied.

At the present writing I see a vine that has its branches

spreading over the west and south sides of a house. That por-
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tion of it which is on the west is almost leafless, and the

fruit green, while the portion towards the south is yet in full

foliage, and the fruit well ripened. I have seen a trellis par-

tially^ protected by a board sixteen inches in wddth, nailed flat

down along the top of the posts. I was informed a few days

ago of a splendid crop of finely ripened Isabella grapes, on

vines trained inside of a close garden fence, while on the

same grounds an arbor of grapes, planted at same time,

and treated exactly similar, are now leafless. All this tends

to confirm my position with regard to the imj)ortance of

shelter from sudden and extreme atmospherical changes.

How best to provide this slielter, then, becomes a question

of much moment. Selectiua; a situation naturallv sheltered

should be a primary rule, and where no such selection can be

made, a very efficient protection can be given by planting a

strip of ground surrounding the fruit plantation, at least on the

most exposed points. A dense plantation of hardy evergreens

Avill modify the climate, and even a single row of ^Norway

firs will, in a few years, form a very eflicient sheltering wall.

Intermediate hedges of the same, or of tlie American Arbor-

vitce, may also be found necessary, where large areas are de-

voted to grape culture. Even board fences may be usefully

employed.

I give these suggestions for what they are worth, fully

believing that the time is not far distant when all orchards

will be sheltered, and that with decided advantage. It is

becoming yearly more apparent that mildew is the most de-

structive and widely spread disease that attacks the apple and

pear orchards, as well as the vineyard, and the fruit grower

will be forced to study more closely than ever, the causes and

effects of mildew.
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THE SITE FOR A'N ORCHARD.

BY JOUN A. WAEDEK, OF OHIO.

SITE.

The selection of a suitable site for au orcliard, is a mat-

ter of no small moment to liim who would be a successful

grower of line fruits. Without, at tliis time, pausing to in-

quire into the character of the soil, let us examine more par-

ticularly the aspect of the field to be apj^ropriated to this im-

portant crop ; for the orchard is a permanent investment, and

so much depends upon the site, that we should' make some

sacrifice of our convenience, rather than commit any error in

this particular. In the first place, then, let it be understood

that the orchard should be well exposed to the sun and air. The
least desirable positions for orchard planting are narrow val-

leys, particularly limestone valleys in a mountainous country,

traversed by a small brook, or where the surface is spotity

from springs or subjacent water. Even if such depressions

are considerably elevated, but surrounded by higher and ab-

rupt elevations, they will be found obnoxious to late and early

frosts in spring and fall, especially the former, which are

often disastrous in sucli situations, after the fruit-buds have

expanded in the sheltered nooks. Every one at all conversant

with meteorological observations made in a broken country, is

aware of the difi;erent range of temperature that will be indi-

cated by instruments suspended at different elevations. When
29
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the cooling influence of radiation lias lowered the temperature

of the surface of the earth and of objects near it, the stratum

of air in immediate contact will be chilled, and o-rowins;

heavier, will flow down into the most depressed situations, and,

accumulating there, will cause a difterence of several deo-rees

of temperature. This, when near the freezing point, will be

of the greatest consequence to tender vegetation, which may
be preserved in perfect safety at fortv degrees, but wdll be de-

stroyed at thirty degrees, or even at a higher point, in some

cases.

Thefrost line becomes a very important subject of inquiry

in the selection of an orchard site, and in some countries we

find that its position may be definitely settled within a limited

ranire of elevation ; not that a certain level can be indicated

above which there will always be an immunity from frost,

while all below will suffer, but we may approximate, in cer-

tain situations, so nearly as to indicate that certain sites are

safe or unsafe.

Nor is it the absolute elevation alone that is to be taken

into the account ; in any given locality, we may assume that

the higher the orchard is situated above the water levels, the

safer it will be, and that the lowest depressions are the most

unsafe or frosty. It is not always the mere elevation, but

rather the relative elevation of the site, that renders it more

desirable than another in the same region. There are many
orchards that are situated npou a moderate bluff", with a rapid

descent of only a few feet or yards, into a swale or valley of

moderate extent ; these we find to be uninjured when another

at a greater elevation, but in a depressed basin surrounded

bv hia-her lands, will be found to have suffered from the in-

fluence of frost. In the one case the cold air could flow oft'

rapidly into tlie adjoining depression, while in the other, the

cold air from adjoining slopes would collect and accumulate

in the situation described.

In the great plateaus of tlie world, we often find immense

tracts of land so nearly of the same level as scarcely to afford

sufficient drainage for the surplus water ; of course we should

expect to find, in such places, little variation of temperature
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arisino; from difference in elevation. But even in such situa-

tions, whether we examine tlie table-lands of our timbered

regions, or the extended areas of the prairie country, we shall

find that the drift formation whicli covers these vast tracts

has not been distributed evenly, but that there are successive

rolls or swells frequently recurring, which give, in some in-

stances, considerable variations of level, A bold ridge of

fifty feet or more in height, rises abruptly from the level

prairie, stretching along for miles, and affording admirable

exposures for orchard sites. Such places are observed to be

free from late and early frosts. In other i:)laces there is an ab-

rupt depression of the surface, answering the same purpose

—

drawing off the cold air. These mav be verv moderate in

their extent, as the prairie sloughs, or they may be small

vales, the courses of the minor streams, or of larger extent,

the valleys of rivers, or the depressions of lakes. In these lat-

ter cases, the modifvino; iniluences of considerable bodies of

water enter into the frost problem as elements of no mean
value, and acting as favorable agents, warding off frosts.

It may be asked : How do these masses of water affect the

frost ? Science answers : By their evaporated moisture in-

fluencing the atmosphere. This may save us from the blight-

ing influence of frost, by enveloping the frozen vegetation in

a wet blanket of fog ; enabling it to be thawed in the dark, as

it were, by which we avoid the influence of a bright sunshine

that M'ould have destroyed the tissues had they been snddenly

exposed to it when frozen. An equally important result is

derived from the direct influence of the humidity of the at-

mosphere, which modifies the temperature remarkably. The

immediate vicinitv of laro-e bodies of water, insular situationsI/O /

especially, even when low, are known to have a more genial

climate in consequence of this condition of tlie atmospliere,

which depends npon the large amount of caloric that is pres-

ent in the latent form in the vapor, and which becomes sensible

heat as fast as the moisture is condensed

We thus see that very opposite situations, in regard to

mere elevation, may be both recommended for orchardists
;

but the latter are rather the exceptions than the rule, for we can
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not always count upon the saving influence of a fog, nor are tbe

modifying effects of a moderate sheet of water always to be

depended upon at the time when most needed. Still, we may

find a few favored spots, where an insular position, in a lacus-

trine situation, receives a double effect—acting at both extrem-

ities of the season of vegetation in quite an opposite way, but

in both acting favorably. In such places we shall discover

that the spring opens late, being retarded by the cold atmos-

phere flowing over the chilled waters, that may be even icy,

when inland places in the same latitude are rejoicing in a

mild and genial temperature, temj^ting the expansion of the

flower-buds. Yeiretation on an island thus situated is retarded

until all danger of frost has passed, and the air has received

the full benefit of latent heat by its hygrometricity. Then,

airain in the autumn, when w^e are in danger from the access

of an early frost, such as sometimes, north of latitude forty

degrees destroys the whole crop of corn, almost universally,

over hundreds of miles, tliese favored spots have really a

warmer atmospliere, from the influence of a great extent of

water that has enjoyed a summer's sunshine, and which

warms the air by giving oft' its heat very steadily, but slowly
;

and, besides, as the surface of the land cools by radiation and

condenses the watery vapor, it receives accessions of tempera-

ture that had been locked up, or was insensible in the vapor.

Hence we flnd that in these places, though the opening of

spring w^as retarded a month, the approach of winter and au-

tumnal frosts is w^arded oft' for two months, making the season

really one month longer than in the same latitude inland.

It must be confessed, however, that the subject of meteor-

ology is not fully understood. We have but a glimmering of

the light that we hope is to be shed upon the subject when the

deductions from millions of observations long continued and

systematically conducted, shall have been wrought out for the

benefit of the orchardist and the general agriculturist.

We also have storms accompanied by a low temperature,

passing across the countr}^, in which, at times, the greatest

intensity of cold is at the southern border. Such a one pass-

ed from the west to the east in January, 1852, in which the
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mercuiy, near Marrietta, O., sank to thirty degrees below

zero ; at Zansville, O., on tlie same river, it was minus twent}'

-

seven deo*rces ; at Lancaster, O., minus thirtj-two degrees
;

while at Clevehind, O., it was only fifteen degrees below, and

at Aurora, on Cayuga Lake, IST. Y., influenced by the unfrozen

water, its greatest depression was only four degrees below zero.

AYhen considering the c»rc]iard site, tlie best aspect of

the ground becomes a matter of interesting inquiry. To all

veo-etation, the mornino; sun is a welcome visitant after a

nights repose ; for plants, as well as animals, rest from their

functions at night, and all nature rejoices in the return of

day ; hence an eastern or a southern exjjosure is generally

preferred, but we find that practically there is little difference

in the different parts of an orchard that can be fairly referred

to this cause. Some planters prefer a southern sloj^e, think-

ing that the fullest exposure to the sun is essential ; others

select a northern aspect, in the hope that they may there

avoid a too early excitation of vegetable life, and also that

the heats of summer may be thus moderated. In my own
opinion, the aspect is a matter of little consequence to the suc-

cess of an orchard, though my predilections are in favor of an

easterly exposure. Tiie danger of a southern aspect in sum-

mer, and the advantages of a northern slope, may, in a great

degree, be obtained or obviated by judicious planting and

pruning, as will be set forth in another place.

A theory has been started by those who are opposed to a

northerly slope, that vegetation continues later in the season

in such situations, es23ecially with young trees, and that hence

they are not in so good a condition to resist the access of very

severe weather at the sudden setting in of winter. TJie hy-

pothesis is not sustained by long-continued observation, al-

thouo-h manv facts noted in the autumn and M'inter of 1859

induced persons to embrace the theory ; these were j^articu-

larly the killing of the peach-buds upon northern slopes, by

the December freeze. There is no evidence that tliere is any

want of perfect ripening of the wood in these situation ; on
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the contrary, it is well known that, long before December, tlie

growth of these very trees had been cliecked, the wood had

been well ripened, and the foliage had been cast to the

ground.

The warmer exposure of a southern slope may, and often

does, favor the premature swelling of the buds and starting

of the sap during mild and pleasant, bright weather in the

winter, and vegetation is often seriously injured from this

cause.

In many parts of the country it is much more important

to consider the exposure to the prevailing winds of the region,

and to select the site and aspect that shall enjoy the benefit of

protection. This, I am aware, is a proposition that has had

opponents as well as advocates in the Ijroad savannas of the

West, where, especially, it becomes a question of the greatest

importance. There are benefits as well as evils attendant

upon the motions of the atmosphere. The swaying of the

limbs, when agitated by the breeze, gives them tone and

strength, and may assist in the circulation of the sap within

their cells ; and the constant agitation of the atmosphere

commingling the w^armer with the colder portions, will often

modify tlie temperature to such an extent as to give an immu-

nity from the frost in the open prairie, at the same moment

that the more tranquil air, witliin a limited clearing of forest

lands, has been cooled down by radiation to the frost point.

On every account, therefore, the moderate and reasonable ex-

posure to the influence of a mobile atmosphere is rather to be

courted than shunned.

The views that have been advanced by the advocates of

protection for orchards on the prairies, have been somewhat

modified since they were first promulgated. We are now told

by those who have opposed " protection," that narrow timber

belts of evergreens and deciduous trees should be planted on

the windward sides of orchards, to moderate, not to cut ofl:',

the aerial currents ; in this all will agree, and those who have

any sympathy for a tree will surely prefer to have the blasts

that sweep over miles of oi3en country somewhat checked and

tempered before reaching either themselves or their orchards.
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The testimony as to the effects of cold in sheltered and in ex-

posed situations, it must be confessed, appears somewhat con-

tradictory ; but this is because we have not all the elements

of a complex problem.

avi:n"ter.-icilIjIjn^g.

A most serious evil, both to the nurseryman and orchard-

ist, is the severe injury sometimes done to the trees by

frost. This is commonly known by the term "winter-kill-

ing," which has, at times, destroyed millions of trees, and

tlius blighted the hopes of long continued labor and large

investments of capital. kSome orchardists have been dis-

heartened, and have given up in desj^air. The investigation

of the causes of this disaster, and the conditions under which it

occurs, will be of great value to future planters ; and though

perhaps we have not yet at command sufficient data for the

full explanation of the phenomenon, it may be well to look

into the attendant circumstnces that have been observed ; and

as some of the most important considerations dej)end upon

the soil and exposure, they may be well introduced into this

essay. I have already alluded to the theory of northern hill-

sides maintaining a later growth than other situations, and

have stated that the facts do not sustain the position. The

warm exposures on southern slopes and sheltered nooks, are

apt to favor the premature starting of the sap in the mild

weather that often occurs during the winter, in our changeable

climate. On the prairies, and on the flat lands elsewhere, an

excess of humidity in the soil will contribute to this effect
;

and in such situations we mav often observe the most terril)le

destruction following a great and sudden change of tempera-

ture. Exposure to long continued cold, with severe wind, seems

to dry up the juices of the plants, in some instances, and thus

effect their destruction. This, in the far Xortli, is believed to

be a frequent cause of the evil. The condition of the tree

npon the access of severe cold is too important a subject to be

lost sight of, and has already been alluded to.

Of any given variety, the more perfectly dormant the plant,

and the more complete its condition of hybernation, the greater
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will be its immunity from this evil. The atmospheric changes

and conditions we cannot control, and we can modify them

only in a very limited degree by hedges, by timber-belts, and

by evergreen screens, the value of which begin to be appre-

ciated. The state of the soil as to its moisture is under our

control, and by thorough and surface-drainage, we may obvi-

ate one very imjjortant condition that conduces largely to the

injury under consideration—the excess of moisture.

The more perfect ripening of the wood is also a matter of

great moment, and this is subject to our control, pai-ticularly

in young trees in the nursery and orchard.

Some varieties are much more subject to injury from cold

than others. Among these are some of the most thrifty and

free growing sorts. There appears to be an inherent cpiality

of hardiness in others, that enables them to resist the most

trying alternations of temperature. Why some should be

thus liardy, and others tender, we do not know, but it is not

their northern or southern origin ; the most tender are among

the former. Sad experience lias taught us the fact, and since

the dreadful winters of the past decade, in some parts of the

"West, the first cpiestion asked respecting a new variety of

fruit is that regarding its hardiness. Pomological societies

have endeavored to collate the names of the hardy and tender

kinds, and have thus, by their united experience, been enabled

to present lists of a few of the best known apples for the use

of planters.

It will be proper, in tliis place, to say something about the

soils best adapted to orcharding. Tlie apple is a gross feeder,

but a good-natured one, and, like a good citizen and a cos-

mopolite, it submits to surrounding circumstances. In our

own country it flourishes alike on the granite hills of 'New-

England, or the mountain ranges stretching thence to the

southwest, in the limestone vallevs amid these ridfjes, on the

sandstones and shales that form the south-eastern rim of the

great valley of the West, upon the vast drift formations that

overlie the rocks from the tide-waters of the St. Lawrence to

the sources of the Missouri, upon the rich diluvial and alluvial

deposits of our river bottoms, and our vast prairies. I have
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said that the apple flourishes alike upon these various soils and

under these so difterent circumstances
;
perhaps this expression

should be somewhat modified ; there are varieties that appear

peculiarly adapted by their nature for all these different situ-

ations ; there are, perhaps, none that will thrive equally well

in all.

The orchardists of each section of the country must ascer-

tain for themselves what varieties are best adapted to the

peculiarities of the soil and climate ; hence no one region can

furnish lists of varieties to be taken as a guide for the planting

of others differently situated. Hence, too, the importance of

local organizations for pomological study, and the great value

of the labors of those who are engaged in the presentation

of these investigations in the American Pomological Society,

which will, it is fondly hoped, ultimately give us corrected

lists of fruits that are adapted to all the varying circumstances

of soil and climate, in each of the great geological regions of

our country. This has already been proposed by the excellent

General Chairman of Fruit Committees, as an important work

for the National Society ; and so soon as the subject receives

a fair consideration, its merits will be appreciated, and a union

of the best minds and the best experience of the pomologists

of each district will be brought to concentrate upon this labor.

Let me not be misapprehended in the statement just made
with regard to the wide distribution of which the apple appears

to be capable. There are soils and situations in all of the

widely-separated regions alluded to, that are wholly unfitted

to orchard culture, upon which it were folly to plant an apple

tree ; and yet many of those may be rendered entirely

suitable, if subjected to treatment suggested by science, and

executed by human ingenuity and industry ; the missing-

element may be supplied, tlie compactness of soil may be

overcome by artificial comminution, and by that effected by

aeration ; the excessive moisture may be removed by surface

and thorough drainage ; other disqualifications, such as those

of situation and climate, may not be so readily overcome
;

they have already been alluded to ; and even in them we may
hope for improvement with the advance of science.

30
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Diflerent soils may be designated porous and comj^act.

Leaving out of view, for the present, their chemical composi-

tion, let us look to their mechanical structure. Porous soils

are composed of materials that always allow of the escape of

sui^erabundant moisture ; they are generally underlaid by
beds of diluvial gravel, or by rocks of a porous character.

Such lands are peculiarly adapted to orchard planting. The

compact soil, on the contrary, is made up of the finest

materials, among which alumina largely predominates. Such

are called clayey soils, or clays, and are among the most valu-

able upon the surface of the earth, not because alumina is a

component of vegetation, but because the elements are all of

them in a state of extreme comminution.

Clays are compact soils, not only by reason of the fineness

of their particles, but because the predominating alumina

swells and becomes pasty when it is wet, and thus prevents

the passage of water through them. On this account, soils

that are too compact, especially if they be underlaid by

stifl:' clay subsoils, are not so well adapted to orcharding as

those that are more porous. This is esjieciall}^ true of level

lands, upon which water accumulates, to the great injury of

fruit trees planted upon them ; but even in hilly situations,

with good natural surface drainage, the excess of clay is indi-

cated by a spouty condition of the surface. So many varieties

succeed in clayey lands, however, and some are so superior in

their product when planted upon clays, we need not be dis-

couraged by this apparent diificulty ; it may be overcome Isy

the ingenuity of the skillful farmer. Tliorough or underd rain-

age will remedy all the evils of clay soils, and bring out their

superior advantages. Much may be done toward removing the

redundant moisture, even in the flat clay lands of the prairies,

and other extended plateaus, by the simple means of ridging

up the lands with the plow. "What is familiarly called " back-

furrowing " enables the plowman to raise a ridge upon which

to plant his trees, and at the same time he opens a furrow for

the escape of surface water. AVhile a portion of the redun-

dant moisture is thus removed, another great object of drainage

is not attained : I allude to the aeration of the soil.
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From what has been said upon a previous page, it might

be inferred, that as the apple may be cultivated upon soils of

such great diversity as those that occur over the range of

territory indicated, as well as upon the western coast of this

continent, and in the temperate regions of the Old World, tlie

peculiar soils that are characterized by tlieir underlying rocks

would be equally acceptable, whether these were granites,

shales, sandstones, or limestones. Such is not the fact, how-

ever, and we have found, in this utilitarian age, that geology

has much to do with the planting of an orchard. There are

varieties that succeed better upon one rock than u23on another,

and there are tliose that fail to be remunerative when trans-

planted to a rock which to them is obnoxious, though it may
be a very j^aradise to other varieties.

These observations are becominsr a matter of OTeat im-

portance to orchardists, and we may hope that the study of this

subject will be developed into some certain data, and that the

future discussions of our pomological societies will furnish

reliable information to future planters.
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FRUIT CATALOGUE
OF THE

m^iiiraitt i^iimali:igii:al Scii!iil|

FOR GENERAL CULTIYATIOK

^^PFLES.

American Summer Pearmain,

Autumn Bough,

Baldwin,

Benoni,

Bullock's Pipj)in,

Carolina,

Danver's "Winter Sweet,

Early Harvest,

Early Strawberry,

Eall Pippin,

Fameuse,

Gravenstein, .

Ilawley,

High Top Sweeting,

Hubbardston Nonsuch,

Jonathan,

Lady Apple,

Ladies' Sweet,

Large Yellow Bough,

Melon,

Minister,

Monmouth Pippin,

Porter,

Primate,

Pambo,

Bed Astrachan,

Rhode Island Greening,

Roxbury Pusset,

Smith's Cider,

Summer Pose,

Swaar,

Vandevere,

Wagener,

William's Favorite, (except for

light soils,)

Wine Apple, or Hays,

Winesap.
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rTa^RS.

Ananas d'Ete,

Andrews,

Bartlett,

Belle Lncrative,

Beurre d' Anjou,

Beurre d' Aremberg,

Beurre Diel,

Beurre Bosc,

Beurre St. Nicholas,

Beurre Clairgeau,

Beurre Giffard,

Beurre Superfiu,

Brandywine,

Bloodgood,

Buffum,

Cabot,

Dearborn's Seedling,

Doyenne d'Ete,

Doyenne Boussack,

Doyenne d' Alencon,

Flemish Beauty,

Fulton,

Golden Beurre of Bilboa,

Ivingsessing,

Howell,

Lawrence,

Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Madeleine,

Manning's Elizabeth,

Onondaga,

Osband's Summer,

Paradise d' Automne,

Kostiezer,

Seckel,

Sheldon,

St. Michael Archange,

Tyson,

Urbaniste,

Yicar of Winhfield,

Winter ]N"elis,

Uvedale's St. Germain (for

baking).

FOE CULTIVATION ON QUINCE STOCK.

Beurre Superfin,

Beurre Hardy,

Buifum,

Belle Lucrative,

Belle Epine Dumas,

Beurre d' Amaulis,

Beurre d' Anjou,

Beurre Diel,

Beurre Langelier,

Catillac,

Duchesse d' Angouleme,

Doyenne d' Alencon,

Easter Beurre,

Figue d' Alencon,

Glout Morceau,

Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Napoleon,

ISTouveau Poiteau,

Postiezer,

Soldat Laboureur,

St. Michael Archange,

Urbaniste,

Uvedale's St. Germain (for

baking),

Yicar of Winkfield,

Wliite Dovenne.
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FLiXJIMS.

Bleecker"'s Gage,
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Cannon Hall Muscat, White Nice,

Grizzly Frontignan, West's St. Peter,

AVI lite Frontignan, Zinfiiidal.

White Muscat of Alexandria,

Ol'EX CULTURK.

Catawba,

Concord,

Delaware,

Diana,

FastoUf,

Franconia,

French,

Ivnevett's Giant,

Boston Pine,

Hovey's Seedling,

Burr's New Pine,

Longworth's Prolific,

Black Xaples,

May's Yictoria,

Red Dutch,

Isabella.

RASPBERRIES.

Orange,

Bed Antwerp,

Yellow Antwerp.

STRA.^VBERRIES.

Large Early Scarlet,

Hooker's Seedling,

Willson's Seedling.

CURRAIN'TS.

White Dutch,

White Grape.

GOOSEBEI-iRIES.

Crown Bob,

Early Sulphur,

Green Gage,

Green Walnut,

Houghton's Seedling,

Ironmonger,

Laurel,

Ped Champagne,

Warrington,

Woodward's White Smith.

BLACIilBERRIES.

Lawton's New Rochelle, Dorchester Blackberry.
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VARIETIES AYHIOH PROMISE WELL,

AS REVISED AT THE PRESENT SESSION.

Bonura,

Broadwell,

Buclvingham,

Cannon Peannain,

Coggswell,

Early Joe,

Fall Wine,

Fornwalder,

Genesee Chief,

Jeffries,

Keswick Codlin,

King of Tompkins County,

Limber Twio;,

Maiden's Blush,

Mother,

Pomme Eoyal,

Pryors Red,

Smoke House,

Stansill,

Summer Queen,

Summer Sweet Paradise,

White Pipj)in,

White Winter Peannain,

Willow Twig,

Winter Sweet Paradise,

Wiuthrop Greening, or Lincoln

Pijjpin.

FEA^-RS.

Adams,

Alpha,

Bergen,

Beurre d' Albret,

Beurre de Montgeron,

Conseillier de la Cour,

ComjDtesse d' Alost,

Delices d' Ilarden2iont de

Belgique,

Des I^onnes,

Beurre Gris d' Iliver l^ouveau, Dix,

Beurre Hardy, Duchesse de Berri d' Ete,

Beurre Kennes,

Beurre Langelier,

Beurre Nantais,

Chancellor,

Charles Van Ilooghteii,

Comte de Flandre,

Emile d' Heyst,

Eondante du Comice,

Fondante de Charneuse,

Eondante de Malines,

Ilenkel,

Hosenshenck,
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Hull, Pratt,

Jalousie de Fontenay Yenclee, Rousselet d' Esj)eren,

Ivirtland,

Lodge (of Penn),

K"iles,

Omer Pacha,

Ott,

Philadelphia,

Pinneo,

Pius IX,

Teton de Yeiuis,

Gorgas,

Hill's Chili,

Bradshaw,

Duane's Purple,

Fellenberg,

General Hand,

German Prune,

Ive's "Washington Seedling,

Sterling,

Theodore Yan Mons,

Uwchlan,

Yan Assene, or Yan Assche,

Walker,

"Washington,

Zepherine Gregoire.

PEACHES.

Madeleine de Courson,

Susquehanna.

PLUjVXS.

Monroe,

Pond's Seedling,

Piver's Favorite,

St. Martin's Quetsche,

"White Damson.

CHERR-IES.

American Amber, Eoekport Bigarreau,

Bigarreau Monstreuse de Hovey,

Mezel, Kirtland's Mary,

Black Hawk, Ohio Beauty,

Great Bigarreau of Downing, "Walsh's Seedling.

Herbemot,

Logan,

Cope,

Catawissa,

Belle de Fontenay,

Doolittle,

ai

GrRAFES.

Pebecca,

Union Yillage.

I?.A.SI?I3ER.R,IES.

Hornet,

Thunderer,

Walker.
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Genesee,

Jenny Lind,

Le Baron,

McAvoy's Superior,

Downing's Seedling,

Scarlet Magnate,

Triomphe de Gand,

Trollope's Yictoria,

Walker''s Seedliiio-.

»OOSEBEIiR.IES.

Mountain Seedling.

Cherry, Imperial Jamie,

Fertile d' Angers, Yersaillaise,

Fertile de Pallua, "White Gondonin.

FOR PARTJCULAH LOCALTIES.
.A.PPEES.

Canada Red,

Esopns Spitzenbnrgh,

Newtown Pippin,

Northern Spy,

Yellow Bell-Flower.

Grey Doyenne,

China Cling, Heath Cling,

FEA-IiS.

White Doyenne.

r>EA.CHES.

Carpenter's White.

Imperial Gage.

Burr's New Pine, Jenny's Seedling.

FOR IVORTHERISr LOCALTIES.

Ribston Pippin.

FOR GARDENS.
APPLES.

Garden Royal.

FOR SPECIAL CULTIVATION
CHERIilES.

]Na23oleon Bigarreau.
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EEJECTED FEUITS.

AFPLES.

Adams' Pearmain,

Alexander,

Alfristan,

American Pippin,

Angle,

Augustine,

Aunt Hannah,

Beachemwell,

Belden, or Red Cheek,

Bellefleur (red)

Bevan's Favorite,

Black Apple,

Black Gillillower,

Blenheim Pippin,

Borovitskv,

Bourassa,

Brabant Bellefleur,

Garbage,

Caroline, (English),

Cash Sweet,

Cathead,

Cheeseboro' Pusset,

Claygate Pearmain,

Cluster,

Colville Eed Winter,

Cornish Aromatic,

Cornish Gilliflower,

Court of Wick,

Cram,

Devonshire Quarrenden,

Dodge's Early Eed,

Downton l^onpared,

Early Red Margaret

Egg Top,

English Codlin,

English Golden Pippin,

Federal Pearmain,

Fenouillet Gris,

Fenouillet Jaune,

Fenouillet Rouge,

Flower of Kent,

Gloucester AVliite,

Golden Apple,

Golden Harvey,

Golden Reinette,

Grand Sachem,

Grey French Reinette,

Grey House,

Henrj^'s Weej)ing Pippin,

Hewitt's Sweet,

Hoary Morning,

Holland's Sweet,

Huuge,

Indian Prince,
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Irish Peach,

Jewitt's Red,

Kaighn's Spitzenburgh,

Kenrick"'s Autumn,

Keutisli Fillbasket,

Kerry Pippin,

Kilham Hill,

King of Pippins,

Kirke's Lord iS^elson,

Large Red Sweeting,

Lemon Pippin,

Longville Kernel,

Lucomb's Seedling,

Male Carle,

Margil,

Marmalade Pipj^in,

Melville's Sweet,

Mere de Menage,

Merritt's Sweet,

Menagere,

Michael Henry Pippin,

Muscovia,

I^ewark Pippin,

IN^onpareil (old),

!N"onpareil (scarlet),

ISTonsuch (English),

ISTorthern Sweeting.

IS^orfolk Beanfin,

Old Field,

Ornes' Early,

Osliu,

Pearson's Plate,

Pennock,

Pigeon ette.

Pound Royal,

Pound Sweeting,

Priestly,

Pumpkin Russet,

Red Calville,

Red Detroit,

Red Doctor,

Red Ingestrie,

Red Pound Sweet,

Red or Royal Russet,

Reinette Triomphante,

Republican Pippin,

Ross's Nonpareil,

Rowland's Red Streak,

Royal Pearmain,

Salina,

Sam Young,

Sawyer Sweeting,

Spice Sweeting,

Sponge,

Sprague,

Steel's Sweet,

Stroat,

Stunner Pip]iin,

Sugar Loaf Pippin,

Surprise,

Titus Pippin,

Tower of Glamis,

Watson's Dumpling,

White Astracan,

White Calville (Summer),

White Calville (Winter),

White Ligestrie,

Woolston's Red Streak,

Woolstou's White Sweet,

White Juneating,

Wormsley's Pippin,

Yellow Ingestrie,
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PE^Rf

Admiral,

Ah ! Mon Dieu,

Alexander of Russia,

Althorpe Crassanne,

Ainadotte, or Madotte,

Ambrosia,

Ambrette,

Amire Joamnet,

Angelique de Bourdeaux,

Angers,

Angleterre,

Apple Pear,

Arch due d'Ete,

Armenie,

Arraudi,

Autumn Bergamot,

Autumn Superb,

Aston Town,

Bankersbirne,

Beauty of Winter,

Bedford,

Belle Caennaise,

Belle d'Aout,

Belle de Brissac,

Belle de Bruxelles,

Belle de Feron,

Belle de !N"oisette,

Bellissimme d'Automne,

Bellissimme d'lliver,

Belmont,

Bergamotte Crassanne d'Au-

tomne,

Bergamotte Drouet,

Bergamotte d'Autumne,

Bergamotte Fortunee,

Bergamotte Hampden,
Bergamotte Holland,

Bergamotte Leseble,

Bergamotte Libatton,

Bergamotte March,

Bergamotte d'Parthenay,

Bergamotte Bose,

Bergamotte Royale d'Hiver,

Bergamotte Summer,

Bergamotte Sylvange,

Bergamotte Zappee,

Beurre Adam,
Beurre Audusson,

Beurre Bronze,

Beurre Capiaumont,

Beurre Charron,

Beurrj d'Angleterre,

Beurre of Bolwiller,

Beurre Colmar of Autumn,

Beurre Coloma,

Beurre Derouineau,

Beurre Goubault,

Beurre Gris d'Automne,

Beurre Hamecher,

Beurre Ivenrick,

Beurre Knox,

Beurr' Kose,

Beurre Seutin,

Beurre Six,

Beurre St. Marc,

Beurre Van Mons,

Bezi de Caissoy,

Bezi de Chaumontelle,

Bezi d'Echasserie,

Bezi Goubault,

Bezi d'Hery,

Bezi de Yindre,

Bezi Yaet,

Bishoj)'s Thumb,
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Blanqnet a Longiie Queue,

Blanqiiette le Gros,

Blanquette Petit,

Bo de la Coiir,

Bon Chrietien d'Aucli,

Bon Chrietien Bruxelles,

Bon Chrietien d'Ete,

Bon Chrietien d'Hiver,

Bon Chretien Spanish,

Bon Chrietien Vernois,

Boncquia,

Bouvier,

Bouquet,

Bradford,

Bresilere,

Broompark,

Brougham,

Brousselle,

Bruno de Bosco,

Brugman's Birne,

Buchanan's Xew Spring

Beurre,

Burgomaster,

Burlingliame,

Burnet,

Caillot Rosat,

Callebasse, or Pitt's Prolific,

Calebasse Tougard,

Camerlyn,

Capucin,

Cassolette,

Catinka,

Chair a Dame,

Cliarles of Austria,

Charles Yan Mons (old),

Chamoisine,

Chat Brule,

Chelmsford,

Cheroise,

Citron of Bohemia,

Citron de Siereutz,

Clapp,

Clara,

Clinton,

Colmar Epine,

Colmar d'Ete,

Colmar des Invalides,

Colmar I^eil,

Colmar d'Automne,

Columbus d'Hiver,

Comstock's Wilding,

Comte de Fresnel,

Copea,

Crassane,

Crawford,

Cremoisiere,

Croft Castle,

Cumberland,

Cuveiier,

D'Amour,

Dathis,

Dearborn of Yan Mons,

De TEpine,

De Eer,

Deschamps (new late),

De Sorlus,

Deux Soeurs,

De Yallee,

Downton,

Doyenne Dore,

Doyenne Gonbault,

Doyenne Mons,

Doyenne Panache,

Doyenne Quatre Saison,

Doyenne Rose,

Double de Guerre,
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Drapping,

Dubossarv,

Dnchesse de Mars,

Dumbarton,

Dutpiesiie d'Ete,

Elize d'llevst,

Elton,

Emerald,

Endicott,

English Warden,

Epine d'Ete,

Estnor Castle,

Eyewood,

Famenga,

Fantasie Van Mons,

Eigne (the old),

Eigne Extra,

Eondante de Brest,

Cormo de Bergamotte Cras-

sanne.

Forme des Delices,

Forme Urbaniste

Fnlvie Gregoire (the old).

Fort Delaware,

Foster's St, Michael,

Frederic of Prussia,

Franc Real d'Hiver,

French Iron,

Garnstone,

Gcndesheim,

Gileogil,

Girardin,

Gloire de Cambronne,

Grand Bretagne,

Grand Citron of Bohemia,

Green Catharine,

Green Chisel,

Green Sugar,

Green Yair,

Grise Bonne,

Gros Blanquet,

Grosse Marie,

Gros Bousselet,

Gustin's Summer,

Haeon's Incomparable,

Haddington,

Hathorne"'s Seedling,

Hativeau,

Hays,

Hericart,

FCessel,

Horticulture,

Huguenot,

Hunt's Connecticut,

Hunt's Seedling,

Ipswich Holland,

Jacob,

Jalousie,

Jalousie Tardive,

Jalvie,

Jargonelle,

John Monteith,

Jubin,

Judge Andrews,

King Edward,

King's Seedlino-,

Knighfs Monarch,

Kramelsbirne,

Lansac,

Lavalle,

Lederbirne,

Leon le Clerc,

Liberale,

Lincoln,

Livingston's Seedling,

Locke,
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Louise Bonne,

Louise of Bologne,

Mabile,

Mac Yean,

Madame Yert,

Mansuette,

Marcelis,

March Bergamot,

Marie Louise l^ova,

Martin Sec,

Marquise,

Merveille d'liiver,

Messire Jean,

Michaux,

Miller's Seedling,

Moccas,

Moorfowl Egg,

Muscat Allemaud,

Muscat Eobert,

Muscadine,

Musette,

Naumkeag,

JSTavet,

Ifouveau Simon Bouvier,

Oak Leaf (Lnperial),

Ogden,

Oken d'Hiver,

Olivers Eussett,

Orange Bergamotte,

Orange,

Orange d'liiver,

Orange Rouge,

Orange Tulipee,

Pailleau,

Parfum d'Aout,

Passe Long Bras,

Passe Tardive,

Passe Tutti,

Pennsylvania,

Petit Muscat,

Phillips,

Pitfour,

Pitt's Marie Louise,

Piatt's Bergamotte,

Poire d'Avril,

Poire de Mons'r Bosmelle,

Poire Prevost,

Poire de la Peine,

Poire Seutin,

Poire Stuvck,

Pomme Poire,

Pope's Quaker,

Pope's Pusset,

Pope's Scarlet Major,

Prince's Portugal,

Princesse Charlotte,

Princesse Maria,

Princess of Orange,

Queen Caroline,

Queen of the Low Countries,

Quiletette of Manning,

Pameau,

Peine Caroline,

Peine d'fliver.

Peine des Poires,

Peine du Pays Bas,

Eidelle,

Rondelette,

Pousselete d'Hiver,

Rousselete Baud,

Pousselete de Pheinis,

Pousselete de Stutgard,

Pousselete St. Yincent,

Eoyale d'Hiver,

Pushmore's Bon Chretien,

Sabine (Flemish),
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Sabine (Y. M.)

Saraziii,

Sans Pepins,

Sapianski,

Sdegnata,

Shobden Court,

Simon Boiivier,

Skinless,

Souveraine,

St. Bruno,

St. Denis,

St. Germain,

St. Germain Brandes,

St. Pere,

Stone,

Striped Madeleine,

Suffolk Thorn,

Sugar Pear of Hojerswerda,

Summer Bero-amot,

Summer Pose,

Summer Thorn, or Epined'Ete,

Superfondante,

Summer St, Germain,

Surpasse St. Germaine,

Surpasse Meuris,

Swan's Egg,

Swiss Bergamottc,

Tagliorette,

Tarquin de Pyrennes,

Travernier de Boulogne,

Tillington,

Thompson (of ISTew Hani]>-

shire),

Truoscherdy Dulle,

Tine Or d'Ete,

Tucker's Seedling,

Yalle Franche,

Yan Buren,

Yanquelin,

Yerte Longue Penache,

Yirgalieu,

Yirgouleuse,

"Wellington,

Whitfield,

"Wilkinson,

W^indsor,

Winter Crassane,

Winter Orange,

AVinter Quince,

AYurzur d'Automne,

Yutte,

Zoar Beauty.

Alberge Petit

Brussels,

Orange,

A-FRICOTS.

Bed Masculine,

AYhite Masculine,

CHERRIES.

Amber Gean,

American Heart,

Arden's White Heart,

Bleedino; Heart,

Bigarreau, d'Octobre,

Bowyer's Early Heart,

Buttner's October Yellow,

Coe's Late Carnation,

Davenport's Early,

Flemish or Montmorency,

32
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Griclley,

Hereford shire White,

Hildesheim Bigarrean,

Honey,

Hyde's Eed Heart,

Merville de Septeirdire,

Manning's Early AVhito,

Manning's Early Black,

Morello,

May Biirarrean,

Madison's Biijarreaii,

Charter Oak,

Apricot Rouge,

American Wheat,

Blue Gage,

Blue Pei'drigon,

Brevorts,

Bvefield,

Cherry,

Corses' Admiral,

Corses' Field Marshal,

Diamond,

Elfrey,

Fro.-^t's Gage,

Ghiston's Early,

Gifford's Lafayette,

Holland's Early,

Horse Plum,

Ox Heart (red),

Kemington's White Heart,

Ked Bigarrean.

River's Earlv Amber Heart,

Ramsey's Late Morello,

Robert's Red Heart,

Tardif de Mons,

Tobacco-leaved,

Transparent Guigne,

AVhite Tartarian,

AVilkinson.

Strawberry,

Howell's Early,

Kirke's,

Late Bolmar,

Lewiston's Egg,

Lucombe's Koiisuch,

Orleans,

Penobscot,

Pond's Seedling,

Queen Mother,

Red Magmim Bonum,

Red Perdrigon,

AVhite A])ricot,

AVhite Damson,

White Lnperatrice,

White Perdrigon.

Allen,

Cretan Red,

Aberdeen Bee-hive,

RASPBERRIES.

Double Bearino',

JS'ottinfrham Scarlet.

SXRA."WI3ERRIES.

Alice Maud,
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Athlete,

Belle de TalliK-u

Bostock,

Bretonneau,

Brittaniti,

Burrs Columbus,

Burr's Late Prolific,

Burr's Ohio Maiumoth,

Burr's Profusion,

Burr's Scioto,

Burr's Seedling,

Chester,

Cobb's Prolific,

Compte de Flandres,

Compte de Paris,

Comtesse de Marne,

Cremont Perpetual,

Cuthill's Black Prince,

Downton,

Due de Brabant,

Duchesse deTrevise,

Earlv Mav,

Eberlin,

Elton Pine,

Excellent,

French Cucumber,

French Ilautbois,

French Musk,

Garden of Eden,

General Jacqueminot,

Goliath (Kitley's),

Honneur de Belglque,

Hooper's Seedling,

Ingram's Prince of AVales,

Keen's Seedling,

Knevett's Pine,

La Delicieuse,

La Liogeoise,

La Merveille de Flandres,

Lizzie Randolph,

Magnmn Bonum,

Methven Scarlet,

IMjatt's Eliza,

IS^ecked Pine (Ohio),

Nicholson's Ajax,

Nicholson's Kuby,

Nimrod,

Old Pine,

Patrick's Seedling,

Pistillate Eeen,

Premices de Bagnolet,

Prince Albert,

Prince of Orleans,

Prince of AVales (Cuthills),

Princess Royal,

Richardson's Cambridge,

Richardson's Early,

Richardson's Late,

Roseberry,

Royal Pine,

Royal Scarlet,

Schiller,

Schneike's Pistillate,

Southborough Seedling,

Stii'ling Castle,

Surprise,

Swainston's Seedling,

Taylor's Seedliuo:,

Unique Scarlet,

Yersaillaise,

AYahyorth,

Washington,

Willey/
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REVISION OF CATALOGUE.

At tlie meeting- of the American Poniological Society, held in Phila-

delphia on the 11th, 12th and 13th of September, 1860, the following

resolution was offered by P. Barry, and unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That, in conformity with the recommendations of the

President in his Annual Address, and of the General Chairman of the

Fruit Committee, Samuel Walker, Esq., at the last meeting- of the

Society in the City of New-York, a Local Committee of five be appointed

in each State and Territory, which shall be charged with the duty of

preparing a Catalogue of the fruits in its own locality, on the same

general plan as the Society's Catalogue, due regard being had to soil,

climate, position, and other circumstances atfecting the tree and fruit,

and that the chairmen of said Local Committees shall be the chairman

of the State Committee, with power to appoint his associates.

Resolved, That a Special Committee be appointed by the Chair at

this time, to whom these various Local Committees .shall make their

repoi't during tlio year 1861; and that such Special Committee be

charged with the duty of compiling- from the Local Catalogues, prepared

by the various Local or State Committees, and from the present Cata-

logue of the Society, full lists of all the fruits therein named, properly

classified and arrano-ed with due regard to nomenclature and termi-

nology, and shall submit the same at the next biennial session of this

Society for its consideration and action.

In compliance w^ith the second resolution, the following gentlemen

were named by the Chair as the Special Committee: P. Barry, of

Rochester, N. Y, ; J. S. Cabot, Salem, Mass.; J. A. Warder, Cincinnati,

O. ; Charles Downing, Newburgh, N. Y. ; L. E. Berckmans, Augusta,

Ga. ; William Reid, Elizabethtown, N. J.; to which was added, by

vote of the Society, Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, the President.

The Committee have determined to commence their work early, and

conduct it with the energy necessary for the consummation of so great

and arduous a work. They have, therefore, issued the following Circular,

which should receive the earnest and early attention of all interested:
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CIEOULAE.
To the Chairmen of the several Local or Slate ConrniUtccs of the American I'omo-

logical Society :

Dear Sir:—At the last ineetino- of the American Pomoloo'ical So-

ciety, held in Philadelphia on the 11th, 12th and 13th September last

('ISGO), action was taken upon the revision of the Society's Fruit Cata-

logue, as will be seen from the subjt>ine(l extract from the proceedings,

and the undersigned wei-e appointed a Special Committee to receive the

Reports or Catalogues of Local or State Committees, classify and arrange

the same, and submit them to the Society at its next biennial session, to

be held in Boston in 1862.

It is therefore our duty to request you, as Chairman in your State,

to organize your Committee and enter upon the work of preparing

your Catalogue at once, so that it may be transmitted to us sometime

during the ensuing year 1861, as provided in tbe resolution.

In 2:>rcparing your Report or Catalogue, you will please observe that

the arrangement of the present Catalogue of the Society is to be fol-

lowed as closely as possible, giving fi7'sf, a list of varieties adapted to

general cultivation; second, a list of new or neioly introduced varieties

which promise well ; and third, a list of such as are known to be valu-

able for particular localities or purposes.

It is the design and aim of the Society to make its Catalogue so

comprehensive and accurate that it may become the standard of Ameri-

can Pomology; hence it is important that Committees exercise the

greatest care in prepai'ing their lists, accepting such information only

as they know to be perfectly reliable.

It will be understood that no varieties are to be classed for " General

Cultivation" within any State or locality, upon brief or partial experi-

ment, but must be generally and success/idly cultivated for a consider-

able period of time. In the case of those classed for particular localities

or purposes, the nature of these particulars should in all cases be given

if possible.

Trusting you wiU find it convenient to give prompt attention to this

work, we remain,

Very Respectfully,

MARSHALL P. WILDER, L. E. BERCKMANS,
P. BARRY, J. A. WARDER,
J. S. CABOT, CHAS. DOWNING,

WILLIAM RE ID.
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CO]VtIvi:iTTEE OlSr OSTEW Isr^^TIVE ERTTITS.

Downing,

HoVEY,
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New York.
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Pennsylvania.
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New York.
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CoiT, Connecticut.

Lyon, Michigan.

Elliott, Ohio.

co]vi::!vriTTEE: oisr fruits otst ExiiiBiTioT«r.

Smith, New York.

BouENE, . Rhode Island.
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LIST OF MEMBERS.
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CIRCULAR.

The following Circular was issued by the officers of the

American Pomological Society, calling its N^inth Session, at

Boston, in accordance with the resolution adopted at the pre-

vious meeting, held in Philadelphia :

In conformity with a resolution adopted at the last meet-

ing of this National Association, the undersigned. President

thereof, gives notice that its Ninth Session will commence in

the Hall of the Massachust^tts Horticultural Society, corner

of Washington and West Streets, Boston, Massachusetts, on

Wednesday, Sept. 17th 1862, at 12 o'clock, noon, and will con-

tinue for several days. All Horticultural, Pomological, Agri-

cultural, and other kindred institutions in the United States

and the British Provinces, are invited to send delegations as

large as they may deem expedient, and all other persons

interested in the cultivation of Fruits are invited to be present,

and to take seats in the Convention.

The present season promises to be the most propitious for

Fruit that has occured for many years, and it is anticipated that

the coming session, which takes place at the same time with the

Annual Exhibition of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,

may be made one of the most interesting which has ever been

held by the Society. All the States and Territories are urgently

invited to be present, by delegation, at this meeting, that the

amicable and social relations which have lieretofore existed

between the members of the Society may be fostered and per-
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petuated, and the result of its deliberations, so beneficial to

the country at large, be generally and widely diffused.

Among the prominent subjects to be submitted at this ses-

sion, will be the report of the Special Committee appointed

to revise the Society's Catalogue of Fruits, and thus to ascer-

tain what varieties are adapted to the different sections and

districts of our country. The various State and Local Com-

mittees who have not already made their Reports on the Re-

vision, are therefore solicited to forward them, without further

delay, to P. Barry, Esq., Rochester, N. Y., Chairman of said

Committee. And it is further requested that all other Re-

ports which are by the By-Laws made returnable to the Gen-

eral Chairman of the Fruit Committee, now deceased, may
also be addressed to Mr. Barry, as aforesaid.

Members and Delegates are requested to contribute speci-

mens of the Fruits best adapted to their resjDective districts,

to furnish descriptions of the same, their mode of cultivation
;

and to communicate whatever may aid in promoting the

objects of the Society and the science of American Pomology.

Each contributor is requested to come j^repared with a com-

plete list of his collection, and to present the same with iiis

Fruits, that a Report of all the varieties entered may be sub-

mitted to the meeting as soon as practicable.

All persons desirous of becoming members can remit the

admission fee to Thomas P. James, Esq., Treasurer, Philadel-

phia, or the President, at Boston, who will furnish them with

the Transactions of the Society. Life Membership, Ten Dol-

lars; Biennial, Two Dollars.

Packages of Fruits may be addressed as follows : "Ameri-

can PoMOLOGicAL SociETY, care of Mass. Hort. Society, Boston,

Mass."

MARSHALL P. WILDER, President.

Thomas W. Field, Secretary.
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PROCEEDINGS
OP THE

.lEi^iran ^lamcil^gir^l Ssuriilg

The Convention assembled at 12 o'clock, M., Sept. 17, 1862,

at the rooms of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston.

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, tlie President, occupied the chair.

In the absence of the Secretai'}' and Treasurer, the President

designated Mr. Leander Wetherell to act as Secretary pro

tem.^ and Mr. C. R. Baker, of Dorchester, as Treasurer, pro

tern.

The President then cordially welcomed the delegates to the

citv, in a few warm, patriotic words. A Committee was

appointed consisting of Dr. Houghton, of Pa., and Mr. Joseph

Frost, of Rocliester, New York, to examine the credentials

of delegates and report thereon.

The following is the list presented by the Committee:

M A I N p: .

Portland Horticultural Society.—T. C. Hersey, Samuel

Rolfe, J. W. Adams, Abner Lowell, Warren Sparrow, Byron

Greenongh.

Board of Agriculture.—Samuel F. Perley, Calvin Cham-

berlain, B. F. bourse, S. L. Goodale, Calvin Spaulding, S. P.

Benson.
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MASSACHUSETTS.

State Board ofAgriculture.—Jabez Fisher, Freeman Wal-

ker, Nathan Durfel, Asa Clement.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.— Joseph Breck,

Prcs't, C. M. Hovey, J. S. Cabot, Eben Wight, Frederick Clapp,

Leander Whetherell, Cheever Newhall, Josiah Stickney, C. O.

Wliitmore, Sanford Howard, David T. Curtis, R. McCleary

Copeland, John A. Kenrick, John Gordon, E. A.Story, Fran-

cis Marsh, J. H, Billings, A. D. Williams, Aaron D. Weld,

x\.ugustas Parker, Samuel W. Curtis, I. AV. Manning.

Worcester County Horticultural Society.— Jolm Milton

Earle, George Jacques, George S. Rice, D. Waldo Lincoln,

Jonathan Grout, James F. Allen, John C. Ripley, Edwin I)ra-

per, Jonathan Forbush, Stephen Salisbury, Samuel II. Cotten,

Jonatluin D. Wheeler, Edward Earle, Wm. T. Merrifield,

George F. Daniels.

Worcester North Agricultural Society.— Jabez Fisher,

Benjamin Snow, Jr., Wm. G. Wyman.
Middlesex Agricultural Society.— E. H. Bull, Simon

Brown, John B. Moore, Elijah Wood, ]Sr. H. Warren, Albert

Stacy, Ozias Morse, Winthrop W. Chenery, Mansur W. Marsh,

Asa Clement, E. A. Warren, John Cummings, James Eustis,

Andrew Wellington, Samuel H. Pierce.

Middlesex jV'orth Agricidticral Society.—Jos. Wari-en, Asa

Clement, Asa G. Sheldon, Chas. F. Flint, James Eustis, Daniel

P. Coburn, Andrew Spalding, Zaccheus Reed, E. M. Read,

Gardner Parker, Josiah Gates, Nathan Crosby, L. JSTichols,

Isaac Hold en.

Middlesex South Agricultural Society.—James W. Brown,

Jacob Pratt, Elias Grout, S. Morse Cutter, Samuel Boyd.

Essex County Agricultural Society.—John M. Ives, Josiah

Newhall, E. G. Kelly.

Worcester South Agricultural Society.—Emmons Twitch-

ell, Newton S. Hubbard, S. A. Drake.

South Reading Horticultural and Agricultural Society,

— Dr. John G. Brown, Charles Patch, A. C. Perkins, Samuel

Kingmour, John S. Eaton.
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IligJiland Agricultural Society^ Middlefield, Mass.—Law-

rence Smith, H. Goodrich, Jr.

Hampden County Agricultural Society.—G. B. Ide, B.

K. Bliss, J. E. Taylor, L. Dickenson.

Farmers^ Cliib^ of West Newbury.—Thomas C. Thurlow.

Franklin County Agricidtural Society.—H. W. Cusiiam,

A. W. Clapp, J. S. Grinnell.

Norfolk Agricultural Society.— Marshall P. Wildel'^

Eliphalet Stone, Eben Wight, Royal W. Turner, Cheevcr

jSTewhall, C. A. Hewins, George Davenport, H. O. Hildretlh

RHODE ISLAND.

Providence., Rhode Islandj., Society for the Encouragement

of Domestic Industry.—Joseph II. Bourn, Edward D. Pearce,

Silas Moore, Edward P. Talt, D. H. Leonard.

CONNECTICUT.

Hartford County Horticultural Societij.— D. S. Dewey^

A. W. Birge, G. W. Russel, G. F. Davis, R. D. Hubbard, W.
F. Tattle, Wm. H. Pusley, Sheldon Moore, E. A. Holcomb, T.

S. Austin, C. T. Webster, Edward Bowles.

Connecticut State Agricultural Society.— N. A. Bacon,

W. Clift.

NEW YORK.

American Institute, New York City.—W. S. Carpenter,

P. B. Mead, John G. Bergen, Isaac P. Trimble, Edward
Doui^htv.

New York State Agricultural Society.—Charles Down-
ing, A. P. Cummings, P. Barry.

Fruit Growers'' Society of Westei'n New York.— Joseph

Forest, W. P. Towsend, E, Moody, E. W. Sylvester, S. N.

Holmes, T. C. Maxwell, II. E. Hooker.

Neivhurgh Bay Horticultui'ol Society.—Henry W. Sar-

gent, Charles Downing.

NEW JERSEY.

Burlington County Agricultural Society.^ Mt. Holly.—

•

John Chambers, Christopher Rigg, George B. Deacon.
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P E N ]Sr S Y L V A iSr I A .

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.—Robert Cornelius, D.

Rodney King, Robert Buist, J. E. Mitchell, Thomas P. James,

Dr. J. G. Honghton, A. W. Harrison, Thomas Meehan, Wm.
Saunders, John Dick, S. W. Noble, William Parry, H. A.

Dreer, J. M. Price, Jno. S. Haines.

Fruit Groweri Society of Eastern Pennsylvania.—A. W.
Harrison, Dr. J. S. Houghton, John Rutter, Gustavus Heins.

OHIO.

F. R. Elliott.

MICHIGAN.

Michigan State Agricultural Society^ Detroit.— T. T.

Lyon, Plymouth.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Department of Agriculture., Washington.— Richard C.

McCormick, F. R. Elliott.

The President invited the Delegates to visit him on

Thursday evening, at his house in Dorchester.

He also extended an invitation from the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society to the delegates to visit tiieir exhibition

at the Music Hall.

The following Committees were then announced :

ON NEW FKUIT.

Downing, of New York ; Hovey of Massachusett ; Buist,

of Pennsylvania; Warder, of Ohio; Barry of New York;

Coit, of Connecticut; Lyon of Michigan; and Elliott of Ohio.

ON BDSINESS.

Thomas, of New York; Lyon, of Michigan; Goodale, of

Maine; Moore, of Rhode Island; Bacon, of Connecticut;

and Perkins, of California.
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ON FKUITS ON EXHIBITION.

Smith, of I^ew York, and Bourn, of Rhode Island.

ON NOMINATION OF OFFICEKS.

Barry, of New York; Perley, of Maine; Coit, of Connect-

icut; Buist, of Pennsylvania; Parry, of IS'ew Jersey; Pearce,

of Riiode Island ; Lyon, of Michigan ; Perkins, of California;

Worcester, of Connecticut; Fisher, of Massachusetts.

The Report of the Treasurer was received, accepted, and

ordered to be printed.

TREASURER'S REPORT.

To the President^ and Members of the American

Pomological Society.

The Treasurer of the Society submits the following Report

for the term 1861—1862.

STATEMENT,
KECEIPTS.

1860, Sept. Cash balance on hand, per last

report, .$197 64

1862, Sept. Cash from 20 Life Members, $10, 200 00
" Cash from 177 Term Members, $2, 354 00

$751 64

EXPENDITURES.

1860, Sept., 19. Cash paid Corbit & Weth-

erill. Stenographers, for reporting Dis-

cussions, by order of the President, $ 35 00

1861, Jan. and Feb. Cash paid Freight on

Proceedings from Rochester, 4 40
" Feb., 19. Cash paid Benton & An-

drews for Printing Proceed ings,Covers

and Binding, by order of the President 484 76
•' Feb., 26. Cash paid J. Vick for Re-

porting Proceedings, $50 00

less membership contribution, $2 00 48 00
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bv order of the President. 48 00

1861, Feb., 26. Cash paid G. Frauenberger

for drawino; and enm-avino- outlines of

fruits, bj order of the President,

" May 21. Cash paid Freight on

ceedings from Rochester,.

1862, July. Cash paid sundry Postage

Proceedings to members,

'ro-

3 on

12 00

1 20

27 90

$613 21

$138 43Sept. Leaving in the Treasury, .

Respectfully submitted

THOMAS P. J,^MES, Treamrer.

The Business Committee submitted ilhe following report:

REPORT OF BUSINESS COMMITTEE.

The Business Committee submit the following recom-

mendations : \

1. That the hours for the morning session be from 9 A.

M. till 1 P. M.; and for the afternoon sessicTi from 3 P. M.

till the society shall order an adjournment. \

2. That the order of business be, after ihe President's

Address, 1, Election of Officers ; 2, Report of the Chairman

of the Committee to revise the Society's List of Fruits ; 3,

Discussion on the lists of Apples, Pears, Peaches, Plums,

Cherries, Small Fruits, and Grapes.

3. Should time permit, we propose the discussion of the

three subjects of Pear Culture, Culture of Small Fruits, and

Out-door Grape Culture, as recommended in the report of the

Business Committee of 1860, and recorded on page 42 of the

Transactions for that year.

4. In view of the limited time for this session, we recom-

mend brevity in all remarks, and that no speaker be allowed

to occupy more than five minutes at a time; nor, without leave
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or lor explanation, have a right to speak more than once on

any one point under discussion.

J. J. THOMAS, Chairman.

The report was accepted, and the Convention adjourned

to 3 o'clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Met according to adjournment.

The President delivered his Address, as follows :
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the AmeviGan Pomologial Society

:

Once more a kind Providence permits us to assemble for

consultation, and the friendly interchange of experience in

the ennobling and delightful art to which our Society is de-

voted. Once more I rejoice in the privilege of taking by

the hand so many of the distiuguished cultivators of our land,

with whom I have enjoyed sweet intercourse for a long period

of time, and from whom I have received so many tokens of con-

fidence and regard during the twelve years of official service

in this chair.

In behalf of the Massachusetts Horticultural Societv, at

whose invitation we are here assembled, I extend to each of

you a cordial welcome to this place, to our hearts and our

homes. You come from different, and in some instances from

distant, sections of our country, and some from lands better

adapted for the cultivation of many kinds of fruit than ours.

But, true to our own instinct, and to the spirit of our venerable

fathers, the founders of jSlew England Pomology, we have

brought up specimens of the progress which has been attained

by us in this region. The first seeds of our fruits were planted

by the colonists of Massachusetts Bay, in the year 1629. Soon

after the Colonial Legislature granted to John Winthrop, then

Governor of the Colony, a section of land, on condition that

he should plant thereon a vineyard and orchard, which grant

received its name from his official position, and has ever since
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been known as Governor's Island, in the harbor of Boston.

About the same time. Governor Endicott, of Salem, planted

the first pear trees in that place, one of which is still living and

bears his name. Precisely what the intermediate progress

may have been we are unable to state. But, after a s]:)ace of

a century and a half, we find in the Boston Gazette of March,

17T0, the following advertisement of the gardener of the im-

mortal Jolm Hancock, the first signer of that memorable in-

strument, the Declaration of Independence :

—

" To be sold by George Spriggs, Gardener to John Hancock, Esq.,

a Large Assortment of English Fruit Trees grafted and innociilated of

the best and richest Kind of Cherry Trees, Pear Trees, Plumb Ti-ees,

Peach Trees, Apricots, Nectarines, Quinces, Lime Trees, Apple Ti'ees

grafted and ungrafted, and sundry Mulberry Trees which will be fit to

transplant the next Year, and Medleys."

To these worthy men, and others of more recent date,

whose labors inspired our fellow citizens, may be traced the

interest which, in the year 1829, originated the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society; and, through the agency of this first

Association, introduced into this section the results attained

by Yan Mons, Knight, and other European pomologists. Thus

was here laid the foundation upon which the science we seek

to promote has advanced to a rank not inferior to that attained

in any other country in the world.

DECEASED AND ABSENT MEMBERS.

Since our last biennial session, one of the founders of the

Society, who held official positions from the organization of

the Association, has been removed by death to another and,

we trust, a happier world. I allude to the decease of the Hon.
Samuel Walker, of Roxbury, Massachusetts, who died at his

residence in that city, on the 11th of December, 1S60. His
death has made a large breach in our pomological circle,

and deserves special notice. Mr. AValker was one of the ear-

liest and most valuable members of the Society,— for many
years a Yice President,— and at the time of his death Chair-

man of the General Fruit Committee. For nearly thirty years
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Mr. Walker had been deeply interested in the advancement

of horticultural and kindred pursuits, and had held the offices

of President and Treasurer of tlie Massachusetts Horticultural

Society. Few men have taken a deeper interest in the weltare

of our institution, or in the objects it seeks to promote. He
was ardently devoted to its progress, and until our last ses-

sion, when declining health prevented liis attendance, he was

present at all previous meetings, and took a leading part in all

our deliberations and transactions. It was upon his suggestion

that a special Committee was appointed for the revision and

classification of the Society's Catalogue of Fruits, with special

reference to their adaptation to the different sections of our

land.

As a man, Mr. Walker was quick in perception, ready in

debate, refined in taste, courteous in deportment, conscien-

tious in duty, exemplary in life, peaceful and liappy in death.

But his record is on high, yet in our memories his name shall

stand enrolled with Downing, Eenst, French, and other

kindred spii'its, who have ceased from their labors on earth.

While we drop a tear of grateful remembrance over our

departed associates, we would not forget one wdio still lives.*

His infirmity detains him from this meeting, and calls for our

sincere sympathies. He also was among the originators of

this institution, and for a term he was its presiding officer.

Would that we could hope to enjoy his presence with us once

again. His cordial salutations, and his constant interest in

our Association and its pursuits, have long endeared him to

its members. With him the outward man perishes, but we

have reason to know that his love of our favorite art, refined

and sanctified by his affiictions, ministers to his daily relief

and consolation, and makes his declining life tranquil as the

twilight of a summer eve.

PROGRESS.

This is the fourteenth year of our Association. Eight years

have elapsed since the Society held its session in this city.

* W. D. Briiickle, of New Jersey.
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Most sincerely do I congratulate you upon the attendance at

this meeting. But while I gratefully acknowledge this favor,

I should be delinquent in duty did I not also allude to the

absence of many others dear to us as co-laborers, and emi-

nently useful as members of our institution. Some of the

States, heretofore represented in this Association, are now en-

ffasred in a sano-uinary struo-o-le ao;ainst the General Govern-

ment ; and as one among the many painful casualties of this

most unnatural and fratricidal war, we are now deprived of

the presence and co-operation of our Southern members. But

we will still hope for their return to us in allegiance and fra-

ternal love, and for tlieir reunion with us, leaving no sting in

the heart of memory, no stain on the wing of time. Yet, even

in this dreadful conflict, we will still cling to the hope that,

like ourselves, they will stand firm by the principles of Con-

stitutional Authority, and the American Union.

Bnt we are not here to discuss the present state or future

political prospects of our country, dear to us as life is dear,

except as tliey are connected with the great object of our

Association,— objects powerfully contributing to individual

happiness and national welfare. Our past success is a matter

of sincere congratulation to all who live upon our soil. The

errors and ignorance of former davs are fast yield ins to the

progress of truth and the march of intelligence. We have the

most gratifying evidence of the extension of pomological

enterprise and knowledge.

Our Society has already accomplished a great good in cor-

recting the nomenclature and classification of fruits, in reject-

ing numerous worthless varieties from its Catologue, and now,

by a revision of the same, presenting a list of those adapted

to the various local districts of our widely extended country.

The advantages which will arise from this in the future, im-

proved as it will be from year to year, can scarcely be too

highly estimated. The Committee who have charge of this

responsible and arduous duty, especially the Chairman, have

labored with great diligence, and I have no doubt that their

efforts will he higlily appreciated by an enlightened and grate-

full community. In connection with this progress, I respect-
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fully recommend that the Committee on Rejected Fruits be

authorized to present, at the next biennial session, a list of

such other varieties as, in their opinion, may be dispened with.

I would also suggest the propriety of establishing some per-

manent Rules of Pomology, especially in reference to the nam-

ing of seedling or other new varieties, which may from time

to time come to notice.

REVULSION OF 1860, '61.

The consumption of fruits has become so common as to con-

stitute one of the most important articles of daily food. The

loss of a crop is now deemed as a great public calamity ; its

abundance as one of the greatest blessings, adding immeas-

urably to social health and comfort, and to the wealth and

commerce of the country.

It becomes, therefore, my duty to record in the Yolumes of

our Transactions a remarkable tact, which has occurred since

our last session, namely, the general failure of the fruit crop

for the year 1861. In history, this, as a great national calam-

itv, will be associated with the civil commotion that at the

same time convulsed the whole land. What causes, if any

may have produced this remarkable coincidence between the

vegetable and the civil kingdoms, we may not be able to dis-

cover. Manifestly " time was out of joint ;" both heaven and

earth seemed to frown upon our happy land. In regard to

our fruits, a kind Providence has brought about a renovation

and restoration, which makes the present year as remarkable

fur excellence and abundance, as the former vear was for the

injury and loss of the crop. Oh! that this golden harvest in

the natural kingdom may prove the harbinger of a more glo-

rious one of peace and prosperity to our bleeding country.

The causes of the singular phenomena, and the loss of the

fruit crop of 1861, have been variously described. Disasters

of similar character, though not generally so severe, have

occurred in the vegetable world in past time, and in different

locations and latitudes. Cycles of favorable and unfavorable

seasons have checkered the history of Pomology, and made
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occasional mutation almost as certain as success. It is well,

therefore, to note carefully the facts connected with these great

revulsions, and to report them for future guidance and in-

struction. Especially, in a National Association like our own,

should these be recorded, for the benefit of generations which

are to follow us. Thus shall we treasure up lessons of the

past, and gain wisdom for the future.

Vicissitudes attend the cultivation of trees as well as other

vegetable products. In regard to the one under consideration,

we may mention the fact, that so general was the injury

throughout a large part of our country, there was but little

fruit in the year 1861. The previous Autumn had been mark-

ed with an early and very severe frost. On the morning of

Oct. 1, 1860, the mercury fell, in the vicinity of Boston, to 24°

Farenheit, causing the apples and other fruits to freeze on

the trees, and, in some instances, to burst open. This was

the most severe of any on record, so early in the Autumn.

Again, on tlie morning of Feb. 8, 1861, the mercury fell, in

several places around Boston, to 25" below zero, adegreiiever

before recorded at this season. The previous day had been

mild and pleasant. Again, early in the month of March, the

fluctuations of the mercury were equally astonisliing. Tlie 3d

day was warm and delightful; the thermometer at Dorchester,

four miles from this city, stood at 75° at 2 o'clock, P. M., and

at 8 o'clock, 65° ; and althongii no very severe cold succeeded

immediately, yet, on the morning of the 18th inst., the glass

stood at zero. These extremes of temperature were most un-

usual and unnatural, and not only destroyed the crop of fruit,

but injured many trees past recovery, especially Peaches,

Plums, and Cherries. These vicissitudes serve to illustrate

the comparative vigor, hardiness, and power of endurance, in

some varieties of the same species, and develop different

degrees of susceptibility in others, and thus furnish most useful

information to the cultivator.

From this experience we deduce the fact, that some varie-

ties of the pear are even more hardy than the apple, a fact

which a little reflection will confirm. Thus among the few pear

trees which here bore abundantly in 1861, were the Vicar of
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Winkfield, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Urbaniste, and Belle Lu-

crative, while the apple, and most other varieties of the pear,

failed of a crop. With me, during the last thirty years, the

apple has many times failed, while these varieties of the pear

have produced fruit annually.

Whether the cause of the revulsion just noted was the frost

of October, 1860, destroying, as it did, the germ of some of

the flower buds of trees and shrubs, or whether the sudden

alternation of heat and cold in the Winter and Spring of 1861

produced this result ; or whether, as seems more probable, it is

to be ascribed to these two causes combined, we cannot with

certainty decide. If there were some localities in which tliis

injury was less, it is not unlikely that circumstances which

affected one region might not be so active in another. The

effect of a bright sun, or of keen, dry, piercing winds, immedi-

ately succeeding the frost, would intensify the damage ; and,

on the contrary, a cloudy sky and humid atmosphere would

modify and ameliorate it. But my object is not to discuss at

length this subject, but only to record the facts in our National

annals, for the information of physiologists in our own and

other lands, whose professional business is to observe these

freaks of nature, and to give us their philoso])hy in the case.

Upon the observation and study of tliese, and similar facts,

the progress of Pomology eminently depends. Tlie different

ability of varieties to resist heat and cold, and other meteoro-

logical agents, reveals a most wonderful analogy between the

ve<i-etable and animal kino-doms : for wliile certain animals

find their natural home in the frigid zones, others in the tem-

perate, and still others in the torrid, there are some that are

cosmopolites. So with our fruits; some are suited to one

location, some to another, and a very few flourish in a great

variety of latitudes.

But as to the means of protecting our fruits from these

injuries, we need more knowledge. Experience teaches us,

however, that shelter and aspect have a powerful influence,

especially on certain varieties.

As to aspect, I am more and more convinced of its impor-

tance. The Belgians, in their descriptive Catalogues, are ac-
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customed to designate the aspect most favorable to each sort;

and wlien we shall be able to do the same, we shall have

attained a result most eminently desirable.

In regard to shelter, here in the North, so as to protect our

trees from currents of tierce drying winds, wdiich are as equally

injurious to vegetation as a parching heat, no one can doubt

its beneficial effect. The influence of shelter and aspect is more

perceptible in some varieties than others. This is seen in the

fact that certain kinds are healthy and beautiful on fences or

in sheltered places, while they are worthless elsewhere.

DEMANDS FOR VIGILANCE AND PERSEVERANCE.

These Considerations all teach us the vast rano-e of our

science, the great number of secondary causes that modify

results, and consequently the imperative demand for extensive

research, for the accumulation of ripe experience, and for

great patience and vigilance in the pomologist. How many
sad mistakes are developed every year, by leaping from par-

tial observations to general conclusions ! Witness the frequent

errors of cultivators. How often do they condemn the quali-

ties of certain varieties before they have tested them at mature

age. They cut off and graft their trees with other sorts, in-

stead of waiting for nature to do her work in her own proper

time.

Witness again the complaints against the hardiness of par-

ticular kinds, which have arisen from the fact that they had

not passed the vacillations incident to youth, and attained a

sufficient degree of age and soliditication of tissue, in bark

and wood. This may be seen in the numerous injuries sus-

tained by young trees of luxuriant growth. They are sub-

jected to the vicissitudes of climate, some years only recover-

ing what they have lost in the preceding in health and vigor.

But having overcome the trials of this early period, they rise

above these enfeebling causes, and shoot up into a mature

manhood, and thereafter are less liable to the fluctuations of

temperature.

But the demand for thorough and patient investigation is

still further exhibited by the wonderful phenomena and mys-
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teries of the vegetable kingdom. For instance, why does the

peach, which first puts forth its leaf, delay its florescence until

after that of the apricot, which blossoms first and then puts

forth its foliage ? Why does the Easter Beurre clothe itself in

white robe of bloom before the early varieties of pear, and yet

be the very latest to mature its fruit? Why has the fruit of

the St. Germain pear, which fifty years ago in this locality

was fair and fine, become an outcast, while the wood and foli-

age appear fair and healthy ? Why does the Yan Mons Leon

le Clerc tree, whose bark is commonly so cracked and can-

kerous as to eat into the very heart of the wood, frequently

produce large and beautiful fruit? Why, in this favored year,

should some of the Doyenne Blanc trees produce fair and fine

fruit, while on others by their side it is blasted and worthless ?

Why should the same tree, bearing two sorts, produce on the

one branch these large, fair, and ruddy specimens,* and on

the other those which are spotted, cracked and blasted, like

that in my hand,f and yet the tree, in all its parts, be equally

vigorous and healthy ? Why should the Beurre d'Aremberg

pear, formerly so good in this region, but for many years in-

ferior in fruit, and even diseased in its wood the present year,

resume its pristine excellence? These are indeed mysteries

which we do not at present comprehend; yet far from abating,

they should actually increase our ardor in the pursuit of knowl-

edge.

How obvious, then, is it, that he who would become an

eminent pomologist must be a diligent student of nature, and

carefully observe the facts which she brings to his observation.

With pencil and book at hand, he should note the thousand

little things which arrest his attention in his daily labors, and

make them subjects of future reflection and study. At first

they may appear of trifling consequence, yet in this way they

may lead to the most important discoveries in respect to the

hitherto concealed processes of vegetation. If all would unite

in this work, and steadily pursue it for a course of years,

recording such meteorological and other facts as they are able

* Oswego Incomparable. t Summer Bon Chretien.
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to make, together with personal observations as to their in-

fluence upon vegetation, we might soon learn therefrom the

most salutary and practical lessons.

THINNING OF FRUITS.

One lesson which experience has taught ns, is the impor-

tance of thinning the fruit, especially of apples and pears.

This branch of Pomology has received comparatively but little

attention. There is a limit to the capabilities of all ci'eated

things. If you tax the energies of an animal too severely for a

long time, the result will be premature age and decay. Sub-

ject an}^ vegetable or mineral substance to too great pressure,

and you destroy its power of cohesion. So ifyou permit a tree

to bear beyond its strength, you injure its fruit, retard its

growth, and shorten its life. All have observed that super-

fecundity one year produces barrenness the next. Hence we
hear among our farmers and gardeners of what they term the

bearing year. They invariably designate the Baldwin apple

as a tree that bears on alternate years. But is not the cause

of this alternation found in the tact that the abundant crop of

the bearing year exhausts the energies of the tree, and absorbs

the pabulum so as not to leave sufficient aliment for the forma-

tion of fruit spurs for the succeeding year ? Many varieties

have a tendenc}' to overbearing, especially those which pro-

duce their fruit in clusters. Xature herself teaches us the

remedy for this evil, and a superabundance of blossom is

generally followed by a profuse falling of the embryo fruit.

When and where this dropping is not sufficient to prevent

overbearing, we should resort to the process of relieving the

tree of a portion of its fruit.

The organism which carries on healthful development, in

order to repeat its cycle of functions from year to year, cannot

be overworked without time for recuperation. "Whatever of

nutrition goes to the support of useless branches, or a redun-

dancy of fruit, abstracts that strength from the tree wliich

would otherwise be appropriated to the perfection of the crop

and the development of the spurs which would bear fruit the
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next year. One of the best cultivators in the vicinity of

Boston has reduced this theory to practice, with the happiest

effect, in the cultivation of the pear. His system allows no

useless wood, nor more fruit spurs, and no more fruit, than the

tree can properly sustain. As a consequence, he produces

every year superior fruit, which commands the highest price.

Some have doubted whether this practice can be made re-

munerative, except in its application to the finer fruits. But

another cultivator, who raises an annual crop of the best

apples, assures us that the secret of his success is the thinning

of the fruit, and he has no doubt of the economy of tiie prac-

tice. l!^o good farmer doubts the necessity of thinning

his root crops , no ningeron the propriety of thinning his

grapes. Analogy of cultivation, therefore, justifies the prac-

tice, and I entertain no question of its great importance.

Light, air, and moisture, are essential to the ]u-oduction of

vegetable products, and especially of tine fruits. Who has not

observed that the best specimens of fruits on a tree are ordi-

narily those which are most exposed to these elements ? Who
does not select the full sized, ruddy fruit, which has had free

communion with light, heat, and air, in preference to the half

fed specimen which has shared its own proper nourishment

with five or six crowded rivals on the same spur?

An experienced Englisli cultivator says : "The bending of

branches of trees by an overcrop of fruit is most injurious, for

the pores of the woody stalk are strained on the one side of

the bend, and compressed on the other ; hence the vessels

through which the requisite nourishment flows being partially

shut up, the growth of the fruit is retarded in proportion to

the straining and compression of the stalk." This is illustrated

in the overbearing of some varieties, which, from a redundancy

of fruit, without the process of early and thorough thinning,

seldom produce good specimens, and in a few years become

stinted and unhealthy trees. The overbearing of a tree is as

much a tax upon its energies and constitution, as is the ex-

haustion of a field by excessive crops of the same kind, year

after year, without a return of nutritive materials. Inexhaust-

ible fertility is a chimera of the imagination. Sooner or later,
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the richest soils will require a restoration of what has been ab-

stracted by vegetation. However fertile at first, the constant

overcropping of the soil is a reduction of the elements on which

health and fruitfulness depend. This great principle of suste-

nance and reciprocal relation runs through the whole mass of

life, of mind, and of matter,

" One cry with never ceasing sound,

Circles Creation's ample round."

Intimately connected with this process of thinning, is the

time when the work should be executed. It should not be done

before we can distinguish the choicest specimens in a cluster

of fruit, nor delayed so long as to waste the energies of the

tree. This practice, judiciously followed, will supersede the

necessity of staying up the branches, will prevent injury to

the tree by their breaking, and will prove decidedly economi-

cal.

Associated w4th the thinning of fruits is the expediency of

gathering a part of tJie crop as soon as it approaches maturity.

The remaining specimens will thereby be much increased in

size and excellence. The fruit of a tree does not all come to

maturity at the same time, hence this successional gathering

will turn the crop to the highest practical account, and will

keep the productive energies of the tree in a healthful and

profitable condition.

Does some one say, leave all this to nature, and not attempt

to mend the ways of Providence ? But was not man ordained

to help nature, and placed in the garden to dress and keep it?

True, God has enacted general laws, but requires us to turn

them to the highest practical account. Thus he has given us

in fruits and flowers forms of beauty and loveliness, and has

assigned to us the duty of bringing them to the greatest pos-

sible perfection. It is, too, by a cooperation with nature, in

what we may esteem little things, that the highest achieve-

ments in science are reached, and the most valuable results

attained. The ocean is but an accumulation of drops, and the

mountain is but the rolling up of pebbles. From the slen-

der spire that trembles beneath the weight of the dew drop,
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to the lofty monarch of the forest, whose hoary branches

waved in the breeze a thousand years before the birth of

the Christian era, we have signal proof of the law of mutual

dependence and support.

Fruit trees will not take care of themselves. Constant vig-

ilance is the f)rice of superior trees or superior fruit. The

poet may sing of the

" redundant growth

Of vines and m.iize, and bower and brake,

Which nature, kind to sloth.

And scarce solicited by human toi],

Pours from the riches of the teeming soil;"

but the cultivator of fruits must realize the fact, that without

care and skill he cannot depend on uniform and continued

success.

NEW NATIVE VARIETIES.

I have before spoken of the production of new varieties of

fruits adapted to our country. But as it is ^' line upon line,

and precept upon precept," that makes a durable impression,

let me remind you again that the future success and progress

of American Pomology must rest mainly upon the introduction

of new kinds raised from seed upon our own soil. Let me
then encourage you in this laudable enterprise.

Is there any reason why we cannot produce Winter varie-

ties of pears of the finest quality, as beautiful and smooth as

the favorite Bartlett or Louise Bonne de Jersey ? The Buerre

Langelier, and Glout Morceau, in regard to beauty, are of this

class. Why cannot we have, instead of the rough exterior of

some of our late sorts, those of fair skins and ruddy colors ?

And then in regard to flavor, why not be able to produce

those of a rich character, like the Seckel, Belle Lucrative, and

Passe Colmar? From the seed of the latter many varieties

were raised by the late Mons. Esperin, of Malines. Some

of these are even superior in saccharine matter and richness

to the parent, but unfortunately not well adapted to our cli-

mate. Why should not our popular Bartlett be the mother

of a race equal in quality and hardier in character ? Of the
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seedlin_^s raised in this vicinity, those on exhibition from Mr.

Richardson, of Dorchester, Mass., are striking illustrations of

the value of this variety as a parent from which to originate

good native sorts. The experiment of the late Mr. Clapp, of

Dorchester, in the union of the Bartlett and the Flemish

Beauty, as is believed, produced the Clapp's Favorite, a pear

of equal size and beauty, entirely hardy, and pronounced by

the best judges to be superior to the variety first named. The

seedlings raised by Mr. Dana, of Roxbury, Mass., are all good.

Some of them arc superior, and evince a constitution and

vigor which adds much to the value of their excellence. When
we reflect upon the little effort which has been made to pro-

duce native varieties, it is wonderful what progress has been

made.

In the production of new sorts we should aim, first, at a

strong, hardy, robust, vigorous habit, and thus overcome a

difficulty which now exists with many of the best fruits, name-

ly, a weak, straggling growth. Others are constitutionally

wayward and unhappy in their growth, like BeurreBosc, so as

to render them scarcely obtainable from our nurseries. For

instance, instead of trees with the feeble wood of the Winter

Xelis, we could have the same fruit from a tree like the Do-

yenne Boussock, or Buffnm, the former of which in Europe

attains the height of fifty to sixty feet, and here both are

scarcely less vigorous or hardy. This is only to be obtained

by the choice of parent varieties to breed from, one of which

at least possesses like vigorous habits.

In regard to bearing properties, we should select those

which come early into fruit, and set their fruit readily, and

annually, like the Louise Bonne de Jersey and Yicar of

Winkfield pears, and not like many kinds which flower freely,

but do not set their fruit until the trees have attained a great

age. With the apple we should aim to produce varieties of

the constitution and beauty of habit, as well as of fruit, like

the Baldwin, King, and Gravenstein, and should avoid, if pos-

sible, those of an opposite character. It may be said that

many of our earliest fruits are necessarily of medium, or small

size. This can be overcome. There is no general law which
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limits this feature. The improvement is all within the hand

of man to mould them as he will. The field of progress is

endless, and it is our duty to occupy it. The same Divine

Power that created the infinite species of plants and trees,

also furnished them with the ability not only to perpetuate

themselves, but like the animal kingdom, under judicious treat-

ment, to produce improved varieties.

The success which has attended the application ofjudicious

labor, leads to the conviction that great improvement is also

to be made in our methods of cultivation. Compare, for

instance, the magnificent specimens of some varieties now on

exhibition with those of ten years ago. What lias produced

this great change? Why, manifestly a better knowledge of

their several characteristics, and of the best mode of cultivation.

What has given the little Delaware Grape a world-wide celeb-

rity but proper cultivation? What has rendered Ilovey's

Seedling Strawberry so deservedly popular in the Boston mar-

ket, but a knowledge of its characteristics and the right method

of treatment? In the former case at the lona Island, and in

the latter, at Belmont, it would seem that perfection in culture

had been attained.

THE VINE.

Of all fruits the grape is the most excellent, delicious, and

salutary in its uses. It is in the vegetable kingdom what

gold is in the mineral, and man in the animal.

When Providence designs tiie rapid progress of any indus-

trial art for the welfare of man, attention is suddenly turned

towards it, and a new zeal and enterprise awakened in its de-

velopment. Thus, in the nineteenth centui-y, the coverings of

the gold mines of California and Australia are removed, and

the immense deposits of coal and the fountains of oil in their

bosoms are discovered, just when the age demands their use.

So with the cultivation of the grape in our land, a fruit so uni-

versally and highly appreciated in the old world
;
yet here

it has been allowed to slumber until the necessities and the

demands of progressive civilization require the vine to minister

to the wants of the community.
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We hail, therefore, with pleasure, the deep and general in-

terest awakened in the culture of the grape, in the production

of new varieties so well adapted to their respective districts, as

to indicate the near approacli of that day when "every man
may sit under his own vine."

No department of the pomologist is of more importance

than the vineyard. No other fruit, at the present moment,

awakens so deep an interest in our country as the grape.

None, I imagine, is more intimately connected with the future

commerce or well being of our country. Strange that a fruit

of such antiquity and excellence should not have received

more of our attention. The grape is often alluded to in the

Old and New Testaments; also in the classics, whose authors

wrote under its shade, and whose songs were redolent with

its sweetest perfume. Thus the grape comes down to us hal-

lowed by a thousand memories, and honored with a genealogy

extending back to its primitive Eden. In tlie days of tlie

Prophets, the grape constituted one of the chief articles of

food in Syria and other Orient lands, and the loss of a crop

was considered as a judgment of Heaven.

How sacred and holv are the references to the vine by our

Saviour. References to the vine are numberless in the Bible,

in the Greek and Roman classics, in sacred and profane

writings,—in festivals in honor of the vintage, in nearly all

civilized nations, and in every age.

We believe that the grape is destined to become, in modern

times, as it certainly was of old, one of tlie largest and most

important of our crops. When we shall have produced varie-

ties suited to the various latitudes of our country, appropriate

for early use and for late keeping, adapted for drying into

raisins, for other culinary purposes, and for the manufacture

of the various kinds of wine, we shall begin to realize the great

value of the grape,— equal, perhaps, in its future uses to that

of the apple.

It appears from the census taken at the close of the last

decade, that there was an increase in the population of the

States, during that period, of thirty-five per cent.,— in the pro-

ducts of the orchard, one hundred and sixty per cent., or fifty
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per cent, more than any other product, except that of the

single article of wine, which increased nearly seven hundred

and fifty per cent.

INFLUENCE OF RURAL ART.

Never before have we met under circumstances so well cal-

culated to impress us with the quietude, pleasure, and salutary

influence of rural life. Providence constrains us to view our

fertile grounds in contrast with fields drenched with blood,

and our peaceful homes with the tumult of battle and the hor-

rors of war. We cheerfully recognize our obligations to the

good Government under which we live; and we would hold

ourselves in readiness to sacrifice all that is most dear on the

altar of her liberties. Yet we cannot refrain from a brief

allusion to the beneficial and positive tendency of our calling

to minister to the comfort and happiness of the human race.

The influence of pomological pursuits may be classed not

only as one of the most interesting and benevolent, but one of

the most useful and refined employments, opening the heart

to the study of nature in her most beautiful, bright, and fas-

cinating mood. The love of the garden is the sure precursor

of a hiffher state of civilization and refinement. Whatever

pleasures may be derived from other sources, this seems to

have been the criterion of taste and comfort in all past ages.

The high estimation in which fruits have been held by all

nations, may be inferred by the frequent allusion to them in

the Scriptures, and other branches of literature. Not only

did Solomon cause the Temple to be ornamented with carvings

of fruits, the robes of the priests to be embroidered with them,

but he frequently alluded to them to illustrate the graces of

the Church. Trees, fruits and flowers furnish some of the

most sublime representations of the Bible, the standard of all

that is beautiful in imagery, of all that is excellent in charac-

ter, of all that is hopeful in destiny. What a chain of exalted

metaphor is seen in the Holy Volume from Genesis to Reve-

lations, in allusion to trees; from that generated from the small-

est seed, to that " which yieldeth twelve manner of fruits, and
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whose leaves are for the healing of the nations." The love of

these is natural and instinctive, inbred in the soul of man.

What an intimate communion exists between yourself and the

tree which you train up in the way it should go, so that when
it is old it will not depart from it.

The imagination of man has never found any other scenes

so enclianting as the associations of the garden. Consecrated

as the birthplace of mankind, holy as the burial-place of the

Redeemer, and sanctified by intimate associations with the

eternal home of the blessed, where else can we look so ration-

ally for joyful aspirations and felicity on earth ? Nor can we
estimate too highly the influence of these pursuits in multiply-

ing and sweetening the endearments of home, and in increas-

ing the welfare of society. You enjoy the benefit of the trees

you plant while you live. Other property may be lost, but the

tree lives on and blesses you with its annual crop, and when

you have done with earth, it still flourishes to enrich the

inheritance of your successors, and to tell them of your love

to them and to your country.

The cultivation of fruits, as a science, is one of the most

interesting and delightful that has ever occupied the attention

of man. It furnishes an endless variety of objects for contem-

plation, constantly exciting his w^onder, and leading forth his

soul in admiration of the providence, wisdom and goodness

of that Almighty Hand which bespangles the heavens with

radiant orbs, and carpets the earth with living gems no less

brilliant or wonderful. Whether we study the canopy above,

or the carpet beneath, we are filled with admiration at the

order and infinitude of his works,

—

" A world of beauties that throughout their frame

Creation's proudest mirades proclaim."

The more, therefore, we instil into the minds of our youth

the love of our delightful art, the more will they appreciate

the wisdom, beauty, and perfection of the external world, and

the more will their souls become invested with that purity and

refinement which enlarges the sphere of social happiness, and

elevates the mind to contemplate with reverence and delight

that Infinite Source.
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" Whicli sends Nature forth the daughter of the skies,

To dwell ou earth and charm all human eyes."

When our work on earth is Unished, bow precious the

monuments which this art rears to perpetuate our memories

!

It was the custom of some of the ancients to bury their dead

under trees, so that future generations might sit over their

graves, screened from the parching heat, and to dedicate fruits

and flowers to distino-uished men.

What an honorable testimonial to have a luscious fruit ded-

icated to your memory, — a fruit which shall bear the name

not only of yourself, but of your family, long after you shall

have been buried beneath the sods of the valley ! How trans-

porting the thought, that future generations will sit under the

cooling shade of the tree reared by your own hand, and regale

themselves with its precious fruit I Think you not they will

siied the tear of gratitude, and bless the hand that planted it

!

How chastening the anticipation that when we shall have

been gathered to our lathers, and these frail tenements are

consigned to the bosom of our mother earth, the particles of our

bodies shall be regenerated and reappear in the more beauti-

ful forms of fruit or flower, and shall thus minister to the com-

fort of generations to come. Oh! let me be remembered in

some beautiful flower, some graceful tree, some luscious fruit.

Oh ! yes, far better than storied monument or sculptured urn,

let me be remembered as one who labored to adorn and im-

prove the earth, to promote the pleasure and welfare of those

who are to follow me.

In creation there is a wonderful fitness between the native

instinct of man and the object of his attachment. Thus God

gave us trees adorned with inimitable beauty, •' pleasant to

the sight and good for food." Tlius we have the tree of knowl-

edge and the tree of life, symbolic sacraments of the patri-

archal Church. Witness the inherent love of these in Abraham,

when he said, " Let us have all the trees that are in the field,

and that are round about;"

—

^in Solomon, planting orchards

and vineyards, and classing these pursuits "among the delights

of the sons of men;"— in our immortal Washington, retiring

from public life to sit beneath the shadesof Mount Vernon;

—
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in Rousseau, longing to be laid under his own favorite tree;

—

in Temple, directing tliat his heart sliould be buried beneath

the trees of his own planting;— and in the untutored Indian

who, beholding a tree of his native land, sjDrang forward with

one joyous bound, exclaiming, "O ! tree of my home, welcome

to my heart." So does the human soul sympathize with the

objects of nature.

CONCLUSION.

Gentlemen : — I has been ray desire, and my custom, on

these occasions, to confine m}'- remarks to subjects strictly

connected with the objects of our Association, to unite my
rejoicings with yours in the progress of the past, and to look

forward witli cheering hopes to the future of our favorite art.

But this calling, our homes, our institutions, and all we hold

dear and sacred on earth, are so involved in the civil conliict

in wiiich our country is now engaged, as to demand, in con-

clusion, a passing notice.

Accustomed, as we have been for half a century, to tlio

enjoyment of uninterrupted peace with transatlantic powers,

to the contemplation of the prosperity and rising greatness of

our Republic, and to the belief tiiat the very name of war was

fast becoming obsolete, we find it impossible to comprehend

the gigantic proportions and ulterior influences of that dread-

ful evil which is upon us, and wliich has taken from the peace-

ful jnirsuits of active life two millions of our fellow citizens,

and plunged them into the most dreadful and bloody conflict,

— which lias suddenly, as by the stamp of Ajax's foot, raised

up a Navy second to no other on earth, and which has con-

centrated the astonishing improvement of the last half century

in machinery and progressive science for the relief of human
toil and the happiness of man, into the single art of his de-

struction by war.

At a crisis so momentous and fearful, involving our exist-

ence as an independent and united people, and our relation

to every otiier nation under iieaven, our paramount duty is

plain. We must support with all our means that good Gov-
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ernment which the patriotism and wisdom of our fathers estab-

lished, and which, after everj effort to avert the evil, is com-

pelled to robe even her white-winged messenger of peace in

the fiery habiliments of war for the preservation of the Re-

public and the enforcement of its law. We must hold on to

the Constitution as the very palladium of our liberties, and the

sheet anchor of our hope. We must frown upon every attempt

at insubordination and fanaticism to invade our rights, and

having done all, we must stand by the flag of our Union.

Yes, stand by those glorious stars and stripes, which for more

than fourscore years have waved over the land of our birth,

and the cradles of our infancy. Stand by this flag, whose

every thread is luminous with the history of our Nation's

greatness. Stand by that flag, which has floated in the breeze

of every sea and clime. Stand by the flag, the harbinger of

civilization, and the herald of salvation to the distant isles of

the sea. Stand by it, as the emblem of all that is great and

good in the history of the past, or the dearest hopes of the

future. Stand by the flag of our Union, in prosperity and in

adversity, in life and in death— here and everywhere, now

and forever.

The cloud that overshadows is indeed dark and foreboding,

yet we trust it will retire gilded with the bow of promise, and

radiant with the hope of a brighter to-morrow. We believe

that He who rules in mercy as well as in justice, will in the

end bring: our beloved nation out of all its troubles, and make

us a wiser and better people; that he will yet make us one in

interest and destiny, a people whose love of self-government,

union, and strength, shall, in the future as in the past, be the

wonder and admiration of the world. Terrible as this crisis

is, we doubt not that the progress of this great Republic is to

be onward and upward in the cause of freedom, civilization

and humanity, and in all that tends to the development of the

comfort, happiness, and perfection of the human race. Yes, we

fondly cling to the hope that the day is coming yet, when War
shall wash his bloody hand and sheath his glittering sword,—
when our fields shall no longer be ploughed with the deadly

cannon, or fertilzed with the blood of our brethren,—and when
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peace shall again wreath her olive leaves around these dis-

tracted States, and bind them together in one great circle of

life and love. The night is dark, but the morning cometh.

That golden age is " coming yet."

" It's coming yet for a' that,

When man to man the warld o'er,

Shall brothers be for a' that."

To this delightful result our chosen art is to contribute its

full share; and when it shall have accomplished its whole

mission on earth, our orchards and gardens will be crowned

with the choicest fruits of Pomona, our hill-sides rejoice in the

rich burden of the vintage, and man at last, as at first, enjoy

the fruition of Paradise on earth.
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The Committee on the I^omination of ofBcei's submitted

their report, which, on motion of Mr. E-eid, of New Jersey,

after some discussion as to the propriety of continuing in

office gentlemen in the Southern States, was adopted unani-

mously.

The President accepted his re-election with thanks, and

with the expression of the hope that at the next session he

might be able to welcome the members from Southern States,

and that the Society's influence might soon again extend over

the whole country.

Mr. Barry, of Rochester, Chairman of the General Fruit

Committee, submitted a report covering reports from sixteen

States and the District of Columbia, which were placed in tlie

Secretary's hands for the usual disposition. The lists of fruits

recommended in these reports are incorporated in the new

Catalogue.

Mr. Barry presented the new Catalogue of Fruits, from the

Committee to whom its preparation was committed, and ex-

plained its arrangement to the convention.

After some discussion as to the proper manner of examin-

ing the Catalogue, and of passing judgment on fruit, it was

voted that no questions should be put as to adding to or tak-

ing from the Catalogue, but gentlemen miglit express their

opinions upon fruits, and these opinions would assist in making

further revision of the Catalogue before the next session.
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REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
REVISION OE CATALOGUE.

The undersigned, Committee appointed by the American

Pomological Society at its eighth session, held in Philadelphia

in 1860, to revise its Catalogue of Fruits, respectfully report,

that immediately after the adjournment of that session, they

addressed a circular to the various State and District Commit-

tees, requesting them to prepare and forward their reports at

as early a day as possible.

Fifteen State Committees responded, furnishing reports.

Several promised reports, but were unable to prepare them,

owing to our National troubles. From these reports and oth-

ers previously made to the Society, and published in its

Transactions, the Committee have compiled the annexed Cat-

alogue,- the plan of which is fully ex2:)lained on the following

page.

The columns represent 24 States, besides the Canadas,

Several of the States are divided into two or three districts, so

that in all there are 35 districts. Of these we had no reports

from Canada East, Kansas. Minnesota, Northern Michigan,

New Hampshire, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. Several of these

States have as yet no experience in fruit culture upon which

to base reports, but we expect that all of them will report

progress at our next meeting.

The Committee are aware that this Catalogue contains

errors and imperfections, but through the united efforts of the

Society and its Committees, these will gradually be corrected,

and it will become alike creditable to the Society and useful

to the country.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

P. Barry, ^

J. S. Cabot,
[

J. A. Warder,
\ ^

Chas. Downing, \
(Committee.

C. M. HOVEY,
j

William Reid, J

4 Marshall P. Wilder, Ex-Offi/iio.
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PLAI^ OF THE CATALOGUE.

Thk arrangement of the varieties is alphabetical, according to the nomenclature

adopted by the Society. Synonyms are given in a few instances only, where it

seemed necessary, and these are placed under the adopted name in italics. The

tabular arrangement has been adopted to obviate the necessity of repeating the

names of varieties several times, as would be required if a separate Catalogue were

made for several sections.

It has been decided by the Committee not to attempt, at this time, to give de-

scriptions of the fruits recommended, biit simply to indicate the season of maturity,

use, and a few other particulars of importance, which require but little space. In

regard to the season it will be observed, that instead of naming the month or months

in which fruits mature, the general terms Summer, Autumn and Winter have been

used ; the peculiar arrangement of the Catalogue renders it impracticable to be more

exact in this particular. For example : the Early Harvest Apple is reported as suc-

ceeding in almost every State and Territory in the Union, in one locality ripening in

May, and in another in July or even August, a difference of two months or more, and

yet in every locality it is strictly an early summer apple.

The columns are arranged thus: first, the names of varieties; next, tlie season,

use <kc., and then the states or dist)icts, the names of which stand at the head of

the colunnis.

The state or district in which any variety is recommended, is designated by a

star (*) ; and in cases where a variety is recommended as being of great superiority

and value in any locality, the indication is two stais, thus (**).

It being necessary to carry the column arrangement across two pages, numbers are

used on the margin of each page, to prevent errors in following lines.

DIVISIOI^T FIEST

Embracing those states north of the Southern line of Virginia, Tennessee, Mis-

souri, <fre., and East of the Rocky Mountains, including the Canadas.
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I. -APPLES
Explanation op Columns.—The first column on the right of the name gives

the season of maturity. The second, the particular uses for Avhich the variety is best

adapted ; and tlie remainder the districts in which the varieties are recommended.

Explanation op Abbreviations.—Seasons—S. summer ; A. autumn ; W. win-

ter ; E. early; L. late. Those not designated as early or late of their season, may be

regarded as medium.

Use.—K. designates varieties recommended only for kitchen purposes. C. those

specially for cider. Those not marked K. or C. may be regarded as dessert or table

sorts. M. designates those most valued for market.

* Star opposite a variety indicates that such a variety succeeds well in the dis-

trict named at the head of the column.

** Two stars distinguish those most highly recommended.
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NAME.

o
"^

34
35
36

37

38
39

40

41

42
43
44

45

46

47

48
49
50

51

52

53

54
55

56

57
58
59

60

Cullasaga,

Danver's Winter Sweet,
Dominie,

M'cUs.

Drap d'Or,

Early Summer Pippin.

Dutch Mignoiine,
Duchess of Oldenburg,

Borovilsky.

Carlowinski.

Dyer, or Pomnie Royal,
Fomme Water.

Tompkins.
Spice Apple.

Beard Burden.
Early Harvest,

Ycllovj Harvest.

Early Pcnnock,
Early Red-Streak,
Early Joe,

Early Sti-awberry ,

American Red Juneating.

Early Red Margaret,
Red, Juneating.

Striped Juneating.

English Russet,

Roughkeepsic Russet.

EAvalt,

Excel,

Fallawater,

Fornwald^r.
Tulpehocken.

Fall Pippin
Holland Pippin erroncotis.

Fall Wine,
S/iarp's Spice, dec.

Fall Queen of Ky,
Winter Queen.

Ladies' Favorite of Tetm.

Fall Jennetting,

Fall Orange,
Holdeji Fippin.

Fanieuse,
Fomme de Neige.

Snoiv Apple.

Fenner Sweet,
Fenley,
Fulton,

Garden Royal,

i5
O
CO
-<

»
CO
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34
35
36

37

38
39

40

41

42
43
44
45

46

47

48
49
50

51

52

53

54
55

56

57
58
59
60
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93

94

95

96
97

98

NAME.

105

106
107

115
116
117
118
119
120
121

122

123

V.

o
02

L. A,Lyman's Pumpkin Sweet,
l*ound Sweet.

Lowell, — • -

Orange.
Tallow Apple.

Greasy Pippin.
Queen Anne.
Mich. Golden Pippin.

Ly scorn,

Osgood's Favorite.

Maiden's Blush,

Mackinlay
Manoniet,

99i Melon,
lOOlMinkler,

lOlj Minister,

102 Milam,

103 Michael Henry Pip]nn.

104 Monmoutli Pippin
Red Check Pippiyi.

Mother,
Munsoii Sweet,

Myers' Nonpareil,
Ohio Nonpareil.

108' New York Pippin,
Kentucky Streak.

Carolina Red- Streak.

Red Pippin.

Victoria Red.

Carolina Red, and by some

Ben Davis.

109 Newtown Pippin,

Green Newtown Pippin.

llOj Newtown Pippin Yellow,

111 Northern Spy,

112 Northern Sweet,
Northern Golden Sweet.

113 0glesbv,

114 0rtley,
White Bellfiower.

White Detroit.

Woolmans Long.

Paradise Winter Sweet,

Paragon, - -

Peck's Pleasant, -- W.
Pennsylvania Red Streak, ' W.

A.
W.
A.

E. W.
W.
W.
W.
L.W.
L. W.

E. W.
A.
A.

L.W.

L.W.

L.W.
L.W.
A.

W.
W.

W.
A.

Porter,

,

Pomnie Grise

Primate,
Rough and Ready.

Progress,
Ji'squire Miller's Best.

Pryor's Red

.5 =«

o

K. M,

A.
L.W.
L. S.

W.

W.

M.

3 I C

o i

=

O'Q

K.

M.

M.
K.

C3 1 s
<» ~ !"« i;:::

* -

M.

K.
K.

M.

M.
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II-PEAES.

The columns indicate— 1st. The Season; 2d. Use; 3d. Stock; and the

remainder the districts in wliich the varieties are recommended.

The abbreviations are

—

Seasox—S. Summer; A. Autumn; W. Winter; E. Early; L. Late.

Use—K. denotes those recommended only for kitchen purposes. M. those

most profitable for market.

Stock—Q. those which are known to succeed well on the Quince stock.

5
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III.-CHERRIES

The Cdlunins explain—1st. Tlie season ot maturity ; xJd. T]ie class to wliich

\he variety belongs; and the remainder the districts in which the varieties

are recommended.

The abbreviations are

—

Season—E. Early, as Early Ptirple Guigne, Belle d'Orleans, Kentish, <fec.,

which usually ripen at Rochester, lat. 43 deg., fiom tlie 10th to 20th of June,

according to the sea.son. M. Medium season, those ripening between 20th of

June and 20th of July; and L. Late, those ripening after that time.

Class—H. Hearts or tender-fleshed, sweet Clierries, such as Black Heart or

Gov. Wood. B. Bigarrean or tirm-fleslied, sweet Cherries, like Grafliion, Na-

poleon, (fcc. D. Dukes, having more or less acidity as May Duke. M. Mo-

rellos, having generally acid fruit used chiefly for kitclien or confectionaiy

piirposes.
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o
t2i

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26

27

28
29
30
31

32

33

34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42

43

NAME.
o
rjl

H

H.
H.
H.

H.
D.
D.

B.

American Aiuber, M.
American Heart, M.
Ban man's May, E

May Bigarreaic.

Belle d'Orleans, E.

Belle de Choisey, M.
Belle Magnifique, L.

Bigarrenu, or Graffion, M.
Yellow Spanish,

WIdte Bigarrcau, of some.

Black Bigarreau (new),
Black Eagle
Black Heart, ,

Black Tartarian,

Buttner's October Morello,

Carnat ion,

Champagne (Downing),
Cleveland Bigarreau (K),

Coe's Transparent, .

Donna Maria,

Downer's Late,

Downlon,
Eaily Purple Guigne,
Elton, -

Great Bigarreau, of Downing, ..

Guigne Noir Luisante,

Governor Wood, ,

Hovey,
Jeffrey 's Duke, _

Royalc.

Kentish, -
i

E.

Early RicJimojid.
j

Virginian May.
\

Knight's Early Black, M
Late Duke ,

L.

Louis Philippe L.

May Duke, M
Monstreuse de Mezel, M.

Great Bigarreau of Mezel.

Bigarreau (jonhalis, tt'c.

Morello, - L.

English Morello.

Large Morello, d'c.

Napoleon Bigarreau, ! M.
Hollaii.d Bigarreau.

Bigarreau d'Esperin.

Osceola, M.
Pluinstone Morello, L.

Red Jacket (K.) M.
Reine Horteiise,

Rockport Bigarreau (Is..),. M.
Sparhawk's Honey,

[

Tecumseh (K), .- -.-
1

L. H.
Tradescant's Black Heart,

j

L. B.

Elkhorn.
Large Black Bigarreau.

White French Guigne, M. ' H.

O

a:
cs

'A

a
-c
re

::i

9
"c

32

5

5

X!

M.
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IV.-PEACHES.
Tlie eolunins explain :

1st. The class, as Freestone or Clingstone, to which the variety belono's.

2d. The color of the tlesji.

3d. The season of maturity, as Early, Medium, or Late. Those designated

as Early ripen in lat. 43 deg., previous to or aljont Sept. 1st. Medium, those

ripcniiiy: from 1st to l5tli of Sept., and Late, those after that period. A few

of the very early and very late are so designated. The remaining columns

denote the districts in which the varieties are recommended.

Abbreviations

:

Class—F. Freestone; C. Clingstone.

Flesh—-W. White or pale-colored flesh ; Y. Yellow or yellowish flesh.

Season— E. Early; Y, E, Very Early; M. Medium; L. Late; V. L.

Very Late.
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o
tZ5

1

2
3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

JNTAME.

17

18
]9

20
21

22
23

24

25
26
27

28
29
30

31

32
33

34

35
36
37

38
39

40

41

42
43

44

Barnard,
Early Barnard.
Yellow Barnard.

Barrington,

Bellegarde,

Bergen's Yellow,
Cambridge Belle,

Carpenter's White,
Cole's Early Ked,
Cohimbia,
Cooledge's Favorite,

Crawford's Early Melocoton,-

Crawford's Late Melocoton, .

.

Druid Hill,

Early Newington Freestone, .

Early Sloeura, —
Early Tillotson,

Eaiiy Yoik,
Serrate Early York.

Early Purple.

Fay's Early Ann,
George the Fourth,

Grand Admirable,
Giosse Mignonne,
Haines' Early Red,
Hales' Early (from (3hio), ...

Heath Cling,

Hill's Madeira,
Madeira Freestone.

Hyslop Cling
Jacques,
Kenrick's Heath,

Heath Freestone.

La Grange,

< «
J o

F.

w
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d
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TI-APBIOOTS.
Explanations of columns and abbreviations same as Peaches and Nectarines.

1
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VI.-APEIOOTS.
Explanations of columns and abbreviations same as Peaches and Nectarines.

c"
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VII -PLUMS.
The columns indicate— 1st. Color of Fruit; 2d. Whether Freestone or

Cling; 3d. Uses to which best adapted; 4th. Season of maturity; and the

remainder the distiicts in wliich the varieties are reconimeuded.

The abbreviations are as follows :

Color of fruit—D. Dark, including all red, purple, blue, and other dark

colored varieties ; P. Pale, including the green, yellow, <fec.

Stone—F. Freestone; C. Clingstone.

Uses—T. Table; K. Kitchen; D. Drying; M. those most profitable for

market.

Seasox—E. Early; M. Medium; L. Late; V. E. Very Early ; V. L. Very
late.

The divisions of season for Peaches apply also to Plums.
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o

1

2

3

4

5

JSTAME. o

o
o
o

g

<) Pi

«

D.

P.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23

24
25

26
27
28
29

Bleeker's Gage,

Bradshaw,
Coe's Golden Drop,
Columbia,
Damson,

Commo7i Dmnson.
Black Damson.
Blue Damson.

Duane's Purple,

Purple Magnum Bo7mm,Am.
Early Favorite (Rivers')

Fellemborg,
Italian Prune.
Quctsche d'ltalie.

Prune d'llalie.

German Piuiie, . .

Quetsche.

General Hand,
Green Gage,

Reiyie Claude.

Goliath,

Galedonia7i.

Nectarine, by error.

Hilling's Superb,
Imperial Gage,

Prince R Imperial Gacjc.

Flushing Gage.

"efferson,

Lawrence's Favorite, P
Lawrence's Gage.

Lombard,
i

D
Beekman's Scarlet.

Bleeker's Scarlet.

McLaughlin, 1

P-

D.

D.

D.
D.

D.

P.

P.

D.

P.

P.

C.

c.

Monroe
Monroe Gage.

Orleans, Sm ith 's

Peach Plum,
Prune d'Agen,

d'Agen.

Robe dc Sergerit.

Purple Gage,
Peine Claude Violcttc.

Purple Favorite,

Reine Claude de Bavay, . . ..

Royal Hati ve.

Royal de Tours,

St. Catharine,

St. Martin's Quetsche,

F.

F.

c3

'2

M.

F
F.

0.

C.

F.

F.

F.

K.

o
CO

<i
ci

O

03
a
'A

03

-TO

.S 0)

O
in

Q

o
o

o
2i

CO

•5

c

re

.§

c

E.

L.

D.

K&D

K.

M.

VE.
M.

M.

M.
E.

M.

E.

M.

D.
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IX-NATIVE GEAPES.

The columns explain— 1st. The season ; 2d. The color; the remainder

the districts where the varieties are recommended.

Abbreviations.—Season: E. Early; M. Medium; L. Late. Color:

B. Black ; R. Red ; W. White.

^
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IX.-]^ATIVE GRAPES.

The columns explain— 1st. The season ; 2d. The color; the remainder

the districts where the varieties are recommended.

Abbreviations.—Season: E. Early; M. Medium; L. Late. Color:

B. Black ; R. Red ; W. White.

^
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X-FOREIGI^^ GRAPES.

As the Foreign Grapes are for cultivation under glass, they are not subject

to those variations induced by climate or soil, and therefore they may be

regarded as equally adapted to all localities. Very few of the local commit-

tees have made any report in reference to these Grapes. The list below con-

tains such as have been already adopted by the Society, with a few others

very generally esteemed.

The columns explain—1st. The color of the fruit ; 2d. Flavor; 3d. Season

of maturity. In flavor the only distinction is between those that are simply

sweet, as the Chasselas or Hamburgs, and those having a distinct musky

aroma, as the Mu.scats.

o
NAME.

1 Barbarossa, -

Prince Albert.

Brizzola.

2 Black Damascus,

3 Black Frontignau,

4 Black Hamburg,
5 Black Prince.
6 Bowood Muscat,

7 Buckland Sweet Water,

Calabrian Raisin,

Baisin dc CaLabrc.

9 Cannon Hall Muscat,

10 Chasselas Musquee, or Joslin's St.

Alban's,
Muscat blanc Hative ?

11 Golden Hamburg,
Stockwood G. Hamburg.

12 Grizzly Frontignau,
Red Frontignan.

Red (JonMantui.

13 Lady Down's Seedling,

14 Muscat of Alexandria,

15 Muscat Hamburg, -

16 Red Chasselas,

Rose Chasselas.

iTlWhite Nice, -

181West St. Peter's.

19 Wilmot's Black Hamburg,
Dutch Hamburg.

20 White Sweet Water,
Dntc/i Sweet Water, &c.

21 White Frontignan,
i White Constantia.

Miisccd Blanc.

22lZinfindal,

COLOE.
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XI.-OURRAI^TS,

o

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18

NAME.

Attractor,

Black Naples,
Champagne,
Cherry,
Common Black,

Black English
Fertile de Palluau,.

.

Fertile d'Angers, . .

.

Gondouin Red, .

Gondouin White,
Knight's Large Red,
La Versaillaise,

May's Victoria

Prince Albert,

Red Dutch,
Red Grape,
Transparent White, .

White Dutch,
White Grape,..

o
c
O

White
Black.

Flesh.

Red.
Black.

Red.
Red.
Red.
White
Red.
Red.
Red.
Red.
Red.
Red.
White
White
White

o

XII.-GOOSEBERRIES.

d
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XI.-CUEEAI^TS.

^
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XIII.-EASPBEEEIES.

d
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XIIL-EASPBEERIES.
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XT.~ STEAWBEEEIES.
The columns indicate—1st. The Sex, as Hermaphrodite or Pistillate

;

2d. Tlie origin, American or Foreign ; and tlie remainder the districts

in which the varieties are recommended.

The abbreviations are: Sex—P. Pistillate; all others are Hermaphro-

dite. Origin—A. American ; F. Foreign.

d
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XV.- STRAWBEEEIES.
The coliiinns indicate—1st. The Sex, as Hermaphrodite or Pistillate;

2d. The origin, American or Foreign; and the remainder the districts

in which the varieties are recommended.

The abbreviations are: Sex—P. Pistillate ; all others are Hermaphro-

dite. Origin—A. American ; F. Foreign.

1

2
3
4
5
6

71

8
9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16,

171

18

19

20
21

22
23
24
25

W

J3
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TABLE OF MEAN TEMPERATURES.

State. Station.
6
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State. Statiox.

Ahm 02

S5

'A

Wisconsin,
Illinois, .

.

Iowa,

Kansas, . .

.

JS'ebraska,.

Oregon, .

.

California,

Beloit,

Chicago,
Ottawa, -

.

Fort Madison,
Muscatine,
Dubuque,
Fort Leavenworth,

.

Fort Kearney,
Fort Hall,

Oregon City, ,

Astoria,

Sacramento,
San Francisco,

Los Angelos,

Deg.
45
44
50
53
46
50
53
46

54
51

59
57

Deg.
70
67
73
78
68
72
74
71

70

61

73
60
74

Deg,

50
48
52
55
48
52
53
49
47
54
53
62
60
67

Deg
24
25
24
26
22
22
29
23
23
40
42
48
51

56

Deg.
47
46
50
53
46
49
52
47

54
52
60
57

Note.— As temperature is one of the most important agencies in

determining the pomological character of every district, it has been

thought that a table showing the mean temperature of each season,

and of the whole year, at a number of points within the region em-

braced in this catalogue, might be useful, hence the Committee add

this table, compiled mostly from Blodget's valuable work on Cli^-

raatology.
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DISCUSSIONS

APPLES.

Prince, of IST. Y.—I name two early apples that I am
astonished have not been brought more into notice. One is

the Blink Bonny, which originated four miles from Mon-

treal. It is the very best early apple that I ever tasted. An-

other one is the Garretson, which originated with Alexander

Garretson, of ISTew Jersey. It is a seedling of the Early

Harvest, and much more thrifty.

Downing, of ]^. Y.—I know the Garretson is a good

apple.

Parsons, of N. Y.—I know the Garretson very well,

and it is a good apple.

Lyon, of Michigan—The Garretson I have tried very suc-

cessfully.

COHSE'S F^^VOItlTE.

Prince—An apple which I obtained from Mr. Corse, of

Montreal, called Corse's Favorite, is the most delicious of the

stewing apples. Those who have not tried it don't know what

a stewing apple is. It is a green apple with a red cheek. It

ripens with the Early Harvest.

Edward Early, of Mass.—The Early Harvest in Worcester

County, or with me at least, is ten days earlier than any

other apple. I wish to know how it is elsewhere, and if any

apples are earlier.
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Lyon—I have the Sine Qua ]S"on and the Carolina Red
June, which are both a little earlier.

Downing—The White Juncating is the earliest of all, but

it is not a valuable apple.

Cakpentek, of ]^. Y.—I move to recommend the Drap

d'Or for its fine bearing qualities. It is a medium-sized

apple, oval, bright yellow color, with a slight flush. The

stems differ, some being slight and others very stout.

Prince—The Drap d'Or is a French apple, but not oval,

as 1 know it. It is grown in Lower New York, and is quite

a favorite.

Carpenter—It was recently introduced with us, and all

are very much pleased with it— more so than with any other

new- apple.
ENO-LISH RXJSSET.

Parsons—The English Russet is a good bearer, but rather

small. I sliould like to know what the opinion of it is.

Downing—It is a good market apple, but not fit to eat.

Parsons—Would it pay to plant the variety ?

Downing—ISTo. The trees bear themselves to death.

Lyon—It bears very heavily, but is ratlier small, and

indifferent in flavor, so that we cannot do much with it.

We reject it in Michigan.

Prince—I have a real English Russet, imported from Mr.

Ronalds, which is a good winter apple, and very different

from the ordinary English Russet.

Cummings, of ]N^. Y.— I have ten acres planted with

English Russet. I have watched it seven years, and out of

seven years I have had five heavy crops— last year a very

heavy crop. It is affected by seasons somewhat, but v.hen

the seasons are favorable it bears heavily. Its chief recom-

mendation is its long keeping quality. You will find them

in August on sale in the streets. It makes the best of cider.

WA-SKiisra-TON".

The President—I will name a very remarkable apple, on

exhibition in this room— the Washington. It is not inferior
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to the Graveustein in beauty. I cannot speak absolutely as

to quality, but for bearing qualities and beauty it has no su-

perior. It came from Northern New York, and is a splendid

apple. I have only a part of a tree of it, but the largest

cultivator in Massachusetts, Mr. Clapp, esteems it second to

no other apple for beauty and the market. It is a little later

than the Graveustein.

Stone, of Mass.—It is inferior to the Graveustein, but

its bearing qualities are good, and the tree is hardy. It

goes into bearing very early indeed. The apple is of fair

quality. The general crop is good. It is a very good cook-

ing and eating apple.

The Pkesident—As to quality, I know nothing of it, but

as to beauty there is nothing that surpasses it.

KHjSTGS- of TOIS/IFKLINS COXJISTXY.

Thurlow, of Mass.—How does the King of Tompkins

County succeed in Massachusetts.

The Pkesident—Eleffautlv.

Adjourned to Thursday, at 9 A, M.

SECOND DAY— MORNING SESSION.

The Convention was called to order at 9^ o'clock, by the

President, and the Secretary read the record of Wednesday.

Copies of the revised Catalogue were presented, in refer-

ence to which the President said : It is understood that the

Catalogue cannot be amended at present, but will be pub-

lished as it is. It reports a large number of fruits that are

adapted to some one or more localities in our country. Some
are not adapted to some localities; but for many we shall

doubtless find a wider scope than we now think. The object

of these discussions will be to accumulate all the information

possible, whicii w^ill be recorded, and the Committee will,

from the information thus collected, and from that received

from the State Committees, make up a report for the next

meeting, which will, in time, be embodied in the Catalogue.

On motion of Mr. Bergen, of N. Y., it was determined
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that the Committee on the Catalogue of Fruits, be charged

with the further duty of conferring with the State Societies,

and making up a report for the next session.

Mr. Barry, of N. Y.—It is understood that the President

is a member of this Committee, ex-ojficio, and I would move

that F. R. Elliott, of Ohio, be requested to act upon the

Committee. This motion was agreed to.

DISCUSSION RESUMED.

Prince, of I^. Y.—The Springhill Spitzenburg is not on

the list. It is a winter apple, sub-acicl, high flavor.

STJAIMTER, Plt'I'IN", OR, TART BOXJGJ-H.

Carpenter, of N. Y.—I do not see the Summer Pippin or

Tart Bough of Southern New York, on the list.

Underbill, of N. Y.—It is a fine apple, and I would be

happy to have it introduced.

Lyon, of Michigan—It is a fine apple.

Elliott, of Ohio—1 know two apples under those differ-

erent names.

Prince—The Tart Bough and the Summer Pippin are dif-

ferent apples.

Carpenter—The Summer Pippin is a good table and ex-

cellent cooking apple ; a great bearer alternately, and one of

the finest market apples we have in ISTew York, coining in

season in September.

Barry, of N. Y.—I would suggest that Summer Pippin be

left ofi", because that applies to a great many varieties of

apple. I do not know the Tart Bough. I know the Early

Harvest is frequently called the Tart Bough, erroneously.

Downing, of N. Y.—The Summer Pippin is an old apple,

fifty years old. There are half a dozen Tart Boughs through-

out the country.

Reid, of JST. J.—-Tart Bough is a distinct apple; a very

good cooking apple. This has seldom an}' tinge of red.

Carpenter—I refer to the apple called in Downing, Sum-
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mer Pippin or Tart Bough. [Specimen exhibited.] That is

not the Summer Pippin.

President—I understand that the Tart Bough is not the

Summer Pippin recommended by various gentlemen.

Downing—The specimen is not the one I referred to.

Cook, of Mass.

—

1 had grafts sent me from Western Kew
York, of a variety of Sour Bough that is cultivated there,

and thought very highly of. I think this to be the apple.

They are of excellent flavor, juicy, ripe in August, and hold

until November.

President—We must divide the question; we must discuss

the Summer Pippin.

Underhill—I know the Summer Pippin; it is a very fine

apple. It originated in Haverstraw, and was known as the

Haverstraw Pippin. A gentleman made quite a fortune out

of it, by selling it in the 'New York market.

a?^iiT BOTJGm.

President—The Tart Bough—what shall we do with it?

Downing—I don't think it worth while to discuss it.

Barry—I think this instance of doubtful identity should

be referred to the Committee on Synonyms. [Tlie matter

was so referred.]

SHI>^"WASSI BEA.XJTY.

Lyon—I propose the Shiawassi Beauty. It is a seedling of

the Pomme de JS^eige, and resembles it so much that it is dif-

ficult to distinguish them. It has no recommendation, except

that it has not the faults of the Pomme de Neio-e. It is of

the same season, texture, &c. Always a fine bearer and a

healthy tree.

[At this point, Mr. Elliott, of Ohio, was requested to

serve on the Committee on New Fruits, by the President, in

consequence of the absence of Dr. Warder, and Mr. Goodale,
of Maine, one of the Vice-Presidents, was requested to occupy
the chair, temporarily.]

B'LTJSKCIlSrG!- SFITZEDNTBTJItG.

Prince—A very peculiai- apple, of great vigor, and grown
extensively on Long Island. It is a deep red apple, remark-
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able for its white spots and aromatic flavor, and especially for

its luxuriant foliage.

J. M. Eakl, of Mass.^—I should not call it more than third

rate in flavor. I don't think it worth cultivating:. It is a

very good apple to take people in the first time, in the market.

Reid—1 think it is the same as the one described in Mr.

Downing's book as the Kew York Vanderbilt.

Cakpentee—I propose the Golden Pippin, ofWestchester

County, N. Y. It is one of the finest apples we have in culti-

vation, of remarkable bearing qualities, and a good market

fruit. [Specimen exhibited.] An early winter apple, of

remarkable richness ; one of the most delightful apples that

I cultivate; the fiesh yellow, tender and juicy.

Prince—It looks much like one we received some fifteen

or twenty years ago from Haverstraw.

Mr. llNDERmLL offered some remarks on the different varie-

ties of Golden Pippin, and the decision of the question,

—

" What is the Golden Pippin ?"—was, on motion of Mr. Par-

sons, of Long Island, referred to the Committee on Synonyms.

Stone, of Mass.—I would present the apple now on the

table, named by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, the

Polish Apple. I think it is a seedling. It originated near

here, and is an apple of some merit, its color (red) being much

in its favor. Its flavor is very pleasant; the tree a great

bearer, and the fruit susceptible of taking a high polish. It

bears alternately with the Baldwin.

Underbill—Our list of apples is already very large. Is

it a flne apple ? Is it excellent?

Stone—It is an apple that sells as well as almost any apple

we have in the Boston market. I should say it was in season

from November to February.

Thomas, of ]^. Y.—I would suggest the propriety of put-

ting nothing on this list, except such apples as have distin-

guished excellence. Our list is very large, and I question

whether those which merely have some merit should be added

to it.
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Smith, of IS". Y.—Mj belief is that it is a good apple. It is

an abundant bearer, a healthy tree, and, as it will show for

itself, a good-looking apple. I believe it is a good market

apple.

At this stage. Col. B. P. Johnson, Secretary of the New
York State Agricultural Society, and Mr. Cornell, the Presi-

dent, having returned from England, whither they had been

as delegates to the World's Fair, visited the Convention, and

were presented by the President. Mr. Johnson briefly ad-

dressed the Convention. He said he had an invitation from

the Koyal Horticultural Society to American pomologists, to

send fruits to their exhibition in October. He spoke of the

superiority of fruits grown in England under glass ; also of

the excellence of the strawberries grown here. Apples, he

said, are greatly inferior to American apples, as he demon-

strated by exhibiting some very small apples which he brought

with him, contrasting very unfavorably with the Washington

and the Polish, on the table. Fruits in France, he said, resem-

ble ours more than those of England do.

PEARS.

Baker, of Mass.—I propose the Brialmont ; one of the

finest pears, coming just before the Lawrence ; remarkably

clean; never knew it to crack; the tree of fine growth, hardy,

and very strong. In size it is larger than the Lawrence, and

comes in eating in ISTovember.

Bergen—It is a pear of great merit as a table and market

fruit; a good bearer, bearing every ye-ar; in that respect, about

equal to the Bartlett, and commanding a ])rice equal to the

Bartlett. It is one of the most beautiful pears in cultivation

in Western JSTew York.

JP^A^XER. IS^OSTEIt.

Ellwanger, of N. Y.—I propose the Pater Noster, a very

fine, large, elegant pear ; ripens in January
;
yellow, with a

red cheek
; nearly as large as the Yon Mons' Leon le Clerc.

President—I concur with Mr. Ellwanger in his descrip-

tion of the characteristics of this pear, except in regard to its
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size ; mine may be called a little above medium size, but not

so large as a Yan Mons' Leon le Clerc.

Reid—I propose the Jackson pear. Its form is oblate,

rather flat, medium size, yellow. It is now about ripening. I

have eaten one or two, and I think a great deal of them.

Pkesident—It came from Woodstock, Yt., and I agree

with your description.

Worcester, of Yt.—It has a high reputation in Yermont.

It is one of the few peai's that can be raised in that region.

BELLE AVILLIA-IVES.

EllwANGER—I propose the Belle Williams. A very fine,

elegant pear, ripening in January, the size of a medium, well-

grown Bartlett. I consider it quite an acquisition. Tree very

vigorous and hardy.

President—How late does it keep?

Ellwanger—We have kept it until tlie beginning of Feb-

ruary, A green pear, which turns yellow at maturity. I re-

ceived it from England.

President—I have examined that pear in the early part

of winter, and it is a large, fine pear, and I should think it

would be quite an acquisition.

BEXJRRE icoisriisr&.

Reid—I propose the Beurre Koning. I think it superior

to the Duchess d'Augoulenie. It is a very fair pear, medium

size, substantial skin, which makes it last a good while. It

is a green pair ; I don't think tliere is any flush. I suppose it

will keep through October.

President—That pear is known as the Auquite de Maraise.

It is a large pear, but not quite as large as my Beurre Die!. I

never saw it so large as Mr. Reid describes it. It is a very

sugary, rich pear. Ripens in October.

Reid—This season there is a good crop on the tree, and it

is about the size of the Beurre Diel.

J. M. Earl—What is the character of the tree for growth?

Reid—It is a vigorous tree.

Earl—My first impression was that it was not a good
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grower ; but I attribute it to the stock. It is now beginning

to grow well.

Prince—I propose the Hagerman. It originated on Long

Island. It is like the Seckel, but about half as large again, and

ripens about twelve days before the Seckel. It is very produc-

tive, and bears fruit early.

DE TOISTG-RES.

BucKLiN, of Mass.—I propose De Tongres. It is a large

russet pear, of great beauty, and will keep three weeks after

it is ripe. It ripens in October and JSTovember.

Cakpentee—I esteem it as one of the greatest acquisitions

I have had for years.

J. M. Eakl—I have fruited it for three or four years; and it

is a very great bearer. I think it will beat any other large

pear I have ever seen. I consider it lirst-rate in every respect.

It is a rich, sub-acid pear. I prefer the name of Durandeau,

by which name it was first issued.

Reid—I have no hesitation in recommending it for cultiva-

tion in any region. It is more valuable than the Beurre

Clairgeau.

President—It is a very fine pear.

J. M. Earl—^It is a diflicult tree to remove. It is tender

on the quince stock, but where it gets well established, it

grows very well. On the pear it is one of the most difficult

trees to remove that I know of, if kept long out of the ground
;

im]3orted trees are not apt to come well. It is a very good

grower and great bearer.

Smith, of N. Y.—I think very well of it. It has a vi-

nous flavor that does not exactly suit my taste, but it is a rich

pear, an abundant bearer, very handsome, and well worthy, I

think, of cultivation for that class of tastes which like a

vinous flavor.

President—That pear is truly a very valuable pear, and,

well grown, is a large pear, coming nearly up to the size of

the Clairgeau, and I think generally it is a better fruit ; but

some people are not fond of an acid pear. It has a rich sub-
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acid flavor. If you get strong scions, and put them on good

stocks, it is a free and good grower.

nvcA-XJxioisr.

Reid—I propose the Mauxion. It is round, Bergaraot-

shaped, rather below medium size, but of very high flavor,

with a little red on one side. In quality it is one of the best

I have tasted this season.

Ellwanger—I can endorse all that Mr. Reid has said. In

Western ISTew York it is of excellent quality.

President—It is a pear I have grown for a good many
years. It has so strong a resemblance to the Meriam. that

Mr. Hovey, in a late visit to my place, thought it was the

Merriam, both in fruit and foliage ; but I informed him that it

ripened two weeks before the Meriam. I think the Meriam

is the largest. It is a very fine fruit.

Ellwanger—I propose the Uwchlan, a fine early pear,

resembling the Bloodgood, and ripening about the same time;

a little larger and better.

James, of Pa.—I endorse what has been said about it.

Houghton, of Pa.—In Pennsylvania, where I have known

it, it does not bear a very good character.

PRIlSrCE'S ST. GrH;R,]VEA.II«^.

Prince—I propose the Prince's St. Germain, which my
father originated as many as fifty years ago, I presume. It is

one of oui- veiy best winter pears.

Houghton—I saw it in Philadelphia. It compares favor-

bly with the Passe Colmar.

Thomas—I have cultivated it many years. Although not

of the very highest quality, I think, from its productiveness

and other good qualities, it is a valuable winter pear.

President—The chair concurs in the good opinion that has

been expressed of this pear. It keeps remarkably well, and

resembles in appearance very much the Easter Beurre.

HOSEivrsiiEiNrcK:.

Reid—I think the Hosenslienck should be added to the
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list. It is very promising in our locality, and I believe is

known in various parts of the country.

Smith—It is a very good pear with us, and a good growing

tree.

Houghton—It is grown very much in Pennsylvania. It is

an early pear, exceedingly sweet, but rather indiiferent in

quality.

Pkesident—I have before me the discussion at our last

meetino- on the Hosenshenck,

'• ESHLE.MAN—On the original tree the pears have been remarkably fine,

Mr. Garber informs me. I know it is one of tlie best pears taken into Lancas-

ter market. Twenty miles west of the city it does not succeed.

" LOOMIS—It does well in Indiana.

" Mitchell—It is very fine.

" RuTTER—I have received fine specimens from Columbia, Lancaster coun-

ty, which is the native place of the tree. It is remarkably fine. It has the

synonym of Watermelon."

ErEiD—There is a pear on exhibition that resembles it very

much— Moore's Pound. I am not prej^ared to say it is the

same.

Carpenter—They are very similar in character and gen-

eral appearance.

ELLWANGER^The HosGnshenok is a pear of no character

with us. Occasionally we meet with a very high flavored

specimen, but I would not recommend it.

President—It is known here as Moore's Pound. Mr. Ho-

vey says there is another pear which is the Hosenshenck ; but

the pear we are discussing here is the pear sent out to us from

Western ISTew York as the Hosenshenck, which is the same

with me as Moore's Pound.

IL,YCUR,&XJS.

Chambers, of IS.. Y.—I would inquire if any one is ac-

quainted with the Lycurgiis. It is a small russet pear, very

rich and sweet, nearly equal to the Seckel ; in shape very

much like the Rostezier, and will keep all winter— say till

the first of April.

President—I concur in the remarks of Mr. Chambers.

It is a seedling from Ohio.

Elliott— We have known it in Ohio a good many years.

8
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It originated in Cleveland, I suppose, from a Seckel, but it has

more of the Winter Nelis flavor in it. It is a good bearer,

and keeps till March without any more than ordinary care.

E.TJTTER,.

Houghton—I propose the Rutter, a new seedling of Penn-

sylvania, raised by John Ruttee, of West Chester. It is a

very strong grower, the fruit very fair, and keeps till JSI^ovem-

ber or December. Supposed to be a seedling of the Yan Mons'

Leon le Clerc. It has very excellent qualities, as I am
informed by Mr. Rutter and other gentlemen in Eastern Penn-

sylvania. It is high flavored, sugary, juicy, somewhat vinous,

but not disagreeably so. I know of no tree so hardy and vig-

orous. It is a little wild in the character of its wood, but

exceedingly hardy and strong. I have great hopes of the

pear.

CON'SEILLER, X)E L^ COXJR..

President—I propose the Conseiller de la Cour. It is a

very vigorous, healthy tree, holding its foliage up to the time

of frosts, bears large-sized, green fruit, keeping till late in the

autumn. It promises to be almost a compeer with the Beurre

d'Anjou.

Bergen—I presume all the President says of it is correct.

It is put down in Downing's list as doing well in Massachu-

setts.

J. M. Earl—It appears to be a very poor bearer, and it

has that reputation in Europe. I have seen special directions

given for training it. It is spoken of by De Jonghe as one

that it is almost impossible to fruit, and it is only by a system

of careful training that the fruit can be obtained.

President—Don't you And it a very fine grower ?

Earl—It is a good grower.

Ide, of Mass.—I have six of these trees. They are the finest

growers I have, finer even than the Flemish Beauty. The

trees are healthy, but have not fruited. It grows very finely

on pear or quince.

President—I can vouch for the fact that I have in my
grounds no more healthy and vigorous growers, more persistent
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foliage, or more abundant bearers. I have some fifteen years

old. Tliey have elegant foliage.

Reid—In my grounds the tree is vigorous. The fruit is

pyramidal shape, something like the Paradis d'Automne. I

have not eaten it yet; but my trees fruit this year.

President—I think it will prove a very fine pear.

Carpenter—It is one of the most vigorous growers we

have, and holds its foliage very late.

Parsons—I propose the lienkel, known on Long Island

and in ISTew Jersey.

Peid—I have no pear superior to it, and I question whether

there is one superior to it. It is now about ripe, and continues

through September.

President—Ours do not ripen until October. I have

received the pear two or three times from Belgium, under the

name of Cumberland, which is the same.

Reid—I have also had it under the same name— the

" Cumberland" of Belgium, but not the " Cumberland" of

America.

DXJCHESS IIE:rjE]N"A. D'OR-LiEA-jSTS.

President—I have here a specimen of the Duchess Helena

d'Orleans. It looks verv much like the Beurre Bosc. It

ripens in October. A very large russet pear; not first rate,

but I think it will stand about on a par with the Beurre Clair-

geau. I have doubts if it is the true sort.

J. M. Earl—I have fruited it twice. A very good pear.

It is said to succeed only on pear stock.

em:ile d'heyst.

Baker—I would ask the opinion of the Convention upon

the Emile d'Heyst.

EllwANGER—It does well in New York. The season the

latter end of October.

PREsmENT—The tree is of the Calebasse character, and

any one acquainted with the properties of trees would say,

from its numerous spurs, that it must be an abundant bearer.
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It bears very excellent late fruit; so good that in the absence

of the d'Aremberg, I should have to rely upon the Emile

d'Heyst. I think it will prove one of the best late pears. An
enormous bearer, it will necessarily require thinning to get

good crops; but when it has a fair crop, it will always be of

good size. It keeps till I^ovember.

Ide—I have a tree. It is a very fine grower, very hardy,

and succeeds admirably on the quince. It will be very pro-

lific.

]VIA.R,IE LOUISE.

Caepenter—I esteem the Marie Louise one of the most

valuable pears in my collection. The fruit is remarkably

beautiful, large, and very fine. I consider it a great acquisi-

tion. It is not recommended for New York State in the Cata-

logue.

Ellwanger—We consider it very inferior in Western New
York. It is a poor bearer, and when you do get the fruit it

is indifferent.

PREsroENT—It is very capricious about its soil. I seldom

have any success with it; but when it finds a soil congenial

to it, it is a pear of the best class.

Smith—My experience has been like that ofMr. Ellwanger.

I never yet have got a good specimen.

BuGLiN—With me it does finely.

CuMMiNGs, of N. Y.—I have grown it several years. It

is an animal bearer, and holds its fruit beyond any variety

I have. It is a very superior fruit.

Ide—I know a tree in Springfield fifteen years old, very

prolific, and the fruit of fine flavor; nearly equal to the Dix.

Doughty—I have a tree that bears every year, and bears

full. It is an excellent pear, and I think worthy of cultiva-

tion.

Rbid—I have had it bearing a great many years, but from

the uncertainty of getting good specimens, I think it doubt-

ful whether we ought to cultivate it to any extent.

Underbill—It is very fine in the lower part of the State

of New York, on mineral soils— on soils made up of decom-
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posed rocks, gneiss, slate, granite, limestone, &c. On deep

soil or new land I don't think it will do so well.

Moore—We don't think very favorably of it in Rhode Is-

land. It is a very shy bearer and bad grower. From what

I have seen of it, I don't think much of it. Om* soil is a

light sandy loam, but where the soil is heavy it don't do

much better.

J. M. Earl—I consider it one of the best pears I have; yet

even on my ground it is variable. It is an enormous bearer.

Its produce, taking one year with another, is very great ; but

when it overbears very much the pear is not apt to come up

to its proper size, and when it does not it is not of the best

quality.

Bergen—I have a pear upon exhibition, which I call the

Island Pear, a new seedling. It is an excellent pear; but with

the list so large, and constantly extending, I don't know what

to say in regard to it. It is of first quality, but no great size

or beauty.

A specimen of the Island pear was presented, and referred

to the Committee on I^ew Fruits.

Bergen—I would like to introduce one more pear— Kirt-

land's Seedling, along pear, like the Bonne d'Ezee ; the qual-

ity has proved nearly first rate with me. It is ripe the end

of this month. It is not so ffood as the Bonne d'Ezee. It
CD

is a fair, smooth pear, and looks well. Tlie tree is a good

grower.
BEUnRE G-A.3VIBIER,,

PREsroENT—I will propose a pear I have received from

Europe, called the Beurre Gambier, or Beurre d'Hiver Am-
boise. I fruited it last year, and from the appearance of the

tree and fruit, I had no doubt it was the Easter Beurre ; but this

year it has fruited again, and I am satisfied it is not the

Easter Beurre. It is large and fair, and on turning to the

authorities, I find it is represented as having all the qualities

of the Easter Beurre. It is very fine, promises well, and keeps

till late in autumn.
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COmSTEIljIS,

President—I also propose the Cornells, a first sized pear,

very handsome, waxen looking, never any red upon it. Skin,

as fair as you can imagine ; the flesh almost as white as snow,

and very sugary. Ripe the first of September. An extremely

vigorous and hardy tree, and the fruit will probably suit the

million exactly, I prefer an acid pear. It promises to be a

tree that will grow anywhere.

TR,IO]VrFHE r>E JODOIG-NE.

Chambers—I desire to call attention to the Triomphe de

Jodoigne. I consider it a very valuable autumn pear, ripen-

ing in ^November. I have specimens on the quince much
larger than the Duchess, weighing over a pound.

President—It grows well on the pear ; better I think than

on the quince.

Peid—It is of rather rough, forbidding appearance, but the

quality sometimes very good. It grows very much like our

pound pear.

Houghton—It is a straggling grower, and somewhat shy

bearer. Yery large and handsome when you get it, but not

numerous.

J. M. Earl—My experience agrees witli that of Mr. Hough-

ton. I consider it coarse in every respect. Sometimes good,

but variable. Ornamentally considered, not good, and a poor

bearer.

President—My trees bear full.

Smith—In our place we call it a good pear, and I consider

it a good grower on j^ear or quince. Not very late. You
will find specimens with us now. I should say ripe in Octo-

ber.

DOYENIsTE DU COMIICE.

J. M. Earl—I would propose the Doyenne du Comice. I

esteem it very highly, as a handsome, large pear, good grower,

and I should judge a pretty good bearer. It does not come

into bearing so early as some, but as to quality I consider it

one of the best. I have had specimens blown off* ripe by the

25th of September ; and yet from the same tree, the same sea-
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son, I have had them in good eating condition the first of

December. They will keep longer than any other large pear,

after they are in eating condition, except, possibly, the Urban-

iste, and will keep as long as that. There is one objection
;

it blows off easier than some pears, but not easier than the

Sheldon.

Ide—I know that pear. It is a very fine, vigorous grower

on the quince. It is nearly as large as the Bartlett, and its ten-

dency to blow off may be obviated by growing on the quince.

I think very highly of it.

President—It has the fault all around of blowing off. I

have a standard tree of it, and I never have been able to get

one full-grown specimen ; they all blow off. I have not one

on the tree now.

A Me^hber—What is the quality of the Fondante du
Cornice?

President—It is of medium quality.

J. M. Earl—I think it not to be compared with the other

in any respect.

Houghton—^The Kingsessing has been grown in Philadel-

phia as large as the Duchess, and remarkably fine. I am de-

sirous of knowing whether any one has met with like success.

I have seen some this year that promised to be about a pound
in weight. I suppose it is usually but about half that size

;

about the size of the Onondaga.

J. M. Earl—I have a tree that bears nearly a bushel this

year. It stands within a dozen feet of the Duchess, and the

fruit will average very nearly the same size, and its quality is

very fine. It blows ofi' easily, and is rather apt to rot on the

tree.

Parry—I have a number of ti'ees, both standard and
dwarf. They bear very finely, and the fruit comes nearly

up to the Duchess, and holds on well. The tree is vigorous,

and hold its foliage to the end of the season. It ripens in

early October. I have it on pear stock, and quite as fine on
the quince.

J. M. Earl—I have eaten it ripe this year.
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Pbesident—A very strong, fine tree.

J. M. Eael—^It is not with me a very strong grower, but

makes a verv fine, handsome tree.

MooKE, of R, I.—I have the tree in bearing, and I think

very highly of it. It is a very fine growing tree, and retains

its foliage very late. The fruit is of good size, and I consider

it one of our best pears, and worthy of general cultivation.

Reid—I thought a great deal of it, biit I don't think so much

of it as I did, I think it is only second quality. It is now
be^innino; to crack. The habit of the tree is so much like Ste-

vens' Genesee, that very few people can tell the difference
;

but still they are not the same.

Smith—I should rather sav the tree was healthier, and

retains its foliage longer than the Stevens' Genesee.

J. M, Earl—I have an idea that it is one of those pears

which, if they hang too long on the tree, lose their quality, and

do not ripen so well—like the Paradise d'Automne. I have

found thatmy earliest specimens were much finer than the later,

and I think that may account for the difference in quality.

When ripened properly, it is a very fine flavored pear indeed.

Carpenter—I see the Pratt is not recommended, except in

Massachusetts and Rhode Island. It is a thrifty growing tree,

and the fruit very beautiful.

Moore—We think it our best j)ear. It is a good grower.

It does not come into bearing so early as some others but

but we have no pear that we think so well of. It is now in

eating.

President—One of tlie finest paars in cultivation ; but it

has the characteristic of not coming into bearing until the

tree is pretty far advanced ; and I may say that patriarch in

Pomology, Mr. Stephen H, Smith, estimated the pear precisely

as Mr. Moore does,—the very best in Rhode Island.

Reid—I think it will prove one of the best pears we have

in New Jersey.

President—If the Pratt was more generally known, it

would come into great favor. It must stand in the Catalogue

as one of our best.
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Chaisibers—It is a very good pear, but I have not found it

a good bearer, either on the quince or pear. 1 believe it does

not do anything on the quince.

Moore—It does not grow well on the quince.

Reid—It does with us.

LOXJISE BOTsTTsTE DDE JERSEY.

Bergen—There may be something peculiar in the soil, but

I have got about fifty Louise Bonne de Jerseys growing on

quince stocks, and only six of them are growing well. Yet it

is generally admitted that the Louise Bonne de Jersey grows

well on quince stock. So I think there must be something

wrong in the soil.

Houghton—The Louise Bonne de Jersey is so very fine

here that it astonishes every one from Philadelphia, where it

is considered very indifferent. I have perhaps 150 trees, and

most of the fruit cracks, when almost all other kinds are very

fine.

Barry—I would ask in regard to the Sheldon. My own
opinion is that it is one of the finest of all our pears.

Downing—I am very much pleased with it.

Carpenter—I have fruited it two seasons, and regard it as

very valuable. It is a great bearer, the fruit large size, and

very fine.

President—^Yery popular here.

Ide—With me it has proved very excellent. The fruit falls

ifyou leave more than one pear upon the spurs. The stems are

so short that one crowds the other off". The fruit, if put into a

drawer the 1st of August, ripens very finely, not more than

half grown. I consider the Sheldon our best pear, so far as

flavor is concerned.

Bergen—A rapid, healthy growing tree.

President—First rate in Massachusetts.

Reid—Yery promising.

Smith—It is very much liked in Western Massachusetts.

Drake—Worcester county endoi-ses it.

J. M. Earl—We say it is a very vigorous grower, indeed.
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and the only objection I know to it is that it blows off easily.

It is longer in coming into bearing than many kinds.

Elliott—It promises well in Ohio.

Barry—^The Sterling is recommended in three localities.

My own opinion is that the tree is a fine grower, the fruit

very beautiful, and would sell well in the market, but it per-

ishes very rapidly, becoming mealy.

President—A very beautiful tree, very vigorous and one

of the handsomest pears there is. It is a great bearer. It

may be picked very early indeed, and it will turn yellow, and

look like wax fruit; and tlien the difficulty to which Mr.

Bany refers is avoided. I found, to my astonishment, that

when I thought mine were not nearly ready to pick, Mr.

Hovey had picked his— nearly eight bushels— and got a

good price for them,

Bergen—I think it may be raised for the market very

profitably. I think it is tliird quality, but in point of beauty,

it is very fine.

Thomas—It is a very beautiful pear, but we want one more

quality— excellent flavor.

President—Pick it early, Friend Thomas.

J. M. Earl—I have considered it a very good market

pear, and not good for anything else. I call it second or

third rate, at best.

President—I think this pear, from the beauty of the tree,

its great bearing, the very liandsome character of the fruit, if

picked early, quite desirable; but still it is second quality, or

less.

Lyon—It is very much valued in Michigan by people who

are not very discriminating judges of pears.

E.EID—The pear has only been second rate with me.

Barry—I find this pear improving every year. At first

it would keep until April, but did not seem to ripen well. As

the trees grow old, I find the fruit ripens exeedingly well, in
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the cellar, in barrels, and it proves to be of the highest quali-

ty. I do not know of a iiner winter pear. It has a peculiarly

delicate aroma, and is very fine and white. The tree is not

remarkably handsome.

Reid—I have cultivated it for a number of years. I think

the quality is one of the best. The only objection I have is,

that the tree is not vigorous, and the foliage not good.

President—I have had it some sixteen years or more. It

is one of the hardiest trees I possess, and I never knew it to

shed it foliage. I was very much surprised, as I suppose my
friend Barry was, last winter, to find it so good. Before that

time it had not come up to my expectations ; but last year it

was the best winter pear we had. If it does as well the pres-

ent season, I think we must agree that the tree w^ants age.

The fruit was very large— almost as large as the Beurre

d'Anjou.

Elliott—I was unable, for three years, to get a good pear.

I had it on the pear stock.

Barry—In England they have just found out that it needs

age. Rivers, of England, calls it one of the three best.

Lyon—It holds its foliage well with me. It is young, and

has not borne with me, and I cannot speak of its quality.

BEXJUPtE COIT.

Elliott—I would call attention to the Beurre Coit, origin-

ated in Northern Ohio. Good bearer, medium grower, medi-

um size, somewhat russet. It is a very rich pear; little known
as yet.

Downing—I have cultivated it several years, and think it

a very promising pear.

BER,G}-ET>r.

Bergen—I desire to refer to the Bergen pear, which is on

exhibition in the other room. I wish it to be refei-red to the

Committee on New Fruits. (So referred.)

"WOODBR-IDO-E'S SECKIEL.

.j; Lyon—I would remark that a seedling I showed two

years ago, as No. 2, and w^hich was tasted by the Committee,
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is now called Woodbridge's Seckel, I mention the fact, so that

if any persons have received scions, they will know the name.

Carpenter—I have fruited the Fulton some years. The

quality is very fine, the tree very thrifty, and an early and

abundant bearer.

President—That pear has been known as a good market

fruit here for a long time.

Elliott—The Fulton pear is better in the West than here.

The tree always succeeds very well.

Parry—The pear succeeds well with me. The tree is fine

and healthy, and the fruit does well. It is on the quince.

Elliott—In the West, it is planted for orchards.

Lyon—We have a pear that has been cultivated for some

years in Southern Michigan, by the name of the Lenawee. I

should like to know whether others have fruited it.

Barry—We think the Howell a valuable pear, more mar-

ketable than the Flemish Beauty. It is an immense bearer

and great grower, both on the pear and quince. The fruit is

always good; does not rot at the core, and keeps longer than

the Flemish Beauty.

Thomas—I have the same opinion of it. I have grown

it for many years. It is a tine grower, and it not only bears

abundantly—sufficiently so— but it begins to bear when quite

young. The only objection to it— and that is not perhaps a

very formidable one— is. that the flavor is not of the highest

character, but it is very good.

Carpenter.—I have a tree of that variety, which has fruited

four years. It is hardly second rate, and only medium size.

I should not recommend its cultivation.

President—One of the handsomest I have. For nine

years out of eleven I took the premium at our exhibition for

the best collection of pears, and that was almost always in the

list.
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JA. IVr IISrETTE.

Ellwanger—I recommend the Jaminette. It is a winter

pear, keeps well, the tree the finest grower on this continent,

as far as I know. It does not come into bearing very early,

or, if it does, the fruit is not of good quality; but after the

tree has age it is good.

Ives, of Mass.—I have always found it a good pear on the

quince root.

J. M. Earl—The tree is a remarkably fine grower and very

handsome— both tree and foliage. It is a very excellent sweet

pear. On heavy soils it is sometimes variable, and is apt to

crack, and sometimes a portion of the fruit will be small.

KrEiD—I used to think a good deal of this pear, until within

the last two years, when it has begun to crack.

PREsroENT—It is a very hardy tree and the fruit keeps

nicely up to January; but I could never see much flavor to it.

Barry—I think a good deal of it, as a very useful pear.

J. M. Earl—I should say, usually it has a good flavor.

Thomas—There is one quality of the Jaminette which I

wish to mention. It is the finest and hardiest grower on the

quince. I have seen a neglected orchard, where almost every

other pear had died, and these trees wei'e growing vigorously.

Many cultivators, finding it will grow vigorously, will be

tempted to neglect it, and the consequence will be, they will

get bad fruit.

Downing—-When well grown it is very fine. I think it im-

proves with age.

VICA-R. OF AVITvTKir'IEIjr).

Barry—When you speak of well grown trees, the i-emark

applies to all. The Vicar of Winkfield pear, when well

grown, and with a ruddy cheek, will ripen without difticulty,

and have a fine aroma ; otherwise it is an insipid pear. It is

just so with the Easter Beurre. I don't know one winter pear

that will ripen well unless well grown.

LA.AVR,ET^CE.

J. M. Earl—I never saw a Lawrence fail to ripen, even

if it was not bigger than your finger.
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Baeey—I have, and I am satisfied it was from a defect in

the growth.

President—That I think a remark capable of universal

application, as Mr. Barrj has said. I have been appealed to

time and time again, and inquired of why I once said, if I

could have but one pear, I would choose the Yicar of Wink-

field. It was a well considered remark. When well grown,

the Yicar of Winkfield is of the best. At one of the meetings

of the ]^ew York Agricultural Club, the question came up.

What are the six best varieties of pear ? and the Club agreed

on the Bartlett, Louise Bonne de Jersey, TJrbaniste, Beurre

d'Anjou, Yicar of Winkfield, and Meriam, But the Yicar of

Winkfield must be well grown— good, fine, full, ruddy speci-

mens; and the man who is not satisfied with such fruit ought

to go without.

Elliott—We have some trees now twenty or twenty -five

years of age, and we find the fruit ripens up well in winter,

and the quality good second rate.

Smith—I would like to know what the Convention think

of the Oswego Beurre. I see it is only recommended for one

or two localities; 1 think it is very good.

Thomas—I have raised it in Wayne County, and in Oswe-

go, and I think it good for nothing in either.

Bergen—It has been of poor quality with us, but has borne

fairly.

Lyon—My experience has been favorable with it. I think

it very good.

M:ER,iA.3vr.

Parsons—I would like to ask about the Meriam.

President—It originated in Roxbury; very popular here,

but little known abroad.

Weld, of Mass.—It is a fine grower, very thrifty, handsome

tree, and bears in clusters. I tljink it one of the best market

pears. It yellows up very finely indeed. It needs a little

thinning.
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Pkesident—They have brought as high as $20.00 a barrel,

in scarce seasons.

Weld—I think they have.

Spooner, of Mass.—It is better ripened on the tree. It is a

very vigorous, hardy tree, and fruits every season. We con-

sider it the very best.

Pkesident—Great bearer. It should always be picked by

the middle of September.

Houghton—Does the Beurre Hardy compare with the

Meriam as a market j)ear ?

President—The Beurre Hardy is a different pear. It is

a very strong tree. The fruit is much larger than the Meriam,

and I think does notkeejD as well, but the quality is very fine;

I should say best. The Meriam is one of those pears with a

fine russet, golden color, that takes the eye. A russet pear

will sell better than any other pear in our market. The Fulton

on this account is very popular here, and so is the Meriam.

Carpenter—I am very much pleased with the McLaugh-
lin. It is a very thrifty tree, and good fruit. It keeps into

the winter.

President—So it does with me. What you say is true.

It is a pear that has been overlooked.

Barry and Downing agreed in this estimate of the Mc-
Laughlin.

The discussion on pears here ended.

committee on CALIFORNIA WINES.

The President announced the followina; Committee to exam-

ine the California wines and brandy on exhibition : Messrs.

S. B. and R. B. Parsons, of New York ; Weld, of Massachu-

sett ; Edward D. Pearce, of Rhode Island; Underbill, of N"ew

York; and Ellwanger of JS'ew York.

After some remarks by Dr. Underhill, in warm commen-
dation of the new Catalogue of Fruits submitted by the Com-
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mittee appointed for that purpose, the Convention adjourned,

to meet at 3 P. M.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Convention met at 3 J o'clock. The President an-

nounced the Standing Committees. (See List of Officers.)

On motion of Mr. Barry, J. J. Thomas, of ISTew York, and

M. L. DuNLAP, of Illinois, were added to the Special Com-

mittee on Revision of Catalogue.

CHERRIES.
BELL X>'OR-LBA.3SrS.

^jiij)—The Belle d'Orleans succeeds well in E^ew Jersey.

President—The Belle d'Orleans succeeds well in Massa-

chusetts, and is very desirable as an early cherry.

DTV.^RIT' CHERRIES.

Houghton—I understand many cultivators have been very

much disappointed in the cultivation of the so called dwarf

cherries. Although they grow very rapidly and largely, they

do not fruit much better than on common stocks. In the re-

gion of Philadelphia some think they grow better on dwarf

stocks.
BLA.CK; HE^R-T.

Bergen—I see that the Black Heart is only marked favor-

ably for JSTew Jersey. That is undoubtedly correct; but I

think it should be recommended for Eastern New York. It

is a hardy cherry and bears almost always.

President—^That is all true in Massachusetts. It is a very

hardy old cherry.

r)0'W]S"ER-'S LA.TE RED J^CICET.

President—Downer's Late, as we call it, is the best late

cherry we have here. There is another very fine cherry called

the Red Jacket; the tree is as healthy as the Mazard, and yet

the fruit is a large as Downer's Late. It is a tree I think a

good deal of.

Reid. I have tried nearly all Prof. Kirtland's varieties,

and I do not find them superior to those we had.
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Thomas—The Red Jacket has one very desirable quality

—it rarely rots on the tree, and will keep longer after it is

picked than a great many varieties.

Hooki:r, of ]^. Y.—Downer's Late is excellent with ns. It

is not surpassed by any late cherry for general excellence. It

is very sound, and the fruit is nicely distributed over the tree,

in such a manner that none of it rots. The crop is almost

always good.

Hooker—I would like to know if Coe's Transparent does

not prove the most superb of all the cherries we have, for the

season. The quality is equal to anything, and I think the

fruit most beautiful.

Reid—It has done well with us in N^ew Jersey, and I

think it is one of the best American seedlings.

Thomas—It is certainly not surpassed, and perhaps hardly

equalled.

EARLY RICMMiOTsrD.

Barry—I would name the Early Richmond. It ripens

eigiit or ten days earlier than the Pie Clierry, bears regularly

and abundantly, and is free from diseases.

President—It should be the Kentish, as it stands in the

Catalogue, and not the Early Richmond.

K-EI]S"E HORTEN'SE.

Thomas—The Reine Hortense is certainly one of our finest

cherries.

Elliott—Throughout Oiiio it is one of the best—hard3% a

uniform bearer, and esteemed very much.

President—I concur in tlie remarks that have been made
in regard to that cherry.

Carpenter—The Governor Wood is attracting much at-

tention, from its being very prolific, and a hardy tree.

Elliott—It has rotted with us in Cleveland.

President—With me it has been the worst cherry to rot.

9
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It is a tremendous bearer, very large clusters, but the moment

it begins to ripen, it commences to rot.

HooKEK—^It overbears with us, and becomes very small

;

it rots easily, and the fruit loses its flavor. It is not a valua-

ble cherry, if the tree is old. It gratified us very much at

first.

HooKEK—The Yellow Spanish, or Old Bigarreau, we find

to be excellent. It fruits very well, and is always of good

quality, and being so firm it bears transportation to a great

distance. I think it ought to have a special recommendation,

because of these qualities.

Reid—^The difiiculty is that it cracks in wet weather.

President—That is the case with the Bigarreau cherries

generally.

ICENNICOTT.

Elliott—I would like to name the Kennicott—a large cher-

ry, late, perhaps ten days after the Black Tartarian, very fine,

high fiavor. The tree is a good bearer, though not as produc-

tive as the Governor Wood ; but as good as the Rockport

Bigarreau.

President—How is the Black Hawk ?

Elliott—Yery good ; about like the Black Eagle, though

a better bearer ; but the tree is very difiicult to propagate.

I^^ot a beautiful grower.

Elliott—I would name another—the Dacotah—two years

old. It is a black cherry, and has all the habit of the Black

Tartarian, and were it not that it comes on a week or ten days

after that, it would be taken for the Black Tartarian. It is a

hardy tree.

President—I have found the Rockport one of the best

cherries I possess.
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EI^KHOR-lSr.

Bergen—Is anything known about the Elkhorn ? I have

not much to say in favor of it, but it resists the disease, or in-

sect, that affects other clierries.

Bourne—The Elkhorn, where grown in Rhode Island, does

well, and bears good crops.

Lyon—If the object is to get a cherry that will bear trans-

portation, and produce well, I have no doubt the Elkhorn

would be desirable ; or if we want cherries that nobody will

eat, as long as they can get anything else. With me it is

scarcely touclied.

Barry—It is later than most cherries.

Lyon—But it is not out of season, generally. In quality,

it is quite indifferent. Its chief recommendation is the fineness

of its flesh. The tree is undoubtedly as hardy as any other.

At the west no Mazzard variety is hard 3'^, and they are obliged

to be given up, as a general thing, though there are some local-

ities where, with reasonable discretion, they can be grown

with much satisfation.

Bergen—When the Elkhorn is well ripened, I know a

great many who ])refer it to almost any cherry.

Thomas—It is a hardy, productive tree ; but as to quality,

I would say simply, that it might be tolerated.

Barry—It comes later than most other cherries, and sells

well in the market. It is not so sweet as some cherries, but

if well ripened, I think it tolerably good. I think it one of the

best market cherries. I would like to hear the Monstreuse de

Mezel discussed a little.

avioisrsTREXJSE de lyrEZEL.

Elliott—Large and fine, but second-rate bearer.

President—Handsome, and as good as anything. The

tree is an ugly, coarse-growing tree, with me. I think Mr.

Barry and Mr. Dowing believe it to be the same as the

Great Bigarreau,

Barry—It is doubtful vet.

Thomas—The Mezel, with me, especially if cultivated as a

dwarf, is an exceedingly good bearer. The present year I
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have had a young tree, five years old, with branches so heav-

ily loaded that they lay upon the ground.

Baery—It has always been with us a remarkable bearer.

The great objection is the awkwardness in the growth of the

tree. Tliat can be remedied by pruning. The fruit sells for

more than double the price of other cherries in our inarket.

Elliott—I would like to inquire what is thought of the

Pontiac. It is a large black cherry, and has no superior, I

think. In season, it is about the time of the Black Tartarian.

President—The Delicata is a hardy tree and charming

fruit, but not large enough for market.

Elliott—The Powhatan has the Jiabit of the Black Maz-

zard. It is a half larger, the fruit uniformly smooth, regular

and even, I don't know that I have ever seen a better cherry.

It is not fine for the table, but to sell.

The discussion on cherries here ended.

COMMITTEE ON FRUITS,

The President announced as a Committee to report a list of

the fruits on exhibition, Messrs. Bourne, of R. I., and Smith,

ofN. Y.

PEACHES.

Parsons—I do not see the Nivette on the list. A very

good bearer, and one of the best for the private garden ; of

very fine flavor. One peculiarity is, the skin can be easily

peeled oft' by hand.

Thomas—I have cultivated it, and found it a valuable

peach.
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ROYA-L GrEORGrE.

Reid—I would recommend the Royal George as one of

the best I have tried for in-door culture.

A Membek—I would recommend the Bellegarde, or smooth-

leaf Rojal George.

Parsons—I have found it very excellent on Long Island.

EA.R,Xi~^ TI3L.IL.OTSO]V.

Barry—I have been endeavoring to do something with the

Early Tillotson, I have grown a good many in the nursery,

but it does not succeed with me out-doors. It mildews very

badly all the time.

STUIVLF TliE WORLD.

A Member—Stump the World is supposed to be of very

excellent quality.

Bourne—It grows well in Rhode Island, but is little culti-

vated.

Parsons—A capital peach.

Houghton—The Early Ann is a very early, white peach,

remarkably delicious. It succeeds out of doors.

F.A.Y'S EARLY AlSri^.

Thomas—I have cultivated Fay's Early Ann for many
years. When the tree was young, the fruit was very good

;

but I am inclined to think it is disposed to be too small when

the tree bears full, to be a valuable and popular variety.

Hooker—I think the Ann should be left off. The Early

Ann has a blush. I am sorry to see it recommended. I

don't think it of any value. I have known it to be tried, but

I believe it was found not marketable, and was immediately

discarded by those who undertook it. I would like to inquire

if any gentleman has had any experience with Hale's Early.
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HOLE'S E^RLY.

Thomas—It has been recommended at Cleveland as much
earlier than any other peach we have. Mine have not fruited

yet.

Elliott— It originated in Oliio, witli a German, who
claimed to have brought the seed with him from Germany.

It ripens a week earlier than the Early Tillotson; is almost as

large as the Early York, and very line indeed. We consider

it one of our very best early peaches.

Parry—A peach that we call Ilarker's Seedling is a valu-

able peach. Ripe about this time; freestone; a little red, gen-

erally; a good bearer, and of lirst-rate quality.

sxjsQXJEii>iVisr]sr^n.

Hooker—Has any gentleman cultivated the Susquehannah?

President—It took the prize as the best at the Philadel-

phia Society, a few years ago.

ISTEAV JERSEY PE^^CHES.

Parsons—I wish some of our xs^ew Jersey friends would

give us a list of the principal peaches planted there for the

markets of Philadelphia and New York.

Parry—Serrate Early York, Crawford's Early and Late,

Harker's Seedling, Oldmixon. Stump the World, Honest

John, Kenrick's Heath, and Smock's Free, are good late

peaches.

Chambers—Harker's Seedling has generally taken the

prize at our County Society Exhibitions.

PLUMS.

Hooker—^Has any gentleman cultivated plums, and made

any experiments with reference to making prunes, such as

are sold in our shops? Dried plums are very common, but it

seems to me that this article which we import so largely could

be made at home as well as abroad.
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Bergen—It may have been very desirable this year, but

as a general thing there is not a large crop, and they are con-

sumed in their better state as plums.

NATIVE aHAPES.

Reid—1 think the Maxatawney one of the best white

grapes I ever tasted.

James, of Philadelphia—It is a grape we are very proud

of. It is perfectly hardy. The original vine has been left to

grow wild, and clambers over a plum tree, but the grapes are

quite as large as they are here. At this time it is thoroughly

ripe. It is a bronze color when ripe.

J. M. Earl—How does it compare with the Isabella in

time of ripening ?

James—About the same time, rather earlier, I believe,

Bergen—It is put down in the list as approved in Dela-

ware. We now have the additional testimony that it does

well in Pennsylvania.

President—^The great question for us is, will it ripen well

at the Xorth i

Hooker—If 1 remember right, in the discussion at Phila-

delphia, it was not supposed that it would ripen early enough

to make it very desirable. Certainly it is a most admirable

berry.

Parsons—Has the Logan Grape done well anywhere, ex-

cept in Ohio?

Bergen—I have had it in bearing for the lirst time this

year. The bunches are not large, and the berries not dis-

posed to set very well on the bunch; but the grape is a good

sweet grape, about as early as the Hartford Prolific.

GooDALE—It has succeeded very well in Maine. I have

had it in fruit four or five years. I have two old vines. One
has succeeded tolerably well, the other exceedingly well. It

is the hardiest grape I have. I lay down all my vines. There
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is no occasion for it in the case of the Logan, but 1 make no

exceptions. It is very hardy, and inclined to overbear some-

what. It is about a week later than the Hartford, and a week

earlier than the Concord.

President—Does it always ripen with you ?

GooDALE—It has not ripened with us this year; it has

every year until this. They are all behind this year.

President—This is the worst grape year I ever saw.

J. M. Earl—How is the quality ?

GooDALE—It is somewhat peculiar—brisker, more vinous

than some others. I like it very much. Tlie size of the bunch

is smaller than the Hartford.

Reid—It is apt to rot in my grounds. Its bunch is small,

the berry small, and the foliage small. It is a pleasant, sharp

grape. I like it.

Risley, of Conn.—I have fruited it for several years, and

I lind it varies. The berries are scattered on the bunch. It

has just commenced to color, while the Hartford Prolific is in

good eating condition.

Reid—I would name the Hartford Prolific.

Bergen—It does well with me. I think it very pi-omising

for an early grape, and that it will prove, in the vicinity of

our large cities, a profitable grape for market, although not

commanding a very high price.

President—It is well known to many members of the con-

vention, that when that grape was first exhibited, the Boston

gentlemen objected to it; in fact, nearl}^ all of us condemned

it; but when we met again, the late Mr. Walker and several

other gentlemen, including myself, stated that we had altered

our opinion, in view of the fact that the Hartford Prolific was

the earliest grape we had, and that the fault of dropping its

berries was not so great as had been stated. The opinion in

favor of the grape has been increasing, from the fact that it

ripens so early. Wo sometimes find them well ripened on the

15th of September. It is really gaining in favor here, not on

account of any great excellence, but from the fact that the
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million can have grapes, if they will cultivate the Hartford;

and until we can get something better, that will do.

Ives—I was prevented from testing it at first, on account of

its dropping; but I was told that it did not drop when it be-

came old. and have planted it. I consider it, when compared

with the Concord or Isabella, a much more promising grape.

The 10th of September this year, it was about half ripe—
about in the same condition as Rodgers's No. 3.

Reid—It is ripe with me the first of September; perfectly

colored, and there is no difiiculty about dropping ; but if it is

left till the 10th or 15th, it will drop. I have nothing that

ripens so early.

Wilson, of Conn.—I think favorably of it.

Dewey—It improves in character in Hartford every year,

and generally ripens with us from the first to the 20th of Sep-

tember, according to exposure and situation. I have ripened

them, in a sheltered situation, as early as tiie 18th or 20th of

August. Some of our cultivators find great benefit from reduc-

ing the number of bunches, owing to its habit of bearing so

abundantly. The fault of dropping its berries is now very

little noticed, as the vines get more age.

J. M. Earl—AVe have had it ripen the first of September,

ten or twelve days before the Isabella began to color. I think

it the best gi-ape for general culture that I know of. We
introduced it immediately after it was known in Hartford,

and it has been uniformly successful.

McCoBMicK, of D. C.—It has been very fairly tried in

Washington, and we find it much earlier than the Isabella. I

think we have them ripe from the 20th of August to the first

of September, almost every season. We are very much
pleased with particular specimens we have had this year,

which were gathered before I left Washington.

Bourne—In Rhode Island it matured a week ago. It is

certainly the earliest grape with us. It has the fault of fall-

ing to the ground as soon as mature, if not before.

President—I believe its fallino- is very much affected bv

the condition of the weather. I have known some seasons

when it scarcely fell at all; at other times, when we had damp.
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dewy nights, it fell badly, I have known it in dry seasons,

when the bunches were not troubled with mildew, go through

without dropping in the least ; when mildew affects the

bunches, the grapes are very likely to fall, as are others.

GooDALE—I have cultivated it for eight years, and my
opinion of it increases every year. At first it troubled me
a good deal by dropping; but as the vines increase in age,

there is less of it. It is better for having a full exposure to

the sun. It bears too much, and wants thinning, and then it

will succeed in almost all situations. On a perfectly open

trellis, it ripens from the 10th to the 16th of September. It

bears not only fruit, but neglect and abuse bettor than any

other grape.

Dewey—These grapes have been selling for 20 cents a

pound, but the supply does not seem to be equal to the demand.

Hooker—It answers admirably in our locality. We think

that, for the million, it is the best grape. I believe it does

fall in some situations, but it does not trouble me much. It is,

to my mind, a very great acquisition, and sure to ripen.

It ripens before the Delaware, and a fortnight earlier than the

Concord.

ALrLiKN'S HYBRID.

Hooker—I have seen some specimens of Allen's Hybrid

that I thought very promising. I have not tried it.

Martin, of Conn.—I have some very fine specimens from

young vines. The first part of the season a few berries rot-

ted. It is very good in flavor. Not fully ripe now.

Reid—I would ask if there is any evidence that it is a hy-

brid. I suppose it to be a seedling of the White Chasselas,

which it very much resembles.

President—I think that is a question that has been asked

before, and never answered.

Hyde, of Mass,—I have a vine growing, but it has not

fruited yet. My friend, Mr. Strong, has vines that have

fruited, and he has some fine bunches at Music Hall. I have

tasted them, and though not fully ripe— I think it would

require a week or ten days to ripen them up— still they are a

very tolei-able grape, and the bunches are much larger than
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those shown by Mr. Allen from liis house. As to its being a

hybrid, I have liad my doubts, and have them now. It has

resisted the mildew better than almost any other, passing

nearly unscathed.

Bergen—I would ask for information in regard to the

Cnvahoga grape.

Elliott—^That originated in Ohio, but I have always had

doubts about its maturing with us. Here, I don't tiiink you

could mature it. It is a greenish white grape ; bunches com-

pact and close, and where it could be ripened, it would be a

very good grape. Three years out of five it has not ripened

where it originated. It is a very strong grower, and in habit

it is strictly a fox-grape.

Reid—I don't think we can consider it a fox-grape. It has

not proved so with me. I have had a vine two years, and I

don't think it is any larger than when I got it.

Peinge—Is the Cuyahoga a pure native, or the seedling of

a foreign grape ?

Elliott—It is a native, certainly.

PKiNCE^Oh, no; it is a seedling of the Muscat family.

Mottled.

Elliott—There is a grape from Kelley Island, Ohio, which

is called the Mottled. The berries, when partially colored,

are mottled with green and red. As they mature the green

disappears, and becomes a dull red, while the red becomes a

dark purple. Thus far we have classed it as a grape matur-

ing with the Delaware, but last winter a gentleman laid some
of them upon a timber in his garret until March, and then

they were good for eating. It is just now coming into eating

condition.

DEL^"W^R,E.

Reid^-I should like the opinion of the Convention in

regard to the Delaware.

Wilson-—It has been called a slow grower, but I <rrew a

shoot— grafted on a not very strong native root— six feet

and six inches in four weeks. The weio^ht of the bunches I
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cannot tell. They are very line bunches this year, much
finer than last. A great many of the bunches will weigh

half a pound,

Bergen—I have the Hartford Prolific, Delaware, Concord

and Isabella growing on the same trellis, and I find the Dela-

ware is a little rusty, while the Hartford Prolific and Concord

are free.

Edward Earl—I have the Hartford Prolific and the Dela-

ware growing in the same place, and they are now both nearly

ripe. The wood of the Delaware is slender.

Frost, of N. Y.—I have about fifty, bearing Delawares,

and a number of Concords, planted at the same time. The

Delawares have made nearly the same growth, and are much
more productive than the Concords. We have also the Hart-

ford Prolific and Rebecca. Tlie Delaware seems to ripen

about five days later than the Hartford Prolific ; the Rebecca

ripens about the same time.

Martin—I have grown two shoots as large as my little

finger and fifteen feet in length this year. They are as vigor-

ous as any vines I would wisli to have grow.

President—There can be no doubt, if grafted into a vig-

orous root, or if good plants are obtained and put out well,

that the Delaware will grow as fairly as the Rebecca ; but if

they are slow in starting ofi" the first year, or if the plants are

not better than those commonly sold, it will be difficult to

make them grow. Judge Parker, of Cambridge, Mass., has

a shoot grown eleven feet this year, on an old Isabella root.

But I think gentlemen will agree with me that it is not a

strong vine, and will not compare with the Concord, until it

o-ets to be an old vine.

Reid—I think there is no doubt that it is a weak grower.

The Concord will grow in two years as much as that will

grow in four.

Frost—Next spring they will have stood in my place five

years, and this year they have made a growth of ten or fifteen

feet.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTDEE.

At this point, the discussion was suspended, in order to

aiford an opportunity for the introduction of Mr. Richaed

McCoRMicK, from the Department of Agriculture at Washing-

ton, who addressed the Convention as follows :

Mr. President and Gentlemen:

I came here to represent, in a humble way, the new Depart-

ment of Agriculture. As you are aware, by an act of the last

Congress, the Department was removed from its connection

with the Patent Office, and placed upon an independent foot-

ing. It is now as distinct a Department as that of War or the

Navy. Owing to the exigencies of the times, the appropria-

tion for its management was smaller than its friends expected.

The same amount was appropriated as has been heretofore

given to the Bureau of the Patent Office. It is, iiowever,

hoped that with this appropriation, somewhat limited, and a

Jaw somewhat imperfect, tlio Department will be more vigor-

ous, and give greater satisfaction to the argicuiturists of the

country than any department ever organized for that purpose.

The Commissioner thought so much of the importance of this

Convention, so much of the importance of the discussions that

would here take place, that he deemed it eminently proper

that the Department should be represented here. It was with

deep regret that he was prevented from coming himself, as he

desired to do. I wish he could have been here, for I think he

would have been profited by the discussions, and would have

been convinced, if he is not already, that there should be an

intimate connection between this Society and that Depart-

ment.

I do not know what reference has been made to this Soci.

ety in any of the published reports of the late Agricultural

Bureau, but I undertake to say, that in the first Annual Re-

port of the Department of Agriculture, a very prominent

position will be given to the transactions of this Society; and

I hope, Sir, that the relations of this Department with the

rm'alists of the country will be intimate. I hope we shall
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have the respect and counsel of all respectable gardeners, far-

mers, and pomologists in all parts of the country. The diffi-

culty with the old Bureau has been, that it has been remote

from the people; very few have known any thing about it

;

very little countenance has been given to its conductors, and

it has not met the wishes of the cultivators of the country. I

know I speak the sentiments of the Commissioner, when I say

that his highest ambition is to make it a useful and creditable

department, which shall command the encouragement of the

government, and promote the agricultural interests of the

country. It is hoped that the Department may prove, in the

course of time, if it is favored with the confidence of the far-

mers of the country, with the confidence of the gentlemen 1

see before me, entitled to your consideration and respect.

Though feeble in resources, it has been well organized, and is

worthy the fostering care of the government to a much greater

extent than that fbstering hand has ever been extended to the

agricultural interests. I believe we can make it one of the best

and most useful Departments in the country; but we can only

do so by having the counsel and advice of gentlemen such

as I see before me. I ask for this Departuient your confidence,

your support, and your counsel. (Applause.)

DISCUSSIONS OF NATIVE GRAPES RESUMED.

J. M. Earl—What is the character of the Delaware in

relation to mildew ?

Heid—That has been one of ray difficulties with it. The

mildew attacks it almost immediately after we put it out.

J. M. Eael—I put out a inimber of vines in the same

garden where there are other kinds. They were fine vines,

but they mildewed so badly that none of tlie new wood

ripened ; it was entirely winter-killed, and several of the

vines were dead the next spring. That was a year ago last

spring.

IIooKEK—I think many cultivators have experienced a

good deal of difficulty in getting the Delaware along. The

first years they get along very slowly; afterwards they grow
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very fast, and with abundant productiveness. I have no

hesitation in giving it an unqualified recommendation, so far

as Rochester is concerned. All the bunches are perfect. It

is a small grape. I had the curiosity to weigh some of the

bunches, and I found that, with fair cultivation, they averaged

a quarter of a pound, while bunches of the Isabella or Hart-

ford Prolific would weigh nearly a pound ; but the bunches

make up in number what they lack in size. I never was trou-

bled with mildew, except in young vines on the ground. I

would not want vines more vigorous than they are, after they

get four or five years' growth.

Reid—My views coincide with those of Mr. Hooker in

regard to the quality of the fruit and its vigorous character,

when up. When I spoke of it, I spoke of the difiiculty of

getting it up.

Pkince—Place the White Chasselas in the same position

as the Delaware, and the first two years it will mildew the

last of August. You won't see an}' difl^'erence between tiie

varieties of the Chasselas family and the Delaware, they being

all of one common parentage.

iVORTHERlSr jVITJSCA.DI?srE.

Smith, of N. Y.—I would like to inquire if the Northern

Muscadine will not bear an additional star or two. With us

it does finely, and we think very much of it.

PmxcE—The Northern Muscadine is of fair flavor on dry

soil, but if you grow it on moist soil, it is absolntelj' flavorless.

Hyde—I took up what I had, and gave them away— glad

to get rid of them so. I cannot conceive of what use it is

here. It may make wine ; but if so, they must have a difi'er-

ent process from any I have seen, for I would not drink the

wine sent, if they gave it to me.

J. M. Eael—It falls worse than any other grape I ever

knew.

Adams, of Maine—I received from the Shakers two varie-

ties of the Northern Muscadine. One of them is a very

desirable grape ; the other is a perfectly worthless variety.

The leaf is larger than the one I consider genuine. I am
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inclined to think it has been distributed as the Early Amber
by some. The true variety is rather early with me, and does

not fall very much. The other does not have but few ber-

ries on the bunch, and they drop before they are ripe.

J. M. Earl—Tlie true ]^orthern Muscadine is a lighter

colored grape than the Early Amber. It was that that the

people disseminated from Lebanon. They aftei'wards found

that the Shakers at Harvard had the Early Amber, and they

have got that, and substituted it for the I^orthern Muscadine.

It is a very much superior grape. It does not drop nearly

so bad, though it drops too much— a great deal more than

the Hartford Prolific. It is a higher colored grape, and pre-

ferable to the ^Northern Muscadine.

Reid—I have an Early Amber, which I consider superior

to the ISTorthern Muscadine.

Parsons—How has the Rebecca done this vear ?

Prince—The Rebecca is nothing under heaven but a seed-

ling of the White Chasselas. Some forty years ago my father

had sixty varieties of foreign grapes under culture, in a part

of the garden in front of the green house, and they ripened

perfectly well. There is no difficulty about the matter; if you

will take the requisite care, you can cultivate them all.

Elliott—In various sections of Ohio, it is growing, and no

protection has been given to it. Thus far there has been no

killing down. It is as hardy as any vine we have. We regard

it, thus far, as one of the best.

HovEY, of Mass.—I can only say, that I think it is the best

grape in the United States. As far as I know, I think it will

prove to be at the head of our grapes; but whether it will

become as popular as some large and coarse-looking grapes, is

a question tliat remains to be decided. I believe it is just as

hardy as the Isabella. Vines in our own garden have only

been injured when the Isabella has been injured, by very

severe winters. It mildews no more readily than the Diana

and many of the other grapes. I can only say, with my
knowledge of the original vines, that it can be raised at Hud-
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son earlier than any other grape that I know of anywhere.

It seems to depend on a high elevation and deep soil on a dry

substratum.

Prince—They cover it up in Hudson.

President—I saw at Salem recently a Rebecca vine that

afforded me very great pleasure. It has a large quantity of

grapes, perfectly free from mildew, and in good eating condi-

tion now. I am inclined to think that when the vines are

young, they are liable to mildew, much like the Delaware
;

but when they get considerable strength, they are vigorous

enough, and pretty free from mildew. It has been so with

me.

Reid—The Rebecca with me is attended with the same dif-

ficulty as the Delaware, about mildew. After we get it up, I

consider it a perfectly hardy grape, and I have considered it

superior to all the white grapes, except the Maxatawney.

Hyde—I wish to inquire about the Creveling.

Prince—It is the best we have. A large purple grape.

After tasting all the American grapes, I find that superior to

all other grapes.

Hyde—I tasted it with the Hartford Prolific, and I must

say that this Creveling, in my humble judgment, is far supe-

rior. It has a good deal more character, and does not fall off.

I certainly fell in love with the grape.

Prince—It never drops.

Hooker—I had that grape sent tome some years since, in

considerable quantity, and it pleased me very much. I thought

we had no grape of its season so good. It ripened with the

Hartford Prolific, and I thought it quite superior. The vine

grows very vigorously, not so rampant, perhaps, as the Con-
cord or the Diana, but a very free grower and uncommonly
hardy. I think this Society ought to give it a good trial. I

call it first quality as to flavor.

Elliott—We have fruited it in Ohio, and are satisfied

that it is one of the best early grapes. We have regarded the

10
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TJ]SriO]Sr VILLA.G-E.

HovEY—I would like to ask about the Union Yillage. I

can only say, we have got it in bearing this year, and it looks

very well, and is probably about as early, if not a little ear-

lier than the Isabella. It has not mildewed, has very hand-

some, large bunches, and apparently, in favorable situations,

will be a very good grape. I would also say, that specimens

of the Ontario exhibited are nothing but the Union Village.

I believe our Committee on Grapes have decided that the On-

tario is nothing more than the Union Village. Probably in a

severe winter they will need protection, or will be liable to

injury from those vicissitudes that occur in our climate. It is

so fine a grape in appearance, and so good in quality, that it

will undoubtedly repay covering.

Prince—It was reissued by Mr. Reed, of Hamilton, Can-

ada West, as the Ontario. It is just about as hardy as the

Isabella, and about the same quality.

Downing—I have them growing side by side, and they

are the same thing.

Hooker—We have had a good deal of discussion in the

Western New York Fruit Grower's Society on this question of

identity, and I am not prepared to decide it. I have thought

sometimes, from the foliage, that there was a difference, but

the grapes are certainly very much alike.

Reid—From what I have seen, I am not of the same opin-

ion as Mr. Hovey. I do not consider it a desirable grape.

Elliott—In Northern Ohio we consider it unworthy of

cultivation.

Prince—The To-Kalon originated at Lansingbnrg, from

Logan as the best, but we have decided that it is better than

the Logan.

Prince—We have 400 vines, five years old. planted for '

the purpose of bearing. We find it far superior to the Logan,

and one of the earliest for market.

Downing—I am much pleased Mnth it.
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seed. I think it is a better grape than the Isabella. It is

like the Catawba, only a deeper color. I like it very much.

Reid—With me, it is a very shy bearer.

Lyon—I inquired about it two years ago at Philadelphia,

and the objection was that it rotted badly. With me it has

never rotted or mildewed, but proved as hardy as any other

variety, unless it may be one or two. Last year, when almost

every other variety failed throughout the country, I, at least,

had a very large quantity, and the bunches were beautiful.

In ripening, they put on a beautiful mottled appearance at

first, which of course disappears finally, when fully ripe.

Downing—It drops worse than any grajje we have, and

mildews very badly. The grape is very fine, when you can

get it.

President—I have given it up entirely.

RiSLEY—I have fruited it two years. The berries rot

badly, and drop.

President—It is tlie same grape we know in Massachu-

setts as the Wyman.
J. M. Earl—It has also been cultivated as the Carter

Grape.

HovEY—^The Perkins is a Massachusetts grape. We have

it fruiting this year, on a couple of vines, free from mildew

and all evils. It is about ripe now. It seems to have the

merit of being an abundant bearer. A very fair berry. I

have not tasted it sufficiently to say that it is of very high

quality, though I don't know but it may be. Dr. Grant, two

years ago, pronounced it as promising well. I think it will

prove to be a very good grape.

Hyde—I saw the original vine, or a slip from it, in Bridge-

water. It was raised by the Perkins family. The vine had

an abundant crop, but I was not impressed with the quality of

the fruit. I hardly consider it worthy of cultivation.

Prince—It is a very beautiful grape, and you expect much
more than the result shows. It has a brown color, and is

about second quality— not so good as the Catawba or Isabella.
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Downing—It is just about as good as the ISTorthern Mus-

cadine.

Barry—I think so.

Elliott—We consider it a second quality grape.

Frost—It is thought by one cultivator a little better than

the Northern Muscadine, and that it hangs on the bunch a

little better.

RODG-ERS'S HYBRIDS.

Ives, of Saleui— I would like to ask about Rodgers's Hy-
brids. I have been acquainted with numbers 4, 15 and 22,

for three, four or five years. No, 15 is a large grape, very

showy, and of fine flavor. It has not yet fruited with me, but

a friend of mine has a fine vine. I prefer myself his number

15 to his number 4. I have seen them this year. I was there

the 10th of this month, and I found the earliest grape was

number 3. No. 15 is the most thrifty grape; very showy, and

on the whole the largest grower. It strikes me as a very good

grape. No. 4 is a grape of rather more saccharine} matter.

No. 15 is a grape of a higher character and more aroma. A
gentleman who was witli me said No. 22 was the highest fla-

vored grape lie ever tasted, and I thought so, too. It was

rather smaller in size than No. 15, but the same copper color.

It was ripe at the same time.

Reid—It seems to me highly important that grapes should

be named before they are sent out.

President—It was a very great mistake in Mr. Rodgers

to send out these vines by numbers, but he had parted with

them by numbers before I, or anybody else in this vicinity,

knew that he had any such grapes. You know I have had a

very favorable impression of them. The garden of Mr. Rod-

gers is 150 years old ; a cold, matted soil, filled with old apple,

and pears trees, currant bushes, flax, and every thing mingled

in together. It is in a close, hived up place in the city of

Salem, and it is a wonder that he ever had a bunch of grapes

to show. But as he did have them, it gave me a high opin-

ion of the grape ; and when I became acquainted with the

fact that he had hybridized a native grape by crossing it with

the Black Hamburgh, and produced as fine bunches as the

I
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Black Hamburgh, I was astonished. I wrote a letter to that

effect, and he brought me before the public, unwittingly, as

stating the fact that it was a new era in the cultivation of the

grape, and I feel bound to sustain that opinion. I have been

the more satisfied the more I have seen of them. They have

the vigor of the native, and the size and beauty of the foreign

variety. I entertain a very high opinion of them. I am un-

able to say what numbers are most desirable for cultivation.

a^o. 15 must be very satisfactory. One of our best cultivators

pronounces No. 4 free from any native flavor, and it is cer-

tainly a very fine grape for an out-door grape.

Pkince—I bouglit thirteen varieties of Rodgers's seedlings.

I was at first a little dubious about hybridizing American

grapes, especially as he took the red fox grape. I admire

them extremely. Their vigor is astonishing. I think, with the

President, that it .is a great misfortune that he sent them out

unnamed, for it makes a difiiculty in the matter.

President—Mr. Rodgers has hybridized them a second

time, crossing with the Muscat of Alexandria, Black Ham-
burgh, Frontignan, &c., and produced a foliage very much
resembling the foreign grape, and entirely free from mildew.

These, unfortmiately, have gone out, too, I suppose, without

names.

Hooker—What has been the experience with the Diana,

which failed last year ? I do not feel ready to endoj'se all that

has been said in praise of that grape. When well ripened in

a good exposure, I have found them surpassed by no grape

for real excellence ; but yet, with me, it is liable to the objec-

tions of having a great deal of miniature wood, and a great

many buds in the spring fail to come out and produce any

thing like good bunches of fruit; and the bunches themselves

are seldom perfect. There are so many green and indiflerent

berries scattered among the ripe ones, that I cannot say we
shall ever find the Diana a really good grape for general cul-

tivation.

Parsons—I can endorse all that Mr. Hooker has said. I
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consider it a fourth-rate grape, though the fruit is very fine,

when in perfection.

Reid—My experience has been like that of Mr. Hooker.

Prince—They ripen irregularly at the beginning, though

all mature. I have vines loaded with them now, and as per-

fect as they can be. It is the best American grape dissemi-

nated yet. There is a better, but it is not yet disseminated.

[Two bunches of the Delaware were exhibited from the

grounds of the late J. P. Gushing, Watertown, Mass., and

pronounced, on all hands, very fine fruit,]

Adjourned to meet at 9 o'clock, Friday morning.

FRIDAY—MORNING SESSION.

The Convention met agreeably to adjournment. The Pres-

ident in the chair.

Dr. Houghton, of Penn., from the Committee on Creden-

tials, submitted their report as follows :

The Committee find that there are present at this meeting

a very gratifying number of members and delegates from thir-

teen States and Territories, and two from the District of Co-

lumbia, showing, in the present state of our National affairs, a

very unexpected devotion to the cause of Pomology, which is

emphatically one of the peaceful arts.

The list of delegates will be found in its appropriate place,

at the commencement of the volume.

The report was accepted.

The Treasurer, Mr. James, stated, that, up to this time, nine-

teen Life Members had been admitted the present session,

fifty-nine Biennial Members—making seventy-eight in all.

Mr. Elliott, from the Committee on New Fruits, ofiered

the following report

:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NEW FRUITS.

PEARS.
Clajp])''s Favorite^ from Frederick Clapp, Dorchester, Mass.

— A variety figured in last Transactions; buttery, melting,

slightly aciduous; tree very hardy, vigorous; best.
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Clapp's No. 21—Oblate oval ; vinous, musky, melting
;

very good.

Daniel Leonard.^ East Providence, R. I.—Medium size
;

long pjriform ; handsome; good ; not worth introduction.

Manchester's 6?ci!(95er—Originated at Providence, R. I.

;

too unripe for decision.

Pratt Junior—Originated on same farm as Pratt Pear,

and-named by the Rhode Island Society, in order to designate

its origin ; resembles outwardly the AVinter ISTelis ; too green

to speak of its quality.

Seedling^ of Hon. J. S. Cabot, Salem, Mass.—Large, good,

sweet ; not valuable to introduce.

Another Seedling., from same source—Very good, not quite

ripe
;
promises well.

Four Seedlings^ raised from the Bartlett, from J.Richard-

son, Dorchester, Mass.—Too green for any decision
;
prom-

ising well from appearance.

From W. W. Wheildon, Concord—A seedling named by

him McLellan; too green for decision, but promises well.

APPLES.
Rock Sweet., from Thomas C. Thurlow, West Newbury,

Mass.—Seedling 20 years in bearing ; tree upright, good

grower ; throws out water-shoots freely ; requires severe

pruning; good bearer. Usually ripe in October and Novem-
ber. Sweet.

Winsor Seedling.^ from the Rhode Island Society— Good;

not worthy introduction.

Westhury—An apple from ; round ; medium size ;

carmine stripes on cream-white ground
;

good only; not

worthy introduction.

GRAPES.
Essex Co. {Mass.) Seedling., from Thomas C. Thurlow—

A

variety of fox grape; common all through the country.

Blood^s Blade, from Moody Ordway, West Newbury,

Mass.—Berries medium
;
purplish black ; similar to other

common New England grapes.
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Blood'^s White^ from same source as above, and of same

quality.

ChiircKs Seedling^ from Doct. Diirfee, Fall River, Mass.

—

A little better than the preceding, but identical with them in

nativity ; unworthy.

Rogers Hybrid,, No. 3, from Mr. Rogers, Salem, Mass.

—

^ot fully ripe ; berry large, roundish ; color of Catawba
;

bunch not compact.

Rogeri Hybrid,, No. 4—Large, black, round ; large bunch;

shouldered ; strong, stiff peduncle ; not ripe
;
promises excel-

lent.

Rogers' Hybrid., No. 1—Yery large, oval
;
pale amber

color ; long peduncles ; not ripe.

Rogers'' Hybrid., N^o. 15—Large bunches ; small shoulder;

berry fine bloom ; roundish oval ; compact on the bunch
;

color ruddish purple
;
peculiar rich flavor.

Rogers^ Hybrid., No. 19—Berry large, round, purplish

black ; not ripe enough to decide.

Mottled., from Charles Carpenter, of Kelly Island—Bunch

medium, compact; berry round, mottled with two shades

pale red; medium size.

Has'kell Seedling—Presented by Mr. Lyon, of Mich.; too

unripe to judge.

St. Catharine Grajpes., from James W". Clark, of Framing-

ham, Mass.—Buncli medium ; berries loose, round; color pale

red ; short, stiff peduncle ; flesh pulpy, sweet, unripe.

Maxatawney., presented by T. P. James, Philadelphia

—

Grown on a south wall ; fine sample ; promises well where

it will ripen.

PEACHES.
Peaches., from Isaac B. Baxter, Philadelphia—Seedling

No. 3—Large, oval, rounded with a point at apex ; suture

half round ; color creamy yellow with a blush-red cheek in

the sun; yellow flesh, sub-acid. Good.

Seedling^ No. 5, from same—Large, greenish white, oval

with suture half-round, and point at apex. Only good.

N. A. Bacon, of New Haven—A Freestone Seedling

;

medium, round, flattened. Sour.
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NECTARINES.
Seedling^ from Isaac B. Baxter, Philadelphia—Large or

above medium ; oval rounded, one side enlarged; suture

deep halt-round ; color pale greenish yellow with a mottled

red cheek in sun ; flesh greenish white, slightly red next the

stone. Quality good. Pit very large.

The report was accepted.

On motion, the matter of naming Cabot's Seedling was

referred to a Committee, consisting of the President and Mr.

Cabot.

The question of the place of meeting for 1864, was then

taken up, and Mr. Parsons invited the members to New York,

and Mr. Barry invited them to Rochester. Mr. Lyon ex-

pressed the liope that the Convention would go to the West in

1866. Mr. Rucklin favored New York, and Mr. Tliomas and

the President, Rochester.

Mr. Rucklin moved that the meeting be held in New York,

to which an amendment was offered by Mr. Tliomas, that it be

held in Rochester, which was carried, and the motion, as

amended, adopted unanimously.

Mr. Bourne, of R. L, from the Committee on the Collections

of Fruit, reported as follows :

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FRUITS EXHIBITED.

Your Committee appointed to prepare a list of contribu-

tions of fruits made to the American Pomological Society at

its meeting holden in Boston, September, 1862, respectfully

report :

MASSACHUSETTS.

From Marshall P. "Wilder, of Dorchester, 340 varieties

of Pears.

From ditto. 3 varieties of Currants.

From HovEY ife Co., of Cambridge, 150 varieties of Pears.

From " " " 2 " Grapes.
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From Frederick Clapp, of Dorchester, 8 varieties Pears.

From " " " 4 " Apples.

From D. P. Coburn, of Tyiisboro, 4- " "

From " " " 1 " Grapes.

From " " " 1 " Watermelon.

From " '^
" 2 " Muskmelon.

From I. W. Manning, of Reading, 2 " Grapes.

From ^' " " 3 " Apples.

From Thomas C. Thuebor, of "West Newbury, 1 variety of

Apples.

From same, 1 variety of Grapes.

From Gardner Brower, of Boston, 1 variety of Pears.

From W. W. Wheildon, of Concord, 1 variety of Pears.

From J. Richardson, of Dorchester, 3 varieties of Pears.

From Dr. I^athan Durfee, of Fall River, 3 varieties of

Peaches.

From same, 1 variety of Pears.

From Francis Dana, of Roxbnry, 6 varieties of Pears.

From Samuel Kingman, of South Reading, 1 variety of

Pears.

From same, 1 variety of Apples.

From G. H. Milton, 1 variety of Apples.

From I. Harrington, of Lexington, 1 variety of Apples.

From Francis Marsh, of Dedham, 1 '' "

From Eliphalet Stone, '•' 6 varieties "

From " " '^ 13 " Pears.

From Josiah Stickney, of Watertown, 14 " "

From Rev. Dr. Ide, of Springfield, 13 " "

From I. P. Dickinson, " 2 " "Watermelons.

From "William S. Whitney, of Charlestown, 1 variety of

Pears.

From W. Harrington, of Salem, 5 varieties of Grapes.

From Thomas C. Thurlow, of "West Newbury, 1 variety

of Grapes.

From 0. Newhall, 1 variety of Apples.

From C. H. G , 5 varieties of Pears.
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NEW TOKK.

From Ellwaxger & Barry, of Rochester, 150 varieties

of Pears.

From same, 100 varieties of Apples.

From same, 52 varieties of Plums.

From W. Brown Smith, of Syracuse, 60 varieties of Apples.

From " " " 160 •' Pears,

From " " " 6 " Grapes.

From Frost & Co., of Rochester, 7 " "

From John G. Bergen, of Brooklyn, 3 "• Pears.

From Doct. Underhill, of JST. York, 2 " Grapes.

From TV". S. Carpenter, of New York, 45 varieties of Ap-

ples.

RHODE island.

From Rhode Island Society for Encouragement of Domes-

tic Industry, 164 varieties of Apples, 102 varieties of Pears,

1 varietv of Peaches.

NEW JERSEY.

From William Reid, 225 varieties of Pears.

PENNSYLVANIA.

From Pp:ter Raabe, of Philadelphia, 22 varieties of Grapes.

From Isaac B. Baxter, "• 13 " Pears.

From ' " " " 3 " Peaches.

From " " " 1 varietyNectarines.

From " '' " 1 " Grapes,

From J. E. Mitchell, " 1 " Pears.

From T. P. Ja:sies, collection of pears, Latch, Copia, and

others.

[Collection of fruits from Delaware County Institute of

Science did not arrive till after the session.]

MICHIGAN.

From T. T. Lyon, of Plymouth, 131 varieties of Apples.

From " ^ " 1 variety of Grapes.
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From J. T. Elliott, of Grand Rapids, 43 varieties of Ap-

ples-

From B. Hathaway, of Little Praii-ie Rond, 8 varieties of

Apples.

ILLINOIS.

From Benjamin T. Childs, of Harden, 2 varieties of Apples.

CONNECTICUT.

From E. A. Holcomb, of Granby, 2 varieties of Pears.

From " '^ " 5 " Apples.

From T. C Austin, of Suffield, 1 variety of Grapes.

From IST. A, Bacon, of Kew Haven, 2 varieties of Grapes.

MAINE.

From John W. Adams, of Portland, 1 variety of Grapes.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

From Dr. L. A. Bemis, of Hart's Location, 1 variety of

Apples.

JOSEPH H. BROWIS^
Boston, Sept. 20, 1862. I^or tlie Cotnmittee.

The report was accepted.

Mr. Weld, of Massachusetts, from the Committee on the

California Wines and Brandies, made a report, as follows :

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON WINES AND BRANDIES.

The Judges appointed and acting at the Nintii Session of

thePomological Society, September, 1862, on American Wines,

were Weld, of Massaclmsetts, Prince, of Rhode Island, Un-

derhill and Ellwanger, of New York.

Your Judges regret there were not on exhibition, at this

session, more specimens from the vineyards of California, and

the West, that a better comparison and more detailed report

could be made. They were generally pleased with the samples
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of American wine and brandy exhibited, and hope the time

will soon come when our people will be fully satisfied witii our

American productions.

The wines and brandies were exhibited by Messrs. Perkins

and Stern, of Boston, and were from the vineyards of Messrs.

Kohler and Frohling, Los Angelos, California. Their white

wines were very fair, that of 1856 preferable to that of 1860,

and there was no reason to suppose that those wines had been

reinforced.

The wine labelled Hock of 1860 was very fair for a white

wine, and was preferred to that marked white.

The Port Wine was heavy and sweet, and did not quite

come up to the views of the Committee,

The Pure California Grape Brandy of 1858 was very fine,

and the Judges were much pleased with it.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

AARON D. WELD, Chairman.

The report was accepted.

GRAPES.

(
Discussion Resumed.

)

OFORTO.

Peixce—I made an examination of some Oporto grapes

some two weeks ago, and found the bunches small ; fruit

medium size; ver}^ austere— an inferior fox grape. It will

make wine, but most any of tiie fox grapes will make better.

The port wine made at Oporto is made of half elder berries

and half grapes.

President—^It is a fact that the elder berry makes a fair

wine, resembling our Port.

Lyon—The Oporto was introduced into our vicinit}^ some

vears ago. It stood the severe season with us a year ao;o bet-

ter than almost any other. I cannot say much for its quali-

ties as a table grape, bat for its hardiness with us I can vouch.

It matures quite well in any of our seasons, and is very pro-

ductive.
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Downing—Will any body eat the ^rape after it has

ripened ?

Hyde—I should prefer not to eat many of them myself.

Elliott—I would call attention to the Lydia, It is a

large white grape, about the size of the Catawba, raised on

Kelly Island ; the bunches very round, color a greenish

white, very little purple, and ripens about the time of the

Delaware.

LOS A-lSr&EIjOS.

Prince—All the grapes in California, represented as for-

eign, are one variety, and all the wines are made from one

grape, under various processes ; and this grape is generally

called the Los Angelos. In California, naturally, there is no

good grape.

Barry—Has Mr. Prince seen the large black grape grown

in California, called the Black Grape of Sonora?

Prince—I do not know that I have seen a grape of that

name, but I am sure of the fact I have stated. I have

received from Mr. Buchanan, of Cincinnati, a present of

various wines, and of his brandy, four years old, made from

the Catawba, and I never before tasted such high, odoriferous

brandy as that was.

Barry—Some years ago, there were sent to me several

boxes of a large grape, called the Bhick Grape of Sonora.

They came packed in the saw dust of the redwood tree, and

I could not, of course, judge of the flavor. We got cuttings

of that variety, and have propagated and sent it out, and

now it proves to be quite identical with the Zinflnd?el.

President—^The California brandy is undoubtedly a very

pure and excellent article. It is made from the pure juice of

the grape, and the brandies we get from the other side do not

generally compare with it in point of purity.
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Prince—I believe the California Ijrandy is all you say,

Mr. President ; but as to the brandy from Europe, 1 shudder

when I see a man drinkine; it.

Houghton—Many gentlemen know that I have not had a

high opinion of the merits of the native grapes that are in

ordinary culture. I still continue of that opinion. I am one

of a Committee appointed by the Fruit Growers* Association

of Eastern Pennsylvania on that subject, and I have endeav-

ored to improve the quality of our grapes. I have had a

letter from Mr. John Standish, of the Royal Gardens in

Surrey, I believe, who thinks very highly of the Japan Grape,

and that it will answer for out-door culture here. Its wood is

like the bamboo, smooth and shiny, and it has withstood the

mildew in a remarkable manner. Another grape, known in

Europe is the Mammoth Cape, a very large, delicate grape,

of extraordinary dimensions. It comes from the southern

part of the Cape of Good Hope, and is said to be adapted to

out-door culture, in a dry climate.

Parsons—I have a very high opinion, as far as I can

judge from the growth and leaf, of the Yeddo (or Japan)

Grape. Its growth is very much like that of the Delaware.

I cannot see an}" difference between them in this respect. It

has not the strong, rampant growth that the Black Hamburg
and other foreign grapes have had under glass. I think it

promises to be a strong, hardy grape. I have some vines

about three years old ; they have not borne yet.

Prince—In works written as many as seventy-five years

ago, we have a black grape described as from the Cape,

which is very large,

Elliott—I would name the Mary— a seedling native,

grown in Ohio, not yet sent out. Berry of medium size,

loose, long bunch, color greenish white. Ripens with the

Isabella. Quality superior.
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BRA-CKETT'S SEEDLIN^G-.

S. B. Parsons—I would name Brackett's Seedling. I

tasted it year before last, and it struck me as a very fine

grape indeed, and more nearly approaching the Black Ham-

bui'g than any hardy grape I have seen. Whether the wood

will stand the winter, or not, has not been tested. It is a

seedling of the Union Yillage.

Hyde—I tasted it last year, and formed a very high opin-

ion of it. It is a very large grape, but not yet ripe.

Parsons—During Mr. Brackett's absence in the army,

the vine was injured, and suffered considerably.

President—I have heard a very good opinion of the

grape ; and the only question about it is the one that comes

home to us—is it early ?

A.DIRON'DA.CIi.

Mr. Barry pi-esented a grape from Mr. J. W. Bailey, of

Plattsburg, Lake Champlain, called the Adirondack.

Mr. Elliott, from the Com. on New Fruits, described it

as follows : Bunch large, compact ; berries large, round ; color

dark purplish red witli a blue bloom ; seeds large ; flesh

greenisli white, soft, not perfectly ripe, but promises excel-

lently well.

CUIIRAN"TS.

Parsons—We find the Yersaillaise very good this year.

President—The Yersaillaise and the La Fertile d' Anders

are good enough when you let them get ripe.

RED GOISTDOXJIN

-

Worcester, of Yt.—We have a very high opinion of the

Gondouin Red, which we think is rejected because it is not

allowed to ripen. I have not picked any yet, and they will

not be ready for a fortnight. The berry is small, when the
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bushes bear very abundantly ; but 1 have had them as large

as the average berry of the Yersaillaise. I know of no cur-

rant that will bear so large a crop.

R.EID—^The Red Gondouin is a worthless currant. It is

small and sour.

Prince—Mr. Worcester cannot have the plant. It can

always be distinguished by the wood. Instead of being late,

it is the earliest red currant we have, and worthless at that.

J. M. Eakl—Does the Red Gondouin grow very high,

stand up well, the wood large and strong, with a red bark,

very distinct in the winter?

Worcester—Yes, sir. I tiiink it must be a distinct species

of curraut. I have leaves as large as my hand.

Earl—That is the true currant, then.

Worcester—There is another current not on the list—the

Caucasian. It is similar to the Yersaillaise, but more pro-

ductive with me, and the average size of the berry and the

lenQfth of the bunch are greater. I received it from the

President, from Wm. C. Strong, of Brighton, and, I think,

from Parsons & Co., of Flushing.

President—I thought, for several years, that there was a

difference between the Yersaillaise and La Caucase, but I

have given up that idea, and cultivate them as one.

L^ Ha.ti"^^e: de berthstb.

Worcester—A poor bearer, but sweet.

President—With me, this is the most abundant bearer.

They must be the same plant, for I remember sending the

Doctor a plant. The fruit is very dark red and sweet, but it

must remain on the bushes very late to be perfect.

Earl—It ripens early, and holds on very late. It is a

capital market currant, and a very great bearer. I have

considered that and the Yersaillaise the two most valuable we
have. As for the quality of currant, I consider the White

Gondouin the best.

11
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RASPBEimiES.
Hyde—^I would like to inquire about BrincMe's Orange,

It has been rejected by some as a market berrv. Is it grown

for market ?

A Member—It is not much grown for market, for the

reason that no yellow berry sells well, and it does not bear so

well as Knevitt's Giant and Franconia.

Downing—I think it the finest berry in the collection. It

is the best berry we have, and the finest flavored, but not

good for market.

Lyon—Does it bear equal to Fillbasket ?

Downing—Yes, sir.

Worcester—It is the first and last berry we pick. It

continues in bearing longer than any other. It is not fit for

market purposes, but for the family, I think it decidedly the

best.
HORNET.

Reid—I would inquire about the Hornet Kaspberry,

Prince—A very fine berry.

Hyde—I ^rew it this year, and found it verv fine indeed:

nearly as prolific as the Orange. It is red and very large,

and I should think would be a capital market berry.

Elliott—Is it a firm berry ?

Hyde—Very, with me.

Reid—It is one of the laro-est red berries I have. I think

a great deal of it, as one of the best reds.

Houghton—Yery much esteemed in Philadelphia, and

considered about the best for private gardens.

RED ^Tvra?"WER,F.

Prince—I don't see the Red Antwerp on the list. It is

superior in flavor to Brinckle's Orange. I doubt if the real

Red Antwerp exists in six collections in the United States.

It is one of the largest berries, and the best in flavoi* of all the

raspberries. It is decidedly the best raspberry I have ever

seen in my life, and the largest, except one of Mr. Brinckle's

—the red.
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A Member—Do you cover it ?

Mr. Prince—We cover the ends.

Worcester—I received a raspberry from Connecticut

whicii resembles Brinclvle's Orange, but it does not bear so

well as the Franconia or Knevitt's Giant.

AUTUMNAL RASPBERRIES.

Barry—I think that the Belle de Fontenay and Merveille

de Quatre Saisons, for fruits of that kind, are of some value.

Prince-—I don't see the Purple Cane on the list. The

Black Cap, the Yellow Cap and the Purple Cane are the only

three raspberries in the world that root from the ends of the

branches. A gentlemen of Vermont is raising a new variety

of the Pnrple Cane, which promises to be superior to any

other of this class.

President—^The Catawissa is another that roots from the

ends of the shoots.

Prince—Yes, sir.

Bergen—Do you know anything about the origin of the

Purple Cane ?

Prince—It came from the Catskill Mountains. I found

it growing: wild there thirtv or thirtv-five vears ago.

Bergen—Mr. Prince is entirely mistaken in regard to the

Purple Cane. It was i-aised in my vicinity much earlier than

thirty years ago.

Prince—The Purple Cane has been cultivated ever since

my childhood, at least. I was merely mentioning that I real-

ized its origin when I visited those mountains. I don't mean

to say it was originally found thirty years ago. It grows wild

all over the jSTorth.

Bergen—The Purple Cane requires no protection on Long

Island.

BA-ROVETT'S RED AISTTWERDP.

Prince—Barnett's Red Antwerp is periectly hardy—never

winter-kills.
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CULTIVATION OF LATE KINDS FOR MARKET.

Mr. Cook, of Mass.—Has any gentleman found it an

object to plant late bearing varieties, as a matter of profit ?

Barry—I don't think I would recommend them as a

matter of profit.

Houghton—I have tiied them for market, and I wish to

correct my report in the last proceedings, in which I rather

rejoiced that we had the ever-bearing raspberry. I have

tried them for market for four years. I have tried them, not

only by allowing the wood of last year to grow, and the

suckers to come up, so as to get a first and second crop (that

was a failure), but I have had them this year by cutting down

entirely the plants of last year, and keeping down the suck-

ers ; but the fruit (the Belle de Fontenay, I suppose it is),

though cultivated carefully, is very imperfect. That has been

the character of the fruit, whether grown from old or new

canes.

Elliott—^The Kirtland, witli us, corresponds with one I

have received from Mr. Allen, and which I think I can trace

back as havino; a;one from Cleveland under the name of the

English Antwerp.

Prince—I think so. The purple Cane is the identical

raspberry that has been cultivated until very recently, and

called the Eno-Hsh Red.

Reid—Does not this raspberry, sent out by Allen, grow all

around in New York, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire ?

Elliott—I cannot answer that question.

HovEY—I would say, that the profitableness of a fruit

depends somewhat upon the public taste. I believe it lias

been supposed by most persons, that if we could have a late

strawberry, ripening say fifteen days after our usual straw-

berries, it would be a most valuable variety ; but my expe-

rience is that it would be entirely worthless, because at the

time the strawberry is about over bearing, people seem to

have got tired of that fruit ; the raspberry comes in, and the

taste is so different, and at the same time so refreshing, that
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people seem to want it. I sent some fine specimens of La

Constante to market as late as the last of Jnly, and persons

who had paid $1.25 a quart for them would not pay twenty-

five cents. The Oatawissa raspberry bears numerously in

autumn, and the fruit is fine and delicious ; but there can be

no doubt that it would prove a very poor investment to culti-

vate it for the market. For amateur culture, and for those

who like a good fruit, even if it is what is called " out of

season," it is a valuable variety. The Belle de Fontenay

raspberry, as Dr. Houghton says, is imperfect. You cannot

get a good crop.

BLACKBERRIES.
CRYSTA.L AVHITE.

Elliott—Has any one fruited the blackberry called the

Crystal White ?

President—I have. It is a vigorous grower, and I am
inclined to think it has a little tendency to send up a mass

of suckers. It is a beautiful grower, with large clusters of

medium-sized fruit. I should think it would be too soft for

the market.

Elliott—It is not a strong grower, but more productive

than the Lawton. A high flavored berry, but not good for

market. The shoots are four feet.

Baker—Some of ours are seven feet.

President—I should set them more than that—at nine or

ten feet.

HOLCOIVIB.

Dewey—I would ask about the Holcomb.

President—Good

.

IIovEY—^I have found it a very fine fruit indeed ; in fact,

the finest of the three blackberries. It is neither as acid as

the Lawton, nor as sweet as the Dorchester, and about the

same size as the Dorchester. It changes its color slightly

after picking, as the Lawton does ; but for its abundant bear-

ing and its hardiness, I should cultivate it in preference to

either of the others, for my own use.
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Dewey, of Conn.—I have had it in cultivation four or

five years. I have the JSTew Rochelle, the Dorchester, the

Native White, and this Holcomb blackberry, growing in the

same ground. This, with me, has been very satisfactory; it

commences to ripen earlier than either of the two others, and

continues in season much longer. It has a firmer berry, and

is more productive than either of the others with me, has a

better flavor than the New Rochelle, and in all respects, I

think it a blackberry worthy of cultivation. I should not

hesitate to recommend it in all respects.

President—The Chair concurs in the opinion that has been

expressed in regard to the Holcomb.

ROSE OIT SHARON.

Breck—I received a few vines last year of a blackberry

called the Rose of Sharon. I planted them, but of course

did not obtain any berries. This year the}^ have thrown up

numerous suckers, twelve feet high, and I find them to be a

very fine berry, quite large, and I should judge they would be

very desirable ; still I cannot say certainly about it, because

it seemed to grow more to wood than fruit this year. I think

it is in bearing still. It is not so acid as some of the other

berries.

IIovET—Is that the same blackberry I cultivated, that

came from the town of Sharon ? I thought, before I dug it up,

that it would be excellent to plant for hedges.

Hyde—I received it four or five years ago, under that

name ; I cultivated it in my ground three years, and that was

three years too much, and then dug it out, as I venture to say

every one will who plants it. The berries are soft, like the

Lawton, and not fit for market. I would not recommend any-

body to set out a cane of it.

Breck—I agree in what has been said about its making so

much wood, and unless it bears better than it has this year, I

shall dig it up.
CUX-LEAIT'.

Parsons—I should like to have the Cut-leaf blackberry

brought up. In size and product!venss, and, to my taste, in

flavor, it is superioi* to any we have.

I
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S T E,AW B E E, RI E S

.

Mr. Prince submitted a paper on the sexuality and physi-

cal structure of the Fragraria of the World, which was referred

to the Publishing Committee.

LEisrosriGf-'s white pijsrji:A.r>r"LE.

Prince—I will speak of one prominent strawberry, which

has been brought to notice. It is the Lennig's White Pineap-

ple. A very large fruit, white, tinged with pink, and extremely

delicate. It is the only strawberry to which the epithet

buttery can be, with entire propriety, applied. It is thoroughly

buttery, and of the most exquisite flavor.

LA. coisrsa?A.iNra:E.

Parsons—I would like an expression on the La Constante.

Hyde—I have had it two or three years. It produces a

large crop, of good quality. Still, I am afraid of these foreign

sorts. I do not dare to say that it is suitable for market, but

it is highly favorable for the amateur. It is far superior to

Triomphe de Gand.

Prince—Greatly superior. The second year it burns some-

what, but not so much as most foreign strawberries. The fruit

is very delicious.

Hovey—It is the most valuable of all the foreign straw-

berries I have ever received. I have not observed much

burning the second year in our own grounds—not much more

than many American strawberries. They spot a little—turn

brown ; 1 cannot say that there has been any burning. As
regards its bearing qualities, they are all that can be desired.

Its beauty is unsurpassed. I see that the English cultivators

sav the same of it that we do—that it is all that can be desired

of the strawberry. It makes runners so slowly that it does

not give a great deal of trouble. Its flavor is like that of all

foreign strawberries, slightly watery, and not so rich as our

American strawberry, but as good, or better, than any foreign
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strawberry I have received. I think it is the only one of the

foreign strawberries worthy of any extensive notice. It is a

remarkable variety.

Cook—I wish the Trioniphe de Gand might be taken up.

Manning—Planted at the same time, and receiving the

same treatment, it does not compare with numerous other

kinds, on dry soil—a light, sandy loam.

Houghton—It has done remarkably well at Philadelphia

as a market berry. The old growers still adhere to Hovey's

Seedling, but those who read and know about the new varie-

ties, are growing the Triomphe de Gand.

Elliott—We find it a very good berry, (not excellent,) in

very d liferent positions ; bearing, perhaps, rather more than

Hovey's Seedling.

Hyde—I must say I was disappointed in the crop I saw.

I should say not a great bearer. The berries are homely, as

compared with La Constante and Hovey's Seedling, but still,

I think them of fair quality.

Adams, of Maine—With us it produces only about one

half as many as Wilson's Albany, but is much handsomer in

appearance, and commands a double price in the market. It

is not so handsome as La Constante, but I should think more

profitable.

Lyon—We at the West have run away with the idea that

nothing is quite equal to Wilson's, as far as productiveness

and beauty are concerned ; we don't claim much for it on the

score of flavor ; but this year we are trying the Triomphe de

Gand. Still, we cannot yet believe that it is as profitable or

productive as Wilson's. It certainly is superior to Wilson's

in quality, but we want something better than Wilson's,

and as productive ; we hope to find it. I don't think we find

it in the Triomphe de Gand. We are satisfied with the

quality, but as a berry for the million, and with all sorts of

cultivation, such as such a berry must receive among the mass

of the people, it is hardly the thing that will answer our

purpose, I think.
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Reid—1 think it has been overestimated. I consider it

only a moderate bearer, but a most extraordinary grower.

Prince—It is a most profitable plant for a person in the

nursery business, on account of its numerous runners. It is

only found in two catalogues in Europe, and Mr. Rivers only

places it among the supernumeraries. I have found it to bear

from 60 to 70 bushels an acre, while Wilson's and Hovey's

will bear from 125 to 130 ; and if you take the prolific pistil-

lates, you can get 200 or more. As to all these stories about

three or four hundred bushels an acre, I consider it base that

such assertions should be made; I don't believe thatOmnij)o-

tence will ever allow such productiveness.

HovET—I find the Triomphe de Gand reported in the

old list, published two years ago, as •' promising well;" we
ought to know enough of it by this time to be able to reject it

or place it up higher. Some eight or ten years ago it was

printed under another name, and was not thought well enough

of to be introduced. So far as I have seen it, it has never been

considered anything but second rate. It is of a pale color,

and as to flavor, I would as soon eat a turnip ; I mean in com-

parison with the best strawberry. The question is, how will

they bear after the first two years ?

Hooker—I don't like to give any strawberry an unquali-

fied recommendation, but this Triomphe de Gand has certainly

gratified and pleased us much. I consider it the most profita-

ble strawberry for an amateur collection. I do not remember
ever having said anything in reference to it that I would not

be willing to repeat. I know we never have, and probably

never shall, agree in this society with regard to the strawberry,

because the various plants diflTer in different localities. I have

never got pay back for my land, or labor, or plants, with

Hovey's Seedling, but I do not doubt that the strawberry

growers of Bel mot find the Hovey the best berry they have

got. I know there is no grower in our city who would be

willing to have his garden without the Triomphe de Gand.

In our exhibitions there is no berry that attracts so much
attention for beauty, size, and quality. The Triomphe de

Gand. in order to be a productive market berry, must be sold
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where high prices can be had, amoug wealthy people, who are

willing to pay for beautiful berries. I would never raise

them for fifteen cents a quart.

Barry—We imported the Triomphe de Gand, originally,

from Belgium ; we have had it for eight or ten years ; for a

long time we confined it to a small spot, having no faith in

foreign varieties. Lately, the excellencies of this variety have

become known. It is found to possess a greater degree of

hardiness and vigor than any other foreign variety, and has

attained a greater degree of popularity in our section than any

otlier strawberry, not excepting the Hovey Seedling ; unless

this strawberry had some real excellence, in many places in

our countrv it would not have attained its present popularity.

1 am willing to stake my reputation on the assertion that that

strawberry has great excellence. I don't say that for profit,

it will come up to some other varieties. The second year the

plants bear a good crop without any particular attention. It

stands the sun and the winter as well as our American

varieties. It is very firm
;
you can carry one in your pocket

;

it is dazed over with a kind of varnish. I think it one of the

most beautiful of strawberries.

HTJSSELL'S SEEDLITirGf-.

Parsons—I propose Russell's Seedling.

'

Thoisias—I have seen them in the city of Auburn, on the

plantation, alongside of Wilson's Albany, and having appa-

rently the same culture. The berries were about twice the

size of Wilson's—say from one and a half to twice the size.

Comparing them with Downer's, the flavor was better. They

were perhaps superior to Wilson's in productiveness, and the

growth quite strong. That was but one single observation;

what it may be in other localities, I know nothing about.

Hovey—Were not the Wilson's neglected for the benefit

of the RusselFs Seedling ?

Thomas—I don't know as to that. I noticed no difl:erence

in the cvltivation. I don't know but they might have been

neglected.

Prince—Can it be that it is a recommendation of this plant
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to say it is superior to Downer's Seedling and to Wilson's ?

The berry is half as large again as a large Wilson, a beautiful

scarlet, but the acid predominates, and it is soft, I cannot

consider it worthy of cultivation, any more than Wilson or

Downer.

no3N"i>rE:xjii r)E belg-iqtje.

Paesons—I would ask the opinion of the Honneur de

Belgique ?

A Member—The berry is of fine flavor, but not productive.

Parsons—Its shape is peculiar
;
you can pack it as you

would crackers, in a box.

\v^lk:er,'s seeddli^stg-.

Bourne—How is Walker's Seedling?

Prince—It is not productive. It would not bear more

than half a crop, compared with the other varieties. It is high

flavored.

Bourne—I have cultivated it with many foreign and

American varieties, and I have regarded it highly for family

use. It has taken premiums over the Hovey, Jenny Lind, and

Burr's Pine, It is certainly one of the highest flavored berries.

It was exhibited without hulling.

President—The chair concurs in what Mr. Bourne has

said of its excellent qualities. At one time it was considered

very valuable indeed. It is not a good market berry, in

consequence of the difiiculty of hulling it; but for amateur

cultivation it is a very desirable kind.

Dewey—I would ask if gentlemen are acquainted with

the Bartlett strawberry?

Bergen—It is a seedling which Mr. Fuller has raised, and

seems to think very highly of I have seen it in bearing, and

did not think much of it.

Prince—It is very unproductive indeed, unless you grow

it in hills, and even then it does not bear very well. I have
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had it four years in cultivation, but I have thrown it away,

and I don't know any person who cares to keep it. I have

examined it critically, and I believe it is the Brigliton Pine.

I told Mr. Fuller so, and he agreed that it was not a seedling.

BucKLiN—The Brighton Pine is very productive here.

Prince—Oh, no, sir.

Parsons—The Bartlett is of a very high flavor; very

similar to the Boston Pine.

Beegen—It is a seedling ; Mr, Fuller brought it into

notice.

Elliott—As we have it, the foliage neither resembles the

Boston nor the Brighton Pino. The fruit resembles the Boston

Pine. We regard it as nothing remarkable.

President—I have that strawberry growing. It is a good

fruit. There is a resemblance between the foliage of these

plants, but I have never given the subject that study that

would make me willing to give an opinion, whether it was the

Boston or Brighton Pine.

CUTLER'S SEEDXjIjSTG-.

Bergen—I would like to inquire about Cutler's Seedling.

Prince—It originated in Massachusetts.

Manning—By testing it with other kinds, I found it would

bear more bad treatment than any other strawberry. It bore

the winter well, gave a greater crop than any other, and hulled

easily. I don't want to part with it now. I have tried

numerous kinds, and still consider it among the very best.

Hyde—The folks in my neighborhood have ploughed it

up, and will not have it, in comparison witii other varieties.

Prince—I consider it a very good plant; it bears remarkably

well; any person who condemns it nmst have got hold of a

different variety. I have watched over it critically. It is a

hermaphrodite, and bears well.

Parsons—With us it was our main reliance this year, as

an earlier strawberry than any other, and bearing most

abundantly ; we consider it one of our most valuable kinds.

Clement, of Massachusetts—Mr. Cutler is a neighbor of

mine ; I have known the strawberry for some years, and I
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know he sells a larger crop of it than any other, and thinks

more highly of it than of any other ; and it is the most profit-

able berry for me in the Lowell market. It is very prolific ; a

little pale, to be sure, but yet it is very profitable, in my
opinion, as a market strawberry.

HovEY—The Bunce is the same as the Cutler.

Manning—^That is the fact, I believe.

HOATEY'S SEEDrjI]Sr&.

Moore, of Conn.—I would like to call up Hovey's Seed-

ling. I think very highly of it ; it is productive with us,

and we should not know how to give it up ;
we don't feel that

we have got anything better.

Gold, of Conn.—I don't know that that variety is cultivated

in our section of the State (Litchfield Co.) very successfully,

but, in fact, strawberries are very much neglected there.

Dewey—I should confirm what Mr. Moore says, that we

could hardly get along without it ; that is, we liave nothing

reliable that we could set out in the place of it.

Pkince—I will undertake to say, that the Hovey will not be

given up by those who understand it. One gentleman here

from Rochester says it is very unproductive, and useless to

him; well, at Rochester they use the Early Scarlet as a fertilizer,

which matures most of its blossoms before the Hovey expands.

At Belmot they use the Brighton Pine, which blooms about

the same time. That is the reason it does well at Belmot and

does not do well at Rochester. We don't want strawberries

for persons who happen to have undue wealth, but plants so

productive that the million can have them ; we want plants

eminently productive, and not like the Triomphe de Gand,

that will produce only one-third of a crop. There was not one

blossom that failed in my garden, and the reason was, that my
beds are in a promiscuous mass, and if one fertilizer did not

suit, they would take another. You may put the male plants

one hundred or two hundred feet oflf, if you please, and they

will perform their duty.

Hooker—We have various staminate plants near at hand,
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SO that the explanation of a want of fertilizers cannot be the

correct one. The great difficulty with us is, we cannot secure

a vigorous growth of the plants.

WoECESTER—It seems to me that there is something about

this strawberry question which is too much overlooked. There

will always be these disagreements in regard to the merits of

strawberries, so long as we leave out of consideration the

difference in locality. I have cultivated Hovey's Seedling

for eighteen or twenty years, and have had to get plants three

different times, in order to keep my beds along, though I have

taken more pains with it than M'ith almost any variety. I

don't get a good crop oftener than once in three years, I have

fertilized it with the ferilizer which Mr. Hovey gave me the

first and second times, the Boston Pine, and with all the other

varieties. I am cultivating it with twenty or thirty varieties,

half of them staminate or hermaphrodite, and yet I did not

get, this year, on a bed four rods square, twenty berries. Last

year 1 picked an immense crop—larger than from any other

varietv I cultivated. A friend of mine livino- two miles from

me, whose soil is entirely different, never fails to get a large

crop every year, witli nothing but the Early Virginias for

fertilizers. Every cultivator on the river alluvial soil in our

locality gets a crop, and every cultivator on the hills fails to

get a crop, except once in two or three years.

Bergen—I confirm what the gentleman from Vermont has

said. At Flushing it does not succeed. I have tried all kinds

of fertilizers, and have got but one good crop in several years.

Houghton—Hovey's Seedling has been the leading berry

for the Philadelphia market, which is very large. Many of

the old strawberry growers are somewhat ignorant of the

character of the plant; they set it out with some sort of a

fertilizer mixed up with it, and consider them to be male and

female plants ; they think they can tell the male and female

plants. If, for instance, they get the Early Scarlet in they

call them '• he" plants, and get them out as fast as they can
;

and many of them who are not careful about that, have failed.

So strong is their attachment to the Hovey, that although I

have shown them the Triomphe de Gand growing beautifully
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on my place, I cannot induce them to plant it. We don't fail

to get good crops, and immense quantities are sent to the

city from 'New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The Triomphe de

Gand brings a higher price, and is getting to be a favorite

berrv with the more intelligent cultivators.

HovEY—I would say that at Belmot the Hovey is cultivated

with the same success on high and on low land. I can see

easily enough where these gentlemen have failed who say

they have not got good crops. The fact that this strawberry

has succeeded in localities most widely separated, is proof that

it does not depend upon locality. A report made to tlie Cin-

cinnati Horticultural Society, six or seven years ago, shows

that it has taken prizes in New Orleans, in California, and all

along the Atlantic coast, as far south as Carolina. The cause

of failure is, that they have not been cultivated properly. They

have not been properly fed on dry lands, or were set out in

the fall, or allowed to rim too thick together. The beds want

to be renewed ; they don't like to be kept on the same piece

of ground a long time.

Bo^\T)iTCH—The cultivators at Belmot plant a now piece of

ground every two years. They find it clieaper to plant a new
bed than to weed the old one.

Hyde—I understand that tb.e beds really fruit but one

year; the plants have two years' growth.

President—That is the fact.

Bergen—That has been my experience ; we get the best

results by letting the plants fruit but one year. Mr. Hovey
has not given the reason of the failures, because I invariably

plant in the Spring and not in the Fall, and where the ground

has been highly manured, the Hovey has failed ; and I planted

them among twenty other kinds, so that his remark in regard

to fertilizers does not hold good.

GRAPE CULTURE.

Parsons—I should like to have the subject of grape

culture taken up this afternoon. I suppose, before we meet
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again, there will be hundreds of thousands of dollars spent in

the preparation of soil for grapes. I think we have been all

wrong in the mode of culture, and I should like to have an

expression of opinion here that can go before the country.

Some two or three years ago I spent a year in the investigation

of the culture of the grape in Europe, and made inquiries

among the peasantry, among the laborers and the foremen of

the laborers, talked with them, and learned their mode of

cultivation ; and there was one thing that I found uniform

all the way through—there was no fertilizing of the ground

before planting. Here we have been in the habit of thinking

that after trenching our ground two or three feet, we must put

in the manure as thick as possible—the more the better. The

result of my inquiries is, that we have been all wrong on that

point, if the experience of centuries in Europe is of any value

for us, and I think it is of some value.

There is another rule which I found uniform all through

Europe. The ground is trenched from one and a half to four

feet. At the Korth they trench but about a foot and a half

before ^^lanting ; but as I went south I found the depth

increased, until about Rome, in Sicily, and in the Ionian

Islands, it reached four feet. They plant vines, if they can

get them, let them grow two years, and then apply surface

manure; the rains of winter work the manure in, and give

them all they need. It has been said that the European

-cultivators prefer a cutting to a rooted plant, because the

cutting will " pivoter" better. I made inquiries upon that

point, and I found but one man who said he preferred a cutting

to a rooted plant, in forming a vineyard. I am sorry that the

pending adjournment will not allow me to take the time of

the Convention in giving more at length the result of my
inquiries upon other points in grape culture.

Adjourned.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Convention met again at 3^ o'clock, the President in

the chair, and the discussion on Strawberries was resumed.
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"WILSON'S SEElDILjIlNrG;-.

Bergen—Mr. Prince cannot swalloM^ Wilson's Seedling,

because his taste is exceedingly fine and delicate ; but I

desire to say a word in favor of that strawberry. I have

found no strawberry equal to it in productiveness. With

regard to quality, you all know it as well as I do. The mill-

ion can eat it, if the most delicate palate cannot ; and not-

withstanding its many bad qualities, it has the great quality

of fruitfulness, which is certainly a very desirable one.

Prince—If our friend, Mr. Bergen, will try the Diadem,

I will guarantee that it shall produce double the quantity of

Wilson's, on any acre he may plant. The Wilson has never

produced a full crop—never over 125 bushels to the acre

—

because the sap is wasted in a surplus development of flowers.

Elliott—What does Mr. Prince do with the pistillates,

when they all produce fruit ?

Prince—It is impossible that they should all mature fruit.

The same is true of the Ti'iomphe de Gand. ]!^ot more than

one quarter of the blossoms of Wilson's Albany will ever

form perfect fruit ; a portion will be small fruit, and the bal-

ance will produce no fruit at all. There are but three excep-

tions to this rule—the Primate, Longworth's Prolific, and the

Elton. The reason of these exceptions is, that they have the

peculiar attribute of having a very small number of flowers.

OUT-DOOR GRAPE CULTURE.

Mr. Cook, of Mass., moved to take up the subject of out-

door grape culture. Carried.

Elliott—This subject opens a large field, and I am glad

it has been brought up. We are extending our vineyards

throughout the whole Western States, by one, two and three

hundred acres. In Northern Ohio, in my own county, over

two hundred acres have been planted. In our grape Conven-

tions we have had the matter of manuring under full discus-

sion. Invariably, we condemn the practice of any animal

manure. I have examined the vineyards on Kelly Island,

and especially the fine vineyard of Mr. Kelly, now about

12
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twelve years out. He had an old barnyard, where the manure

had accumulated eight or ten years, and he concluded he

would manure a little patch of vineyard. He spread the

manure on four or five inches dee23, and ploughed it in. From
that day to this, he has not got a single good grape from that

patch ; while along side of it, on ground that had not been

manured, his grapes were very good last year and the year

before. In our grape Conventions last year, our cultivators

asserted that the application of animal manure was one cause

of mildew. Yines were pointed out, and visited by Com-

mittees, standing within twenty feet of each other, one with

manure and the other without, and the former mildewed,

while the latter did not. The application of lime to soils

defi.cient in it, and of ground bones, was advised.

The preparation of the soil was another question—v^hether

it should be turned over two or three feet, or simply ploughed

up. Most of our cultivators use the sub-soil plough first, and

follow it with a light plough. In setting out the vines, they

take off all the surface roots, leaving nothing but tlie long,

straight roots at the bottom, in order that they may take

better hold. They advocate, also, the cutting off" of the

surface roots during the first year, either by liand pruning or

working with sharp hoes. Wherever clay soil is used, drain-

ing, by putting in drains every two rods, from two to four

feet deep, has been found absolutely essential. This practice

has been adopted on Kelly Island, and there the vines are

free from rot and mildew. Where drains have not been put

in, the cultivators have suffered from both. I have found the

same result in Missouri. Wherever they have drained thor-

oughly, they have had no disease ; but where they do not

drain, they have more or less of rot.

Another matter perhaps you will discuss here, and that is,

the distance which vines should be set apart. In our earlier

planting at the West, four by five, five by six, and six by six

feet were advocated. Now, almost all our people plant six

by eight, or eight by eight ; many eight by ten, and some

even ten by twelve. On sandy soil, most cultivators plant

ten by twelve. It has been thought by many that a sandy
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soil would be preferable to clay ; that the warmth of the soil

would ripen the grape better ; but that has not been found to

be the fact. They ripen more easily upon a clay soil, where

thoroughly drained. Our theory is, that clay holds moisture

better, and holds heat later in the Fall, thereby enabling the

circulation of the sap to continue.

[In answer to inquiries from various gentlemen, Mr.

Elliott said]:—We train the vines upon trellises. I think

our method would operate well wherever the grape could be

grown successfully in vineyards. We plant the Catawba, but

it is not oftener than one year in five that we can ripen it

so as to make wine with it. We ripen it so that it is very

eatable. Until the third year, little is done to vines in the

way of training. The first year they are cut back to one eye;

the next spring to two eyes ; the third year posts are set at

the ends of each row, and wires are stretched along, the upper

wire being four feet from the ground—there being two lower

wires. Some allow two feet, some eighteen inches, and some

but one foot between the lower vines and the ground. Four

and a half feet has been found to be the best height. The

success with vines trained seven or eight feet, is not so

good as with vines trained four, four and a half, or five feet.

The lower vines carry the main stem, with the laterals, and

the upper is simply used for the surplus growth. In old

times, the cultivators used to prune very severe ; but severe

pruning is now almost entirely abandoned. They now, instead

of pulling out the laterals, simply pinch the ends oft] leaving

them to grow three leaves. The ierkino; out of the laterals

has been found to start the bud that should be left for the

next year. The first bearing year— that is, the third year

from planting— the average is a ton and a half to the acre :

the second year, two and a half tons ; the third, three tons.

The average price is about six cents a pound. Those who
make the grapes into wine claim that they are worth eight

cents a pound. Many vineyards on Kelly Island produce

more than four tons of the Catawba grapes to the acre. Tiiere

were 120 acres of vineyard on that island last year, and the

income was $56,000 and some odd, for grapes and wine.
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Over 200 tons of grapes were shipped from Cleveland to the

East. We commence summer pruning in June ; the winter

pruning is done by some directly after the crop is gathered,

and others leave it until along in February.

Baery—^I concur in the experience of Ohio in regard to

sandy soil. I much prefer a substantial, heavy soil. In our

own vineyard, we have a sandy spot where we have taken

special pains, by trenching and manuring, to prepare the

ground, but have not succeeded in making the vines grow

satisfactorily; whereas, on heavy, substantial soil, they are

very successful. Our heavy soil is drained.

Elliott [In answer to an inquiry on that point]—From
eleven to thirteen pounds of grapes are used to make a gallon

of wine ; thirteen pounds is certainly the sure side. The

value ranges from 80 cents to Si.25. I would say that we, in

this matter, have a very strong interest in every new variety

of grape. The Catawbas rot, and the Isabellas mildew, and

are totally unfit for wine ; and we of course look anxiously at

every new variety of grape that is introduced, with a sincere

hope that it will be something superior. jSTorton's Virginia

the Missouri people have tried, and found very successful

;

but it makes a wine verv unlike the Catawba—a weaker wine,

and more like Port. The Isabella makes a very light wine,

which, without the addition of sugar, cannot be kept. The

Loiran we have tried, and tliat is even worse than the Isabella.

The Delaware makes a wine that has more of the character of

the Rhine wines. Mr. Mottier thinks it will be superior, but I

am afraid he will be disappointed. We have great confidence

in the Mottled Grape, but I don't know how far it will be

borne out. As a wine grape, the Delaware is not thought

much of I don't know that the Diana has ever been tried

for wine.

Prince—Is this non-manuring system likely to be con-

tinued ?

Elliott—How lono- it can be continued, I cannot tell.

Thus far we have not required any manure. The oldest

vineyards on Kelly Island are now about eighteen years old,

and they have never been manured. They are just as vigor-
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ous as ever. There are vineyards upon the sandy soils about

Cleveland, now about thirteen years in bearing, that have as

yet had no manure. They were soils well adapted to the

grape ; native grapes were abundant before the land was

cleared off. [In reply to a question]—Aslies would be used,

as containing more or less lime.

Reid—The great difficulty in cultivating the Isabella and

grapes of that class is, that they grow too strong. The ques-

tion is, whether the circulation of the sap would not be better,

and the vines require less summer pruning, if one shoot was

permitted to grow to its full length.

Prince—American grapes, like American genius, does

not like to be trammelled Kovv, Mr. Parsons's comments

upon European grape culture this morning apply only to that

culture.

At the last afternoon session, Wm. E.. Peinge remarked

:

—-When I separated from you at noon, I did not expect to

return, but the thought afterwards came over me, that before

our next Pomological session very many thousands of dollars

will be expended in the preparation of grounds for vineyards;

and that it therefore became my duty to return here and

respond to some erroneous statements which had been

advanced on this subject. You, Mr. President, and most

others, fully understand that the grape in the vineyards

throughout France, Germany, Switzerland, and the northern

portion of Italy, is confined to the size of a currant bush, and

that four to six clusters from each vine is the extent produced

by such exotic culture,— this very limited development of

its growth rendering it unnecessary to furnish any extra nutri-

ment, whose effect would be to counteract the very object

intended. This system of close pruning there adopted is

rendered necessary in the culture of so tender a vine, a

native of Persia, and which did not succeed in France until

it was gradually acclimated by a long continued seminal

reproduction, through the means of which the present race, of

a hardier growth, were obtained.

But, on our part, we occupy a very different position. We
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are establishing vineyards on an entirely distinct basis, Avitli

plants of an entirely opposite character. The parent vines

which gave birth to the improved seedling varieties we are

now planting, are found covering onr forest hills and vales

from 45° North, to the extreme limits of Texas, and are by

nature the ever aspiring vines which clothe the summits of

the gigantic oaks and othei- lords of our forests. The progeny

of America, be it man or plants, can never become degen-

erate, and the growth of our new American grapes, like the

genius of the American people, will not allow itself to be

entrammelled. These hardy and robust varieties of the grape,

inured to all the sevei-ities of climate, demand from us no

exotic or tender culture. If the vines are not permitted to

climb our loftiest trees, they must be allowed a full develop-

ment by lateral expansion. These vines, so full of sap and

vigor, must be provided for by proportionate and adequate

nutriment ; and from year to year, as the enriching properties

of the first manuring become exhausted, they must be

strengthened by renewed applications. The idea which has

been suggested, and which I now controvert, of growing

American vineyards without manuring, sim])ly because the

Persian vine is so treated in Europe, is not only illogical, but

may be deemed an absurdity. When we consider the fact

that some of our vines make a growth of forty feet in a season,

and that an Isabella vine in the garden of William Shaw, of

ISTew York, produced thirty-six hundred clusters, we can

readily arrive at a conviction that ^ve have but two indispen-

sable points for the attainment of a perfect success in vine-

yard culture ; first, a judicious selection of vines suitable to

the locality; and, secondly, the enriching of the soil and

appropriate culture.

Lyon—I wish to add a word in regard to the difiiculty to

which Mr. Reid alluded. Last year, in j^runing my vines

—

which are managed upon what is called the renewal system

—I found this difiiculty: that in pinching off the side growths,

and allowing the vine to run, I was cutting off strongly devel-

oped buds, above the limit for next year's wood. 1 also found

I was breaking some of next year's fruit buds. I consequently
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have made up my mind that it is necessary to avoid both

these difficulties, and pursue a medium course. It will not

do to let the wood run too far wild, for fear of starving the

growth upon which you are to depend next year ; nor to pinch

too closely, for fear of losing your fruit next season,

Clement, of Mass.—My experience has been, that pruning

in spring injures the vines, by causing them to bleed.

Elliott—We have no injury from that cause. Our Ger-

man cultivators practise pruning at all times. Most of them

now, however, are practising pruning in the fall, just as quick

as they get clear of their crop ; but others (because of other

labor) leave it until February, and some even until just as the

bud is bursting ; but no injury is found to result from bleed-

ing. At times, the vines bleed a very little, but nothing of

any consequence.

MooEE—I will inquire of Mr. Elliott, or of some other of

the Western gentlemen, whether they have ascertained that

the vine is of such a character that it will bear to be confined

within the same limits from year to year, like trees, or

whether they find it necessary for our American vines to

allow them to develop in size.

Elliott—Our vines, some 25 or 30 years old, cover no

more ground than they did the fourth year they were in

bearing.

Bergen—Do you ever cut down the old main vine, to

renew it ?

Elliott—Very rarely. We try to keep the vine down by
cutting off the new shoots.

Prince—That species of culture is adopted in Europe, in

consequence of the humidity of the atmosphere; it is altogether

inapplicable to our climate, where we have a powerful sun.

The growth of vegetation in this country, compared with that

of Italy, and more especially of Northern France, is as five

to three— that is to say, the growth of trees of the same char-

acter; therefore, a certain development of the grape vine is

just as much as that will bear,— the grape being the Persian

grape, for they have no other, except a few American varie-

ties.
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Cook—I would like to know if any cultivator about this

region has found the land rich enough to raise grapes perfectly

without using animal manure. I cannot raise grapes here

without it.

Pkesident—I have always used manure, but having had

but little experience, I don't think I am capable of giving the

information desired. I never use manure for any purpose,

except in a perfectly rotten, decomposed state. I think one of

the errors of our age has been the use of green manures; and

I am confident that opinion is sustained by the best gardeners

of the world. We all know that no professional gardener

would attempt to use manure, except in a very fine, rotten,

decomposed state ; and professional gardeners, those who
have been trained to it for life, in Europe, are generally well

educated. I have never seen one who would use manure in

a green state, and the finer and more thorougljly decomposed

it was the better the result. I have used manure on grapes to

disadvantage. I made a little vineyard of perhaps an eighth

of an acre, and put in twelve cords of manure green from the

stable, trenched deeply and mixed it in. The consequence

was, it destroyed my vines. I ought to have known better
;

bnti did not have the oversight of it; it was done while I was

away.

Houghton—I wish to call the attention of the Convention

to the remarks of the gentleman from Ohio, in reference to the

success of grapes, even in that very fine fruit region. I think

I understood him to say, that they did not ripen the Catawba

oftener than once in tliree years [fivej so as to make wine. I

believe it is admitted that the success of grape culture, even

in Ohio, is not very great, in regard to profit, TJie gentle-

man from Ohio places the product a little higher than Mr. Bu-

chanan, and I should be very glad to know from Mr. Elliott,

whethej- his estimate is based upon personal experience in the

culture, or from any personal examination of the results with

any persons with whom he is acquainted.

Elliott—^It is tlie result of personal observation, not of

exj)erience in the sale of fruit or wine myself. It is the result

obtained by visiting vineyard after vineyard, acre after acre,
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confen-iiig with men, getting from them statistics as to the

number of pounds sold from time to time, the prizes they got,

the cost of growing, and all the details. It is a matter which

I have gone minutely into.

Houghton—If your crop is three tons to the acre, the value

would be $360, as the result of the third year of fruit, at six

cents a pound. Mr. Buchanan, who has cultivated the Ca-

tawba some fifteen years, states the result of his experience at

about $200 or $225 an acre, sometimes $250, and the ordi-

nary result of the German cultivators, who, I understand, hire

the ground, and sell the juice, at less than $200. J^ow I have

had experience in cultivating an acre of grapes, and I know

something of the labor and cost of planting, trellising, &c.,

and it is very great.

Elliott—One man would take care of three acres.

Houghton—I should think he might, jDOSsibly. A man

has to go over every acre three or four times, and it takes

something near a fortnight to go over an acre properly each

time. The point I want to make is this : That there is some-

thing like exaggeration in reference to the matter of profit

from grape culture ; there is an over-inflation in the matter.

If the result of the culture in Ohio is only $200, or there-

abouts, per acre per annum, any man who has planted and

cultivated an acre, will perceive tliat the net result, the profit,

cannot be very great upon the labor and money expended.

In my neighborhood, in the vicinity of Philadelphia, I don't

think that, at any price we could get, we could begin to realize

$200 per acre. In fact I have known gentlemen in our vicin-

ity, who have cultivated seven or eight acres for four or five

years of fruiting, who say they don't get $50 per acre per annum.

Half-way down into Maryland, there is the same result. I

know of two or three acres in Maryland, of which great hopes

were entertained by the cultivators that they were going to

get $2,700 from three acres, but I told the gentleman who

came to see me, I did not think he would get $300 an acre.

I asked him afterwards what the result was, and he said,

" You were about right ; it was so small I won't say anything

about it." If the Isabella, Diana, and Catawba cannot be
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cultivated down in Maryland with perfect success; if in Cen-

tral Ohio the product of the best vineyards is only about $200

or $250 an acre, certainly, it is not an inviting speculation. I

think we ought to keep pretty close to the facts in regard to

it. I think we may hope very mucli from some of the new
grapes, for instance, the Rodgers' Seedlings

;
perhaps we may

get more profitable results from them.

Pkesident—Did the expense of taking care of the grapes

include the cost of picking?

Elliott—No sir, merely the expense of taking care of

them and clearing the ground. In the first place, we, in ]^or-

thern Ohio, have had no crop of the Catawba rot until this

year, to any extent. On Kelly Island they are struck this

year, for the fii'st time, with the grape rot. Their vineyards

have got streaks through them from half a rod to two rods

wide, perhaps, where the rot has entirely destroyed the grapes;

then there is a streak of two rods where there is not a grape

touched. There is an estate there lying alongside of a vine-

yard, for which the owner had refused $400 an acre, offered

by the German, who owns the vineyard; but he said to the

German, " I will take the crop of your vineyard, acre for acre,

as the price of my land." This was agreed to, and he got $420

an acre. He sold his grapes for 7i cents a pound.

When I said we could not make wine from the Catawba

more than one year out of five, I meant without using sugar.

In order to make wine from the grapes, the must should rise

to 92; as it is with us usually, the must will range about 78 to

80; then we must add sugar, in order to get tlie character of

our wine, so that it will keep. That we object to, under the

name of " wine," strictly, and as we class it in our association,

it is thrown out. On Kelly Island they use no sugar. Mr.

Buchanan uses no sugar. The price of grapes averages from

5 to 7 J cents a pound. Grapes not fit for wine are fit to send

to the Eastern people, who will buy them. We find that, by

selling the grapes, year after year, they give us from $200 to

$250 an acre net, and that is a great deal better than we can

do in growing corn, wheat, or even peaches. Therefore we

are strong advocates for the grape.
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President—What is the impression among farmers, in

regard to grape culture, as compared with the growing of the

cereals ?

Elliott—Favorable. You hardly find a farmer in ISTor-

thern Ohio, who is not putting out from half an acre to five

acres, or more, of grapes.

PIouGHTON—Kelly Island is probably the most remarka-

ble exception to the general rule in regard to grape culture in

this country. Grapes do better everywhere, if surrounded by

water. N^ow, gentlemen will observe that the highest price

obtained on Kelly Island for the very best grapes groAvn in

this country, is $400 an acre; yet statements have been made
that the Concord will produce $1,500 per acre per annum,

and enthusiastic amateurs have thus been induced to plant

vineyards. I have known men who have lost $10,000 on vine-

yards.

Prince— I would like to ask if those farmers to whom Mr.

Elliott refers are intelligent men ?

Elliott—I think they have good common sense. Tliey

have been looking at the vineyards on the next lots to them,

seeing their owners working them, and knowing what they

got from year to year. Here is a man with five acres, three

of these in grapes, and another with one hundred and fifty

acres, growing grain and potatoes, and the one is really

receiving, from his five acres, more than the otlier from his

hundred and fifty. That has been the actual result ; and it is

because of this that so many men have gone into the grape

culture. The way I look at it is this : that within ten years

the price of wine will be so reduced that it can be bought for

fifty or sixty cents a gallon (and I hope it will, for then it will

be drank instead of whiskey), and then it will pay our farmers

in Ohio, Southern Illinois and Missouri better than any other

crop they can grow. Whether the Catawba will be the grape

that will continue to be grown for a series of years is quite a

question ; but we plant it now because we have notiiing

better.

Prince—AVith all humility on my part, lam never willing

to admit that Europeans are superior to Americans in intelli-
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gence. The Europeans labored under the greatest disadvan-

tage in phinting their vineyards. We know that when the

Persian Grape was brought south of the Ardennes, it would

not stand the winter. I, myself, about thirty-live years ago,

when I was enthusiastic, imported over four hundred varieties,

established a vineyard on Long Island, and invited tlie nation

to come and get them. But 1 found our atmosphere generated

mildew upon grapes that had so thin a leaf as the Persian,

and I had to give it up. Then we took up the American

Grape in various places, and it has gradually taken hold, until

we have got successful vineyards, but not so successful as I

hope they will be, because we began with the Catawba, a

Southern variety. I believe I can produce four times the

quantity of American Grapes from an acre that was ever

produced in Europe, with their little, currant-sized vines. I

have thought it very likely we should have to drop the Catawba

and adopt some other grape. In Missouri, now, they have

adopted Norton's Seedling—one of the hardiest grapes ; and

in this State there is one gentleman (Mr. Allen) who made

16,000 sallons of wine vear before last, and that gentleman

wrote to me to make a selection of hardy grapes, suited for

the climate of his part of Massachusetts, and I sent them to

him, and lie is succeeding with those grapes. If any man

will give me a location, from the borders of Maine to any

part of this nation, and say he wants to establish a sucessful

vineyard there, I will stake my life upon the i-esult, that I will

pick out grapes that shall iiuike wine, and pi-ofitably too. I

do feel sick when I hear people talk disparagingly of our

American intelligence and industry, as if we were to be a

mere cattle train, following in the lea<i of Europeans.

The discussions here closed.
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CLOSING PROCEEDINGS.

Mr. Bergen, of jS^ew York, offered the following resolution,

which was passed nnanimously :

Resolved^ That the thanks of this Convention are tendered

to the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, for providing the

American Pomological Society with rooms for their meetings,

and also for the many courtesies extended to them while

remaining in the city.

Mr. Elliott, of Ohio—Mr. President, I have looked over

the Catalogue which your Committee has prepared, and know-

ing somewhat of the labor of making up such a Catalogue, I

wish this Society to give a very explicit vote of thanks to tliat

Committee, and especially to their ciiairman, for, as I learn

from the other members, it was by him that the principal part

of the labor was ])erformed. It must have required a great

deal of thought and care, and I would propose this resolution :

Besolved^ That tlie American Pomological Society tender

their most cordial thanks to the Committee on the Revision of

the Catalogue, and especially to the Chairman, Mr. P. Barry,

of Rochester, X. Y.

Bergen—I second it, with all my heart.

President—I feel it my duty as an ex-oijicio member of

that Committee, to disclaim any more that my part of the

credit for this work, Avhich is very small, and to give to the

Chairman the merit that is due to hiui for the great labc'r he

has expended upon it. True, we met him at Albany, but he

came half way to meet us, and we spent a week upon the

work. He also came to Boston, and, in short, has performed
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a herculean labor in its preparation, I think it is the basis of

the temple of American Pomology ; and I will say, that had

it not been for the terrible crisis in which the country has been

placed, Mr. Barry could not have given the time which it has

been necessary to spend upon it ; and where we should have

found a gentleman who could have done it, I do not know.

The resolution was then adopted.

Lyon, of Michigan—It occurs to me, Mr. President, that

the State Committees who have had the o'atherino^ up of this

information, are not members of this Society, and yet, in the

future, they may have to furnish the information that shall

make this Catalogue complete. I think, therefore, that it

should be sent to the members of those Committees. (The

President said that the Catalogue would be forwarded to

them.)

BucBxiN, of Mass.—We have spent many days in a very

interestino; and instructive discussion of the various fruits in

cultivation ; we have devoted but a few hours to the modes of

culture. I think that subject exceeds the former in importance.

AVe know what to cultivate ; we do not know sufficiently how

to cultivate. I hope that at the next Convention more time

will be devoted to that subject.

Prince, of N. Y.—-Gentlemen, I propose that we pass a

resolution, expressive of our most cordial approbation of the

course pursued by our President at our present meeting, and

that it be framed in language as warm and glowing and

enthusiastic as the interest he has always evinced in the great

object which has been our general concern. I feel that I could

scarcely pen one to suit myself, and I should therefore like to

have a Committee appointed to draw up such a resolution.

The question was put by the Secretary, and carried

unanimously.

President—I am very much obliged to you, gentlemen,

but I do not require any such formality. If Mr. Prince desires

to place such a resolution on record, as a testimonial of his

own feelings, and it should meet the approbation of the assem-

bly, it will be only necessary for him, to do that, to j^repare

such a resolution and place it with the Secretary, and I will
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consider the action, at present, as having accomplished the

whole object, without the appointment of a Committee.

The Secretary at the request of Mr. Prince, prepared the

following resolution, which was adopted unanimously :

Resolved^ That notwithstanding language is quite inade-

quate to express our sense of obligation to, and regard for, the

President of the American Pomological Society, the Hon.

MakshallP. Wildee, yet we cannot deny ourselves the privi-

lege of tendering to him our most sincere and hearty thanks

for the able, faitliful. and exceedinglv felicitous and affable

manner in whicli he has ever discharo-ed the duties of his /

office.

The President responded as follows :

Gentlemen : I beg to assure you that this expression of

confidence and regard awakens in me the most affectionate

and grateful emotions. I have occupied this chair for the

last twelve years, and I have labored with all the ability I

possess, so to discharge the duties of the office as to be accept-

able to you. I highly appreciate the honor, I assure you ; but

it is not the honor that induces me to labor with you ; it is the

belief, the conscientious belief, that Providence has assigned

a mission of this kind to me on earth. But I must not detain

yon longer. I perceive that it is the intention of this Conven-

tion now to close its proceedings. I am most thankful and

most grateful for this numerous and unexpected attendance,

in these dark and troublous times ; it augurs well, not only

for the prosperity and perpetuity of this Association, but for

the perpetuity of our Union, sustained, as it ever must be, by

institutions composed of men like yourselves.

May a kind Providence return you in safety to your

several homes; may He preserve your lives and health ; and

before we meet again, may peace, union and j^rosperity be

restored to our bleeding country, and those members whom
we miss on this occasion be returned to us in allegiance,

fidelity, and fraternal love. (Applause.)

On motion of Mr. Bergen, of New York, the Convention

then dissolved,

/
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ORCHAED CULTURE I]Sr THE WEST.

BY JOHN A. WARDER, M. D., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

This is a subject upon which it may be well to devote some

consideration, though with good and successful orchard ists,

who understand its importance, it may seem a work of super-

erogation to recommend culture, which, they would say, should

follow the planting as a matter of course. Having made an

important investment in appropriating a Held, in preparing

the soil, in purchasing and ])lanting the trees, it were indeed

the extremest folly to incur the risk of losing all, by neglect

of the after-treatment.

After the trees have been well planted in their new liome,

it becomes an important question to decide what shall be the

most appropriate culture to bestow upon them. The practice

of some would-be orchardists is that of no culture, which, with

the usual neglect that accompanies such treatment, is certain

to end in disappointment, from the loss of trees, for no matter

how good the selection may have been in the nursery, nor

how thorough the preparation of the soil, nor how careful the

planting, the young orchard will never develop its highest

degree of perlection, if left at this stage of its progress to take

care of itself; if neglected now, it will go back, and prove a

failure, as any one may have seen who has observed the thou-

sands that are thus sacrificed annually in various parts of the

country.

It being conceded that thorough culture is necessary for

the proper development of the young trees, it may next be
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asked, whether any other crop should be planted in the or-

chard. The answer to this question will depend upon the

condition of the soil as to fertilitj, if poor it will not do to rob

the trees, which constitute the main crop; but it is seldom the

case that such poor land is selected for an orchard, generally

our soils are sufficiently fertile to admit of cropping, at least

partially, between the trees, without injury to them. Most

writers advise the planting of a hoed-crop, and prohibit alto-

gether the sowing of grains among the trees. This is not with-

out reason, for the long period, between seed time and harvest,

that the soil about the roots, lias to lie without the disturbance

of the cultivator for the admission of air and moisture, causes

it to become compact and dry, and the trees must suffer. Tlie

partial culture with the spade, immediately around the trees,

which has been proposed as a substitute fur thorougli culture,

is very seldom well done, nor to a sufficient extent, and is gen-

erally neglected entirely, so that the poor trees are not only

robbed by the surrounding grain crop, but worse than this,

they are imprisoned in the hard soil, which is left after harvest

in a condition unsuitable for plowing, and the droughts of sum-

mer continue to injure the trees. Such crops as require or

admit of the occasional use of the plow and cultivator among

them, enable the farmer to keep the soil loose and mellow

among his trees ; this is the reason such should be selected

for planting in a young orchard; these are called hoed-crops :

some persons prefer those that are of a low growth, such as

potatos and beans ; others think that Indian corn is the very

best crop, and suggest that the shade cast by it upon the ground

about the trees, and the moisture attracted by the leaves,

which often falls to the soil, more than compensate for the

injury caused by the corn roots absorbing the moisture from

below.

"Whether we plant any other crop or not, let it be distinctly

understood, and constantly borne in mind, that tiie young trees

must be cultivated; the soil must be constantly stirred, and

kept clean, until the orchard has fairly got under way with a

thrifty growth. This is best effected by continuing the culture

for some years, and, as men are often unwilling to uoi-k with-

13
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out an immediate return for their labor, the naked fallow

among the trees, will too often be neglected, but the partial

crop between them is an incentive to giving the orchard, just

such attention in the way of cultivation, as it requires.

The length of time that this culture should be continued,

will de])end upon the condition of the trees, and the charac-

ter of the soil and surface. The orchard should have assumed

the most thrifty growth, before the cultivation is suspended,

whether this may have required three years of culture or six;

but on hilly lands, with a soil disposed to wash into gullies,

we cannot continue the plowing with impunity, but must use

such an alternation of crops, as will obviate the necessity for

constant open culture. This may be arranged by a rotation

of clover with corn or potatos, a valuable alternation it is,

since this legume is itself almost a cultivator of the soil, ren-

dering it loose and mellow, while, at the same time, the sur-

face is clothed, and the soil is bound together by its roots:

moreover, this plant attracts much of its sustenance from the

atmosphere, through its abundant foliage, and the radicles

sink deep into the subsoil in search of nutriment. The clover

may be sown at midsummer after the last plowing of the corn,

with or without rye, which last is only used for the sake of

clothing the surface, and preventing the washing of the soil,

and should be pastured by hogs the following season, let it by

no means be harvested. After one year the clover should be

again plowed-in, and the cultivation of the young orchard

should be continued until the trees be well established; wlien

the land may be again laid down to clover, or clover and

orchard grass, and be allowed to continue in this condition for

an indefinite period, or until plowing appears to be again

required.

The above remarks as to the treatment of the young

orchard, apply to soils of average fertility. There are por-

tions of the country where the gi-owth of orchard trees is too

rampant, to permit an early productiveness of the trees : this

early bearing is a great desideratum in a new country, and with

an impatient orchardist; as a mere matter of financial calcula-

tion it is also a question of some moment. As a general rule,
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the more thorough the culture of the young trees, the more

rapidly they are developed, to their full extent, the more sat-

isfactory will be the ultimate result in large crops of fine fruit,

while all plans that force the trees into a premature fruitage,

must have a tendency to produce early decrepitude. But the

production of wood-growth must not be encouraged too long,

since it is the antagonist of fruitage; it must be subdued and

brought within certain limits to insure abundant crops, though

it should never be altogether suspended ; the growth of the

tree should continue with the production of fruit. In some

soils it has been found necessary to curb the excessive produc-

tion of wood, by discontinuing the cultivation of the soil, and

laying down with blue-grass, which makes a close sod, and

thus checks the growth of the trees, forcing them into a fruit-

ing condition. Every orchardist must decide for himself,

whether the orchard of larger trees, capable of bearing larger

crops, at a later period of their existence, is to be prefeiTcd to

that containing smaller trees bearing a crop within a few years

from planting, and continuing to be productive for a consid-

erable period, even though the trees should never attain the

large size that is so much admired, nor continue to be produc-

tive so long as the other. In our age and country, the now—
the immediate return of profit from the investment— is the

great desideratum with most of us, and many people will

prefer to treat their orcliards in such a manner as to insure

early productiveness, trusting to the future for tiie supply of

fruit for future years. On this account, we find that the early

producing varieties, arc always inquired after and often pre-

ferred by orchard ists, though the fruit be of inferior quality

to that produced by trees of the varieties that are longer in

coniino; into bearing;.

A plan for making an orchard in the shortest time and

without transplanting the trees, has been suggested, and to

some extent practised by nurserymen ; it is arranged as fol-

lows: certain trees, in every third or fourth row in the nursery,

are selected and treated in their training for the future orchard;

they are branched low and pinched-in; when the square of

nursery trees is sold and removed, these selections are left in
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the ground, and, with many varieties they are ready to com-

mence bearing at once, though but four years old. They have

received no check from transplanting; their roots are undis-

turbed, and, from the cultivation among them they are well

supplied with fibres, they are therefore in the very best con-

dition for a young orchard. The removal of the nursery trees,

will have given them a severe root-pruning, and this operation

may be repeated, by a suitable plow, from time to time, for the

sake of dwarfing the trees and inducing fruitfulness. An
orchard made and treated in this manner, has paid for itself

before the regularly planted orchard has borne its first fruits.

My friend A. R. Whitney, of Franklin Grove, Lee County,

Illinois, is, I believe, the inventor of this method, and he con-

tends that the low branching of the trees has much to do with

their early fruitage. It may be objected to this close planting,

that the trees will be so crowded in a few years that they will

injure one another. In reply, it is urged by Mr. Whitney, that

every alternate tree can be removed at any time to allow the

others to expand; also, that the use of the root-pruning plow

will keep the trees from growing too large; and lastly, that the

early productiveness and continuous bearing of such an

an orchard, may justify its destruction after a few years of

fruitfulness, when another is coming on to supply its place.

Some persons consider the transplanting of a tree so unnat-

ural a process, and so injurious to its vitality, that it should

never be practised, but that the seed should be planted in the

stations to be occupied by the trees of the future orcliard, and

never disturbed, except to bud or graft them, with the desired

varieties : the idea no doubt arose from observing certain

wildings of great size, vigor, and productiveness, far surpass-

ing orchards of some cultivated varieties planted near them,

this plan, in the case of certain seeds, might conduce to greater

longevity, but this does not follow as a matter of course, for it

is well known that some seedlings are short-lived as well as

tender; nor is it admitted, tliat the transplanting of a tree, if

properly done, is so injurious,, as is claimed by those who

object to the process.

When the orchard has acquired a sufficient growth, and
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assumes its condition of maturity and fruit-bearing, it no

onger so imperatively requires to be cultivated, and is some-

times better if let alone; having been laid down to clover, or

clover and orchard-grass, it should be made use of as a hog-

walk. Ko other stock should ever be permitted to set hoof

upon the soil appropriated to the orchard. The swine alone

should be allowed to pasture it, and to consume the fallen fruit

;

thus destroying immense numbers of insects, they will keep

these pests in check. They will distribute their droppings

over the surface, and they may even be allowed to root in the

soil, to some extent, with their snouts. Should weeds make
their appearance, they may be mowed and left upon the

ground, or thrown about the trees as a mulch ; but, with the

close planting that is now generally recommended, and some-

times practised, and with the low-headed trees that are so very

much preferred by all who have had an opportunity of observ-

ing their advantages, there is really little space left for any

crop among the trees, except grass, and this will scarcely grow

beneath them, in the thick shade of their depending boughs.

Shall an old orchard ever be ploughed? is a question often

asked by those who have neglected their trees, or who have

fallen heirs to orchards of the old style, with tall trunks, and

long naked branches, furnished only with a brush of decrepit

spray at their extremities, while their roots are starved beneath

an old sod that has been tramped and j)astured for years.

Under these circumstances, the trees producing an excess of

blossoms and fruit, having ceased to make any thrifty wood
growth, may need a thorough cultivation, as well as a severe

pruning to invite a reproduction of healthy wood and foliage.

The damage that ensues from breaking the roots is then more

than overbalanced by the renewed vigor that ensues. A
thorough pruning, removing the dead limbs, and thinning out

those that are too close, scarifying the bark, and washing the

stems with an alkaline solution, will insure the rejuvenescence

of the trees, which are then able to put forth new roots where

the plough had broken the old ones, and with these adjuvants,

and with the aj^plication of lime, the breaking up and after

cultivation of the soil, will be of the greatest advantage to the
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old orchard. Still, it is a question, whether it be not better to

avoid the necessity of this breaking, and it is believed that by

a suitable course, this necessity may be obviated. The proper

cultivation of the young trees does not materially injure the

roots, and it preserves the soil in a condition most favorable

for their renewal. In an orchard that has been thus cultivated,

there will always be a system of roots at a depth below the

influence of the plough ; these are permanent. If, on the

contrary, by mulching or otherwise, the roots have been

brought very near the surface, the thorougli ploughing may
seriously injure the trees by too much breaking and tearing

of these important organs ; here, as in other cases, the less of

two evils must be chosen, nor can there be any question as to

the propriety of ploughing in the condition supposed above,

that of an orchard showing signs of decrepitude from neglect

of pruning, and want of proper care of the trees, with a grass-

bound surface of the soil beneath them, and hard mossy bark,

so that they are well styled "hide-bound." The condition of a

thickly planted and well grown orchard, with low heads,

shading tiie ground, and mulched with the decaying grass and

leaves, is more like that of the primeval forest, and such trees

may be allowed to continue for many years without plougiiing;

indeed it may be doubted whether, if occasionally limed, they

be not really better without disturbance of their roots.

Mulching has been highly and justly recommended, and

when practicable it is a most judicious, useful and satisfactory

treatment of our trees; but is it a practicable application to

the large orchard ? Whence is the mulching material to be

obtained ? Large orchards are not often closely associated with

large grain farms, whence to draw the tons of straw needed for

mulching material. Saw-mills and wood-piles are not sufii-

ciently numerous to furnish their excellent mulching material;

tan-yards can only provide a limited supply to their innnediate

neighbors. Salt-meadows, in some regions, furnish a very

good mulch for those who have them within reach. The open

prairies of the the West, with the aid of mowing machines,

will provide a cheap hay for the same purpose, and the exten-

sive cornfields of some portions of our country will give an
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abundant supply of coarse litter to those who will take the

trouble to cut and cart it upon their orchards, either directly

from the field, or after using it as fodder and litter in the cattle

yards. All of these, and various other refuse or cheap mate-

rials have been applied with the happiest results, and the good

effects of mulching cannot be doubted by any one; the question

for the large orchard is only one of practicability.

The effects of mulching are two-fold—retaining the mois-

ture in the soil, by protecting it from the sun and wind, and,

in some cases, abstracting gaseous matters from the atmos-

phere, and retaining them in proximity with the earth as food

for plants, the roots are brought up to the surface in search of

their pabulum. To secure these results it is important to have

the proper materials for mulching. Blue grass has been

suggested as a mulch, not the mown blades which are excellent

as a temporary application, in a small way, about lawn trees

and shrubs, or among strawberry plants at the period of their

ripening, not this true mulch, but a living turf of this closely

growing grass over the whole surface ;* in such a condition it

is no mulch at all, but, on the contrary, it occupies the soil

robbing tlie trees of moisture as well as of food. Clover, on

the contrary, may be considered a mulching material, in every

sense of the word, and though not so good a mulch as some

other substances, it is one of much more practicable applica-

tion, pai'ticularly for extensive use. The clover plant strikes

deeply into the soil in search of its food, it is generally biennial

and as the plants die out they leave an abundant supply of

vegetable matter in the soil, which may be useful food for

other plants, and at least they render the soil open and porous

for the admission of air. The foliage is broad and abundant,

shading the soil, and thus protecting it from a too rapid evapo-

ration, preserving its moisture, and at the same time, by its

peculiar and extended radiating surfaces, attracting from the

atmosphere copious deposits of dew, to add to the moisture

of the soil beneath. Nor is the office of the stems and foliage

* Vide Trans. American Poraological Society, 1858—Discussions on Mulch-

ing, pp. 33 to 42.
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yet ended, for in their decay, they add a store of humns and

nitrogenous matter to the soil. The fact is or may be familiar

to every casual observer, that the great objects of mulching

are affected by allowing a crop of clover to grow and rot upon

the land. The soil is enriched, it is kept moist, it is rendered

loose and friable; the annual seeding of the crop keeps up a

spontaneous reproduction of the clover to replace the old

plants as they die out : this treatment may be continued for

years, or until the shade of the trees has caused the clover to

dwindle away, or until the natural and permanent blue-grass

has taken possession of the surface to the exclusion of the

introduced legume.

All trimmings of the trees, as well as the leaves that are

annually cast from them, should be allowed to remain upon

the surface of the ground, even at the expense of a slovenly

appearance ; because these constitute the ver}^ best mulching

materials, and also act as a special manure. The happy effect

of this kind of rough mulching may be observed wherever a

brush-heap with its treasure of drifted leaves, has been allowed

to decay upon the ground. The good effects of mulching in

Winter are well known when applied to Fall planted trees, to

protect the tender new rootlets from the heaving of the frost.

The non-conducting nature of the mulching material, and the

still air inclosed among it, prevents the rapid radiation of

caloric from the surface of the soil, which is less quickly frozen

than when it is not so protected ; then again, the shade prevents

the constant thawing of the frozen ground, which is very

trying to vegetation, particularly in soils that are disposed to

run under such circumstances : these the Winter advantages

of mulching are most especially furnished by a clover lea,

which affords an excellent protection from moderate frosts.

The objection to a Winter mulching is that the materials

generally applied shelter and encourage the field mice, which

often injure the trees by girdling the bark ; this can only be

prevented by tramping down the mulch, and by removing it

from the immediate proximity with the tree, or by applying

some material to the bark that will be disagreeable to these

animals.
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In conclusion, allow me to reiterate, as these views may
appear novel to some members of the Society, and as they are

presented by one of your number who is too modest to claim

superior knowledge to his fellows, or to issue his dicta with

any show of authority, as though they emanated ex-cathedra^

they are simply the results of thought, of observation and of

absolute experiment. To recapitulate them :—you are recom-

mended to plant your trees, of whatever sort, so closely that

they shall shade the whole surface of the ground—to cultivate

them thoroughly wliile young, with or without intervening

crops to pay for the labor, and this must also be determined

by the strength of the soil;—to sow clover as an alternating

crop while cultivating the young orchard, and to leave it

among the trees when cultivation is suspended, as the cheapest

and most practicable mulch ;—to apply lime to the soil, and

alkaline washes to the trees ;—to admit of no stock except

hogs in the orchard, and, above all things, to provide low

lieads to the trees, so as to insure tlie shading of the ground
;

in the words of our fellow member "W". H. Loorais of Indiana,

in his resolution offered at the Philadelphia meeting, 1860,

you are recommended " to trim your young trees dovm^ and
not to trim them %ip. as has heretofore heen so uni'versally

practised hy the nurseryman^'' the plough is thus eventually

crowded out of the orchard, and the soil assumes the condition

of that in the native forest. j. a. w.
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FEAGAEIA, OR STRAWBERRY FAMILY.

BY WILLIAM R. PRINCE, FLUSHING, L. I., N. Y.

It is a most beautiful and sublime truth, pregnant with

divine power and love, that the fruits and other plants most

necessary and beneficial to the wants, the comfort, and the

happiness of man, God and Nature in their beneiicent and

harmonious arrangements, have spread most widely over our

globe. The Strawberry is declared to be the most congenial

and healthful to the constitution of man of all the Fruits of

the earth, and it is often prescribed by physicians for its

highly remedial qualities, it being never subject to acetous

fermentation. It is for the reason of its combination of excel-

lencies that it has received from the French the appellation of

'^FemhUme de honU parfaite-''— "The Emblem of perfect

beneiicence"— "The most perfect gift of God." In Europe

it is found in all the northern and central regions, on the Alps,

the Pyrenees, and the Caucassian mountains, encircling the

confines of eternal snow, and Bayard Taylor found it plenty

in Lapland. In Asia it is found on the mighty range of the

Himalaya. In South America it is found from 2 deg. North

Latitude to 53 deg. South Latitude; in Surinam, Peru, Chili,

Buenos Ayres, and Patagonia. In North America it is found

from 15 deg. to 67 deg. North Latitude; in Mexico, and in all

of the United States, along the sliores of the Pacific up to and

including the Russian possessions; in all the British Provinces,

including Newfoundland, Labrador, and Hudson's Bay, up to
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the regions of the Arctic Circle. Sir John Leslie states that

he found it growing in matchless profusion on the borders of

the Arctic Zone. A correspondent who dates his letter in the

Russian Possessions north of Lake Athabasca, 60 deg. North

Latitude, writes me :
" Here are plenty of Wild Strawberries,

and good ones too."

It is the only edible fruit found in the torrid, temperate, and

frigid zones, a fact hitherto entirely ignored by all European

and American writers, who have invariably stated it to be a

native of the temperate zones only. I liave gathered fruit

from the plants in nineteen of our States, and have found it

plentiful in both"the Canadas, and I well remember, when

rambling along the sliores of the St. Lawrence below Quebec,

the merry peal of children wlio, with their tiny baskets, were

crying '' Wild Strawberries" around the Falls of Mont-

morency.

I have wandered along the shores of the Pacific, and

plucked the bright berries of the Fragaria lucida, whose ten-

drils overhang its banks. I have rambled among multitudes

of the vines bordering the shores of the Bay of San Francisco,

and the first sound that greeted my ear when entering the

plaza of that city, was women crying California Strawberries.

These coral berries have regaled me on tiie Mexican Cordillera,

and their tiny tendrils, pendantly bordering the roads of lava,

greeted us with their spicy aroma when traversing the vast

volcanic mountains of Jalapa.

It will thus be seen that the little Fragaria, or Strawberry

Plant, expands its domain over a vast area of our globe. It

enriches the central Tropical regions of Surinam and Peru,

expanding its southern domain to the remotest border of Pat-

agonia; it extends its fibrous tendrils over both the temperate

zones to the frigid realms of the Arctic Circle, and spreads its

verdant mantle as the last edible fruit approaching to the

polar regions.

The attributes of God and Nature are Wisdom and Love,

and as all emanations must partake of, and represent their

source, it thence follows as a consequence, that every object of

creation, wliether great or diminutive, is ushered into exist-

ence for a wise and beneficent purpose.
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It also follows that every condition attached to each object

of creation, is good, wise, and necessary to consummate the

purpose intended.

If it were better that any tree or plant should, on account

of climate or other circumstances, possess bisexual flowers

only, such would most certainly be the character which God
and Nature would impart to it. On the other hand, if it were

more favorable to its development, that the flowers should be

unisexual, that is male and female, such v/ould most assuredly

be its character, and these two distinct sexes would further-

more be placed on the same plant, or on distinct plants, accord-

ingly as such conditions would be most conducive to the full

development of its seed and fruit. I wish, further, that it

should be distinctly understood, that there is no waste of even

an atom of matter throughout the mighty universe; and to

assure you of this most important fact, that Nature never

gives or withholds any quality or condition vjiihout a purpose^

and that the means imparted are always in a precise ratio to

the object to he attained.

There are upon our globe 4,200 genera and 40,000 species

of plants, which have been described by different authors.

Of the 4,200 genera, there are only 160 which have male and

female flowers distinct, but growing on the same tree or plant;

and 180 that have the male and female flowers growing on

distinct trees or plants; whereas, there are 3,960 genera and

37,700 species which produce bisexual or hermaphrodite flow-

ers— that is, the male and female organs united in each flower

— thus showing an immense preponderance in this latter class

of plants. As a general rule the character of each genus

pervades all the species belonging t:> it, but to the amazement

of the Botanist we find the Fragaria, or Strawberry Family, to

be an extraordinary exception, for although comprising but

twelve species, we find these to combine three classes— Icos-

andr'ia^vf'ith bisexual flowers: J/bwa?ci«, with male and female

flowers on the same plant: Dioicia^ vi'xih. male and female flow-

ers on distinct plants.

Such being the normal and primitive conditions of the

Fragaria Family, we very reasonably ask, cui-honof— for
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what good purpose has l^ature imparted these variations in

the sexual character to this family of plants ?

I answer, that as Nature does nothing without a purpose,

these variations of character have in all probability a relative

connection with the fact that the Strawberry is found from 53

deg. South to 70 deg. North Latitude, thus covering 123 degs.,

and probably more of the surface of our globe, and is the

only edible fruit found profusely spread over all the zones of

the earth. The various distinctions of character may be, and

most probably are, indispensably requisite for its successful

fruition in these diversified locations. My mind attains to

this conclusion from two other astounding facts — first, that

these distinctions are normal and climatic; that is, the distinct

characteristics are developed in distinct countries; and, sec-

ondly, that they are permanent and unchangeable ; and that

there is no liybridation between the distinct sections; thus

indicating that the normal condition of each species is alone

applicable to its perfect development in its own congenial

sphere.

The European Species are hermaphrodite or bisexual, with

the exception of the F. elatior(Hautbois), which combines the

three sexual divisions, Male, Female, and Hermaphrodite;

this last species alone inhabits the lowJands, while the otiier

species are found only in the mountains and highlands. Tiicse

European species are the following, and they all, in their nor-

mal state, produce fruit of small size ;

Ftagarla vesca—^'Wx^ Wood and Alpine Strawberries.

Fragaria Gollina—^The Green Pineapple Strawberry.

Fragaria elatior—-The Hautbois Sti-awberry.

Asia presents us with but one hermaphrodite species.

Fragaria Indioa^ with yellow blossoms; fruit not edible.

South America presents us with two species, both of which

have laro-e foliao-e and flowers, and fruit of remarkable size

and excellent flavor. The flowers are both staminate and

hermaphrodite,

Fragaria grandiJIora—The Pine Strawberry.

Fragaria Chilensis^The Chili Strawberry.

North Amerioa presents us with six species, thus demon-
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strating her great superiority in regard to the Fragaria, as she

does in regard to the Vitis or Grape family. These species

are very distinct in character from all the European and

South American species, and produce fruit varying from a

medium to a very large size. All of these species are of the

same normal sexual character, and distinct in this respect from

all the other species of our globe. Each species comprises

plants of two distinct normal characters; first, Hermaphrodite

or Bisexual; second. Pistillate or Female.

Plants of these two sexual divisions may be found in every

forest from the northern limit of Mexico to the Arctic zone.

Of the Hermaphrodite section, there are two natural divisions;

the one combining the stamens and pistils in the same flower,

and the other producing some peduncles of entirely bisexual

and others of entirely pistillate flowers. The American

species are :

Fragaria Yirginiana vel Canadensis—Scarlet Strawberry.

Fragaria Hudsonica—Hudson's Bay or Arctic Strawberry.

Fragaria lowensis—Iowa Strawberry.

Fragaria IlUnoiensis—Illinois Strawberry.

Fragaria lucida—California Strawberry.

Fragaria sericea of Douglas, ] Oregon Straw-

Fragaria Chilensis of Torrey & Gray, i berry.

It is a most striking evidence of the universal providence

of Nature, that, when in any of the Fragaria species the male

organs of the hermaphrodite variety are imperfect, Nature,

ever provident, furnishes the male or stamiuate variety to

supply the deficiency. And when in any species the female

oro-ans of t!;e hermaphrodite are defective, Nature presents

us with the pistillate or female variety. But when any species,

like theF. vesca collina and Indica, are perfect in both organs

throughout all their varieties. Nature, ever economical, and

never wasting her resources, gives us none other than her-

maphrodites.

The Fish in the subterranean Lake of Kentucky have no

eyes. Most persons suppose that all Strawberries will hybrid-

ize with each other, and there has not been any European or

American author but what has inculcated this erroneous
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idea, until I controverted the fiction in toto, in the Horticul-

turist of January last, a truism which I had very long since

recognized, but had not previously found time and a suitable

opportunity to fully enunciate. It is now 250 years since the

first interchange of European and American Strawberries,

and during this entire period there has never been produced

a single hybrid between the species of the two hemispheres,

nor between the three species which are natives of Europe.

The six North American species blend sexually with each

other, and the two South American species blend sexually

with each other, but these two sections present a normal

aversion to any hybridization with tliose of the Eastern hem-

isphere. Messrs. Hovey of Boston attempted such hybrid-

izations twenty-eight years ago ; Prof. Huntsman and myself

have tested them for a similar period ; neither could succeed.

ISTo such hybridized seedlings have been presented in America,

in France, or in England, and all pretences of producing

any such hybrids now, are delusive notions arising from an

io^norance of normal facts.

As like produces like in the vegetable as well as in the

animal kingdom, it is indispensable that seeds for the purpose

of originating new varieties should be obtained by congenial

hybridization of the existing varieties possessing the greatest

number of good points.

The characteristics of the six iSTorth American species are

acidity and great productiveness ; and the characteristics of

the F. grandiflora and Chilensis of South America, are large

size, sweetness and perfume. Of the 120 selected varieties of

the F. Yirginiana, lowensis and other North American species,

there are but about twenty-five now under cultivation in our

gardens which have sweetness predominant, and only fifteen

which have perfume or aroma ; and these are the best selec-

tions from thousands of seedlings during the last thirty years.

No seed should be j)lanted but of such varieties as possess

these qualities, and such as are also of large size and brilliant

in color. A sour berry, like the Wilson, Austin, and Chorlton,

will produce nearly all sour-berried seedlings. In proof that

the same course of breeding by selection appertains to plants
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as to animals, I will mention two striking facts : I have

during the present season had above 500 seedling plants that

have fruited for the first time. Among these there were ten

plants grown from a high-bred Seedling which Prof. Huntsman

calls "American Queen." Of these ten, but two produced

ordinary fruit, and four of the others are the largest and finest

flavored out of sixty-two selected varieties from my entire

collection of 500 seedlino-s. I had also thirteen seedlin2;s of

the Austin, a large, handsome, but acid and inferior berry
;

of these only one was equal to its beautiful but soft and

insipid parent ; the others were devoid of all sweetness and

perfume, and utterly worthless. It becomes us to be fastidious

as to fruits and flowers possessing perfume, as they arehy

nature constituted the most perfect ; and my own floral pur-

suits have taught me to realize the sublime truth, that the

aroma of the Fruits of the Earth, and the div^^ersified perfume of

the myriads of flowers which adorn every mountain and every

valley, comprise the incense which the Vegetable Kingdom

ofters spontaneously to its God.

Of the twelve species of the Fragaria family found upon

our globe, nine of the species embrace plants possessing two

sexual divisions, and three only produce what by some are

termed perfect flowers ; that is, combining both sexual organs

in each flower. All the six North American species, throughout

their innumerable varieties, comprise the two sexual divisions;

first. Bisexual or Hermaphrodite plants ; second. Pistillate or

Female plants ; and no male plant has ever been found in

Nortfi America. A quondam writer has stated that no

pistillate, or female. Strawberry is found in a natural state,

but that they are garden monstrosities. So ignorant an

assumption is scarcely worthy of contradiction, when every

forest proves the contrary. I will here simply remark that if

pistillate plants are abortions or lusus naturce^ then God and

Nature have most unaccountably failed in the formation of

the different species of the Fragaria, as nine out of the twelve

species of Strawberries which exist upon our globe, include

plants with two sexual divisions ; and there remain conse-

quently but three species where Nature was true to herself;
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and these three alone would present the form and character

which it is claimed that Nature had designed, thus rendering

Providence chargeable with a failure. It would also be a

most surprising fact that at this late day we should make a

discovery which has escaped all other observers ; that the

only anomal}^ or defect in the Vegetable Kingdom, compris-

ing as it does above -±0,000 species, exists in the little family of

the Fragaria, or Strawberry plant. If any person has heard

any statement adverse to the existence of natural pistillates, let

him spend fifteen minutes in some forest, at the flowering

season, and he can satisfy his doubts; as there is not one spot

in all JS^orth America, from the tropics to the frigid zone, nor

between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, where the pistillate

plant may not be found growing with its hermaphrodite con-

gener. I have been familiar with their existence in all our

forests from boyhood, as they abound in the numerous woods

and prairies of Long Island. I have ibund them in all the

Eastern and Middle States, in some of the Southern, and in

most of the Western States, and they abound in our vast West-

ern prairies. I have also obtained both sexual divisions from

Oregon, Hudson's Bay, and the Arctic regions. Downing, Wil-

liam Prince, Longworth, Thomas, Hovey, Elliott, and Hooper,

in their works, and Dr. J. H. Bayne, and all other cultivators

who have examined the wild Strawberries of our country,

have found the same two sexual varieties, and no man who
will use his eyes can deny so universal and so evident a fact.

At the present time these sexual distinctions form the basis of

the Strawberry culture of America, and Europe will be com-

pelled to adopt the same course.

14
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STATE REPORTS.

These reports have heretofore been published in full in the

Transactions of the Society.

In this instance, it is not considered necessary, nor practi-

cable, to do so. They would at least occupy 100 of these pages,

involving a great expense, owing to the increased costs of

paper and printing. Besides, the greater portion of them

consists in lists of varieties which have all been made use of

by the Committee on Revision of the Catalogue.

A statement of the reports received, with the names of

Committee by whom they were prepared, is given below, with

a few extracts of special importance.

CONNECTICUT.

Daniel W. Coit, of Norwich, Chairman, presented a val-

uable report, from which we make the following brief extracts:

Reports were also enclosed by Mr. Coit from T. S. Gold,

of West Cornwall, and John S. How, of Birmingham.

Of our native pears hardly known out of this neighbor-

hood, is one I think deserving of mention. It is known as

the Dr. Turner pear. I once had it in cultivation, but from

some cause which I cannot now explain, undervalued it. This

summer a friend brought me specimens, a part of which were

hard and green, and were put in the fruit room to ripen, after

8 or 10 days they turned yellow, and were brought on the

table with several of the same season on the Society's Cata-

logues, and did not suffer in the comparison of quality, while
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in size it surpassed them all by far. The fruit is large, juicy,

sufficiently sweet, and well flavored, and does not incline to

rot at the core. Season, August.

There is another pear called Crouch, the original tree ot

which is at Colchester, as yet but little disseminated, but which

I have no doubt will prove worthy of general cultivation.

The tree is of healthy, vigorous growth, whether grown as a

standard or double-worked on quince ; the fruit is of full

medium in size, obovate in form
;
juicy, sweet, and of a high

flavor; not surpassed by any of its season; comes in with the

Bartlett, and lasts a little longer. I presented specimens at

the Society's meeting in ]^ew York, in 1858, when it was

pronounced by the Fruit Committee " very good."

Muskingum is another early pear which originated near

here, and has not been appreciated at its proper value, Mr.

Starr, of New London, one of our most experienced Pomolo-

gists, speaks thus of it in the Connecticut State Report of

I860, " it ranks next the Bartlett in productiveness and flavor,

" and is at least three weeks earlier. I am surprised that its

" excellence has not elicited for it a hio^her and more exten-

" sive reputation," in which I concur.

Plums—Are becoming, from year to year, more and more

infested with the black knot, for which there appears no radi-

cal cure; this, with the curculio, renders this fruit a great

uncertainty, and deters the general cultivation of it.

A^o general article on the cultivation of fruits will be con-

sidered tolerably complete, without reference to the pear

grown on the quince stock as a desirable method of cultiva-

tion
; formerly a much controverted point, at present not so

much so.

It has been argued that the discussions of the Society

(Am. Pom. Society), where this mode of cultivation has been

highly commended, have been almost exclusively conducted

by interested parties, mostly nurserymen or others having

large quantities of trees to dispose of, and whose statements,

therefore, were not entirely reliable ; this objection will at

least not apply to these remarks.

In the report of the Society for 1858, after enumerating
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some of the mistakes and difficulties I had labored under in

the earlier stages of my experience as an amateur cultivator

of fruit trees, it was stated that the condition of my trees was

at that time perfectly satisfactory, healthy, thrifty and promis-

ing well for the future ; they were for the most part compara-

tively young, the dwarfs seven or eight years from the bud
;

now as it has been objected, that although they might do well

for a few years, yet they were not durable, they soon decline,

and after a while die out ; it may not be entirely devoid of

interest to know what effect four additional years have produc-

ed in the trees under consideration : well, I can truly say that

they have grown almost without exception (I speak particularly

of an orchard of about 500 trees) witli a health and vigor

exceeding my best expectations, increasing from year to year

more and more in their volume and capacity for bearing.

The conditions for the successful cultivator of dwarfs have

been so frequently and elaborately laid before the public in

the periodicals as well as other publications of the past few

years, that it would seem as if nothing instructive or new

could be said on the subject ; there is one particular, however,

which is so important and yet so much neglected, even in most

gardens and orchards where the trees have, in other respects,

proper treatment, that I may be allowed to say a few words

on it ; I refer to the proper pruning and training of the tree.

One who prunes and trains trees of any kind, should have

some distinct and definite idea of what he proposes to do, and

the end to be accomplished ; the dwarf especially, more than

any tree I am acquainted with, in order to its best condition,

requires a systematic pruning, training, and pincliing in from

the start, so as to produce a perfect pyramid, equal on all

sides, and running up from a broad base to a point, like a

perfect Norway Spruce, care being taken that it is kept open

in the interior, so that the sun and air be admitted to every

part of it, by which means both the wood growth and the

fruit will be very much benefited. ISTow how is this to be

accomplished ? Certainly not by permitting the tree to have

its own way, or, on the other hand, pruning it ignorantly, as is

too often the case.
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The young trees as they generally come from the nursery

two years old from the bud, and with the limbs formed in

crowded rows, are for the most part not in the proper shape

to start with ; limbs on one part of the stem will be out of

proportion in size to those on the other, or there will be too

few or too many of them ; now this irregularity must be first

overcome by judicious pruning, so as to obtain four or five limbs

within two feet of the ground, of as nearly equal size and length

as possible, tlie lowest not being nearer the ground than eight

or ten inches, with a leader from twelve to eighteen inches,

as the case may be ; this may not always be accomplished the

first year, but with any thrifty tree may be the second ; now the

tree is to be carried up on this plan, a new tier of limbs formed

each succeeding year, four or five in number, in every two feet

of space, those of the preceding year being encouraged in

their growth so as to be maintained the longest and strongest

;

any shoots pushing from the main stem beyond the requisite

number should be rubbed ofi" in their early growth ; as the

tree progresses and the limbs extend from year to year,

numerous side shoots will pusli from them, these must in all

cases be pinched when about three inches long, at the third

or fourth bud, and if they push a second time, be again stopped

at two buds beyond the fourth, thus preventing a useless

growth of wood (which would otherwise have to be cut away

at the end of the year), and forming spurs which in most cases

will, in one, two, or three years, produce blossom-buds. It

must be observed that the tree being formed as ali-eady stated,

four or five limbs to every two feet of stem (as near this as

may be, though it will vary occasionally), no bifurcations must

be permitted, for several years at least, though as the limbs

extend and the spaces between them become greater, a single

branch may be allowed here and there where wanted to fill up

a gap.

jS^ow these remarks do not apply equally to every kind of

dwarf pear ; there is as great difference in the wood growth

of different varieties as in the fruit ; some, like the Urbaniste

Sieulle, Beurre Langelier, Yicar of Winkfield, &c., are readily

brought into the required form ; others, as the Beurre Diel,
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Beurre Superfin, Clairgeaii, and others, with more difficulty;

while others again, as Rostiezer, Beurre de Montgeron, &c.,

are straggling in their growth, or otherwise irregular so as to

render them difficult to control; still, with the proper amount
of pinching, restraining, and the like, nearly all may be

brought into a pyramidal form more or less perfect.

I will now state some of the adv^antages of this mode of

treatment : first, a tree of great beauty in its perfectness of

form, the limbs being equally distributed and balanced on

all sides, and at the same time open to the admission of

sun and air throughout the interior, the wood and buds will

be in all cases thoroughly ripened ; next, the limbs being

furnished with fruit-bearing spurs by the course of pinching,

will be clothed with fruit quite down to the stem, where the

largest and finest specimens will now be produced, with far

less liability to be blown off" by autumnal gales, than at the

outer extremities. Again, the growth having been stopped

where it would have been a detriment, and thus turned into

channels of usefulness, it leaves but little work for the winter

trimming, merely to cut in the ends of the main limbs and

the leader, which are suffered to grow undisturbed through

the season, except in rare cases, where it may be desired to

preserve a balance by stopping a too vigorous branch.

Finally, the production of fruit is greatly accelerated,

which on some tardy kinds, as Urbaniste, Maria Louise, Tyson,

and others, is an important consideration.

One of the most reliable of the foreign writers on fruit

trees and their improved mode of cultivation, whose articles

are not unfrequently introduced into our periodicals (I refer

to J. D. Yonghe of Belgium) says on this subject :
'' We must

" not forget that by pruning there is no late variety which

" cannot be made to produce fruit on the rosettes (tufts of

" leaves which grow on the inner branches), in the third year

" of their formation." Again he states a cure of bad results,

arising from neglect :
" We had for twenty years in our gar-

" den a barren but magnificent pyramid, which might for

" twelve of those years liave produced crops of excellent

" fruit." Indeed on my own grounds the good effects of the
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course recommended, which has been persevered in for a con-

siderable time, is very marked, and becomes more and more

apparent from year to year.

The pyramid is not a form or method indispensable to

success ; one of the best conducted dwarf orchards I recollect

to have seen, is that of Mr. W. A. Austin, of Dorchester,

near Boston, which is grown upon an entirely different prin-

ciple, and yet is a perfect success ; in years past I was in the

habit of visiting it occasionally, not only for the pleasure of

seeing perfectly trained trees, but also for the instruction

gained. Mr. Austin starts his trees with limbs not nearer

the ground than 20 to 24 inches, here the first tier is estab-

lished, and from this point upwards, on a stem not exceeding

three feet, the whole number of additional limbs to form the

tree (not more than a dozen or fifteen altogether, are grown),

the tree is permanently cofined to this number of limbs, which

are kept perfectly well trained and balanced and j^inched in

as required, thus forming a rather low tree, easily approached

and controlled in all its parts. No bifurcations are permitted

except with design. This is substantially Mr. Austin's plan,

given on my best recollection after several years ; he selected

it as having, as he concieves, some advantages over the pyra-

mid ; I prefer the latter, for which reasons might be given,

but not now.

Having in former articles made reference to an orchard

house for stone fruits, with forcing power, in operation for the

past three years, and of the success which had attended it, it

may be well to say, that there has been no falling off" for the

past two years ; as the trees have progressed in age and size,

so have they in productiveness, and in tlie size and quality of

the fruit. The trees were this year started first of February,

forty-five in number, they blossomed profusely, set much
more fruit than was requisite, and perfected a large crop ; but

a single tree of the number showed any symptom of disease.

It was intended to confine the number of fruits to about fifty

to a tree, but they overrun this ; twelve of the first to ripen

had an average of over seventy each, the fruit was very

uniform in size, and the specimens most exposed to sun and
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air were very high colored, and of good flavor ; some of the

later kinds, as George IV., Barington, E. Crawford, &c., were

the largest, measuring, some of them, ten to eleven inches in

circumference, and weighing ten to eleven ounces.

I observe that some have exjDerienced difficulty in keeping

the trees without injury through the winter ; and this does not

surprise me, if kept in the peach house or in an ordinary

cellar. My plan has been, to keep mine under a shed with

ground floor, closed in severe weather, the trees set close and

all the pots bedded in leaves from the forest ; under these

conditions the cold may be down to zero without injuring

them. I have kept them thus three successive years without

injury to a single tree, that I am aware of.

VERMONT.

Reports were received from the Chairman of the State

Fruit Committee, Dr. E. C. Worcester. From Eastern Ver-

mont, by Dr. E. C. Worcester; from the Chanvplain Valley,

by Judge D. Read.

NEW JERSEY.

Reports received from William Reid, of Elizabethtown,

and Dr. Ward, of Newark.

NEW YORK.

Report received from John B. Eaton, Buffalo.

MAINE.

Report from J. W. Adams, Portland.

MINNESOTA.

Reports received from A. Stewart, W. W. Mayo, Silas

Kenworthy, G. W. Stewart, State Fruit Committee.

RHODE ISLAND.

Reports received from Silas Moore, Joseph H. Bourne,

Edward D. Pearoe, D. H. Leonard, G. W. Chapin, State

Fruit Committee.
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PENNSYLVANIA.

Thomas P. James, of Philadelphia, Chairman of the State

Fruit Committee, divided the State into three districts, and

presented reports from each :

Eastern—The counties bordering the Delaware river, ex-

tending inward, and embracing those through which the Sus-

quehanna flows.

Central—^Those counties near the mountainous portions of

the State.

Western—Those west of the Alleganies, Pittsburg being

the centre.

Local reports were also enclosed as follows:

From Philadelphia County^ by Samuel W. Noble.

From Germantown^ by M. Heckek and A. W. Harrison.

From Bucks County^ by Mahlon Moon.

From, Northampton County^ by R. A. Grider, of Beth-

lehem.

From Chester County^ by Tliomas M. Harvey.

From Lancaster County^ by Daniel Engle, H. M. Engle

and John Musser.

From Centre County^ by William G. Waring and W. P.

Fisher.

From Camhria County^ by C. A. Yickroy.

From Allegany County^ by W. S. Bissell, J. Knox, and

A. Ammon.

INDIANA.

AV. H. LooMis, of Indianapolis, Chairman of State Fruit

Committee, presents a valuable report, from which we make

the following extracts, Avhich will be of interest to Western

members :

training trees for THE WEST.

Your Committee cannot close this report without express-

ing their opinion that the " American Pomological Society"

should pay some little attention to the cultivation of trees, and

the proper mode of training the same, as adapted to our west-
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era climate. In the East and North-east it may be well to

advise the trimming up of fruit trees; but at the West one of

the greatest evils is Eastern practice and recommendations

applied to Western fruit culture. In other words, the " Amer-
ican Pomological Society" should remember, and especially

that portion representing the sea-board, that there is a " great

West," possessed of a soil unequalled in fertility, but under a

climate notorious for severe winds and sudden changes ; that

we have warm (almost May) days in January and February,

followed by a temperature of several degrees below zero in

the same twenty-four hours. In order, therefore, to overcome

partially these sudden and disastrous changes in temperature,

we advise all, and it is the universal opinion and practice of

intelligent fruit growers at the West, to train their trees down
instead of up. In other words, we ask the " American Pora-

logical Society" in their wisdom to allow your Western dele-

gates, through you, to advise growing trees with low heads, not

to exceed two feet in height, whereby we claim earlier bear-

ing, greater hardiness of the trees, as well as promoting lon-

gevity in the same, and more regulai* and certain crops of fruit.

Your western friends and co-laborers for the promotion of

American Pomology felt a little indignant last fall, in Phila-

delphia, when we offered resolutions for the guidance of west-

ern cultivators, advising them to train all trees with low heads,

to find that the " American Pomological Society" disregarded

our requests, and seemed to be of the impression that the

'" wise men of the East" knew better what was for the best

interests of Western Pomology than Western cultivators.

We, therefore, kindly ask the adoption of such measures

as shall aid and promote fruit culture not only in the East, but

in the West also, and have no doubt our requests will receive

due consideration.

Orchards, as before remarked, where low training has been

carried out, are found to bear earlier, better, and more uniform

crops, besides being more hardy than those which have been

trimmed up. There are thousands of trees in our State of

this latter description, and it will be found on examination

that most of these have been blown over by our strong south-
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west winds, to an angle, often to 15 degrees, and frequently

20 to 23 degrees, causing the warm rays of the sun in Jan-

uary and February, as well as during the entire season, to

strike them obliquely, the effect of which is that all such trees,

with hardly an exception, are dead on the said south-west side

from the main limbs to the ground? No trees are so injured

on the north side or in the tops. Neither are those injured

which have been trained with low tops, or such as lean to,

instead of from the South-west.

In answer to inquiries from the Chairman of the General

Fruit Committee, Mr. Loomis presented the following special

report

:

We recommend, in answer to your letter of December 30,

the following varieties for extensive cultivation for market.

South of the National Road :

Smith's Cider, quality 3d, productiveness 1st, sale 2d.

Wine Sap, for baking 1st, general use 2d, productiveness

1st, sale 2d.

N. Y. Pippin, quality 1st, productiveness 1st, sale 1st,

durability 1st.

White Winter Pearmain, quality 1st, productiveness 1st,

sale 2d, durability 2d.

White Pippin, quality 2d, productiveness 1st, sale 2d, dura-

bility 2d.

Broadwell Sweet, quality 1st, baking, productiveness 1st,

sale 1st, durability 2d.

Pryor's Red, quality 3d, productiveness Ist, sale 2d, dura-

bility 1st.

Rawle's Janette, quality 2d, productiveness Ist, sale 2d,

durability 1st.

Rome Beauty, quality 3d, productiveness 1st, sale 1st, dura-

bility 2d.

North of the National Road :

N. Y. Pippin, as above.

Baldwin, quality 2d, productiveness 1st, sale Ist, keeping

3d.

Northern Spy, quality 1st, productiveness 2d, sale Ist,

keeping 3d.
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Ben Davis or Carolina Red Streak of So. Ill, " Carolina"

erroneously of Illinois Horticultural Society, Baltimore Red
Streak, of St. Louis, Yictoria, of Mo., Ky. Streak, of Arkansas.

Wine Sap, quality, &c., as above.

Moore's Sweeting, quality 2d, 1st for baking, productive-

ness 2d, sale 1st, keeping 1st.

Jonathan, quality 1st, productiveness 2d, sale 1st, keeping

2d.

Wagner, quality 1st, early, productiveness 1st, sale 1st,

keeping 2d.

Belhnont, quality 1st, early, productiveness 1st, sale 2d,

keeping 2d.

If we were restricted to 3 varieties, we would choose for

Southern Indiana :

!N. Y. Pippin, Rawle's Janet, and Wine Sap.

For Northern Indiana :

Baldwin, Northern Spy, and N. Y. Pippin.

The Jonathan, Wagner, and Belmont, it is true, have not

been long tested, but they have generally borne in nearly

every township, and are at the present time in more general

demand than any other varieties. As you very truly remark,

the Northern Spy "is coming up," eight and ten years since

the people here were disappointed in it, and inclined to attach

a prefix to its name, " Humbug;" its tardiness in coming into

bearing has tended to produce this effect, as also the fact, that

nearly all the specimens were grown on old trees, top grafted,

which produced overgrown and imperfect specimens, but since

that time the trees planted are coming into bearing, and the

fruit is rapidly growing into general favor; the tree is remark-

ably hardy; during the winters of 1855-56 the writer lost

upwards of 60,000 apple trees of various sizes. Among the

varieties were several thousands of Northern Spys— not one

was injured.

DELAWARE.

Report from Dr. George Pepper Norris, of Wilmington :

As Orchard Houses are attracting a good deal of attention,

we give that portion of the report relating to the subject

:
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To the culture of fruit trees in pots, considerable attention

has been given, and a very satisfactory share of success

attained with last year's crop, the trees at the period of this

writing, (April 1, 1862), have all their fruit set and the apricots

as large as walnuts. A little fire heat is occasionally needed,

but only in severe weather, a single ton of coal having been

more than sutficient to meet all the requirements so far. The

trees, over two hundred Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and

Plums, two years in pots, bore last season a fair crop, and

were removed from the cold vinery on the 4th of July last,

out of doors, as the fruit began to ripen oif. Even at this late

season many were punctured by the carlidio and injured by

wasps, showing that the course of removing the trees out of

doors when about to ripen cannot be safely pursued ; this

season, with the prospect of earlier maturity, they will be

retained until maturity, under glass— a separate structure

being devoted to their use entirely.

Peaches and nectarines are easier grown than apricots

and plums. Plums require to be two years in pots before

forming frait buds. The great majority of the trees are in

11 and 12 inch pots, their management is of tlie simplest

kind—being principally embraced in the two directions, '''give

pltnty of air and plenty of water"—house is closed at this

season at nights and in stormy weather ; on almost all other

occasions the ventilators are kept wide open, the pots are

placed on boards to prevent the escape of tlie roots tlirough

into the border ; the enlargement of the holes in the bottom

of the pots being regarded as unnecessary. The trees are

thoroughly syringed every evening previously to closing up,

and watered in the morning on opening. Peaches and nec-

tarines are so freel}' set as to require considerable labor in

thinning, whilst with apricots and plums this may be dispensed

with. The trees present a remarkably healthy appearance at

the present time, and did through last entire summer, an

occasional smoking of tobacco stems being resorted to as a

precaution.

Pears and apples are regarded as unsuitable subjects for

pot culture, except where a very considerable share is allotted.
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although embraced in this collection ; the growth of wood

was so poor as to induce their abandonment. The iig thrives

admirably with very little culture. Of the peaches, the fol-

lowing have given the most satisfactory results : Early York,

George lY., Grosse Miguonne, Morris White, l^ewington

Early and Rareripe of IS^ectarines, Hunts Tawny, Elruge

Newington, Red Roman, Boston, and Stanwick. Of apricots

—Moorpark, Breda, and Roman. Plums—Jefferson, Wash-

ington, and Coe's Golden Drop.

Of the advantages possessed by orchard houses as places

of resort for exercise for the old and feeble, over vineries, this

may not be the place to speak ; but any one who will give the

subject a moment's reflection, will see that the temperature

necessary to the well doing of the trees, over the damp, moist,

warm atmosphere required for the successful growth of the

grape, admit of no comparison.

The ability to produce an almost infinite variety in a

limited space, together with the advantage of being able to

secure the fruit when perfected, will do much towards stimu-

lating the erection of this class of buildings at no distant day.

Rough structures with the roof of glass, well adapted to the

requirements of ample ventilation, are all that are necessary;

the fruit beds may be retarded by covering with mats and with-

holding water until apprehension from early frosts is passed.

A thorough examination of the trees prior to starting for the

force is indispensable ; and an ample supply of soft tepid

water as well as liberal applications of dilute manure, are

also requisite for the highest perfection of fruit. It is only so

in our section that we may hope to again see the nectarine,

plum, or apricots (now unfortunately among the fruits that

were), and we think houses devoted to the culture of fruit trees

in pots, must, where properly managed, give as satisfactory

a return as those devoted to the exclusive culture of the vine.

MARYLAND.

Report from W. C. Wilson, of Baltimore,
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CANADA WEST.

Eeport from W. C. Beadle of St, Catharines, with report

of Upper Canada Fruit Grower's Society.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Report from Joshua Pearce and John Saul, Washington.

ILLINOIS.

Reports received from M. L. Dunlap, of Urbana, Chair-

man of State Fruit Committee, with lists of fruit presented

by M. L. Coe, of Bort Byron, Rock county, S. G. Minkler,

Kendall county, and J. D. Stewart, Adams county. From
the report of Mr, Dunlap we aiFord space for the following

extracts :

It is with no little misgiving that I attempt to give a list

of varieties of fruits that shall prove best in various parts of

our State, reaching as it does through nearly four hundred

miles of latitude, and extending over a range of elevation of

from three to eleven hundred feet above the level of the sea.

The great volume of heated air driven north from the gulf by

the steady pressure of the trade winds during summer, elevates

the average summer temperature, and thus gives us a summer
climate equal to three or four degrees of latitude below that

of the slope lying east of the Blue Ridge. This is followed

by a winter correspondingly colder, making the contrast great,

and in many instances inflicting irreparable injury on all

hard-wooded plants not well ripened. It is practically grow-

ing an orchard in latitude thirty-six, and wintering it in forty.

From the peculiar nature of our climate, we have but little

snow, while in winter the number of clear days is remarkable,

the sun's rays thawing the ground and starting the sap,

followed by intense cold at night. To these influences can be

cliarged the difhculties of fruit growing on the prairies of the

west. For the growth of trees the soil is favorable, and so is

the summer climate, while the great drawback is in the sud-

den changes during winter. Whenever by artificial means

this normal condition of the climate is overcome, there is no
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difficulty in growing any of tlie apple or pear family that do

well at the east. By protection with timber belts, close plant-

ing, thorough draining, and low headed trees, we can succeed

with all varieties of the apple, in all parts of the State. The
Baldwin, which in exposed prairie localities is one of the first

to succumb, produces, when sheltered from the wind in closely

planted borders, its usual crop, whether in the middle or north

part of the State. In the south part, usually denominated

Egypt, less protection of this kind is i-equired. The same

reasoning holds good with many other varieties popular at

the east, but at present of little value at the west. The list fur-

nished below has particular reference to the prairie exposures,

with tlie general understanding that all desirable sorts can be

cultivated with more or less profit when the conditions

indicated are suj)plied. The summer blight effects some

varieties more than others. Taking all thino-s into considera-

tion, the following list will be found valuable to the orchardists

of the State of Illinois. Mr. Coe says :
" In regard to Smith's

Cider and Rambo, a dry soil is indispensable, and the latter

must be either top-grafted or budded standard high. Rawles

Janet is better root-grafted. We have had but one peach

crop in the last twelve years. The cnrculio destroys all the

plums. Pears have not succeeded well, and I doubt if they

can be grown with profit, Clierries are a failure, with tlie

exception of Early May (Kentish of Downing), and pei'haps

two or three of the Morelio familv." Mr, Minkler has the

same experience. These two members of the Committee

represent respectively the Lake and Mississippi region of

Northern Illinois, Mr. Coe has a sandy soil, and Mr. Mink-

lee a clay loam overlying the Niagara group of limestone,

which crops out at intervals in the neighborhood.

The great loss to the planter by the purchase of trees from

the East is in their exposure here the first winter, I hope you

will impress upon all parties sending trees west in the Fall, to

lay them in and cover from the sun during winter. Trees

must have a summer's growth here before they can be safely

wintered in this climate, unless in the south part of the State.

Trees do well that are received early in the season, but gen-
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erallv they come so late that the summer drouth ruins them.

The large number of dwarf and standard j^ears shipped

west require this caution. I have for years purchased two

year old pear trees from Rochester in the Fall, heel in and

cover with corn stalks, and they always do well and make as

hardy a tree as though grown here, and I tiiink the same

would be the case with the apple.

Pears—At this stage in the history of pear culture in this

State, it would be premature to make up a list. On the whole,

pear culture has not given satisfaction, though in some locali-

ties good crops have been realized. The blight is the great

drawback. Bartlett has done well in all parts of the State

;

Madeleine appears to be a favorite also ; Stevens' Genesee,

Flemish Beauty, Belle Lucrative, Louise Bonne de Jersey and

a few others. For a standard pear Flemish Beauty may
safely be set as the head of the list ; Doyenne d'Ete, Made-
leine, Bartlett, White Doyenne, Louise Bonne de Jersey and

Winter J^ellis would make a list of six acceptable varieties.

Peaches—The member of the Committee eno'ae'ed in

peach culture has failed to report, probably from the reason

that sutficient experience has not as yet indicated the best

varieties.

15
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